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Y‡j§avalkya is perhaps the most important literary figure in ancient India prior to 

the Buddha.  He is prominent in early Indian literature (ca. 8th c. BCE onwards), 
particularly in late Vedic ritual manuals, philosophical tracts, Epic literature, and Pur‡ıic 
("legendary") texts.  He is credited with writing a major legal treatise, the 
Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti, and is considered one of India's earliest and most well-known thinkers.  
In ancient India, Y‡j§avalkya was a bearer of ritual authority, a sage of mystical 
knowledge, and a propagator of philosophical ideas and religious law.  In modern times, 
he has come to personify the hoary past of the Veda and Vedic orthodoxy.  In these 
various contexts, the figure of Y‡j§avalkya functions in a variety of ways -- he is a 
literary device, a cultural ascription of authority for certain beliefs and practices, and a 
representative of particular institutionalized modes of life (the idealized priest, mendicant, 
and sage).   

This project is an analysis of this literary figure in ancient and classical Sanskrit 
literature (the ¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa, the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad, the Mah‡bh‡rata, the 
Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti, and various Pur‡ıas).  Through a close reading of the literature, I 
focus upon how this figure develops across time and across traditions, including, for 
example, the use and manipulation of related themes and the deployment of 
Y‡j§avalkya's sarcastic portrayal.  Further, I argue that by analyzing both the early and 
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later literary traditions we can surmise how the figure might have been "read" in the 
process of rewriting him into different contexts with different goals.  
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Chapter One: Introduction, Narrative, and Method 

Y‡j§avalkya is perhaps the most important literary-historical figure in ancient 

India prior to the Buddha.1  He is attested to throughout the late-Vedic ritual, Epic, and 

Pur‡ıic literature (8th c. BCE and well into the common era) -- specifically, in the 

¯atapaÒha Br‡hmaıa (¯B) and the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad (B‚U), the Mah‡bh‡rata 

(MBh), and various Pur‡ıas.  The Hindu tradition views him as the founder of the White 

Yajurveda (YV) school of ritual practice, which he is said to have received from the Sun 

(‡ditya).2  Further, he is credited with writing a legal treatise, the Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti (YS), 

and is considered one of India's earliest and most well-known thinkers.  In secondary 

scholarship he is also associated with a number of "firsts" in Indian literary history: the 

first person to discuss brahman and ‡tman thoroughly; the first to put forth an (albeit 

limited) theory of karma and reincarnation; the first to renounce his household life; the 

first to dispute with women in religious debate (brahmodya); and the first to discuss 

theological matters with his wife.  Throughout early Indian history, then, Y‡j§avalkya 

was seen as a priestly bearer of ritual authority, a sage of mystical knowledge, and an 

innovative propagator of philosophical ideas and religious law.  In modern times, for 

many in the tradition, he personifies the hoary past of the Veda, Vedic orthodoxy, and the 

beginnings of Ved‡ntic philosophical discourse. 

In spite of Y‡j§avalkya's significance in ancient Indian history, he has only been 

approached in limited studies through philosophical and positivist-historical lenses -- that 

is, the early narratives of Y‡j§avalkya have been viewed as the beginnings of formal 
 
1 By "literary-historical" my claim is simply from an academic perspective concerned with reconstructing 
one thread of Indian religious history and is not from any particular theological or sectarian perspective.  It 
is a claim about the available data (textual and material) and the import that data has had in the academic 
construction of Indian religious history.    
 
2 B‚U 6.5.3 
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philosophy and/or the emphasis has been placed on isolating the "real" Y‡j§avalkya and 

his teachings.3  The later narratives concerning Y‡j§avalkya have been treated 

perfunctorily, if at all, and are universally taken as "mythic" fabrications.  Y‡j§avalkya 

has never been taken seriously as a literary figure through the variety of texts in which he 

appears and has not been given the treatment he deserves.  This is all the more ironic 

given that Y‡j§avalkya, because of his importance, is mentioned in almost all 

introductory texts on Hinduism and in works concerned with ancient Indian philosophy.4 

The principal goal of this project is to analyze the early literary and historical 

construction of Y‡j§avalkya as a cultural icon in late-Vedic, Epic, and Pur‡ıic times5 and 

to discuss how Y‡j§avalkya is "rewritten" and appropriated in religious texts in different 

historical contexts with different (literary, doctrinal, and sociological) intentions.  Thus, I 

will critically analyze the early Y‡j§avalkya texts in regards to both their literary and 

social components -- that is, how literary and lived worlds intersect in the construction of 

a social identity and memory across time. 

§ 1.  Literary Background 

Who is Y‡j§avalkya and what is his literary portrayal? These questions are central 

to this project and are dealt with at length in the following chapters.  It is, however, 

prudent to give a brief summary to frame the narrative that is to follow. 

 
3 The only works of which I am aware that take a larger view of Y‡j§avalkya in various contexts is E.R. 
Krishnamurti's polemical study (1984) and Jha's uncritical work (1988). 
 
4 It is also ironic that BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad ch. 3 & 4 (K‡ıva) have not been critically edited.  However, 
a start has been made by Maue (B‚U 1; unpub. diss.: University of Gei·en, 1976) and Perez-Coffie (B‚U 
2; unpub. diss.: Harvard, 1994).  
 
5 Such a history could also include Y‡j§avalkya's appearance in the later material (particularly in Ved‡ntic 
texts, Jain texts, and certain late yoga texts ascribed to him) and even modern India.  The tradition of the 
White Yajurveda still persists in northern India and at least two socio-religious institutions are dedicated to 
Y‡j§avalkya in the south (in Madras and Pune).  However, such a comprehensive history would require 
another volume and is beyond the scope of the present project. 
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Y‡j§avalkya first appears in the Br‡hmaıa literature (specifically the ¯atapatha 

Br‡hmaıa, ca. 8th c. BCE), ancient Indian literature devoted to ritual minutiae, stories, 

and myths -- all of which have the overall purpose of explaining the various sacrificial 

acts and their relation to the gods, the phenomenal world, and humankind.  He is 

portrayed as a ritual specialist giving his opinion on a variety of ritual actions and 

interpretations.  Most of the passages are succinct and do not provide any detailed 

information about this individual (such as lineage, family, etc.) nor do they provide much 

of a context.  They do, however, give a sense of Y‡j§avalkya's character -- a ritual 

specialist with a tendency towards sarcasm or wit.  The majority of the passages are 

rather short, consisting of little more than a paragraph in English.  The form these 

passages often take is a series of opinions on a particular sacrificial point, although 

Y‡j§avalkya does appear in a few passages where his statement or opinion is the only one 

given. 

In the later books of ¯B we also encounter larger narratives in which Y‡j§avalkya 

is one of the principal characters, though shorter passages do occur as well.  It has been 

argued by some that these longer narratives are more philosophical, indicating a shift 

from the earlier portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya and are perhaps even "mythical."  It should be 

pointed out, however, that while one may see a shift in the character of Y‡j§avalkya, the 

topics discussed are still related to sacrifice, albeit perhaps more abstractly in some cases.  

Such larger narratives also give us a context of the dialogues, something quite obscure in 

the single passages which simply list various ritualists' opinions on some particular point. 

In the Upani˘ads, specifically the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad chapters 3-4 (ca. 6th c. 

BCE), Y‡j§avalkya is the central character in a rather lively debate about sacrifice, life, 

death, and immortality.  This debate is within the court of Janaka, the famed king who is 

sponsoring this event.  Other well known ritual specialists have gathered as well to 
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participate in the debate.  The debate climaxes with the rather graphic defeat of the 

famous ritualist ¯‡kalya, establishing that Y‡j§avalkya is the most learned in the Vedas.  

Chapter 4 of BÁhad‡raıyaka (B‚U) shifts to a private religious discussion between 

Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka continuing and elaborating themes presented in chapter 3.  

Chapter 4 of the BÁhad‡raıyaka concludes with an even more private discussion between 

Y‡j§avalkya and his wife, Maitrey„. 

In the final chapter of the BÁhad‡raıyaka, we are told that Y‡j§avalkya is viewed 

as the founder of the White Yajurvedic school of ritual interpretation and that he received 

the sacrificial formulae of the White Yajurveda Sa¸hit‡ from the Sun (‡ditya). 

Y‡j§avalkya again appears in the Mah‡bh‡rata, the Epic poem dated roughly 

between the 4th c. BCE and 2nd c. CE.6  While he is mentioned only briefly in a few 

passages, we do have one long passage in the ¯‡ntiparvan where Y‡j§avalkya is the 

central figure.  Here he is seen teaching Janaka the doctrine of Yoga-S‡Ôkhya, quite 

appropriate for this didactic chapter.  Interestingly, after Y‡j§avalkya teaches his version 

of this doctrine, we step out of this dialogue proper and are told a story about how 

Y‡j§avalkya received the White Yajurveda and composed/compiled the ¯atapatha 

Br‡hmaıa. 

Finally, Y‡j§avalkya appears in a number of Pur‡ıic texts, often in the context of 

explaining the origin of the Vedas.  In these various texts we encounter obvious 

recompositions of material recorded earlier.  We also have different stories about how 

and why Y‡j§avalkya split with his teacher to form his own ritual school, how he had to 

purify himself to receive the White Yajurveda from the Sun, and how he is seen as the 

founder of the White Yajurvedic tradition. We find here, also, stories which base 

 
6 However, see Hiltebeitel (2001) who believes the compositional period for this text is much shorter. 
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themselves on what must have been a popular understanding of Y‡j§avalkya premised on 

the earlier texts, but one which takes on a life of its own. 

Throughout the expanse of the literature under question here, there are a number 

of topics and themes that will be revisited throughout the chapters of this project.  First 

and foremost,  Y‡j§avalkya's wit or sarcasm appears rather particular to him as a figure.  

Even in the earliest material, the ¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa, we find associated with 

Y‡j§avalkya many instances of clever play on words, short and witty retorts, and derisive 

statements towards other Brahmins or opinions.  While perhaps such comments may not 

be solely limited to the figure of Y‡j§avalkya, their prevalence in regard to him, and in 

the later literature that exploits such a characterization, suggest that they serve to define 

him as a literary figure.  In this sense, by looking at the use of sarcasm attributed to this 

figure, we see the template of his character developing in the earliest literature. 

By tracing the use (or non-use) of this character trait diachronically we can start to 

see a pattern emerging.  For example, in the early material the sarcasm associated with 

Y‡j§avalkya only appears in situations where he is taken as authoritative by the tradition.  

I suggest that this character trait of the figure of Y‡j§avalkya was viewed positively -- 

that is that his sarcasm is justified by his correct knowledge.  This develops in the later 

books of the ¯atapatha and throughout to BÁhad‡raıyaka, where Y‡j§avalkya's authority 

within various contexts begins to become absolute -- he is always right in his opinion 

whether on ritual procedure, in a public debate, or in private discussion.  As sarcasm can 

be variously understood -- as humorous, rude, witty or what have you -- in this early 

context it should be understood as "pride in correct knowledge," as it does not appear to 

be viewed as a negative trait (such as arrogance).  When we approach Y‡j§avalkya's 

appearance in the Mah‡bh‡rata, the characterization changes, though it is still based on 

the same model of Y‡j§avalkya established in the early literature, but understood 
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somewhat differently.  Y‡j§avalkya's characteristic wit appears relatively absent in the 

MBh tellings, but his authority has greatly risen -- he is seen as a Á˘i (sage) of the ancient 

past and is said to have been present in Indra's heaven to perform the r‡jasÂya  (royal 

consecration ceremony) for him and to perform the same rite for Yudhi˘Òhira on earth.  It 

is clear that Y‡j§avalkya's status has changed in the larger view of ancient Hinduism, 

playing integral roles in various parts of the text.  I suggest how, in a longer passage 

associated with Y‡j§avalkya, the lack of sarcasm prompts the need for hagiographical 

elaboration about how Y‡j§avalkya came to have knowledge of the White Yajurveda and 

what his relationship to the Sun god was.  In this sense, even though the characteristic 

sarcasm is absent, in elaborating a story of Y‡j§avalkya's past, the text is reminding us 

that we are still dealing with the same figure from the older literature which might not 

otherwise be apparent. 

In the Pur‡ıic material, this sarcastic trait is variously understood.  In some cases, 

Y‡j§avalkya's wit is viewed as a negative trait (for example, as arrogance).  Here we 

encounter different stories that attempt to explain how Y‡j§avalkya could receive a new 

Veda and how his personality played a role in the need for a new Veda.  In one case it is 

suggested that Y‡j§avalkya's teacher misunderstood a statement of Y‡j§avalkya's and 

was insulted. Y‡j§avalkya then appealed to the Sun god for a new Veda as he was 

compelled to give the Black Yajurveda back to his teacher.  In another case, we are told 

that Y‡j§avalkya did, apparently intentionally, insult his teacher and had to undergo 

penance and appeal to the Sun god.  His penance pleased the Sun to such a degree that the 

Sun god chose to grant him a new Veda.  In another story, which is a recomposed version 

of an earlier story, Y‡j§avalkya is not sarcastic or arrogant at all, but all of the other 

Brahmins present in a public debate are said to have this trait.  In this case, what could be 

understood as a negative trait associated with a particular Á˘i is placed onto the other 
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Brahmins in the debate and thus the character of Y‡j§avalkya is "sanitized" while 

inverting the moral message to the story. 

This rather unique trait of sarcasm attributed to Y‡j§avalkya, I argue throughout 

this project, is a defining trait that made him particularly appropriate to be considered the 

founder of the White Yajurvedic tradition.  A close reading of the texts suggests that it is 

this characteristic that ideally situates him as the spokesperson for the tradition; he is a 

leader who can justify his own tradition's practices in contrast to established orthodoxy, 

even if that means denigrating others in the process.  In the later literary traditions (the 

Pur‡ıas) where the trait is sometimes read negatively, they are concerned with explaining 

it away ("it was a misunderstanding") or with how Y‡j§avalkya atones for such a 

character flaw (through penance). 

Another related theme that we find throughout the literature on Y‡j§avalkya is the 

association of other religious traditions or practices with him.  For example, from the 

Mah‡bh‡rata onward, Y‡j§avalkya is associated with apparently different traditions of 

yoga.  While the earliest material does not discuss Y‡j§avalkya in relation to yoga -- it is 

likely that a distinct tradition of such did not exist as such at the time -- it appears that 

Y‡j§avalkya's authority is being put to a different use.  As Y‡j§avalkya is associated with 

a new Yajurveda, he becomes, somewhat paradoxically, viewed as an ancient Á˘i.  Here I 

argue that Y‡j§avalkya becomes emblematic of "the new within the ancient," and his 

association with yoga and other traditions is a means of claiming ancient authority for 

newly developing traditions.  This becomes particularly clear in the Pur‡ıas where 

Y‡j§avalkya is associated with emerging traditions devoted to ¯iva or R‡ma or to 

valorize apparently new rites or pilgrimages.  As such, the character of Y‡j§avalkya 

becomes a means to put the present into the past as a means to claim authority for a 

tradition. 
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Another central theme in the literature is how Y‡j§avalkya becomes seen as an 

idealized priest in relation to kings.  In the ¯B we see the beginning of this association 

with King Janaka, himself an idealized king who sponsors Brahmins and, at least on one 

occasion, is said to know more than other Brahmins about a particular rite and its 

significance.  In the BÁhad‡raıyaka, Y‡j§avalkya is particularly associated with Janaka 

and he proves himself to be the wisest Brahmin at a debate held at Janaka's court.  Later it 

is said that Y‡j§avalkya teaches Janaka about the nature of life, death, and the cosmos in 

private.  In later literature, Y‡j§avalkya appears often with Janaka, but begins to be 

associated with other kings as well.  In the Mah‡bh‡rata, he is said to have functioned as 

a priest for both Yudi˘Òhira's royal consecration ceremony on earth as well as for Indra's 

in heaven.  I argue that Y‡j§avalkya, due to his perceived authority, functions as a 

connecting link between these sacrifices so as to show how these sacrifices are actually 

equivalent and how Yudi˘Òhira is equivalent to Indra. 

In this fashion, there are suggestive reasons why Y‡j§avalkya may have become 

associated with a legal tradition (dharma˜‡stra) and his name is attributed to a legal text 

(the Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti).  Based on a comparison with the figure of Manu and the famous 

legal text attributed to him, I argue that Y‡j§avalkya fulfills a similar ideological 

function, albeit from a different perspective. While Manu is an idealized king, 

Y‡j§avalkya has become an idealized Brahmin in his various relations with many kings. 

Finally, a major concern of mine is how we can trace the life of a literary figure 

across time and texts and how we can query these recompositions for what they tell us not 

only about how a larger tradition developed out of a smaller one, but also how various 

people understood this figure in their recomposing of him.  In this fashion, by viewing the 

recomposition of Y‡j§avalkya as a literary figure in different literature, we are granted a 

window into the concerns and motivations of those later compositions.  If we view 
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recomposition as a form of commentary on earlier literary productions, we can analyze 

the later traditions in a new manner.  We can look at what aspects of an earlier narrative 

were important to them by looking at hagiographical expansion (such as later narratives 

focused on Y‡j§avalkya's wives or on the origins of the Vedas), hagiographical inversion 

(such as the narrative of Y‡j§avalkya's sarcasm being transposed onto others), and 

hagiographical contraction (such as removing certain details altogether or collapsing a 

story to focus on one particular part). 

It is in these later stories, that the figure of Y‡j§avalkya appears to be becoming 

progressively more popular -- both within oral literature that must have had a wider 

audience, but also due to a broadening creative license on the part of the authors to 

explore or expand these stories.  This does not mean that they are not bound to 

collectively held notions of who this figure was, but that the more popular medium 

allowed for a certain freedom in what they composed or recomposed.  I suggest that we 

think of this process as the "literary memory" that these composers had of Y‡j§avalkya -- 

a ritualist, a debater with a strong wit, and a philosopher with two wives -- where they 

were not bound rigidly to a specific textual tradition, but were apparently well aware of it. 

By talking about the "life" of a literary figure, we are also talking about the lives 

of various individuals who found a literary figure interesting, useful, or religiously 

compelling for any number of different reasons.  This diachronic study, the first of its 

kind as far as I am aware, is concerned with taking these developments seriously.  All too 

often, portrayals of Y‡j§avalkya beyond the earlier material have been simply dismissed 

by scholars as mythic fabrications.  In fact, I would argue that exploring how a figure 

attains such a status, and, more so, what such a status means, grants a unique view into 

how particular ancient Indians understood their tradition.  Further, to dismiss the 

narratives as myth ignores the fact that there are many different stories about Y‡j§avalkya 
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coming from many different traditions which grants a view into how different people 

used the figure in their compositions for different ends. 

§ 2.  Scholarship on Y‡j§avalkya 

Most scholarship on Y‡j§avalkya and the Upani˘ads as a whole is predicated on 

an "accumulative" method -- that is, through the gathering of key terms, concepts, 

themes, etc., one constructs a philosophical or chronological system.7  This is done based 

on the assumption that such texts are an amalgamation of various, not necessarily 

connected, ideas or teachings.  Thus, different passages are brought forth as "proof texts"  

-- disconnected passages mentioned to prove one position or another. 

In many ways, B‚U 3-4 (the "Y‡j§avalkya section," Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa) lends 

itself to such a reading: the topics appear to shift while the framing appears to only 

formally connect the narrative; sometimes what seems to be a coherent paragraph may 

also have various additions and emendations that do not appear to coincide with the rest 

of the text.  Further, in B‚U 4 we have a series of different episodes which can easily be 

read separately from each other, as well as from B‚U 3.  Can such a text then, which 

obviously underwent editorial phases and consists of what must have been separately 

composed parts, also be read as a whole? 

In regards to the B‚U, Witzel (1987), Brereton (1997), and Hock (2002) are the 

only scholars I am aware of to answer in the positive.  They have looked at this 

Upani˘adic text as consisting of a larger narrative and have made headway in analyzing 
 
7 With the exception of Brereton (1997, cf. especially n. 7); Hock (2002); Olivelle (1999); and to some 
degree Witzel (1987b: 2003).  It should be stated outright that I am not against positive-historical or 
philosophical means of approaching texts provided it is done with sophistication and an understanding of its 
limitations (as should be the case with any method used), but I am implicitly arguing that such methods are 
not the only nor the necessary means to approach these texts.  Attempts at systems (such as Deussen: 1966) 
are largely artificial and require interpretive leaps.  Chronologies, while explanatorily compelling in the 
broad, often become a "house of cards" if minor details are pushed too far (such as Ruben: 1947).  It will 
also be clear throughout my work that much of my analysis is dependent on critical work done in 
establishing dates and places of textual production (particularly the work of Caland, Mylius, Weber, and 
Witzel).  Thus, their work is extremely useful for my purposes, but is not the goal itself of this project. 
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how this narrative is formally put together.8  Thus, these narratives surrounding 

Y‡j§avalkya are first and foremost stories under a single rubric, the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa.9  

As they are presented to us as a unit, it is the reader's right to see them as connected and 

to examine that connection.  While it is possible to argue that B‚U may simply contain 

stories about Y‡j§avalkya which have no other internal connection of their own, this is 

unlikely not only because the tradition itself sees B‚U 3-4 as intimately connected 

(within themselves and within the whole Upani˘ad), but also because, as I argue in detail 

below, the narratives themselves give a variety of clues, both structurally and 

thematically, that they were meant to be viewed as interconnected.10  While the text as a 

whole may be a conglomeration of originally disparate parts, we must, at least initially, 

expect that there is a logic in the editorializing project.  Whoever the editors of this text 

may have been, they saw these narratives as interconnected and placed them in relation to 

each other, both thematically and structurally.  While the logic of the editorializing 

project may be lost to us in a particular section, phrase, or word (see below on B‚U 

3.9.28), etc., we must begin with the assumption that the text makes sense, both in its 

parts and in the whole.11  It is incumbent upon scholars to assume that a text that has been 

memorized and passed down through generations in a literary tradition was important and 

meant something coherent to a particular community.12  Only after exhaustive attempts 

 
8 However, Brereton and Witzel are only concerned with B‚U 3, while Hock makes an initial attempt to 
analyze B‚U 4.  I differ, though, from all of these scholars in varying degrees on the nature of that structure 
and the import of various passages. 
 
9 See below "Previous Scholarship on Y‡j§avalkya" on the nature of the historicity of these stories. 
 
10 ¯aÔkara takes B‚U 3, 4.1-2, 4.3-4, and 4.5 as story units; however, he argues from his advaita 
perspective how they are all interconnected. 
 
11 This notion that a narrative is supposed to make sense, while so commonsensical, is often overlooked in 
Indological scholarship (see Jamison: 1991). 
 
12 This is not to say that everything in the text is in perfect accordance with everything else -- such perfect 
symmetry of a compiled text would be unlikely.  However, it does mean that it was seen to have such a 
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using a variety of methods can we then speculate that there is a corruption or confusion in 

the text, and then, only guardedly so.13 

Taking the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa as a series of shorter narratives which has a larger 

frame that binds them allows us to bring in the expanse of literary theory available to 

analyze these texts, something that is often under-utilized in Indological circles.  In so 

doing, the connection between literature and history -- that is, how literature is formed by 

history and history by literature -- can be explored further and with more sophistication.  

Before turning to Y‡j§avalkya in the texts, it is perhaps best to deal with the narrower 

issue of Y‡j§avalkya as a "real" person, a point addressed in a number of ways in almost 

all the scholarship on Y‡j§avalkya. 

§ 2.1 "Historicity" of Y‡j§avalkya 

Most scholarship on Y‡j§avalkya, I have suggested, has been focused on the 

"accumulative" method.  Key to this methodological approach -- though the method is not 

necessarily dependent on it -- is a notion of "authenticity."  In the case of Y‡j§avalkya, a 

notion of authenticity is not of the more "straightforward" sort (for example, where it is a 

matter of what is the "authentic" or "original" text), but it has been intertwined with a 

notion of "authentic person."14  While it is true that constructing a critical edition of 

particular types of texts15 assumes a notion of "original text" based on a notion of a 

 
symmetry and much of the later commentarial tradition is devoted to elucidating that very aspect, albeit 
from particular theological perspectives. 
 
13 See, for example, Olivelle (1998) on particular Western abuses of Indian texts. 
 
14 Quotes are used here because I do not think there is any "straightforward" notion of authenticity, but that 
certain types of scholarship assume there is. 
 
15 This is the case in texts in which we can discern, or think we can discern, an individual author or authors 
(particularly, if the tradition acknowledges one and its historicity appears probable).  Certain other texts 
(such as the MBh) seem more obviously conglomerations with a long editorial history, where sections of 
the whole can not reliably be attributed to any particular individual (however, see Hiltebeitel, 2001).  
Alternatively, "non-real" authors may be found to actually be particular historical individuals (such as 
"Manu" of the ManusmÁti, see Olivelle: 2005). 
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particular author or authors, in the case of Y‡j§avalkya and the texts ascribed to him we 

are put in an interpretive circle.  In our case, the proclaimed "author" of some of our texts 

is also the principal subject.16  The importance of Y‡j§avalkya in ancient Indian history 

has led a number of scholars to try to determine who the "real" Y‡j§avalkya was and what 

his "original" teachings were.  In so doing, many posit, often implicitly, a theory of how a 

narrative becomes a "legend" or "myth" (i.e., not historically true). 

I will here take three of the most recent works (Bronkhorst 2000; Fiser 1984; 

Witzel 2003) which, in varying degrees and with different levels of sophistication, make 

claims about who the "real" Y‡j§avalkya was.  Further, each posits reasons (whether 

explicitly or implicitly) why certain texts should or should not be thought of as 

"authentic" (here meaning "historically true").  In this section, I am not arguing for a 

particular historical view of Y‡j§avalkya as much as I am using this as a platform to 

discuss the problems of correlating a positivistic "historical" person with "narrative." I 

will then argue why it can be important and useful to avoid the entire question of the 

"real" Y‡j§avalkya by viewing the Y‡j§avalkya narratives as reflective traditions through 

time -- that is, not viewing Y‡j§avalkya directly as a historical agent, but using 

Y‡j§avalkya and the narratives as a means to uncover a literary and cultural history. 

§ 2.1.1 Bronkhorst 

Bronkhorst's work, The Two Traditions of Meditation in Ancient India (2000), 

has been the subject of some debate.17  Thus, it is not necessary to discuss the broader 

considerations of the book and the method used.  Rather I will discuss and critique the 

 
16 White YV, ¯B, and YS, though not the MBh or Pur‡ıic accounts.  See below on Mah‡bh‡rata and 
Pur‡ıas, where the tradition explicitly states that Y‡j§avalkya was the "composer/compiler" of the ¯B. 
 
17 See Collins (1987).   
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claims that Bronkhorst makes about Y‡j§avalkya in the narratives, something that has not 

been addressed to date.18 

Bronkhorst's larger goal in his book is to isolate what he argues to be "authentic 

Buddhism" -- those teachings which can be associated with the historical Buddha -- from 

borrowed practices or historical accretions.  Following a dissection of what Bronkhorst 

argues to be "mainstream" meditation from "Buddhist" meditation in ancient India, he is 

in a predicament of losing anything "truly" Buddhist in meditative practices because one 

passage from the B‚U (4.4.23) seems strikingly similar to what he has argued is 

specifically a Buddhist innovation.  This passage, he argues, could be seen as a 

"meditation of the Buddhistic type" (p. 112) which is not associated with the historical 

Buddha. 

Therefore, knowing this, having become calm, subdued, quiet, patiently enduring, 
concentrated, one sees the soul in oneself (4.4.23; Bronkhorst's translation). 

In Bronkhorst's schema of meditation-types, it would have been easy to argue that 

this passage is not similar to "Buddhist" meditation, but rather is an example of 

"mainstream" Hindu meditation (p. 112).19  However, to preempt possible future 

argument by scholars, Bronkhorst tries to prove that the whole Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa (B‚U 

3-4) must be later than early Buddhism and that this B‚U text is "legendary."20 

Bronkhorst's argument can be summarized as follows: (1) He points out that 

P‡ıini (4.3.105) does not mention the name Y‡j§avalkya when discussing the use of the 

 
18 With the exception of a brief but apt comment by Witzel (1987: 407 n.96).   
 
19 Why he avoids the more obvious rebuttal against this indicating "Buddhist meditation" in unclear.  In this 
passage, and throughout the early Upani˘ads, eva¸vid, ya eva¸ veda, and other variants almost invariably 
emphasize the knowledge in question and, only secondarily, the results.  It is unlikely that becoming calm, 
subdued, etc.  are any sort of meditational practice in Bronkhorst's terms, but are rather the result of correct 
knowledge which then leads to (or is coexistent with) "seeing the ‡tman..." 
 
20 Note that there are scholars who think the B‚U may have reached its final redaction even as late as the 
Guptas (Reinvang: 2000), but that is quite different than arguing the whole content is late. 
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ıini taddhita-type suffix under the category of pur‡ıaprokte˘u br‡hmaıakalpe˘u ("in the 

case of Br‡hmaıa and Kalpa works uttered by the ancients...").  This indicates to 

Bronkhorst that P‡ıini does not recognize Y‡j§avalkya as an ancient sage.  (2) Further, 

Bronkhorst notes that K‡ty‡yana, in his later elaboration on P‡ıini, excludes 

"Y‡j§avalkya, etc." (y‡j§avalky‡dibhya˛) from the grammatical category "because of 

being of similar/same time" (tulyak‡latv‡t) as P‡ıini, according to Bronkhorst.  (3) After 

P‡ıini, Pata§jali (1.14-16) then comments further that y‡j§avalky‡dibhya˛ means 

y‡j§avalky‡ni br‡hmaı‡ni ("the Y‡j§avalkya-br‡hmaıas").  Thus, Bronkhorst argues that 

the Y‡j§avalkya-br‡hmaıas (which he takes as B‚U 3-4, and perhaps also the latter 

books of ¯B) must not have existed in P‡ıini's time and that they must have been 

written/created between P‡ıini's and K‡ty‡yana's time (perhaps 150 BCE).  Bronkhorst 

thinks that the B‚U must be what K‡ty‡yana is referring to as a recent development 

(which was only then secondarily attributed to Y‡j§avalkya).  He then points out that 

Horsch (1966) also shows that Pata§jali and the Mah‡bh‡rata view the ¯B as a 

compilation. 

While all this may be possible, it is in no fashion convincing.  First, the ex silentio 

argument that since P‡ıini does not mention Y‡j§avalkya indicates that the texts or the 

person did not exist prior to him is weak.  Any number of reasons are possible for this 

omission and are more convincing: the White Yajurvedic tradition, for example, was a 

northeastern 'up-start' tradition (see below) and the grammarians Bronkhorst mentions are 

northwestern.  Thus, it is quite likely they may have been simply unaware of this 

tradition, or even if they were aware, could very well have not thought much of it or its 

purported founder.  Further, even if P‡ıini is unaware of a genre of texts called 

Upani˘ads, as Bronkhorst contends (p. 114), this does not necessarily mean that those 

texts did not exist -- it might simply mean that P‡ıini saw no need to mention them.   It 
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seems more likely that Upani˘ads were originally only known as Br‡hmaıas and their 

distinction as a different genre was not universally established, or perhaps they were not 

yet canonized or popular.21 

Secondly, the exclusion of "Y‡j§avalkya, etc..." from the ıini rule is principally a 

grammatical rule -- the suffix is not used with Y‡j§avalkya, for example, and the reason 

is: "because (the texts, according to Pata§jali) are of the same time" (tulyak‡latv‡t).  But 

what does tulyak‡latva mean? There is a problem because we do not know what 

tulyak‡latva is grammatically related to -- it is not expressed.  "Of the same time" as 

what/who? Bronkhorst assumes it means "as the same time as P‡ıini."22  But if it is 

"doubtful whether K‡ty‡yana was well-informed about P‡ıini's time" (Bronkhorst, p. 

113), then why can't the texts associated with Y‡j§avalkya even precede P‡ıini and thus 

still be prior to the Buddha? 

Finally, Bronkhorst does not do justice to a passage in the Mah‡bh‡rata which he 

quotes in support of this argument. (114, n. 6; MBh. 12.306.16):  

tata˛ ˜atapatha¸ kÁtsna¸ sarahasya¸ sasa¸graham |  cakre sapari˜e˘a¸ ca 
har˘eıa parameıa ha || 

This translates literally as: 

Thus the whole ¯atapatha together with the secret doctrines, appendixes, and 
supplements, I made with the highest joy. 

Bronkhorst quotes this passage apparently to show the MBh is aware of the 

compilatory nature of the ¯B.  That the ¯B is a compilation is a given (and, as far as I 

know, this has always been accepted even within the tradition), but a compilation of 

what?  Here the MBh tells us that it views the ¯B as a compilation of different types of 

texts.  Nothing is said about different authors or anything to suggest that the tradition did 

 
21 Note that the B‚U is part of the ¯B and its distinct name is probably a later attribution. 
 
22 This is a plausible assumption, but it is not a given. 
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not see any part of the ¯B as produced by someone other than Y‡j§avalkya.  In fact, the 

whole point of the larger narrative in the MBh which precedes and follows this passage is 

to establish why and how Y‡j§avalkya made (cakre) the text.  No passage says anything 

about sections of the text being composed by others and in no way "further collaborates 

that B‚U 3-4 is late" (p.  114). 

Bronkhorst's further arguments on the position of a "real" Y‡j§avalkya and the 

dating of ¯B and B‚U can be dealt with more briefly:  

 

(1) Bronkhorst suggests that ¯BM books 1-4 seem to contain authentic portrayals 

of Y‡j§avalkya (presumably because many are simply a listing of various 

opinions, rather than extended narratives), while ¯BM 11-13 are "often in a 

legendary context" (p. 115). ¯BM 2.5.1.2 mentions that Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is 

in contradiction with the Ëgveda, which Bronkhorst sees as a precursor of the 

(again, presumed "legendary") debate with ¯‡kalya (¯B 11.6.3; B‚U 3.9.1-26; 

below). 

 

(2) Bronkhorst takes B‚U 2.1, which features king Aj‡ta˜atru of K‡˜„, as a 

corruption of the Buddhist depictions of a king Aj‡tasattu of Magadha (and, so the 

argument goes this part of B‚U must also be post-Buddhist). 

 

(3) Y‡j§avalkya speaks of karma (B‚U 3.2.13) as a new, or at least secret, 

doctrine.  Bronkhorst, however, states that karma cannot be new in B‚U (which 

he takes as post-Buddhist), because it is already well-developed in Buddhist 

literature.  Bronkhorst justifies this position by pointing out that Brahmins were in 

a different context (village) from the Buddhists (city), so the concept of karma 
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might have been borrowed from the Buddhists by the Brahmins and incorporated 

into the Y‡j§avalkya-legend. 

 

Regarding point (1): Though Bronkhorst is right in noting the apparent change in 

the narrative-forms that occur between the first set of Y‡j§avalkya books in the ¯B and 

the second (see Chapter Two for detailed analysis), what this means for historical analysis 

is not clear.  What is also not clear is how Bronkhorst draws a line between what is 

"legendary" and what is not and, most importantly, what such categories may mean.  We 

must infer that Bronkhorst intends the more popular, if unreflective, meaning of 

"legendary" as "not historically true."  But why only the later ¯B texts are taken as 

"legendary" and not the early ones is not explained.  For example, one is forced to wonder 

what makes the later ¯B stories at Janaka's court a "legendary context," particularly 

because it is in these later texts that Janaka's court first appears!  It is possible that 

Bronkhorst may be anachronistically guided by his reading of B‚U and is transposing his 

notion of "legendary" from that context onto ¯B.23 

Further, one suspects that because the later ¯B books contain more elaborate 

narratives, rather than shorter proclamations, Bronkhorst is compelled to take them as 

"legendary."  But how and at what point do we define a narrative in ancient India as 

having crossed the line from "reported actuality" to "narrativized fiction" is unexpressed.  

Bronkhorst appears to suggest that we draw the historical line at all "stories" where the 

narrative seems to be motivated towards some end.  The problem here lies with that fact 

that all narratives are motivated.  Even the passages where Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is 
 
23 Bronkhorst argues further for the lateness of the B‚U by suggesting that ¯‡kalya rises to fame in parallel 
fashion to Y‡j§avalkya -- that is, that he is a Á˘i in the B‚U account.  However, this is not a strong 
argument, because as Bronkhorst himself points out (p. 116) ¯‡kalya is famous (though perhaps not to the 
degree found later) even in P‡ıini's time.  Also, there are other Ëgvedic hotÁs present at the debate in the 
B‚U, individuals who would be somewhat superfluous to the narrative if ¯‡kalya was already thought to 
be the original "seer of the Ëgveda." 
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listed, there are motives behind how and why his opinion is listed (see Chapter Two 

below).  Are we to define "legend" based on the "accumulation" of narrative structures 

and devices in the text? But how many such devices constitute "legend?" One?  Two?  A 

dozen?  I will return to these problems at the end of this section.  For now, suffice it to 

say that such questions are left unaddressed in Bronkhorst's discussion, yet are 

fundamental to any claims of a "real" or "legendary" Y‡j§avalkya. 

Point (2): Bronkhorst mentions that B‚U 2.1 narrates a story about king 

Aj‡ta˜atru of K‡˜„, a name he says does not exist in other Vedic literature.24  However, as 

he points out, a similar name, Aj‡tasattu, is well-known in the Buddhist tradition, though 

as a king of Magadha.  Again, Bronkhorst, with little explanation, takes the B‚U passage 

as "clearly legendary" (p. 117-118).  Since Bronkhorst a priori assumes the B‚U passage 

is a "legend," he can claim it is a corruption of the Buddhist tradition.  But why this 

passage is taken as legendary in B‚U, and not in the Buddhist text, is not addressed.  

Wherein lies the difference?  Further, why B‚U would borrow a name from a supposedly 

"heterodox" tradition without borrowing anything else in that passage is unexplained.25  

Without a close textual analysis of the different narratives, the argument for primacy and 

influence of one text over the other is impossible.  Bronkhorst also overlooks another 

more obvious possibility: they are simply two different individuals with similar names.  

This is current scholarly consensus.26 

Point (3): Bronkhorst claims that the Brahmins of B‚U and the Buddhists had 

little or no contact with each other.  While this is possible, even plausible, it is again 

 
24 Note that there is an Aj‡ta˜atru as a Kuru King (Witzel 1989; 1997; also 2003, 106-108 n. 13) who 
cannot be the same Aj‡ta˜atru of K‡˜„.  There is also a possible connection with Bhadrasena ‚j‡ta˜atrava in 
¯B V.5.5.14.  These would need to be considered first, before assuming a Buddhist origin. 
 
25 Particularly since, in the P‡li literature, this Aj‡tasattu killed his father! Cf. Witzel, 2003: 106-108 n. 13. 
 
26 Olivelle (1998) and Roebuck (2000). 
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unargued.  Bronkhorst states that B‚U was composed by village Brahmins while 

Buddhism was centered in cities and as such contact would have been minimal, if at all.  

However, such a simple divide does not mean that these particular Brahmins necessarily 

borrowed the concept from city dwelling Buddhists -- it could certainly be the other way 

around.  Further, as I argue below, the B‚U itself appears to have been produced at the 

beginning of the second urbanization of the Gangetic plain.  The references to courts and 

kings and the decrease in village or forest metaphors, etc. in the texts, all point to an 

urbanizing setting, one that would logically predate the highly urbanized setting of the 

Buddhist texts.27 

While Bronkhorst has attempted to differentiate a "real" Y‡j§avalkya from a 

"legendary" one, principally to support a larger argument about dating ¯B and B‚U in 

relation to Buddhism, he does so by equating text with history, without engaging with 

what a particular text may be saying in itself.   

The following two examples of scholarly writing that have centered many of their 

conclusions on the notion of a "real" Y‡j§avalkya have done so with outcomes different 

from each other.  As these two are concerned with the "personality" of Y‡j§avalkya, they 

are also dealt with in Chapter Two and Three.  However, I would like to look here at their 

criteria for "historical actuality" and "legend." 

§ 2.1.2 Fiser 

Ivo Fiser (1984) is one of the few scholars who attempts to take the "personality" 

of Y‡j§avalkya seriously.28  However, he also focuses on a "real" versus "legendary" 

Y‡j§avalkya.  His criteria for distinguishing the "real" Y‡j§avalkya from a legendary one 

appear principally based on (1) the change of narrative form (p. 60) and (2) on the 

 
27 Note that Buddhism and the B‚U developed in the same region.  
 
28  Also Renou (1948). 
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language used (pp. 60-61).  In the first case, Fiser is neither explicit about what those 

changes in form precisely are nor when a line is crossed into "non-historical" narrative.  

However, gleanings from his writing make it clear that, to him, a line has been crossed. 

After discussing the role of Y‡j§avalkya's authority in the ¯B, Fiser (p. 60) makes 

a sensible and important statement. 

The gap between Y‡j§avalkya's quotations in the ¯B, and those preserved in BU 
[B‚U], is a significant feature of Y‡j§avalkya's 'biography.'  

This, of course, cannot be denied, but the significance and role of this "gap" is 

never explored in detail.  Instead, we come across a series of pronouncements on Fiser's 

part about the ahistorical nature of ¯B 11 and B‚U (1984: 70): 

The material contained in Book 11 of ¯B and the corresponding passages in JB 
might be characterized as the birth of the Y‡j§avalkya legend, i.e. it represents a 
transition from the isolated and impersonal remembrances to the 'classical' record 
of BU full of previously unknown details.  Yet, it was the stories of King Janaka 
of Videha and his disputes with Y‡j§avalkya and other brahmanic teachers which 
captivated the imagination and almost caused plain facts to fall into oblivion. 

and 

Y‡j§avalkya's encounters with Janaka are of no real historical relevance...  

Again, in both cases, Fiser does not go into the details of these claims, details 

which he sees as either unnecessary or extraneous (cf. pp. 60 and 70).  This is a rather 

strange position on his part as they are fundamental to his argument about the "realness" 

of the early Y‡j§avalkya (¯B books 1-4).  One suspects, at this point, that Fiser's criterion 

for a "legend" is based on the fact that the structure of the narratives has changed, coupled 

with a subjective notion that the stories just cannot be true.  Regarding B‚U, he states (p. 

70) that  

There is neither logical sequence in the arrangement of the disputes, nor is 
Y‡j§avalkya presented as a historical figure.  The contents of the discussions and 
the gradation of the importance of the ideas expressed in them obviously 
determined the arrangement of the dialogues in which Y‡j§avalkya is conceived 
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as a great sage of the past, beyond the reach of memory, who is an undisputed 
authority.29 

A series of subjective reader-response type interpretations pepper the rest of 

Fiser's article.  Presumably, the debate up until G‡rg„ is "monotonous" (p. 70).30  G‡rg„'s 

reappearance (B‚U 3.8) is an "incongruous interpolation" (p. 79).  This particular 

episode is "unusually pompous" (p. 80).31  Y‡j§avalkya treats ¯‡kalya "exceptionally 

haughtily" (p. 81).  The composers of B‚U are showing Y‡j§avalkya's absolute authority 

out of "zeal" and ascribe "rather unnecessarily boastful words" to him (p. 81).  Fiser 

concludes by stating, rather than arguing, that the Maitrey„ dialogues as well as the 

lineages (va¸˜a) must also be completely "legendary" (p. 83ff). 

Unlike Bronkhorst, Fiser is more direct in why he sees the B‚U as "legendary." 

But this directness more pointedly shows us the problems with his position.  First, there 

are the same problems that Bronkhorst faces such as: when do we take a narrative as 

"legend"? How does a text present someone as "a historical figure" and how does it not 

(p. 77)? What is the point at which narrative structures and devices make a narrative 

ahistorical? It is true that the nature of narratives in the latter books of ¯B have changed 

(they are proper "stories," rather than pronouncements), but why should a genre shift 

indicate a shift away from history? Must historical actuality be a mundane listing of facts, 

as Fiser implies? 

Further, as I argue in detail in both Chapter Two and Three, Fiser fundamentally 

misunderstands Y‡j§avalkya's sarcastic personality trait.  As I will show, there is a 

 
29 Fiser's claim that there is neither a "logical sequence" in the debates and that the episodes are arranged as 
a gradation of discourse are obviously contradictory.  In fact, as I argue in the following chapters, there is a 
very specific and complicated logical sequence in this text, but that arrangement does not necessarily prove 
that what is said by the individuals is not historically "true." 
 
30 It is less than clear whether Fiser is referring to the whole debate up until G‡rg„ or specifically U˘asta 
C‡kr‡yaıa's questioning session. 
 
31 See the section below on women in the Upani˘ads for possible reasons for this "pompousness."  
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development of this trait across texts and it has different effects in different contexts, but 

attributing this to the "zeal" of the composer of this text or seeing it as "unnecessary" 

ignores what the texts are saying, the reasons they are saying it, and how they are saying 

it.  While there is a development and increase in the sarcasm attributed to Y‡j§avalkya, a 

shift from pronouncements to longer narratives, and an increase in Y‡j§avalkya's 

apparent authority, these can more convincingly be explained as a "rise to authority" of a 

figure within a literary tradition that may or may not correlate with a factual human 

individual. 

Finally, Fiser suggests throughout that the existence of hapax legomena in the 

B‚U shows that the Y‡j§avalkya of B‚U is not connected directly to the ¯B.  Fiser's 

argument is that the continued use of hapax in the B‚U indicates the invention of a 

tradition which is then placed into the mouth of mythical figure for authority.  The logic 

in this argument is highly specious.  The use of hapax, as far as I can see, has nothing to 

do with distancing the B‚U from the ¯B accounts.  Fiser himself points to hapaxes in 

both the ¯B and B‚U (suggesting similarity, rather than difference between the texts) 

and, as Witzel (2003: 124-132) has shown, the use of hapax and new compounds could 

equally indicate that the text is portraying a single historical Y‡j§avalkya using a 

"personalized speech" and not a "legendary" attribution of speech and ideas to a revered 

mythical figure.32  In any event, if Fiser wants us to see hapax words in B‚U as 

indicating that the Y‡j§avalkya in B‚U is fundamentally distinct from the Y‡j§avalkya in 

¯B, logic would require us to view anything in B‚U not prefigured in the ¯B to be a new, 

yet unconnected, innovation.  Such a view that requires a consistency between texts that 

are often not consistent in themselves is problematic at best.  At its worst, such a view 

 
 
32 However, there are logical problems with this argument as well (see below). 
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asks us to take a text (or part of a text) as a closed unit, rather than as a textual 

instantiation of a dynamic cultural milieu. 

§ 2.1.3 Witzel 

The most recent attempt at establishing an "authentic" Y‡j§avalkya is given by 

Witzel (2003) and is the most interesting to date.  Unlike Bronkhorst and Fiser, Witzel 

argues that the Y‡j§avalkya of ¯B and B‚U are the same historical individual.  This is 

done based on two criteria -- that the character of Y‡j§avalkya is consistent across the 

texts and that there is similarity in speech-use that could suggest a "personalized speech" 

of an individual. 

While I agree that there are a number of means by which the pronouncements and 

the narratives of Y‡j§avalkya attempt consistency, particularly with regards to 

Y‡j§avalkya's personality, the topic matter, etc.,33 there is a serious problem in taking this 

consistency as a marker of "historical fact." Religious narratives, particularly those that 

are communally held, would favor consistency to a greater or lesser degree as consistency 

would be an indicator of authenticity.  Of course, this varies case by case based on a 

number of factors -- the degree of reverence a text or person may have or may strive for; 

the historical needs at the time for a particular group and how those needs may be 

embodied in a narrative; the ideological position of a particular genre, etc.34  This, of 

course, does not mean that innovation does not happen at all or happen often, but rather 

when that innovation is put into the context of an established authority (which 

Y‡j§avalkya is, even in the early ¯B), it is likely to be "naturalized" within the discourse, 

by connecting that innovation to already established tropes, themes, personalities, and 

 
33 See Chapters One & Two for differing opinions in specific cases. 
 
34 See Hobsbawn and Ranger (1983) and also Gombrich (2003) on "innovation." 
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doctrine.35  In this sense, particularly when narratives are centered around a personality 

(rather than a theme, etc.), a certain consistency or "cultural logic" is employed to make 

such personalities historically and culturally believable.  Even in the case where such 

literary figures seem radically removed from an original context, a consistency is still 

often attempted if it is culturally thought necessary.  In this light, one could see the early 

Y‡j§avalkya pronouncements/stories as forming a "template" of Y‡j§avalkya's 

personality which is later employed, manipulated, and even modified according to the 

needs of a particular community at a particular time.36 

How does one demarcate a personal language in such texts? Witzel (2003: 124ff.) 

argues that the continuous use of hapax, the use of old words in new ways (particularly in 

constructing novel compounds), and the repeated use of svid and ev‡ham in his 

discourses indicate that Y‡j§avalkya is a single historical person in the ¯B and the B‚U.  

He also points out that many of Y‡j§avalkya's statements are witty, straightforward, 

almost common-sense responses and that such consistency of his discourse points to a 

single, historical individual. 

Witzel's attempt at demarcating a "personal language" is the most novel approach 

to Y‡j§avalkya's historicity to date, but it again raises a series of problems that must be 

addressed before it can be taken in any way as conclusive.  First and foremost: where is a 

line drawn between "private" speech and "shared" speech? Is it even possible or desirable 

to speak of such categories within the limited number of stories we have of Y‡j§avalkya? 

 
35 This, of course, does not mean that there are not means to notice particular innovations within a tradition 
nor that "naturalization" is necessarily absolute, but that the degree of "naturalizing" innovation must be 
assessed on a case by case basis. 
 
36 But this does not mean in the early texts that the "teachings" themselves are necessarily of one person or 
not, only that the form of the narrative is constructed in a way to serve certain ends. 
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What of others' speech within the same texts? How can Witzel demarcate an individual's 

speech, if he does not do so with the speech of others in the same text?37 

Another problem, not dissimilar to those mentioned above, is how do we 

theoretically and practically demarcate individualized speech-use and stereotyped 

speech? Since Y‡j§avalkya appears rather unique in Vedic sources for his provocative 

statements, his irreverent personality, and his apparent authority from the earliest of our 

data, it is equally possible that Y‡j§avalkya himself became a template, even quite early, 

for a tradition that needed a particular type of spokesman to promulgate and legitimize 

newly emerging ideas in contestation with other established traditions.  In this way, it is 

equally possible that the tradition at the time had a stereotyped notion of Y‡j§avalkya and 

the way that he was thought to talk.  Certainly, a stereotyped notion of "his" speech could 

be imitated in other stories. 

Further, as Witzel himself acknowledges, a detailed analysis of other teachers' 

speech of and around this time period would need to be carried out, but it is again unclear 

how such data could be used to isolate a historical person from a narrative tradition by 

means of the words employed.  For example, Witzel argues that svid and ev‡ham are 

commonly a part of the speech that is attributed to Y‡j§avalkya.  However, as Thompson 

(1997: 30ff.) has pointed out, svid is used (in his estimation, 10 times) in the Ëgveda in 

what often appear to be brahmodya-like settings.  While svid itself does not necessarily 

mark an interrogative statement (though it often goes along with them), it does, according 

to Thompson, have an emphatic force.  Thompson contends that svid is probably 

commonly used in brahmodya-like settings because it "suggests that brahmodyas are 

perceived to be a form of charged discourse" (1997: 33), which is certainly the case with 

 
37 Witzel himself suggests that this needs to be carried out, yet still draws the conclusion that, for example 
in B‚U 4.3, Y‡j§avalkya's "...way of expression is a very personal one, fit for this quasi mystical chapter" 
(2003: 132). 
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Y‡j§avalkya in many ¯B passages and in the B‚U.  The dramatic rise in the use of svid 

that Witzel points out from the early ¯B, to the later ¯B, to B‚U can be accommodated 

by the fact that it is in the later books that we are more often faced with the context of 

brahmodyas.  Even in the B‚U, there are others who use the particle and it is not limited 

to Y‡j§avalkya (B‚U 3.1.1 by Janaka; B‚U 3.2.10 by J‡ratk‡rava ‚rtabh‡ga)-- so how 

then is it personal? It is important to note that in all cases in the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa, svid 

is used in interrogative sentences (in one case, rhetorically, at 3.9.17) and Y‡j§avalkya 

only uses the particle in two situations -- in insulting ¯‡kalya (3.9.17) and multiple times 

in his final question/riddle to the assembled Brahmins (3.9.28).  The particle does not 

appear to be used outside of the brahmodya-setting at all (i.e., in B‚U 4).38 

While Witzel has put forth the most recent and detailed study of Y‡j§avalkya, 

there are questions that need to be addressed if we are to consider "language" as a marker 

of a historical identity.  How can one tell the difference between a community attempting 

continuity in their traditions, while simultaneously accepting change, versus that 

continuity suggesting a single, historical individual?  What criteria are being used to 

demarcate the language of one person versus the language of others (versus the language 

of the community that is maintaining these traditions)?  While Witzel project holds out 

interesting possibilities, they are, for now, only possibilities. 

§ 3 This Project 

I have, up until this point, positioned myself as a "devil's advocate" in an attempt 

to illuminate the problems that must be addressed should one attempt to demarcate a 

"real" Y‡j§avalkya in early Indian literature.  None of this is done with the intention of 

 
38 Witzel's eva + aham of Y‡j§avalkya in ¯B occurs only at B‚U 4.3.19 where Y‡j§avalkya is 
describing/imitating someone else's speech.  Cf. G‡rg„ 3.7; hant‡ham eva appears with a first person 
singular verb at 4.4.17, but its emphasis is on "this" (tam) and not the subject (tam eva manya ‡tm‡na¸ 
vidv‡n brahm‡mÁto 'mÁtam).  Also svam eva at 3.1.1 marks Y‡j§avalkya's arrogance to claim the cows. 
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saying that such studies should be abandoned altogether, but it is with the intent to show 

that much more sophisticated theoretical models need to be developed if one wishes to 

pursue this route.  What is necessary is an analysis of how narrative and history are 

interrelated as well as an explicit discussion about the criteria used to determine if 

something is "legend" or fact.  As I have shown, no attempt so far has been adequately 

able to demarcate a "real" Y‡j§avalkya -- more often than not, the logic employed to do 

so can simply be turned on itself or equally compelling alternatives can be given.  

Further, a more sophisticated view of literature must be adopted as regards the notion of 

"narrativity;" that is the development, structures, themes, and so on that make certain 

speech-acts narratives.  As is fairly well accepted, if not always analyzed, all speech is 

political -- that is, it is motivated to some end, whether the rather banal or the more 

insidious (from pleasantries, to sharing of information, to an attempt to convince or 

deceive someone of something, etc.).  Further, any narrative (whether told for the first 

time or repeated for generations) takes on formal literary structures and employs narrative 

devices which does not necessarily say anything about its historicity.  This is to say 

something that should in itself be obvious: narrative is ever affected by narrativity.  This 

does not mean that what is being told is historically true or not, but it does mean that the 

speech is motivated towards various ends and narrative structures are employed to 

support those ends.  As Roland Barthes (1972), among others, has shown, we are always 

surrounded by narrativity whether it be in our speech acts, our justice practices, our view 

of our own individual lives, or in our cultural productions. 

The early textual evidence as we have it does not appear to lend itself, as far as I 

can determine, to the drawing of a firm line between who is the "real" historical 

Y‡j§avalkya and who is not.  While there most likely was a real historical individual at 
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some point in early Indian history, where to determine the beginning and the end of a 

"person" in the early literature remains unclear. 

§ 3.1 Where To From Here? 

Rather than proposing any meta-theory to explain legend, myth or mythic 

development, the following chapters look at the various ways that a series of narratives 

(i.e., those surrounding Y‡j§avalkya) and history (the contexts, whether material or 

ideological) intersect.  Dominick LaCapra (1994) has made the useful heuristic 

distinction between the "documentary" and the "work-like" aspects of a text, where the 

former is the object of sociological and historical scrutiny and the latter the object of 

literary criticism.  Following this bifurcation, I will analyze certain historical 

developments in early Indian history and its relationship to textual production.  Thus, by 

avoiding entirely the question of a "real Y‡j§avalkya," the focus of this project is what 

Y‡j§avalkya represents, to whom, and why.  Such a focus allows us to view the 

development of Y‡j§avalkya as a literary figure across time and contexts.  As a literary 

figure, we can analyze the pronouncements and stories attributed to Y‡j§avalkya as well 

as the motivations of the communities who preserved these texts as indicative of various 

(historical) concerns, ideas, and beliefs.  Thus, by not searching for the "authentic" person 

or teaching, this project looks at what people believed and why across time. 

In this fashion, a literary view of Y‡j§avalkya focuses on aspects of the texts 

which have been largely overlooked.  For example: we can analyze plot and character 

development, look at how literary structures are formed, analyze the literary devices used 

and their function, trace thematic change or continuity, and mark the use of hyperbole, 

sarcasm, narrative tension, etc.  More importantly, we can analyze what all this tells us 

not only about the rising to authority of a particular figure, but also about those 

communities that created and maintained these stories in a variety of genres.   
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Chapter Two is concerned with Y‡j§avalkya in the earliest literature, the 

¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa.  In this chapter, I deal with Y‡j§avalkya in two sections: his 

portrayal in ¯BM books 1-5 and then in books 11-13 (both along with the correlate 

passages in ¯BK).  After briefly discussing the name "Y‡j§avalkya" itself and the literary 

history of the ¯B, I will analyze the form and meaning of the different passages in which 

Y‡j§avalkya appears, focusing on the form and function of what many have called his 

"sarcastic" nature.  Moreover, I will propose a topography of the statements attributed to 

Y‡j§avalkya, which shows that not only was Y‡j§avalkya not always authoritative in his 

pronouncements, but that the authoritativeness and sarcasm attributed to him increases in 

parallel fashion across the texts.  I also discuss the historical reasons for this 

development: as the tradition of the White Yajurveda was establishing itself in the 

frontier northeastern region, it needed a spokesman for what must have been seen as a 

"fringe" tradition.  In this fashion, Y‡j§avalkya's sarcastic portrayal serves as an ideal 

"soap-box" for this tradition  -- one which not only establishes the White Yajurveda as a 

legitimate sacrificial school, but also one which criticizes, even mocks, the then current 

western (Kuru-Pa§c‡la) establishment.  In the later books of ¯B, I will also suggest that a 

"template" of Y‡j§avalkya has been established -- that is, the narrative basis that will 

influence most, though not necessarily all, of his other literary portrayals. 

Chapter Three analyzes the most important text associated with Y‡j§avalkya, the 

BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad.  It is in this text that Y‡j§avalkya is found in an elaborate 

narrative about the sacrifice (yaj§a), life, death, and the nature of the self and rebirth.  

This text, similar to narratives found in later ¯B books, comprises a lively debate, but 

with rather deadly consequences.  Not only will I discuss the various passages and their 

meaning, but I will also focus on how the text coheres as a whole.  I will investigate the 

thematic links between the sections and how the various sections develop a single 
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coherent plot and climax (B‚U 3), followed by a distinct but interrelated continuation of 

these themes (B‚U 4).  I propose that the entire Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa, while perhaps not a 

single narrative, thematically coheres as a larger "teaching narrative." This teaching 

narrative progresses through B‚U 3 & 4 coinciding with an increasing privacy of the 

contexts of these teachings (from the public to the private court; concluding with a private 

dialogue between husband and wife).   

In this chapter, I will also discuss the various literary devices which serve to hold 

this narrative together.  Particular attention will be paid to how the B‚U account is 

consistent with the portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya in the ¯B, not necessarily suggesting a real 

individual, but certainly suggesting an attempt at consistency on the part of the literary 

tradition.  It is here too that the topography of sarcasm and authority from Chapter Two 

will be discussed anew: I show that the authority attributed to Y‡j§avalkya, coupled with 

his characteristic sarcasm, becomes absolute.  What could previously be viewed as 

sarcasm and irreverence in the ¯B, now takes on the quality of "pride in correct 

knowledge" -- that is, all sarcastic expressions are justified in the fact that Y‡j§avalkya is 

always correct in his interpretations of the sacrifice, life, death, and rebirth.  In a fashion 

similar to the later ¯B books, though intensified, I show that this "philosophical" text is 

ultimately polemical -- it is inherently an argument against western forms of ritual 

understanding and an argument for the newly establishing/established eastern hegemony. 

A subsection in Chapter Three is devoted to women in the B‚U, as this is the first 

literary occurrence of women involved in theological debate.  This section focuses on 

how gender is constructed in this text and how the role of women is related to the 

portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya and the larger narrative.  Another section in this chapter 

concerns the interpretation of B‚U 3.9.28, a riddle-poem which has caused problems for 

scholars and the indigenous tradition alike.  As this riddle-poem is the climax of the 
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debate of B‚U 3, it is necessary to take a fresh look at what it may mean, particularly 

regarding the nature of rebirth. 

In Chapter Four, I consider the role of Y‡j§avalkya in the MBh.  I analyze and 

discuss the brief references throughout certain books in the MBh.  Particularly, I will 

focus on the one long narrative concerning Y‡j§avalkya and how, at least on an initial 

reading, his appearance seems anomalous -- he is teaching the metaphysics of Yoga and 

S‡¸khya, doctrines he has never been associated with before.  However, I show how 

Y‡j§avalkya's appearance is not so anomalous after all.  Y‡j§avalkya's main appearance 

is principally in the ¯‡ntiparvan, a later didactic text which focuses on Yoga and 

S‡ßkhya doctrine, but it is also a text concerned with justifying new teachings under 

older, more established garb.  Thus, by the time of MBh, Y‡j§avalkya was established as 

a sage of the past and new doctrines are being attributed to his authority, suggesting 

ancient precedence. 

It is also in the MBh where the first discernible hagiographical literary tendencies 

begin.  The MBh contains a story about how Y‡j§avalkya broke away from his teacher of 

the Black Yajurveda, how he may have purified himself for his transgression against his 

guru, how he received the White Yajurveda from the Sun for his penance, and how and 

why he compiled the ¯B.  This story itself also seems, at first glance, anomalous to 

Y‡j§avalkya's larger teaching on Yoga-S‡¸khya as it is not thematically related and 

appears simply attached to the end.  While it may be that this passage is a later addition, I 

suggest it is an intentional, necessary part of the larger passage.  The reason for this, I 

argue, is that the MBh has fundamentally altered the template of Y‡j§avalkya established 

in the ¯B and the B‚U.  As argued in Chapters Two and Three, a foundational 

characteristic of Y‡j§avalkya that is developed is his sarcasm.  In the MBh, Y‡j§avalkya's 

sarcastic wit is nowhere to be found -- in fact, Y‡j§avalkya appears almost characterless.  
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The passage is a dry listing of the fundamental tenants of a particular view of Yoga-

S‡¸khya, which is purely didactic and Y‡j§avalkya appears to be little more than a 

mouth to put that teaching into.  It is here that I suggest that there was a need for the 

inclusion of the brief hagiography, as well as the ascription of the White Yajurveda and 

the ¯B to Y‡j§avalkya, because of the lack of sarcasm or connection to Vedic ritual.  This 

is to say that there is a lack of connection to what has previously defined Y‡j§avalkya's 

character.  Not only does this passage serve as an entertaining conclusion to the 

discussion of Yoga-S‡¸khya (perhaps one of its intents), but it also makes clear that we 

are dealing with the same literary figure found in the ¯B and the B‚U, something 

otherwise not necessarily clear. 

While Chapter Four discusses what appears to be the first clear hagiographical 

trend in any Y‡j§avalkya narrative, it also establishes that by this period he was an 

established figure, even an ancient Ási.  In Chapter Five, I will discuss how this 

hagiographical trend is greatly expanded in the Pur‡ıic ("legendary/historical") accounts.  

As I show, the Pur‡ıic narratives focus on five possible themes: (1) retellings of the 

B‚U/¯B; (2) a concern with names and explaining origins (specifically, the division of 

the Vedas and the perceived split between the White and Black Yajurveda); (3) 

Y‡j§avalkya in relation to yoga; (4) the relationship of kings and Brahmins; and (5) 

Y‡j§avalkya in relation to the dharma˜‡stra tradition. 

These five themes, I will argue, allow us not only an insight into what stories, 

narrative structures, and character portrayals the authors were familiar with from the 

earlier sources, but also will grant us a view into how they understood the previous 

narratives in the composing of their own narratives.  I suggest that reading later stories 

which are (in some fashion) based on earlier ones can be viewed as a commentary of sorts 

in the literary traditions. 
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Chapter Five concludes with the all-too-brief ascription of the Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti 

to Y‡j§avalkya.  As the evidence is extremely meager, I only tentatively suggest possible 

reasons why this text was ascribed to him based on a comparison with the figure of Manu 

and a composite view of Y‡j§avalkya across time. 

This project then concludes with "Y‡j§avalkya and Ancient Indian Literary 

Memory." Recently, it has been shown that it can be fruitful to view Indian images as 

having "lives."39  This is to say that images are reinvented and reinscribed with meaning 

over time -- depending on their context, both physical (as in how and where they are 

installed) and more abstract (as in how they are offered to and venerated by particular 

communities).  Like images, I suggest that religious-literary figures also have "lives," 

lives which are reinvented and reinscribed with meaning depending on the needs and 

motivations of the particular communities that maintain, venerate, and elaborate the 

narratives surrounding such figures. 

§ 3.2 Definitions 

It is only with trepidation that I will propose a tentative definition of myth, or 

perhaps better, a useful starting point for investigating the narratives under consideration.  

One reason to forsake the tyranny of defining myth, pertinent to the topic of Y‡j§avalkya 

in early Indian literature, is that such tidy classifications already assume an "end-product" 

and do not grant us a means to watch a "process" -- in this case, the rise in authority of a 

literary figure and his tradition.40  Throughout this study I argue that we can analyze the 

beginnings of this authority being created around Y‡j§avalkya and trace it through 

history-- that is, in a fashion, we can see myth being made. 

 
39 Davis (1999). 
 
40 In particular, I find little use with rigid distinctions between myth, folktale, etc. (for example, see the 
many entries in Dundes 1984). 
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In lieu of a strict definition of myth, I find Lincoln's (1999: xii) working 

hypothesis of myth as "ideology in narrative form" to be most useful.  However, I would 

qualify this by adding that I see myth as a particular type of narrative -- one that does not 

(necessarily) presume a particular type of ideology.  While one may agree with the Çcole 

sociologique that myth recodes taxonomy, how that is done in narrative, what exactly is 

being recoded, how the myth relates to real communities, etc., can be seen to vary from 

myth to myth, culture to culture, and time period to time period.  Thus this project, far 

from attempting a meta-theory of myth or a means for comparativist universalism, 

remains firmly in the ancient Indian context so as to explore the intricacies of one 

character across time.  

For heuristic reasons, I would define the form of narrative we will call "myth" 

thematically and not structurally.  Myth, first and foremost, is a narrative about "the way 

things are/should be/have been" (particularly, though not specifically, in regard to 

religious matters),41 at an unverifiable epistemological level.  As I will argue throughout 

this study, this "unverifiabilty" does not mean that there are not implicit rules for the 

construction and use of myth.  New myths spring up endlessly, only certain ones survive.  

The myths that survive are those that are deemed useful, interesting, valid, and true by a 

given community at a given point in time.  In many cases, we will see that the stories 

invented about Y‡j§avalkya are based on other narratives, lending a plausibility to them 

for the hearing community.  A variety of cultural processes take place for such a myth to 

 
 
41 Lincoln (1999: ixff.) is, of course, right that "myth" and other terms have been used in postive, negative, 
and "middling" senses throughout history (and himself uses the term across this spectrum throughout his 
work).   Here, however, I attempt to use terms such as "myth" in a strictly neutral sense as a type of 
narrative.  Whether one adheres to particular narratives as "truth," "fiction," "conspiratorial means to 
repress certain sectors of society" or what have you is, to my mind, a matter of perspective.  The 
perspective of this study is to stand outside (as much as possible) such judgements. 
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survive in various contexts and this study is an examination of how the figure of 

Y‡j§avalkya has survived and the forms he has taken and why. 

A focus on the ideology behind such narratives is not new, but does raise 

interesting and, in this case, previously unasked questions: what forms do such narratives 

take? Who benefits from such a narrative?  And what historical realities support, hinder, 

or make such narratives "believable?"  That is, what is "history's" role in the construction 

of myth? This list of questions can go on and on and, as will be seen throughout this 

study, we will find ourselves coming back to such questions repeatedly as we analyze the 

different narratives surrounding Y‡j§avalkya throughout early Indian history. 
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Chapter Two: The Early Y‡j§avalkya 

Although Y‡j§avalkya is one of the most prominent figures in the history of early 

Hinduism and the emergence of late Vedic religion and society, he does not appear at all 

in the earliest Vedic literature.  Y‡j§avalkya's first appearance in the literary record 

begins with the Br‡hmaıas, specifically the ¯B.42  Y‡j§avalkya's absence in the earlier 

material has been noted by Macdonell and Keith (1912) with some degree of surprise -- 

both apparently expected such a consequential figure to have a longer literary genealogy 

or at least appearances in contemporaneous texts.43  This expectation of a longer literary 

genealogy implies that, to Macdonell and Keith, the figure of Y‡j§avalkya had, by the 

time of the later Vedic texts such as the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad, gone beyond any 

"realistic" portrayal and had entered the realm of "legend."44  The expectation that 

Y‡j§avalkya should appear in texts of other schools implies that Y‡j§avalkya's school, 

the White Yajurveda, was mainstream enough, either geographically or theologically, to 

warrant mention in the texts of other traditions.  As I will point out below, the lack of 

earlier textual references probably has more to do with the rise to authority of an 

anomalous figure at a particular point in time, rather than with a long period of 

hagiographical elaboration (which, in this case, can only really be argued to have 

occurred in the MBh and Pur‡ıas).  Further, as recent historical research into the 

geographical placement of Vedic texts indicates (Witzel 1987a, 1989, 1997; Mylius 1965, 

1972), the White Yajurvedic tradition, especially the composition of the ¯B, was an 
 
42 And the correlate Jaimin„ya Br‡hmaıa passages. 
 
43 "It is remarkable that Y‡j§avalkya is never mentioned in any other text outside of the ¯atapatha 
Br‡hmaıa except in the ¯‡Ôkh‡yana ‚raıyaka, where, however, both references are merely transcripts 
from the ¯atapatha." (Macdonell and Keith 1912: 189).  As we will see below, Macdonell and Keith are 
wrong, however, in stating that "there are no references to Y‡j§avalkya in books v-ix..." 
 
44 See Introduction for the nefariously undefined use of the term "legend" in scholarship on Y‡j§avalkya. 
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eastern "fringe" development whose mention in the mainstream traditions of the day 

would have been unlikely. 

§ 1 The Name "Y‡j§avalkya" 

As the name Y‡j§avalkya does not appear in the earlier literature, it would seem a 

prudent starting place to consider what this name may mean when it is first used.  As with 

many Sanskrit names, there are often secondary meanings that may help determine family 

lineage or even indicate something about the character himself.45  However, along with 

the absence of this name in the earlier record, we are also at a loss to interpret its meaning 

when it first appears in the ¯B.46  

The first part of the compound is rather straightforward -- the masculine noun 

yaj§a is the Vedic "sacrifice," comprising any number of possible offerings to the gods 

accompanied by mantras.  The most elaborate form of yaj§a, the ˜rauta ritual, includes the 

pressing and offering of soma, a plant with possible mind-altering properties.47  The term 

y‡j§a is the appropriate strengthening (vÁddhi) of the vowel to indicate relation to the 

principal term.48  Thus, as a name, it would mean "the son of Yaj§avalka." This, of 

course, would be interesting, were a "Yaj§avalka" to appear in the textual record. 

 
45 As with Vidagdha ¯‡kalya, the "clever" ¯‡kalya, where his name stands in contrast to his lack of 
"cleverness" exemplified in B‚U 3.9.27.  The name, though, also indicates that this ¯‡kalya is probably the 
same person who composed the p‡dapatha of the ËV (see below).  Whether this is historically true or not is 
not the concern; what is significant is that the tradition viewed them as the same.  Names may also 
secondarily indicate something about a character, such as ¯aÔkara interpreting Y‡j§avalkya's student's 
name as indicating a characteristic of Y‡j§avalkya -- "'S‡ma˜ravas' means one who learns how to chant the 
S‡man.  Hence, by implication, Y‡j§avalkya is made out to be versed in all four Vedas" (B‚UBh‡ 3.1.2, 
trans., Madhavananda, 1997: 287). 
 
46 This is not uncommon, particularly in regard to names.  While names in Sanskrit often have an obvious 
linguistic history, the ones that do not often remain forever in obscurity.  The principal reason is that while 
names may carry an obvious matronymic or patronymic relation, they are also free of linguistic restraints 
and often rely on the "aesthetic" or "taste" of the parent that is not linguistically analyzable. 
 
47 For an accessible account of Vedic Hinduism and yaj§a, see Witzel and Jamison (2003).   
 
48 "VÁddhi-Bildung eines mit yaj§a- zusammengesetzten Namen-Kompositums" (Mayrhofer 1986: 410). 
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The principal problem in understanding this name, however, is the lack of a 

satisfactory explanation for -valkya-.  The -ya- suffix is a standard nominal derivation and 

poses little problem -- it denotes a relation to the principal term in an adjectival sense and 

is commonly used in patronymics.  Mayrhofer (1986: 410) has proposed that *°valka- is 

related to varcas ("luster, brilliance").  The r/l variation in Vedic and classical Sanskrit is 

well-attested and popular (Witzel 1989: 107-108).49  Mayrhofer points to ËV 3.8.3 = 

3.24.2 v†rco dhµ yaj§†v‡hase, where the words are associated with each other, yet not in 

compound together. The compound Yaj§avalka would mean approximately "illustrious 

at/in/through the sacrifice."  Y‡j§avalkya would then be the "son of someone who is 

illustrious at/in/through the sacrifice." 

The indigenous interpretation is also, linguistically, of little help, but it is perhaps 

culturally more meaningful.  ¯aÔkara explains -valkya- based on a comparison with √vac, 

meaning "to speak," and sees Y‡j§avalkya as a "speaker at/of a sacrifice" (B‚UBh‡ 

1.4.3).50  This is consonant with what we know of Y‡j§avalkya, constantly engaged in 

debate both in and about sacrifice, but the trouble lies in the fact that this is linguistically 

unlikely, if not impossible.  The root √vac cannot be linguistically related to the later 

attested verb √valk (where would the 'l' have come from?) and both more likely have 

separate linguistic histories.  While it is common in scholarship to point to the root √valk 

(i.e., "to speak") independently of an association with √vac,51 it must be noted that 

 
49 Based on the r/l variation, Witzel (2003: n. 113) has suggested that "the name as such probably is a 
popular nickname." As for Y‡j§avalkya's family name, V‡jasaneya, Witzel suggests that this name is based 
on older Brahmanical names, such as Bharadv‡ja. 
 
50 evam ‡ha smoktav‡n kila y‡j§avalkyo yaj§asya valko vakt‡ yaj§avalkyas tasy‡patya¸ y‡j§avalkyo 
daivar‡tir ity artha˛ brahmaıa v‡patya¸; "Thus said Y‡j§avalkya -- the son of Yaj§avalkya (meaning 
Devar‡ti) -- 'who speaks at/of the sacrifice,' or it means 'he who is the descendent of brahman'" (brahman is 
perhaps indicating the original "speaker at/of the sacrifice"). 
 
51 See J. S. Helfer's entry on Y‡j§avalkya in Crim (1981: 810), among others. 
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according to VVRI the verbal root √valk only appears in the literature historically later 

than the name itself (i.e., in the ¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa).   

However, if an attempt at an etymology of Y‡j§avalkya's name does not bear 

much fruit, we are still in the position to examine the development of the character of 

Y‡j§avalkya in the early literature.  In fact, the portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya's personality is 

quite lively and intriguing, particularly given the somewhat stiff portrayal of other figures 

in the Br‡hmaıa literature, and this will constitute a major portion of this chapter.  

However, before moving directly into an analysis of the portrayal of this figure it is 

necessary to briefly place the ¯B, and in our case Y‡j§avalkya, within a broader historical 

context. 

§ 2 Literary and Historical Background 

§ 2.1 White and Black Yajurveda 

As is well known,52 the Vedic corpus is generally viewed as consisting of four 

genres: the Sa¸hit‡s (or mantra-type texts, each associated with a particular priestly 

group), consisting of the Ëgveda, S‡maveda, Yajurveda, and Atharvaveda; the Br‡hmaıa 

texts consisting largely of prose commentary; the ‚raıyakas, or "wilderness" texts, 

thought to be more esoteric than the Br‡hmaıas though quite similar in style; and the 

Upani˘ads, usually viewed as philosophical-mystical texts that progressively move away 

from the ritual worldview of the preceding texts.  These distinctions, needless to say, are 

rather artificial: Br‡hmaıa, ‚raıyaka, and Upani˘ad are variously attached to different 

texts of the various liturgical schools (lit. "branches," ˜‡kh‡) and these text-types are 

 
52 There are any number of good summaries of the Vedic texts, their inter-relations and the development of 
various liturgical schools.  The reader is referred to Gonda (1975, 1977), Jamison and Witzel (2003), Renou 
(1965), Santucci (1976), and Witzel (1997). 
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often part and parcel of other text types.53  Further, one must bear in mind that such 

stratification of text types is not necessarily chronological -- text production and 

compilation of various genres continued simultaneously and delineation can only be 

carried out on a case-by-case basis. 

The text and the school that Y‡j§avalkya is associated with is the Yajurveda 

Sa¸hit‡ of the ˜uklayajurveda, ("White Yajurveda")54 as opposed to the kÁ˘ıayajurveda 

("Black Yajurveda").  Broadly, the Yajurveda is a compendium of the yajus or sacrificial 

formula of the adhvaryu priest, the priest responsible for the majority of ritual actions 

(and their accompanying mantras) in a yaj§a.  As has been noted quite early by scholars 

(for example, Caland 1931), the fundamental difference between the White Yajurveda 

and the Black is that the White has separate mantra and Br‡hmaıa texts, whereas in the 

Black they are mixed.  Witzel (2003: 134ff.) has pointed out that though there is variation 

in content between schools, the VS is not recited with the standard accent of the ¯B 

(bh‡˘ika accent).  Instead, it follows the western (Kuru-Pa§c‡la) accenting system.  This 

may suggest that the VS was recomposed in a more western location or perhaps that it 

was intentionally recomposed in the western accent system to claim higher authority for 

their text.  While the separation of Br‡hmaıa and mantra portions of a text is largely a 

formal one, there are traces even in the early literature that the differentiation of the 

White YV from the Black YV fostered competition, even derision.55 

 
53 For example, the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad ("The Great Forest Upani˘ad") is titled both as ‚raıyaka and 
Upani˘ad and is the concluding section (book 14) of the ¯BM.  Or, for example, the Taittir„ya of the Black 
YV is a supplement of the Taittir„ya Br‡hmaıa with books 7-9 forming the Upani˘ad.  Further, certain 
˜‡kh‡s do not have particular genres of texts at all: the S‡maveda and Atharvaveda, for example, do not 
have ‚raıyaka texts attached to their corpus.  The situation for the whole of the Vedic corpus is far more 
complex than can be described here (see n. 13 above).  
 
54 Also known as the V‡jasaneya Sa¸hit‡ (VS). 
 
55 This derision, however, is largely one-sided.  That is, the Brahmins of the White YV/¯B had more reason 
to openly ridicule or critique the established order of the western region, while in the western texts, 
critiques, while still present, were less prevalent. 
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The Black Yajurveda, of which we have three main versions, largely consists of 

the Br‡hmaıa and mantra portion mixed together in a single text,56 while the White 

Yajurveda has a separate Br‡hmaıa, which is called the ¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa (¯B), an 

extensive text concerned with the ritual actions of the adhvaryu priest and the larger 

theological import of the rituals and ritual actions.  The ¯B is known to us in two 

different, but closely similar, recensions: the M‡dhyandina and the K‡ıva (see Eggeling 

vol. I, 1993, intro.; Caland 1983; Witzel 1987, 1989, 1997; and Brereton, forthcoming).57 

§ 2.2 Place and Time of  the White YV/¯B 

While my concern here is not the larger and more detailed linguistic arguments 

that have been made about the placing and dating of ¯B (see: Mylius 1965; Witzel 1987, 

1989, 1997), it is necessary for us to briefly summarize the historical situation that the 

latest scholarship has been able to deduce.  As Witzel (1989; see also 1997) has 

convincingly shown, in elaborating Oldenberg's earlier summary, the ¯B grew out of and 

was part of a newly evolving cultural center of people who had immigrated to 

northeastern India. 

Based on river names and broader geographical knowledge evidenced in the texts, 

as well as research in possible dialectical variations, Witzel has placed the composition of 

the ¯B (in both the M‡dhyandina and K‡ıva recensions) in northeastern India 

(specifically, in northern Bihar).  However, as with most of our early Indian texts, the ¯B 

is a compiled text, probably at the hand of various editors, and it contains any number of 

interpolations in the course of its history.  As many have pointed out, there is a general 

 
56 There is also a secondary Br‡hmaıa, the Taittir„ya Br‡hmaıa, which consists mainly of Br‡hmaıa-style 
text with some mantras (Jamison and Witzel 2003). 
 
57 A critical edition of the ¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa in the M‡dhyandina recension was made by Weber (1855, 
repr. 1997) and a translation by Eggeling in five volumes (1882-1900, repr. 1993-1994).  Caland (1926, 
repr.1998) edited the books of ¯BK up to 7 ≈ ¯BM 5.  An edition and translation of ¯BK based on Caland 
was begun by C. R. Swaminathan, but only the first eight books were completed (1994-2001). 
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tripartite split in the text: ¯BM books 1-5 and 11-13, which consist of the "Y‡j§avalkya 

sections" and books 6-10 where the principal authority is ¯‡ıÛilya (and Y‡j§avalkya does 

not appear at all).  Weber pointed out long ago (1914) that books 6-10 appear to be from a 

more western region than the other books.  This theory has been greatly elaborated by 

Witzel's (1989) work on dialectical variation within Vedic texts, particularly the ¯B.  

Through the tracing of a multitude of grammatical forms, certain particular terms (i.e., 

punarmÁtyu, p‡pa, etc.), particles (svid, etc.), and other peculiarities of the language, there 

is little doubt that the ¯BK and ¯BM mutually influenced the production of the other and 

that their place of production was geographically close -- with ¯BK having a slightly 

more western location in northeastern India, perhaps in northwestern Bihar and 

overlapping with the Kosala region, and ¯BM in Videha, in northeastern Bihar.58  Witzel 

(1997: 314) summarizes this dialectical relationship: 

...the main Kosala YV text, the K‡ıv„ya Br‡hmaıa (¯BK), often participates in 
western linguistic developments, while on the basis of geographical location, one 
would expect eastern forms such as found in the closely related ¯BM...However, 
while the ¯BM and ¯BK are ultimately based on the western, Kuru-Pa§c‡la 
model of ˜rauta ritual, they are opposed to the strictly western form of the ritual 
and its texts... 

§ 2.3 Dating the ¯B 

The dating of the ¯B is, as with all dating of ancient Indian texts, necessarily 

relative.  Our dating of one text requires the dating of other texts (for example, in the case 

of the Ëgveda, its relationship to Avestan texts as well as later texts such as SV, AV).  

The situation with the ¯B is no different: we must have relative dates of the texts that 

precede and post-date the text to propose a date somewhere in the middle.59  While the 
 
 
58 Compare the numerous maps and charts found throughout Witzel (1989).  For a more accessible 
summary, see Witzel (1997, pp. 314ff.). For a simplified map of the literary production, see Witzel (1987: 
212).  For the Upani˘ads, see Olivelle (1998: 14). 
 
59 This is contrary to Ruben (1947) who argues for precise dates of various important early thinkers.  While 
creative and interesting, such dating is largely conjecture. 
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internal chronology of sections or passages of ¯B and B‚U is greatly complicated as well 

as contested, that of the ¯B and B‚U as a whole is fairly well accepted.60 

The ¯B is generally placed at about the 8th century before the common era, with 

the necessary caveat of "give or take a century." A principal reason for this dating is that 

the ¯B, as well as the B‚U (the final book of ¯B), appears to be pre-Buddhist.  The B‚U 

is clearly younger than the ¯B as a whole.  Since the life of the historical Buddha has 

been dated roughly within the 5th to 4th centuries, the B‚U may have been composed 

roughly in the 7th-6th century and the thirteen other books of the ¯B in the 8th century.  

While there has been some scholarly disagreement about the pre-Buddhist nature of the 

B‚U, no firm evidence has been brought forward to seriously challenge the established 

relative dating.  The internal evidence of B‚U suggests an urbanizing environment and 

not the urbanized environment of the P‡li texts (see Olivelle: 1998).  In B‚U there is no 

direct mention of cities, but rather of debates occurring in Videha, a region without an 

expressed capital.  Of course, there is the court of Janaka in B‚U 3-4, but there is no 

evidence from which to suggest the administrative capacities, the division of labor, or any 

other standard sociological indicators from which to determine what type of town or city 

may have been present at that time.  Rather, the B‚U suggests people were settling in the 

eastern region most likely in the early phases of the second urbanization in Indian history 

(Allchin 1995; Erdosy 1988; Olivelle 1993: 56-62). 

The ¯B, however, does not suggest an urbanized or urbanizing world, but rather a 

village based system with gradual immigration into more eastern regions.  The text 

retains more archaic forms of language,61 and thus, as a whole, appears to predate the 
 
 
60 For a differing opinion which suggests that the final redaction of the B‚U may date to the Gupta period, 
see Reinvang (2000).  Late dating of books 11-13 of the ¯B has also been suggested by Bronkhorst (2000). 
While both of these arguments are intriguing, they are not entirely convincing. 
 
61 Witzel (1987 and 1997). 
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B‚U.  As mentioned before, however, while the text as a whole may predate the B‚U, 

this does not mean the whole text does -- in fact, books 11-13 of ¯BM ≈ 13-15 ¯BK have 

compositional similarities with the B‚U, and are likely closer in compositional date than 

the early books. 

§ 3 Tracing the Early  Y‡j§avalkya 

Y‡j§avalkya's appearance in the earliest literature has been the focus of a number 

of works (Tsuji 1943/1981 as cited by Witzel; Renou 1948; Ruben 1947 and 1954; 

Horsch 1969; Fiser 1984; Witzel 1987, 2003; Brereton 1997; and Hock 2000).  Some of 

these works have attempted to show that Y‡j§avalkya throughout the ¯B and B‚U is one 

and the same individual (Tsuji, Witzel), and other works argue that there are "multiple 

Y‡j§avalkyas," a historical one and a mythologized one -- particularly when discussing 

the historically later texts of ¯B and B‚U (Ruben, Renou, Bronkhorst, Horsch, Fiser).  

Hock (2002) and Brereton (1997), in their studies of the Y‡j§avalkya section of the B‚U, 

however, have avoided this question and focused rather on the constructed nature of the 

discourse and what that discourse tells us, not necessarily about a "real" individual, but 

about how a tradition viewed itself and constructed its discourse for different ends.  Here 

I intend to follow this latter model with the ¯B, something that has not been done to date.  

This is to say, that while recognizing the larger historical development from the Black 

Yajurveda to the White Yajurveda, particularly in regard to the ¯B, my concern is with 

the nature of those passages assigned to Y‡j§avalkya, what they may tell us about how a 

tradition viewed this figure, and how these portrayals are directly connected to the later 

textual occurrences of Y‡j§avalkya.  Thus, while I will argue that there is a progression 

from the early to the later books in ¯B regarding how Y‡j§avalkya is portrayed, I do not 

think that this progression necessarily supports the larger arguments made by others about 

who the "actual" Y‡j§avalkya might have been. 
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While Fiser (1984) and Witzel (2003) both claim to be assessing the personality 

of Y‡j§avalkya, their works consist largely of an accumulation of the various 

Y‡j§avalkya passages, with little content or character analysis.  Witzel, though, has gone 

much further than Fiser in attempting to show a "personal" language of Y‡j§avalkya that 

is "witty" and "innovative."  Fiser, on the other hand, takes the individual 

pronouncements of Y‡j§avalkya as relating to a historical individual and sees the later 

stories (¯BM books 11-13 and the B‚U) as a progressively elaborated hagiography.  

Neither has paid special attention to the K‡ıva recension (except as an occasional 

counterpoint to the M‡dhyandina text) nor has either scholar paid close attention to 

exactly how and why Y‡j§avalkya's language appears witty or sarcastic and how such a 

trope of language may have evolved in the tradition.  Both have, however, suggested 

topographies for understanding the Y‡j§avalkya passages: Fiser proposes a formal 

typography (based on the nature of discourse, whether individual pronouncement or 

larger narrative); Witzel has proposed looking at the Y‡j§avalkya passages thematically -

- based on whether they pertain to ritual, myth, Y‡j§avalkya's innovativeness, etc.  I will 

attempt a topography that combines the two, systematically analyzing each passage in 

both recensions to show where the points of comparison and divergences lie.  My 

particular interest is in how and why Y‡j§avalkya's pronouncements may be seen as witty 

or sarcastic and where and when his pronouncements appear to be taken as authoritative 

or not.  I further argue that there is a historical development of Y‡j§avalkya's authority 

and sarcasm shown in the episodes across the books, but not one that should lead us to 

discount certain stories as "legend."  Such stories or passages could certainly be "real" 

incidents regarding an established, even venerated authority, or they could be the 

beginnings of a budding hagiography.  There is no way, I contend, to tell the difference. 
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Before discussing the passages directly, a small caveat is in order.  Any number of 

scholars have described (as I have above) Y‡j§avalkya as "witty" and "innovative" 

(Witzel 2003: throughout), "somewhat raffish" (Brereton, 1997: 2), or "humorous, 

sarcastic, and often irreverent" (Olivelle, 1998: 486).  These are all apt descriptions of 

many of the passages we have regarding Y‡j§avalkya and, in what follows, I further 

discuss the word-plays, critiques, and even derision found in these passages.  In so doing, 

I refer to particular passages as "satiric," "ironic," or "sarcastic." However, the use of 

these terms (particularly the first two) should not be confused with western literary 

theorizing on particular genres of literature.  As is well known, irony and satire have 

elaborate and long histories as formal genres of literature in the west.  Needless to say, 

this is not the case in the Indian context.  All of our early texts are religious in nature and 

formal literary theory, ala¸k‡ra˜‡stra, was a later development.  Further, this later 

theorizing does not address the Vedic canon.  The commentarial tradition on the Veda, 

which precedes formal literary criticism, does not discuss the literary aspects directly, 

such as the personality traits of Y‡j§avalkya, as its concern is more with the teachings 

than with the person or the story.  This is, of course, absolutely logical if one views the 

texts as apauru˘eya ("of non-human origin").62  Thus, I use such literary terms in their 

adjectival form (i.e., ironic, satiric) to indicate types of discourse possible in any genre, 

rather than as indicating a genre in itself.  "Sarcasm," thankfully, has less of an 

interpretation-laden formal history and I use it in noun-form.  Here, I use sarcasm in its 

rather pedestrian meaning: as discourse which is intended to deride or ridicule another 

(whether person, group, institution, or oneself).  Sarcasm may be ironic or satiric, but it is 

not necessarily so. 
 
62 Certain personality traits of Y‡j§avalkya, particularly his sarcastic wit, are expanded upon in the later 
Pur‡ıas, a more appropriate genre for such elaboration.  Also, in such texts as the J„vanmuktiviveka (for 
example, 2.9), Y‡j§avalkya's arrogance is discussed as a hindrance towards his liberation (see Goodding, 
unpublished diss., 2002: 46ff.). 
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As has been stated, Y‡j§avalkya is mentioned a number of times in the ¯B, 

though these passages are not exactly parallel in both recensions.  The major difference 

between the two recensions, as they concern Y‡j§avalkya, is largely a matter of 

arrangement, rather than of substance.  As we shall see, however, often a slight re-

wording in one recension may cause us to doubt our interpretation of the other.  Further, 

there is one case in ¯BK where the passage is not attributed to Y‡j§avalkya (as it is in M) 

and a few other passages in both recensions where it is not entirely clear where the 

discourse of Y‡j§avalkya ends (as there is the omission of a quotation mark, i.e., °ti).  

These have been noted in the chart below and will be dealt with in detail shortly. 

The number of passages where Y‡j§avalkya appears (excluding B‚U) are 23 in 

M and 20 in K.  The following concordance shows the Y‡j§avalkya passages within the 

¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa in both recensions (and their correlates in the Jaimin„ya Br‡hmaıa):  

 
M‡dhyandina   K‡ıva 
1.1.1.9     2.1.1.7 
1.3.1.21    2.2.4.17 
1.3.1.26    2.2.4.19 
1.9.2.12    2.8.3.11 ["Y‡j§avalkya" not mentioned] 
1.9.3.16     2.8.4.10 
 
2.3.1.21    1.3.1.13 
2.4.3.1-12 (no final °ti)  1.3.2.1-12 (no final °ti) 
2.5.1.2     1.4.3.2 
 
3.1.1.4-5    4.1.1.3-4 (no final °ti) 
3.1.2.21    4.1.2.12 
3.1.3.10    4.1.3.9 
3.8.2.24-25    4.8.2.18 
 
4.2.1.7     5.2.1.5 
4.6.1.10    5.8.1.11 
4.6.8.7     absent 
 
5.5.5.14    7.5.3.11 
 
11.3.1.2-4 (≈ JB 1.19-20)  3.1.4.3-4 
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11.4.2.17 (no final °ti)   13.4.263 
11.4.3.20    13.4.3 
11.6.2.1-10 (≈ JB1.22-25?)  13.6.2 
11.6.3.1-11 (≈ JB 2.76-77)  13.6.3 
 
12.4.1.9-10 (≈ JB 1.58-59)  14.7.1 
13.5.3.6    absent 

This chart shows a rather remarkable consistency in the retention of passages 

concerning Y‡j§avalkya, where the fundamental difference (at least overall) is within the 

ordering of the text.  For example, books 1 and 2 are inverted between recensions, though 

similar passages are retained.  So also, ¯BM book 3 ≈ ¯BK book 4; ¯BM book 4 ≈ ¯BK 

book 5, ¯BM book 5 ≈ ¯BK 7.  Viewed in this fashion, the ¯BM Y‡j§avalkya-books are 

1-5 and 11-13.  In ¯BK, they are books 1-5, 7 and 13-14.  Thus while there is variation 

among and between books, the overall structure of the Y‡j§avalkya sections framing a 

middle portion has been maintained (with the exception of ¯BK 7). 

§ 3.1 Y‡j§avalkya in  ¯BM 1-5 ≈  ¯BK 1-7 

§ 3.1.1 ¯BM Book 1 ≈  ¯BK Book 2 

(1) Y‡j§avalkya's first appearance in the ¯BM is at 1.1.1.9 ≈ ¯BK 2.1.1.7.  This 

passage is part of a discussion about whether the patron of the sacrifice takes food after 

performing the agnihotra at the end of the first day of fasting (upavastha) during the new 

and full moon sacrifice (dar˜apÂrıam‡sa; cf. Katy‡¯S 2.1.13 and also 4.15.36 on 

upavastha).  Y‡j§avalkya is listed here as giving an opinion that is contrary to that of 

‚˘‡Ûha S‡vayasa, who asserts that the fasting vow must entail complete abstention from 

food until the sacrifice is performed on the second day.  ‚˘‡Ûha's opinion is based on the 

fact that a patron cannot eat anything before the gods eat, because it would be against the 

 
63 A critical edition of books 8-14 (K‡ıva) is not available.  Passages are cited here based on Caland's 
tabular concordance (1998: 109-120). 
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proper etiquette of being a host (as the gods are said to be abiding with the patron during 

the sacrifice, devµn v†sata˛, ¯BK).  Y‡j§avalkya, however, sees a problem with not 

eating because such a fast is required in a different type of sacrifice, a sacrifice to the 

ancestors.  Y‡j§avalkya agrees that the patron cannot eat before the gods, but full-fasting 

would confuse the object of the offering (whether deities or ancestors).  Y‡j§avalkya's 

answer is a word-play as well as a logical play on "how to eat without eating," followed 

by Br‡hmaıa-style commentary. 

t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛ | y†di n∂˜nµti pitÁdevatyï64 bhavati y†dy u '˜nµti devµn 
†tya˜n‡t∑ti s† y†d ev∂˜it†m †na˜ita¸ t†d a˜n„y‡d °ti y†sya va° hav°r n† gÁhı†nti t†d 
a˜it†m †na˜ita¸ s† y†d a˜nµti tÇnµpitÁdevatyo bhavati y†dy u t†d a˜nµti y†sya 
hav°r n† gÁhı†nti tÇno devµn nµtya˜n‡ti || (9) 

Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said: "If he does not eat, he has the fathers 
as his deity; [and] if he does eat, he eats before the gods [have eaten]: Food which 
when eaten is 'not eaten' - that he should eat." [The food] that they do not take as 
an offering, even though eaten, [is considered] as "not eaten." Therefore when he 
[the patron] eats [the "not eaten" food], he does not have the fathers as his deity; 
and if he eats what they do not take as an offering, he does not eat before the gods.  
(9) 
 

The lines that follow make it clear that this opinion is taken as authoritative.  The 

text goes on to say that a sacrificial patron should eat forest plants or fruit from trees (s† 

vµ ‡raıy†m ev∂˜n„y‡t | yµ v‡raıyµ ¢˘adhayo y†d v‡ vÁk˘yÖm), i.e., those foods not 

offered in the sacrifice which are thus "not eaten." Following this, the text reinforces 

Y‡j§avalkya's opinion, by pointing out that Barku V‡r˘ıa once asked for beans to eat 

because they are not offered in the sacrifice.  This option is then rejected based on the 

similarity of beans to rice and barley (which are offered).  It is then reiterated that only 

forest foods or fruits should be eaten. 

The K‡ıva version of this passage is almost identical.  The principal substantive 

difference is that a qualification is included: one who becomes "one who has the fathers 
 
64 See Wackernagel and Debrunner (1957: 106ff.) on accent. 
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as his deity" is one who is †v„rya, "without virility." Consequently, one retains "virility" 

by not having "the fathers as his deity" (i.e., by not abstaining from all food).  In this 

fashion, a consequence is listed for one who confuses the two rituals by the type of fast he 

carries out.  The K‡ıva further adds devµn v†sata˛ ("the abiding gods") which clarifies 

that the gods are guests currently in attendance and one should not eat before them.65 

The logical play that Y‡j§avalkya is using defines only ritually offered food as 

eaten food and other food as "not-eaten" food.  The word-play is obvious in the Sanskrit: 

y†di n∂˜nµti pitÁdevaty¢ bhavati y†dy u '˜nµti devµn †tya˜n‡t∑ti s† y†d ev∂˜it†m †na˜ita¸ 

t†d a˜n„y‡d °ti, playing on various forms of the verbal root √a˜, to eat. 

(2) During the same sacrifice, ¯BM I13.1.21 ≈ ¯BK 2.2.4.17 discusses the 

'eyeing of the ghee' which takes place after the girdling of the patron's wife.  After the 

patron's wife looks down upon the ghee, reciting certain mantras, the ‡gn„dhra priest 

carries this ghee to the east.  The question here is whether the ghee is then to be placed 

inside the sacrificial altar or not.  If it is put inside the altar, the text says that the wives of 

the gods would be separated from their husbands (who are sitting around the outside of 

the altar) and the patron's wife would become separated from her husband (via magical 

equivalence).  Y‡j§avalkya, in an apparently conservative move, argues that "rules are 

rules" and whether someone is excluded or nor is irrelevant. 

t†d ‡hu˛ | n∂ntarvÇdy µs‡dayed †to va° devµn‡¸ p†tn„˛ s†¸y‡jayanty †vasabh‡ 
†ha devµn‡¸ p†tn„˛ kar¢ti para˛p£ßso h‡sya p†tn„ bhavat∑ti t†d u hov‡ca 
yµj§avalkyo yath‡di˘Ò†m p†tny‡ astu k†s t†d µdriyeta y†t para˛pußsµ v‡ p†tn„ 
syµd y†th‡ v‡ yaj§¢ vÇdir y†j§a µjya¸ yaj§µd yaj§†¸ n°rmim‡ °ti t†sm‡d 
antarvÇdy evµs‡dayet. (21) 

Regarding this, they say, "He should not place it within the altar [because] from 
that very [ghee] they make the oblation to the wives of the gods.  He thus makes 
the wives of the gods excluded, and his [the patron's] wife is [then] outside the 
circle of men [i.e., separate from her husband]."  Regarding this, however, 
Y‡j§avalkya said, "Let it be for the wife as it is ordained (yath‡di˘Òam).  Who 

 
65 The K‡ıva also has hov‡ca after the final °ti of Y‡j§avalkya's speech for clarity. 
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should care if the wife be outside the circle of men or the like?66  The altar is the 
sacrifice, and the ghee is the sacrifice, I will make the sacrifice from the 
sacrifice!" Therefore, let him place it within the altar.  (21) 

As with our previous passage, the last line tells us that Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is 

taken as authoritative.  Eggeling had mistranslated this passage, based on a 

misunderstanding of the compound para˛pußsµ, taking it to mean "consort with other 

men."67  Outside of misconstruing the compound-type, such sexual indiscretion, not to 

mention the dismissal of it on Y‡j§avalkya's part, appears out of place in this ritual 

context.  Eggeling (1963: 76, n. 2) further remarks that he is unsure whether this remark 

is to be attributed to Y‡j§avalkya because of a difference in the K‡ıva version.  However, 

his translation does not coincide with the critical edition of the K‡ıva which does suggest 

the passage should be attributed to him. It is possible that his manuscript had significant 

variants.  ¯BK 2.2.4.17 reads (underlined passage omitted in Eggeling's translation of 

K):68 

...t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkyo 'ntarvÇdy evµs‡dayet °ti hov‡ca yath‡di˘Ò†¸ p†tny‡ 
astv °ti y†t sµ para˛pußsµ v‡ syµd y†d v‡ k†s t†yµrtha °ti hov‡ca yaj§¢ vÇdir yaj§† 
µjya¸ yaj§µd yaj§†¸ n°rmim‡ °ti t†sm‡d antarvÇdy evµs‡dayet | 

If we recognize that both the ¯BM and ¯BK versions are largely the same and that 

no sexual innuendo is intended, the passage is quite clear: the "rules are the rules" 

(yath‡di˘Òa) and any perceived problem of separating the wives of the gods from their 

husbands is irrelevant according to Y‡j§avalkya.  Y‡j§avalkya justifies this by equating 

the altar and the ghee to the sacrifice and then to each other (again, in standard br‡hmaıic 

word play: yaj§¢ vÇdir yaj§† µjya¸ yaj§µd yaj§†¸ n°rmim‡i).  While there is underlying 

 
66 Following Schrapel (1970: 25). 
 
67 See Witzel (2003) and Wackernagel and Debrunner (1957, II, 1, p. 111, 134) on the compound.   
 
68 "Y‡j§avalkya, however, said, 'Let him place it within the altar!' thus he said.  'Let it be so as it has been 
prescribed for the wife,' thus (thinking) 'let him place it, whether or not she consort with other men" 
(Eggeling, 1963: 76, n. 2). 
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sexism in Y‡j§avalkya's pronouncement, it is certainly not one that suggests sexual 

indiscretion. 

(3) ¯BM 1.3.1.26 ≈ ¯BK 2.2.4.19 is related to the above, in that it is also 

concerned with the ghee.  Normally, the adhvaryu is to look down at the ghee after 

having purified the water with strainers (ku˜a grass) covered with ghee.  Some adhvaryu 

priests, it appears, have the patron of the sacrifice look down at the ghee.  Y‡j§avalkya is 

here refuting this practice with what appears to be a sarcastic retort.   

athµjyam †vek˘ate | t†d dha°ke y†jam‡nam †vakhy‡payanti t†d u hov‡ca 
yµj§avalkya˛ kath†¸ nu n† svay†m adhvary†vo bh†vanti kath†¸ svay†¸ 
nµnv‡hur y†tra bhΩyasya iv‡˜°˘a˛ kriy†nte kath†¸ nv e˘µm †traiv† ˜raddhµ 
bhavat∑ti yµ¸ va° kµ¸ ca yaj§† 'Átv°ja ‡˜°˘am ‡˜µsate y†jam‡nasya°va sµ t†sm‡d 
adhvary£r evµvek˘eta. (26) 

Now he [Adhvaryu] looks down on the ghee.  Here some make the patron of the 
sacrifice look down.  Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said, "How is it that 
[the patrons of sacrifice] themselves do not become Adhvaryu priests? How is it 
that they do not themselves recite the formula when even greater requests are 
made [in other ritual acts]? How can these [patrons] have trust in this?" That 
request which the priests ask for during the sacrifice, that is the patron's alone.69  
Therefore only the Adhvaryu should look down on [the ghee].  (26) 

This passage is somewhat confusing, unless one consults the K‡ıva for the larger 

context under discussion.  In the K‡ıva it is clear that when a patron is made to look 

down at the ghee, he is to request a reward for himself from the gods: tµß svay†m µ˜‡s‡t‡ 

°ti t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛, "'What request here [that he may have], he should request 

that.' Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said..." The logical point that Y‡j§avalkya is 

making is about an inconsistency in the ritual practice of others: it is the adhvaryu's role 

to make requests for the patron and not the patron himself, as others apparently do.  The 

"trust" mentioned is the trust in the adhvaryu to make requests to the gods on the patron's 

behalf (and not, for example, on behalf of himself) as well as trust in the efficacy of the 

rite. 

 
69 Eggeling mistakenly puts the quotation mark here. 
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Y‡j§avalkya's argument can be summarized as follows: (1) patrons should not 

function as adhvaryus (i.e., make a request from the gods), even in the single act; (2) if 

the yajam‡na is the one to look down at the ghee and make a request (i.e., function as the 

adhvaryu), the yajam‡na would not have trust in the priest in the other ritual acts where 

greater rewards are asked for (i.e., why would the yajam‡na similarly not be the one to 

request those and how does he know the priest will properly request the reward for him?); 

(3) the problem is solved: you have to have the priest do it or it would undermine the 

priests' status in other ritual acts.  Y‡j§avalkya's rather conservative answer "that the 

priest should do all such acts" is an attempt at absolute consistency in ritual acts, so as not 

to undermine trust (˜raddh‡).  The sarcasm in this passage lies in the fact that 

Y‡j§avalkya is suggesting that the adhvaryu priest, that is, his own priestly class, would 

be superfluous if the patron does the ritual act as others suggest.  Further, it suggests that 

those not properly trained (i.e., the yajam‡na) would be acting as priests. 

Of importance is the fact that the K‡ıva omits the statement regarding "trust" in 

the institution of priests.  Thus, while Y‡j§avalkya asking how the patron is not 

equivalent to the priest is sarcastic, it is not extended to be a criticism of priests as an 

institution, as in M‡dhyandina. 

(4) ¯BM 1.9.2.12 ≈ ¯BK 2.8.3.11.  This passage occurs during the "after 

offerings" of the Patnisa¸y‡ja. 

s† y†tra devµn‡¸ p†tn„r y†jati | t†t pur†st‡t tir†˛ karoty £pa h† va° tµvad dev†t‡ 
‡sate yµvan n† s†mi˘Òayajur j£hvat„d†¸ n£ no juhvatv °ti tµbhya evaçt†t tir†˛ 
karoti t†sm‡d imµ m‡nu˘yÖ str°yas tir† ivaiv† pu¸s¢ jighatsanti yµ iva t£ tµ ivÇti 
ha sm‡ha yµj§avalkya˛ | (12) 

When he offers to the wives of the gods, he conceals it [the offering]70 from the 
eastern side.71  Before they offer the s†mi˘Òayajus, the male deities sit [thinking], 

 
 
70 Or perhaps, "He shuts /the fire/ out from the view on the eastern side" (Fiser 1984:68). 
 
71 Here the concealing is done by means of a small wooden screen. 
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"Let them offer to us!" Therefore he hides [the offering] from them; and 
Y‡j§avalkya once said, "Human women desire to eat72 apart/hidden from men.  Of 
the sort that they [human woman] are, of that sort they [wives of gods] are."73 (12)  

Witzel (2003: 118) has argued that the desiderative of "to eat" on the part of 

women suggests a particular derisiveness in this passage -- that is, Indian women 

traditionally eat after men/husbands and the desiderative indicates that the women are 

waiting hungrily for the men to finish.  It is a unclear whether this interpretation of the 

verb should apply here, as the text simply says tir†s ("apart/hidden") and not pa˜c‡t 

("after").  Fiser (1984: 68-69) has also suggested that the verb, √ghas, is used for women 

eating (while √a˜ is used for men) and the use of √ghas found elsewhere implies a 

"devouring." While this may be the case in other passages, it is difficult to reconcile a 

particularly derisive meaning in this passage, principally because we are told that the 

male gods are the ones hoping that the offering is given to them.  That is, the male gods 

are also desiring to eat.  Witzel is correct in pointing to the practice of women eating 

separately from men and Fiser in that the history of the term itself may suggest sexism, 

but in this passage it is the male gods initially desiring to eat.  As I read it, the passage can 

only be interpreted as saying that, like the wives of the gods, human women want to eat 

separately from men (perhaps as an issue of decorum or propriety).  Both the male and 

female gods "desire to eat." The parallelism in the passage between the female gods and 

human females could explain the use of the verb √ghas.74 

 
 
72 Eggeling ignores the desiderative, as pointed out by Fiser (1984) and Witzel (2003). 
 
73 The Sanskrit is truncated, but the meaning appears clear enough. 
 
74 Fiser suggests that √ghas, when not used for human females, is used primarily with divine beings (1984: 
69). 
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Interestingly, the K‡ıva does not mention Y‡j§avalkya in this passage at all.75  

While in the previous passages we have seen that the K‡ıva version of the text contains 

many clarifications (perhaps added secondarily), here the text omits Y‡j§avalkya 

altogether.  In the K‡ıva tradition, then, the desiderative use of the verb is not attributed 

to a particular person, further suggesting that any intentional derision may be out-of-place 

at least for this literary tradition. 

(5) The final Y‡j§avalkya passage in this book is ¯BM 1.9.3.16 ≈ ¯BK 2.8.4.10.  

This passage concerns the concluding rites of the New/Full Moon sacrifice.  After the 

main sacrifice and after the three "vi˘ıu strides," the Adhvaryu pours water which is to be 

caught in the hands of the patron of the sacrifice.  This ritual action is to correct or "heal" 

any ritual error committed during the course of the sacrifice. 

s† £d„k˘ate | svayambhΩr asi ˜rÇ˘Òho rasm°r °ty e˘† va° ˜rÇ˘Òho ra˜m°r y†t sΩryas 
t†sm‡d ‡ha svayambhΩr asi ˜rÇ˘Òho ra˜m°r °ti varcodµ asi v†rco me deh∑ti tv 
ev∂h†¸ brav„m∑ti ha sm‡ha yµj§avalkyas t†d dhy äv† br‡hmaıÇnai˘Ò†vya¸ y†d 
brahmavarcas∑ syµd °ty ót¢ ha sm‡haupoditey† e˘† vµv† m†hya¸ gµ d‡syati godµ 
gµ mÇ deh∑ty ev†¸ y†¸ kµmam k‡m†yate sï 'sma° kµma˛ s†mÁdhyate. (16) 

He looks up [at the sun, chanting] "You are self-existent, the best ray of light!" 
[VS. 2.26a].  Indeed, the sun is the best ray of light, and therefore he says, 'You 
are self-existent, the best ray of light.' "But just I say, 'You are the giver of luster, 
give me luster,'" Y‡j§avalkya once said, "For this is to be desired by a Brahmin, 
that he should have the luster of br†hman (brahmavarcas°n)." Aupoditeya once 
said, "He indeed will give me cows!" [upon my saying] "You are the cow-giver, 
give me cows!"' In this way, whatever he wishes for [and modifies the mantra 
accordingly] that wish is granted to him.  (16) 

In this passage,76 we are told that Y‡j§avalkya strives to "have the luster of 

brahman," that is, true knowledge of the sacrifice and the universe, prefiguring his claim 

to be the brahmi˘Òha ("most learned in brahma") in the B‚U.77  Interestingly, 

 
75 This is the first passage where "Y‡j§avalkya" is at the end, suggesting that perhaps M secondarily added 
this attribution. 
 
76 There are no significant variations in K for our purposes. 
 
77 Could the composer of the text be making a play on words with -valk- (in Y‡j§avalkya) and varcas? 
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Y‡j§avalkya here is changing or adding onto the original V‡jasaneya Sa¸hit‡ (VS) 

mantra and supplying his own Br‡hmaıa-like commentary to justify that change.  Witzel 

takes Y‡j§avalkya's modification of the mantra as an "innovative and authoritarian 

tendency" (2003: 114) and Fiser takes his change as authoritative, though offers no 

explanation (1984: 61-62).  However, Y‡j§avalkya, unlike in the other passages, may not 

be taken as authoritative in this passage as these two scholars suggest, but rather stands as 

an example of how the mantra can be modified depending on one's desire: y†¸ kµmam 

k‡m†yate...  As such, Y‡j§avalkya's modification of the mantra is an opinion, but perhaps 

the authoritative tendency is the form his modification takes.  The fact that his 

modification of a mantra is followed by another such modification (¯BM, by Aupoditeya; 

¯BK, by Tumi§ja Aupoditeya Vaiy‡ghrapadya) and the fact that the text ends stating that 

the mantra is composed based on one's desire, suggests his opinion itself was not 

necessarily authoritative, but rather the form of it. 

What has gone unnoticed is that this is the first (and only, in ¯B) passage where 

Y‡j§avalkya is formally being associated with the Sun.  Fiser, in discussing the B‚U as 

"legend," notes that in B‚U 6.5.3 Y‡j§avalkya received the white sacrificial formulas 

(yajus) from the Sun (‡ditya),78 but states "to make more out of these data than merely to 

state them would mean to plunge into pleasant, but totally unwarranted speculations" 

(1984: 86).  But this B‚U passage has a precedent in the above ¯B passage.  In an early 

part of the ¯B, Y‡j§avalkya is asking the sun for "luster/brilliance" (varcas) whereas in 

B‚U the Sun is said to have given it to him in the form of the white (˜ukla) sacrificial 

formula (yajus).  Fiser obviously views B‚U 6.5.3 as hagiographical fiction, but given 

the lack of context there, what does it mean to be "coming from the sun"? Must we 

 
 
78 B‚U ‡ditya, ¯B sÂrya. 
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assume hagiographical tendencies as Fiser does (perhaps anachronistically influenced by 

Epic or Pur‡ıic accounts), or could it simply be that the text is acknowledging or 

extending Y‡j§avalkya's individual praise or reverence for the Sun found in ¯B? 

In the whole of ¯BM book 1 ≈ ¯BK 2, three of the five passages discussed contain 

t†d u hov‡ca and in each case Y‡j§avalkya is taken as authoritative with his opinion in 

the ultimate position.  In this last case discussed, Y‡j§avalkya's opinion appears only as 

an option, not an authoritative statement (note that the other two passages use ha sm‡ha 

yµj§avalkya˛).  While Witzel is right that generally a mantra is not modified other than in 

gender and number, such greater modifications must be at least occasionally acceptable 

as Aupoditeya does the same and this last passage ends leaving the mantra required open 

to choice.  We have seen that Y‡j§avalkya is taken as authoritative in this book, yet not 

universally so (however, he is not said to be wrong) and that his connection to the Sun in 

B‚U has an older precedent. 

§ 3.1.2 ¯BM Book 2 ≈  ¯BK Book 1 

In ¯BM 2 ≈ ¯BK 1, there are only three references to Y‡j§avalkya, which consist 

of two proclamations (one said to be wrong!), and a long mythical justification for the 

performance of the First Fruits rite, which is authoritative. 

(1) ¯BM 2.3.1.21 ≈ ¯BK 1.3.1.13 concerns the Agnihotra (explicitly stated in K) 

and is a justification for one particular act -- the act of sipping water and licking the milk 

out from the bowl/spoon after the main ritual.  Immediately previous to this passage it is 

suggested that an offering can be made so that the animals that are excluded (M; or "all 

beings," K) can partake in the sacrifice.  Y‡j§avalkya does not differ from the opinion 

that the rite is related to other creatures (including cattle), but rather points out that the 

sipping of water and the licking of milk is sufficient for all creatures to partake of the 

benefit of the sacrifice.  To understand the passage, one must know that normally in a 
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hav°s sacrifice all offering matter taken out of the bowl with the spoon is offered to the 

deities.  In this sacrifice, however, the remnants of the milk are drunk.   

t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛ n† va° yaj§† iva m†ntava° p‡kayaj§† iva vµ °t„d†ß h° 
y†d any†smin yaj§Ç srucy Övady†ti s†rva¸ t†d agna£ juhoty †thait†d agna£ 
hutvïtsÁpyµc‡mati n°rleÛhi t†d asy† p‡kayaj§†syevÇti t†d asy† t†t pa˜avyÖ¸ 
rÂp†¸ pa˜avyï h° p‡kayaj§†˛. (21) 

Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said, "It [the agnihotra] should not be 
thought of like a [hav°s] sacrifice, but [rather] like a domestic sacrifice 
(p‡kayaj§†); because in the other [hav°s] sacrifice he offers in the fire all that he 
cuts off [of the offering and puts] into the offering spoon.  But here, having 
offered in the fire and stepping aside,79 he sips [water] and licks out [the milk]; 
and this is like [the offering] of that domestic offering." This is the animal form of 
that [Agnihotra], because the domestic sacrifice relates to cattle.  (21) 

Again, this passage begins with t†d u hov‡ca and is the concluding statement on 

the topic, suggesting Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is different than the preceding opinion and 

that his opinion is most likely the authoritative one.   

(2) ¯BM 2.4.3.1-12 ≈ ¯BK 1.3.2.1-12: This long passage begins a larger 

discussion about the ‡grayaıe˘Òi -- the Offering of the First Fruits made at the beginning 

of harvest season.  There is substantial variation between K and M in minor details, but 

not in a fashion that is useful for our understanding of Y‡j§avalkya.  Y‡j§avalkya tells a 

classical myth about the battle between the gods and the asuras to explain why the First 

Fruits Offering is performed.  It appears that Y‡j§avalkya is disagreeing with the prior 

reasoning by KahoÛa Kau˘„taki's for the performance of the rite.  Another possibility is 

that Y‡j§avalkya is simply expanding on Kau˘„taki's interpretation.  The larger problem 

in interpreting this passage as a disagreement or simply as Y‡j§avalkya expanding on 

Kau˘„taki's interpretation is that Kau˘„taki's interpretation is limited in scope.  Kau˘„taki 

says that because the essence of plants (presumably, particularly at the new harvest) 

belongs to heaven and earth, it should thus be offered before human beings can eat it.   

 
79 Or "stepping outside" (Eggeling). 
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t†d u hov‡ca kah¢Ûa˛ ka£˘„taki˛ | an†yor vµ ay†¸ dyµv‡pÁthivyo r†so 'sy† r†sasya 
hutvµ devebhy¢ 'thÇm†m †˜n‡mÇti t†sm‡d vµ ‡grayaıe˘Òyµ yajata °ti.(1) 

Regarding this, however, KohaÛa Kau˘„taki said, "This juice/essence [of the plant] 
is of these two, heaven and earth.  Having offered of this juice/essence to the 
gods, now we will eat it.  Therefore, he performs the First Fruits Offering." (1) 

Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is largely in agreement, particularly when he repeats the 

same rationale for the offering (8, 10).  However, what the myth told by Y‡j§avalkya 

does is give a greater context for the reasons for offering the first fruits and who the first 

fruits are offered to.  The myth can be summarized as follows: the gods interceded on 

behalf of humankind to rid the poison that the asuras put into edible plants and then they 

held a race to determine who among them receives the offerings from humankind; Agni 

and Indra won that race, so they are the principal deities of the offering; further 

justification is then given for offering to the All-Gods (vi˜vadevas), heaven and earth, etc.  

The myth ends by stating that the First Fruits Offering makes all plants wholesome (i.e., 

edible and safe).  If Y‡j§avalkya is disagreeing with Kau˘„taki, it is simply that 

Kau˘„taki's answer was an incomplete one.  Note here that we have our first instance of 

Y‡j§avalkya disagreeing or elaborating with someone from an established, more western 

school (Kau˘„taki is the main protagonist of K˘B). 

It has been pointed out by Fiser (1984: 58-59) that we do not have an °ti to mark 

the end of Y‡j§avalkya's speech.  However, neither Fiser nor Witzel notes that there is 

indication that Y‡j§avalkya's speech continues after the myth is completed: his manner of 

dismissing another's opinion is exactly parallel to his dismissal in ¯BM 1.3.1.21 ≈ ¯BK 

2.2.4.17 (regarding women being separated from their husbands).  Immediately following 

the myth, our passage here shifts to a standard Br‡hmaıa-style of listing others' opinions 

on ritual actions in the First Fruit Offering and then argues against it.  According to the 

text, some ancient Indian priests speculated that offering on a single potsherd (in the 

manner the myth suggests) would cause the offering to be "turned around/upside down" 
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(pary‡bhut), i.e., and make it ineffectual and dangerous.80  The authoritative response is 

that "turning around/upside down" of the offering is not a ritual error because the ritual 

already has its "firm basis" (prati˘Òha) in the ‡havan„ya fire.  So, as the text continues, if 

the offering should turn around even ten times or more,81 "what of it?" (K k†s tenµrtha˛; 

M n† t†d µdriyeta, "one should not heed/care about this").  The answers in both 

recensions are direct parallels to the answers that Y‡j§avalkya gave regarding women: M 

k†s t†d µdriyeta...  "who should care" about women being separated from their husbands? 

Or, K k†s tayµrtha..."what of her" who is separated? Both recensions, consistent in 

themselves in both passages (though varying from each other),82 suggest indirectly that 

the tradition viewed Y‡j§avalkya as speaking in 10 and probably through 12, in what 

appears to be the same dismissive tone. 

(3) The final passage in this book is ¯BM 2.5.1.2 ≈ ¯BK 1.4.3.2 and it is perhaps 

the most interesting, not so much in its content as in the larger implication.  In this 

passage, Y‡j§avalkya is said to be directly contradicting the Ëgveda.  As with our one 

instance in book I, Y‡j§avalkya is not taken as authoritative here.  His interpretation, 

however, does not appear optional, but simply in contradiction to established tradition.  

Here, a creation myth is being told and Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is inserted in the middle of 

the myth. 

s† aik˘ata prajµpati˛ | y†th‡ nv äv† puraik¢ 'bhÂvam ev†m u nv ävµpy et†rhy Çka 
ev∂sm∑ti s† dvit∑y‡˛ sasÁje tµ asya p†raiv† babhÂvus t†d id†¸ k˘udr†¸ sar„sÁpa¸ 
y†d any†t sarpÇbhyas tÁt∑y‡˛ sasÁja °ty ‡hus tµ asy† p†raiv† babhÂvus t† imÇ sarpµ 
etµ ha nv äv† dvay∑r yµj§avalkya uv‡ca tray∑r u t£ p£nar ∆c‡. (2) 

Praj‡pati reflected, "As I was previously alone/singular, so also am I now 
alone/singular." He created a second [class of beings]; [but] they just perished: -- 

 
 
80 In both recensions, "the kingdom will fall into confusion," mohi˘y†ti r‡˘Òr†m °ti. 
 
81 M d†˜a k∆tva˛ pary‡v†rteta, K da˜ak∆tva˛ p£na˛ p£na˛ pary‡vateta.   
 
82 Could the variant phrasing be dialectical preference? 
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they are those small reptiles other than snakes.  He created a third [class of 
beings], they say; [but] his [creation] also perished: they are snakes.  Y‡j§avalkya, 
said they [the creations] are of two kinds only, but they are of three kinds 
according to the Ëgveda (ËV 8.101.14).  (2) 

It appears, but it is not entirely clear, that Y‡j§avalkya viewed these two creations 

as a single one, that is that "snakes" and "small reptiles" were a single creation.  

According to the ¯B, birds were the original creation, reptiles the second, and snakes the 

third.  ¯BM 2.5.4.1 ≈ ¯BK 1.4.3.3 adds the further creation of mammals that did not 

perish because they survived on mother's milk.  Witzel (2003: 112) has suggested two 

possible ways to interpret Y‡j§avalkya's statement: (1) Y‡j§avalkya's opinion was an 

attempt to collapse the creations of "perished beings" together and the second category 

intended was mammals or (2) reptiles and snakes were viewed as a single category, and 

birds were the second.  Opinion 1, however, is unlikely as the creation of mammals had 

not yet occurred in the text and the cited ËV passage only refers to three "perished 

creations." As with the passage in book 1, we have one example where Y‡j§avalkya's 

opinion was not accepted (M tray∑r u tu p£nar ∆c‡, in K, trayy†s t£ p£nar Ácµ bhavanti).  

This passage also follows the general pattern of non-authoritative passages which do not 

close the discussion. 

Throughout ¯BM 2 ≈ ¯BK 1, we find the pattern that we found previously.  

Y‡j§avalkya, while generally taken as authoritative, is not universally so -- in fact, he is 

here found to be in contradiction to the established and universally accepted (among 

Vedic Brahmins, that is) authority of the ËV.  The other two pronouncements, which take 

his opinion as authoritative, are concerned with sacrificial explanations (of the drinking 

of the milk and of the offering of First Fruits). 
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§ 3.1.3 ¯BM Book 3 ≈  ¯BK Book 4 

(1) ¯BM 3.1.1.4-5 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.1.3-4: This passage is concerned with the selection 

of a place for sacrifice in the agni˘Òoma.   

t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛ | v‡r˘ıyµya devay†jana¸ j¢˘ayitum aima t†t 
s‡tyayaj§ï 'brav„t s†rv‡ v‡ iy†¸ pÁthiv∑ dev∑ devay†jana¸ y†tra v‡ asyai kvÖ ca 
y†ju˘aiv† parig∆hya y‡j†yed °ti | (4) 

Átv°jo haiv† devay†janam | yÇ br‡hmaıµ˛ ˜u˜ruv‡ßs¢ 'nÂc‡nµ vidvµ¸so y‡j†yanti 
saçvµhvalait†n nedi˘Òhamµm iva many‡maha °ti | (5) 

Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said, "We went to choose a place to 
sacrifice on behalf of V‡r˘ıya.  S‡tyayaj§a then said, 'Indeed, this whole earth is a 
deity83 -- wheresoever of this (earth), after encompassing with yajus [sacrificial 
formula], he would offer sacrifices, is the place of sacrifice.' (4) 

It is, however, the officiating priests that are the place for the sacrifice: When 
Brahmins, who are wise, learned, and versed in sacred lore, perform the sacrifice, 
then they are without crookedness.  We think [that sacrificial place] nearest [the 
gods?]." (5) 

This passage in M seems rather straightforward.  In relating a previous event (i.e., 

looking for a place to sacrifice for V‡r˘ıya), Y‡j§avalkya gives S‡tyayaj§a's opinion on 

the "place of the sacrifice" (devay†jana).  S‡tyayaj§a contends that any place on earth, 

properly consecrated with sacred formula, is the place for the sacrifice.  Y‡j§avalkya 

takes a more abstract and apparently innovative view, one that places sole authority in the 

priests -- wherever there are learned priests to perform the sacrifice, that is the sacrificial 

ground. 

However, a difficulty arises with this passage in determining the extent of 

Y‡j§avalkya's speech given the variations in K.84  M's placement of the two °tis makes it 

rather clear that Y‡j§avalkya is said to have spoken both passages, where the first °ti is to 

mark the indirect discourse of S‡tyayaj§a relayed by Y‡j§avalkya, and the second to 

 
83 Or "the goddess earth." 
 
84 Eggeling (1963, part II: 2) notes the variation, but does not discuss it. 
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mark off Y‡j§avalkya's differing opinion in 5.  This follows the format of the previous 

passages that we have examined. 

However, ¯BK has four °tis placed differently: the first to mark off V‡r˘ıa's (M, 

V‡r˘ıya) intent to sacrifice and the second to close Y‡j§avalkya's speech.  S‡tyayaj§i's 

(M S‡tyayaj§a) name is marked off with the third °ti, and the fourth °ti concludes 

S‡tyayaj§i's speech.  Making it clear that S‡tyayaj§i is no longer speaking, the text 

concludes: "This he did indeed think."  

t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkyo vµr˘no 'yak˘yatÇti t†smai devay†janam ∑k˘itum ayamÇti 
sï 'brav„t sµtyayaj§ir °ti...°ti et†d u ha s† mene... 

The K text continues in a similar fashion as above, but does not conclude with a 

final °ti (which would indicate all of this is a narration of Y‡j§avalkya).  Thus the K‡ıva 

seems not to attribute any of S‡tyayaj§a's statement or the rest of the passage to 

Y‡j§avalkya.  Swaminathan translates (vol. III, 2000: 3): 

About this, Y‡j§avalkya said, "We went to look for a place for him for sacrifice as 
this V‡r˘na intended to sacrifice." S‡tyayaj§i said, "This whole earth is divine.  
Wherever, having enclosed a place with Yajus (chant), one sacrifices, that is a 
sacrificial place".  This is indeed what he thought... 

I suspect, however, that M retains the older, more correct reading.  Further, I 

suspect K intends one to assume a final °ti (marking Y‡j§avalkya's speech), as we have 

seen earlier with the longer myth in book I where there is a shift in topic marking the 

close of speech.  In support of this interpretation it should also be noted that if 

Y‡j§avalkya's speech only consisted of "We went to look for a place for him for sacrifice 

as this V‡r˘na intended to sacrifice" it would stand out as superfluous, even nonsensical, 

in the larger context of the passage. 

(2) ¯BM 3.1.2.21 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.2.12 is one of the most interesting, and most 

controversial, passages because Y‡j§avalkya says that he eats cow-meat (specifically of a 

milk-cow, dhenu, not cows in general, go) during the Agni˘Òoma.   
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†thaina¸ ˜µl‡¸ pr†p‡dayati | s† dhenva° c‡naÛ£ha˜ ca n∂˜n„y‡d dhenvanaÛuha£ 
vµ id†¸ s†rva¸ bibhÁtas tÇ devµ abruvan dhenvanaÛuha£ vµ id†¸ s†rva¸ bibhÁto 
h†nta y†d anyÇ˘‡m v†yas‡¸ v„ryÖ¸ t†d dhenvanaÛuh†yor d†dh‡mÇti s† y†d 
anyÇ˘‡¸ v†yas‡¸ v„ryÖmµs„t t†d dhenvanaÛuh†yor adadhus t†sm‡d dhen£˜ 
caiv∂naÛvµ¸˜ ca bhΩyi˘Òha¸ bhuÔktas t†d dhait†t sarvµ˜yam iva y¢ 
dhenvanaÛuh†yor a˜n„yad †ntagatir iva t†¸ hµdbhutamabh°janitor j‡yµyai 
g†rbha¸ n°rabadh„d85 °ti p‡p†m akad °ti p‡p∑ k∑rtis t†sm‡d dhenvanaÛuh†yor 
n‡˜n∑y‡t t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkyo '˜nµmy ev∂h†m aßsal†¸ ced bh†vat∑ti | (21) 

Now [the Adhvaryu] causes him to enter into the hall.  He should not eat either the 
milk-cow or the ox, for the milk-cow and the ox indeed support everything here 
[on earth].  The gods said, "Indeed, the milk-cow and the ox support everything 
here: [thus] we will bestow on the ox and the milk-cow whatever vigor belongs to 
other species!" They gave the milk-cow and the ox whatever vigor belonged to 
other species; and therefore the milk-cow and the ox consume the most.  Should 
one eat an ox or a milk-cow, it would be as if an eating of everything, [that is] a 
going to destruction.  [It may be that] to him a strange thing is born [where people 
would say?] "he expelled a fetus from a woman," "he committed a sin" -- he is 
renown as a sinner.86  Therefore he should not eat the milk-cow and the ox.  
Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said, "I, for one, eat it, provided that it is 
fatty/tasty." 

Others have tried to interpret this passage as discussing the enjoying of the 

products of the milk-cow (i.e., milk) or ox (i.e., labor) and not the flesh itself (most 

recently, by Swaminathan, vol. III, 2000: 9).87  While it is true that a grammatical object 

in the sentences may remain unexpressed, it is unlikely here.  First, the root √a˜, usually 

meaning "to eat" but also "consume," would be unlikely to mean to "enjoy," particularly 

of something not consumed (such as "labor").  Second, the point is that the milk-cow and 

the ox themselves are said to support everything, naturally leading to rather disastrous 

results (according to some) if they are eaten.  The reason for this is clear -- a milk-cow 

gives milk for drinking and the ox hauls loads for farming, hence they are vitally 

important to society.  Finally, and most importantly, aßsal† (fleshy/fatty), though rare, is 

only used in the context of flesh in the early literature (Fiser 1984:69-70) and there is no 
 
85 nir √vadh (K) 
 
86 The Sanskrit here is confusing.  Eggeling (vol. 2 1963:11) translates: "Such a one indeed would be likely 
to be born (again) as a strange being, (as one of whom there is) evil report, such as 'he has expelled an 
embryo from a woman,' 'he has committed a sin...' 
 
87 Note, however, that meat eating was common in the ancient period, even of beef (Jha: 2002).   
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occurrence in which it is clearly associated with milk and certainly makes no sense in the 

context of "labor." 

Recently, Mehendale (1977) has tried to argue that this "fleshiness" is a sacrificial 

criterion, pointing to ¯BM 3.8.4.6 where aßsal† is equated with the "sacrificial essence" 

(medha).  Mehendale then suggests that Y‡j§avalkya's statement at the end of this 

passage is not sarcastic or irreverent, but rather it is an attempt at applying a ritual 

criterion in determining whether the meat should be eaten or not.  However, this 

argument is also not particularly convincing.  It would require us to take one passage 

(¯BM 3.8.4.6) as solely authoritative for the other occurrence of the same term.  While 

Mehendale's interpretation is an important starting point and it is certainly suggestive, 

there are compelling reasons to disagree with it.  One problem with his interpretation is 

that the meaning of the term appears rather generic here and to assume a larger 

theological gloss, without more of a justifying context, appears unnecessary.  This is 

particularly true because if aßsal† were meant as an important sacrificial criterion, we 

should be able to find other uses where that meaning is clear (in fact, aßsal† is more 

likely a word play: see below). 

Moreover, an interpretation like Mehendale's overlooks what I contend is the 

larger import of the passage.  Whether Y‡j§avalkya actually ate the meat of the milk-cow 

or ox, as the sacrificial essence or otherwise, is irrelevant in this passage.  Y‡j§avalkya's 

criticism is of the logic employed by the other Brahmins and, more so, the overly 

dramatic consequences of eating the meat.  If Y‡j§avalkya was meant to be saying that he 

eats the meat of the milk-cow or the ox if it were "the essence of the sacrifice," his answer 

would not directly address the larger arguments which precede his statement.  His 

statement would then be disconnected from the argument about why one should not eat 

such meat.  Rather it appears that Y‡j§avalkya is critiquing the overly dramatic "sky is 
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falling!" logic of these other Brahmins should one eat the meat.  Y‡j§avalkya is not 

addressing the arguments of others about the "milk-cow and ox supporting the world," 

not to mention the dire consequences of having a deformed child (!).  His statement is 

simply a sarcastic dismissal. 

This passage further suggests that certain Brahmins (and probably Y‡j§avalkya) 

ate the meat of a milk-cow or ox (as there would not be a rule against the eating of it if 

some people did not do so).  It is likely that this passage is an example of an internal 

debate among Vedic Brahmins about the eating or not eating of certain animals (even 

milk-cows).  In our passage here, we have one example of what must have been a much 

larger debate about meat eating.  The important point here is that Y‡j§avalkya clearly 

dismisses the other Brahmin's elaborate logic.  Again, this passage concludes with t†d u 

hov‡ca as well as closes the section, but the sarcasm intended might mitigate whether 

Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is authoritative or simply a critique of others. 

Further, similar to his appearances elsewhere, Y‡j§avalkya here is using a word 

play: a˜nµmy ev∂h†m aßsal†¸ ("I eat the meat [provided it] is tasty/fatty").  The 

repetition of 'am/‡m' clusters is a play on sound (which is probably why such a rare word, 

counter to Mehendale's argument, is used).  This is consistent with other word plays we 

find in the text (such as ¯BM 1.3.1.21 ≈ ¯BK 2.2.4.17), but those word plays are more 

often clever justifications of particular acts and are not derisive or dismissive in 

themselves.  Further, note how the last part of this phrase may have been heard: 

ah†ma¸sal†¸, where *-(m)aßsa- would suggest m‡¸s† ("meat"!), suggesting an oral 

pun and another reason for the use of a rare word.88  This passage is similar to the 

dismissive passages mentioned earlier as well as the passage where Y‡j§avalkya is cursed 

to die by a caraka-adhvaryu (#4, below), but he dismisses him by saying "These gray-

 
88 I wish to thank Joel Brereton (per. com.) for pointing to the possibility of this clever pun. 
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haired arms -- what has become of a Brahmin's word?" (¯BM 3.8.2.24-25 ≈ ¯BK 

4.8.2.18) indicating the threat of death obviously did not occur.  Thus, Y‡j§avalkya is 

authoritative in this passage, but with regards to the proper formulation of Br‡hmaıa 

logic -- clever, short, and specific. 

(3) Another prideful, and perhaps sarcastic, passage is attributed to Y‡j§avalkya 

in this book.  ¯BM 3.1.3.10 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.3.9 discusses the anointing of one's eyes in the 

consecration of the Agni˘Òoma. 

athµk˘y‡v µnakti | †rur va° p£ru˘asyµk˘i pra˜µn mamÇti ha sm‡ha yµj§avalkyo 
durak˘† iva h‡sa pΩyo haiv∂sya dÂ˘„k‡ tÇ evaçt†d †naru˘karoti y†d †k˘y‡v ‡n†kti 
(10) 

Now he anoints the eyes.  Y‡j§avalkya once said "Wounded (sore?), indeed, is the 
eye of man, [but] mine is soothed." His eyes were very bad; their secretion was 
pus.  So then he makes his eyes healed by anointing them.  (10) 

Whether this passage is sarcastic or not is not clear.  Certainly, it is prideful as 

Y‡j§avalkya is saying that, in contrast to the rest of humankind, his eyes are healthy since 

he has anointed them (Witzel 2003: 115-116).  However, whether to ascribe this 

pridefulness solely to the figure of Y‡j§avalkya (as Witzel does) is unclear -- what the 

passage attributed to Y‡j§avalkya appears to be doing is praising the act of anointing the 

eyes with ghee and butter.  Thus, the passage is about the efficacy of the act itself, 

transforming the regular ("wounded") eye of man into the "healed" eye for purposes of 

the sacrifice.  In support of the argument that this passage is meant more as praise for the 

act itself, rather than personal pride, Y‡j§avalkya's statement is just that, a statement -- 

there is no one he is disagreeing with here and the text confirms the authority of his 

statement immediately afterward.  One possibility that has not been considered is that 

Y‡j§avalkya may be here creating his own mantra to be used when the act of anointing is 

carried out.  Immediately prior to this passage (9), the adhvaryu is anointing his body 
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with VS mantras (VS 4.3) followed by a Br‡hmaıa explanation of the mantra in relation 

to the act itself.  This passage follows that exact same form. 

(4) In ¯BM 3.8.2.24-25 ≈ ¯BK 4.8.2.18, Y‡j§avalkya is recalled as having an 

encounter with another adhvaryu Brahmin, perhaps of the Black Yajurveda or perhaps 

simply a wandering priest (caraka, though simply br‡hmaıa in K).  This longer passage is 

quoted in full, because the sarcasm of Y‡j§avalkya seems quite clear.   

hutvµ vapµm evµgre 'bhigh‡rayati | †tha pÁ˘ad‡jy†¸ t†d u ha c†rak‡dhvaryava˛ 
pÁ˘ad‡jy†m evµgre 'bh°gh‡rayanti pr‡ı†˛ pÁ˘ad‡jy†m °ti v†dantas t†d u ha 
yµj§avalkya¸ c†rak‡rdhvayur anuvyµjah‡raiv†¸ kurv†nta¸ pr‡ı†¸ vµ ay†m 
ant†rag‡d adhvaryu˛ pr‡ı† en†¸ h‡syat∑ti. (24) 

s† ha sma b‡hΩ anvavÇk˘y ‡ha | ima£ palita£ b‡hΩ kvÖ svid br‡hmaı†sya v†co 
babhÂvÇti n† t†d µdriyetottamo vµ e˘† pray‡j¢ bhavat„da¸ va° haviryaj§† uttamÇ 
pray‡jÇ dhruv‡m evµgre 'bh°gh‡rayati t†syai h° pratham‡vµjyabh‡gau ho˘y†n 
bh†vati vap‡m vµ †tra prathamµ¸ ho˘y†n bhavati tasm‡d vapµm evµgre 
'bh°gh‡rayed atha pÁ˘ad‡jyam †tha y†t pa˜u¸ n∂bhighµr†yati ned †˜Átam 
abhigh‡r†y‡ı∑ty et†d ev∂sya s†rva˛ pa˜£r abh°gh‡rito bhavati y†d vapµm 
abhigh‡rayati t†sm‡d vapµm evµgre 'bh°gh‡rayed atha pÁ˘ad‡jyam | (25) 

Having offered, he bastes first the omentum, then the clotted ghee.  Now the 
Caraka-Adhvaryus baste first the clotted ghee, saying that the clotted ghee is 
breath.  Indeed, a Caraka-Adhvaryu cursed Y‡j§avalkya for doing so (saying), 
"This adhvaryu has shut out the breath; the breath will spring from him!" (24) 

But he [Y‡j§avalkya], looking at his arms, said, "These gray-haired arms  -- what 
has become of a Brahmin's word?" He should not heed that [objection of the 
Carakas].  This is the last fore-offering (pray‡ja)-- and being a havis-offering [he,] 
at the last fore-offering, first pours ghee into the dhruva, getting ready to offer the 
first two butter-portions with it.  Here, he will offer the omentum first -- therefore 
he should baste first the omentum, then the clotted ghee.  [Though he does not 
baste the whole victim with ghee,]89 'lest he baste the uncooked,' the one who 
bastes the omentum, his whole animal becomes basted with ghee.  Therefore he 
should baste first the omentum, then the clotted ghee.  (25) 

The meaning is rather clear -- Y‡j§avalkya's arm-hair has turned grey (i.e., he is 

old) and certainly he has never had the "breath spring from him" (i.e., die) for basting the 

omentum in the fashion he does (and, according to the rest of the passage, as all White 

YV adhvaryus should do).  He thus chastises the other Brahmin, and even Brahmins as a 
 
 
89 Following Eggeling (1882-1900, repr. 1963, vol. II: 197). 
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whole, saying "What has become of a Brahmin's speech?" i.e., this Brahmin is wrong, or 

worse, lying.   

Translating anu-vi-‡-√hÁ as "to curse" is a bit problematic in this passage, but for 

the lack of a better alternative it has been used.  The problem lies in the fact that 

Y‡j§avalkya's response shows that not only the Brahmin's statement of his "breaths 

springing from him" did not happen then and there, it also did not occur previously (i.e., 

he has grown old doing the very same ritual practice).  Thus, the "curse" is not so much of 

a "curse" as it is a truth-act: if Y‡j§avalkya's basting of the omentum first means that one 

shuts out one's breath, it should have happened previously as Y‡j§avalkya apparently 

carried out the rite in this fashion his whole life. 

¯BK is more diplomatic in its treatment of this passage in not mentioning any 

specific group of Brahmins.  The passage begins simply, "Some say..." (tad v‡ ‡hu˛), and 

later states that an unspecified priest (br‡hmaıa) cursed Y‡j§avalkya.  Interestingly, 

Y‡j§avalkya's retort is not spoken directly to the Brahmin who cursed him, but rather is 

an apparent "death-bed" retort: "[When] old, worn-out, and lying down, Y‡j§avalkya 

said, 'These gray-haired arms -- what has become of a Brahmin's word?'" (sth†viro j∑rıi˛ 

˜†y‡na ima£ palita£ b‡hu abhÂt‡¸ kva svid ev† br‡hmaı†sya v†co babhÂvÇti). 

In ¯BM 3 ≈ ¯BM 4 we have two general ritual pronouncements of Y‡j§avalkya 

which are taken as authoritative, one remembrance (in K, on the death-bed) of 

Y‡j§avalkya sarcastically mocking another Brahmin's threat, suggesting that not all 

Brahmins are to be trusted, and one sarcastic retort at the over-elaborate ritual logic of 

other Brahmins.   

§ 3.1.4 ¯BM Book 4 ≈  ¯BK Book 5 

(1) ¯BM Book 4 ≈ ¯BK Book 5 contains three passages related to Y‡j§avalkya: 

the third passage, however, is not present in K.  ¯BM 4.2.1.7 ≈ ¯BK 5.2.1.5 is concerned 
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with the drawing of two cups of soma to drive away two demons, ¯aıÛa and Marka, 

during the day of the soma-feast of the Agni˘Òoma.  The question being considered is 

whether the cups of soma are to be drawn for the demons (to coax the demons to the 

sacrifice, so that they can be driven away) or for the gods. 

†pi hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛ | nï svid90 dev†t‡bhya ev† gÁhı„y‡m‡3 v°jitarÂpam iva 
h∑dam °ti t†d va° s† t†n m„m‡¸sµm ev† cakre net t£ cak‡ra | (7) 

Also Y‡j§avalkya said, "We should we not draw (portions) for the deities, should 
we?  For this rite has something of the form of conquest." This, however, he just 
considered, but did not practice. (7) 

This passage is unique among all the other passages, because rather than listing an 

opinion as authoritative or not, or even as an option, it instead lists the speculation of 

Y‡j§avalkya which follows the rather standard Br‡hmaıa logic of similarity.  One may 

infer that the passage is not taken as authoritative, as Y‡j§avalkya just (ev†) considered 

this alternative and there is no recommendation to follow this practice.91  As a non-

authoritative practice, the text begins †pi hov‡ca (M) or ut† ha sm‡ha (K), rather than t†d 

u hov‡ca. 

K here is quite similar to M.  However, rather than v°jitarÂpam iva, this text 

contains v°dita¸ h∑dam, "this is well known." It is difficult to reconcile this reading with 

the passage, however, because if the practice of drawing the soma cups for the gods is 

well-known, why then is Y‡j§avalkya said to only speculate on this rather than practice 

it? Again, it appears that M contains the better reading. 

 
 
90 Eggeling (1964, vol. II: 279-280, n.3) suggests that nï svid might be read separately as its own clause 
and translated "By no means! for deities we should draw them..." However, this seems unlikely given that 
Y‡j§avalkya, in both recensions, simply is said to contemplate/consider the idea and such forceful rhetoric 
would be out of place. 
 
91 Fiser (1984: 73) suggests that this passage "criticized" Y‡j§avalkya.  That interpretation, however, is less 
than apparent in the passage. 
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(2) ¯BM 4.6.1.10 ≈ ¯BK 5.8.1.11 lists Y‡j§avalkya's opinion in contrast to 

BuÛila ‚˜vatar‡˜vi (K: BuÎila) concerning the pressing of the soma during the dv‡da˜‡ha 

vyÂÛhachandas (the Sacrifice of 12 Days of Transposed Meters).  However, the question 

dealt with here concerns whether the soma should be pressed symbolically (BuÛila's 

opinion) or actually pressed (Y‡j§avalkya's opinion).  Since this is an offering for the 

deity Soma, the point is that the offering should be different than it usually is for other 

gods as a way of emphasizing Soma's uniqueness. 

t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛ | abhy äv† ˘uıuy‡n n† s¢ma °ndram †suto mam‡da 
nµbr‡hm‡ıo magh†v‡na¸ sutµsa °ty ∆˘iı‡bhyanÂkta¸ n† vµ any†syai k†syai can† 
dev†t‡yai sak∆d abh°˘uıoti t†d any†th‡ t†ta˛ karoti y†tho c‡nyµbhyo dev†t‡bhyas 
t†sm‡d abhy äv† ˘uıuy‡d °ti | (10) 

Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said, "He should press [because] 'The 
unpressed soma did not delight the mighty Indra, nor the pressed [given] without 
sacred formula,' was declared by a Ási (RV 7.26.1)." For no other deity does he 
press only once -- thus he is doing differently than what he does for other deities.  
Therefore he should press [once]." (10) 

Here, in contrast to the example in book two, Y‡j§avalkya is not in contradiction 

to the ËV, but is rather using the ËV as a proof text for his opinion that a single pressing 

is proper.  Again, his opinion stands in the final position of this discussion, suggesting 

that his opinion is authoritative.  K has no significant variants for our purposes.92 

(3) ¯BM 4.6.8.7 does not have a parallel passage in K and is unique to the M 

recension.  This passage occurs in the consecration (d„k˘‡) section of the Gav‡m Ayanam 

("Leading of the Cows Sacrifice"). 

rµj‡na¸ pr†ıayati | £dyata evaç˘† ‡gn„dhr∑yo 'gn°r bh†vaty †thait† Çkaikam 
ev¢lmukam ‡dµya yath‡dhi˘ıy†¸ vip†r‡yanti ta°r eva tÇ˘‡m £lmukai˛ 
pr†ghnant∑ti ha sm‡ha yµj§avalkyo yÇ t†th‡ kurvant∑ty et†n nv Çkam †yanam | (7) 

He leads forward the king (Soma).  That ‡gn„dhr∑ya fire has been elevated.  Then 
they take one fire-brand each [from the fire at the hall-door] and return to their 
respective dhi˘ıy† hearths: 'They who do so," said Y‡j§avalkya, 'hit/slay with 
those fire-brands of theirs.' This is now one way.  (7) 

 
92 Swaminathan (vol. III, 2000: 383), however, mistranslates this passage by overlooking the final °ti, 
which indicates the whole passage is attributed to Y‡j§avalkya in K as well. 
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It is clear in this passage that, once again, Y‡j§avalkya is not taken as 

authoritative, but his opinion is simply listed as an option.  Further, the passage that 

immediately follows this (¯BM 4.6.8.8) offers another alternative to Y‡j§avalkya -- that 

the priests go to where they will perform the animal offering.  The topic turns back to the 

larger issue of lighting the ‡havan„ya in 4.6.8.9, suggesting that Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is 

an option, but perhaps not the preferred option. 

The three passages found in book ¯BM Book 4 ≈ ¯BK Book 5 cover the spectrum 

of possibilities regarding authoritativeness.  In one case Y‡j§avalkya simply 

contemplated a practice, but did not perform it.  In another, his opinion is taken as 

authoritative, but in the final passage his opinion is simply an option.  In no passage does 

the sarcasm that we earlier saw attributed to Y‡j§avalkya occur. 

§ 3.1.5 ¯BM Book 5 ≈  ¯BK Book 7 

(1) Y‡j§avalkya appears only one time, in Book 5.5.5.14 ≈ ¯BK 7.5.3.11, in a 

sacrifice devoted to Indra, the sautr‡maı„. 

†tho hainayµpy abh°caret | et†y‡ va° bhadrasen†m ‡j‡ta˜atravam µruıir abh°cac‡ra 
k˘ipr†m k°l‡stÁıutÇti ha sm‡ha yµj§avalky¢ 'pi ha vµ enayÇndro vÁtr†sy‡sth‡nam 
achinad †pi ha vµ en†y‡sthµna¸ chinatti y† en†y‡bhic†rati t†sm‡d u hainayµpy 
abh°caret. (14) 

Now, indeed, one may also practice magic with this [offering].  For it was with 
this that ‚ruıi bewitched Bhadrasena ‚j‡ta˜atrava.  "He knocked him down 
quickly," Y‡j§avalkya used to say.  And with this [offering], indeed, Indra also 
cut off VÁtra's retreat and, indeed, he who practices magic with this cuts off the 
retreat [of his enemy].  Therefore one may also practice magic with this offering.  
(14) 

Eggeling, Swaminathan, and Witzel (following Eggeling) all appear to 

misunderstand this passage, specifically what Y‡j§avalkya is attributed as saying.  As 

Fiser points out (1984: 60, n. 11), the verbal root must be √stÁ, "to knock down," and not 

√stÈ, "to spread."  Thus, it appears that Y‡j§avalkya's statement is a simple declaration 

that ‚ruıi (perhaps Udd‡laka?) did practice magic with this offering and it was quite 
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effective -- it "knocked him [the enemy] down quickly." This is not an opinion, but rather 

an endorsement of the efficacy of the practice. 

§ 4 Authority  and Sarcasm, Part  I  

Throughout the early books of the ¯B, the picture of Y‡j§avalkya is a diverse one.  

In eleven passages, Y‡j§avalkya is shown to be authoritative on ritual interpretation in a 

variety of contexts: the new and full moon sacrifice (book 1); the agnihotra, the First 

Fruits Sacrifice, and the Four-Monthly Sacrifice (book 2); the agni˘Òoma (books 3 and 4); 

the consecration and the Sacrifice of Twelve Days (book 4); and the sautr‡maı„ (book 5).  

All of these passages place Y‡j§avalkya's opinion in the ultimate position to indicate his 

authoritativeness, though occasionally the text will continue with a brief Br‡hmaıa-style 

commentary to reinforce that opinion.  Seven of these authoritative passages begin with 

the phrase t†d u hov‡ca, indicating that Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is in contrast to someone 

else's, but since it occupies the ultimate position it is the preferred opinion.  In one case 

(eating of meat, ¯BM 3.1.2.21 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.2.12), the passage appears authoritative, but 

that may be mitigated by the sarcastic intent of the passage.  In two cases where t†d u 

hov‡ca is not used, Y‡j§avalkya is praising a ritual action and is not contrasted with 

another's opinion (¯BM 3.1.3.10 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.3.9; ¯BM 5.5.5.14 ≈ ¯BK 7.5.3.11), while in 

another example his answer is the rather blunt "what of it/who should care?" which closes 

the topic (¯BM 1.3.1.21 ≈ ¯BK 2.2.4.17). 

Y‡j§avalkya's authority in the early books, however, is not absolute.  In ¯BM 

1.9.3.16 ≈ ¯BK 2.8.4.10, his opinion is listed as an optional means to construct a mantra.  

In ¯BM 4.6.8.7 (not in K), his view of the meaning of the fire-brand and the action of the 

priests is listed as an option.  In another case, we are told that Y‡j§avalkya just 

considered one ritual possibility (t†n m„m‡¸sµm ev†), but did not practice it (net t£ 

cak‡ra).  Y‡j§avalkya's opinion in one passage is in contrast to the ËV and the ¯B 
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indicates that his opinion is incorrect.  Counter, however, to Bronkhorst's seeing this 

conflict with the ËV as the historical predecessor to Y‡j§avalkya's "legendary" debate 

with ¯‡kalya (a representative of the ËV), in ¯BM 4.6.1.10 ≈ ¯BK 5.8.1.11 Y‡j§avalkya 

uses the ËV as a "proof text" that the soma needs to be pressed at least once. 

Interestingly, Y‡j§avalkya, who has often been described as innovative, is shown 

in a number of passages to be rather conservative.  In one passage (¯BM 1.3.1.21 ≈ ¯BK 

2.2.4.17), Y‡j§avalkya dismisses the concern of separating the wife from the husband 

with "what of it?" in a "rules are the rules" fashion.  This same phrasing is also used in 

¯BM 2.4.3.12 ≈ ¯BK 1.3.2.12, suggesting that this passage might also be attributed to 

Y‡j§avalkya.  In ¯BM 2.4.3.1-12 itself, Y‡j§avalkya uses a classical myth of creation to 

explain the reasons for the carrying out of the First Fruits Sacrifice.  In ¯BM 4.6.1.10 ≈ 

¯BK 5.8.1.11, Y‡j§avalkya refers to the ËV, clearly an already established tradition, to 

support his opinion.  In ¯BM 3.1.1.4-5 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.1.3-4, Y‡j§avalkya places all authority 

for carrying out the sacrifice exclusively within the priestly class, because, as he argues, 

learned priests make up sacrificial ground itself.  In ¯BM 1.3.1.26 ≈ ¯BK 2.2.4.19, 

Y‡j§avalkya attempts to preserve the traditional trust (˜raddhµ) in the priests by arguing 

for a consistency of ritual practice. 

This conservatism, however, does not mitigate Y‡j§avalkya's innovativeness. 

Rather by presenting him as conservative it serves to reinforce any innovation, 

particularly appropriate as the Vedic tradition itself is conservative.  ¯BM 1.1.1.9 ≈ ¯BK 

2.1.1.7 plays on the word "to eat" (√a˜), where Y‡j§avalkya is said to rather cleverly 

show that eating certain foods is not really eating.  In ¯BM 1.9.3.16 ≈ ¯BK 2.8.4.10, 

Y‡j§avalkya modifies a mantra and states that his goal is to be "brilliant in brahman" 

(brahmavarcasin), though his modification is, according to the textual tradition, only 

optional.  In one instance, Y‡j§avalkya is said to create a new way to carry out ritual acts 
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(¯BM 4.6.8.7; not in K).  Y‡j§avalkya is even said to consider certain innovations, but 

then reject them himself (¯BM 4.2.1.7 ≈ ¯BK 5.2.1.5).   

In comparing the sarcasm or derision that is often associated with Y‡j§avalkya 

with his established, though not universal, authority in his own tradition, an interesting 

pattern can be seen in these five books.  The graph below shows this pattern in ¯BM (for 

convenience, K has been omitted from this chart; cf. the previous chart for comparison) 
 
(1) Sarcastic/prideful passages 

(a) Authoritative    1.3.1.21; 1.3.1.26; 3.1.3.10;93  
3.8.2.24-25  

  (b) Probably authoritative  3.1.2.21 
(2) Non-Sarcastic/prideful passages 

(a) Authoritative    1.1.1.9; 2.3.1.21; 2.4.3.2-12;  
3.1.1.4-5; 4.6.1.10;  

(b) Not Authoritative    2.5.1.2; 4.2.1.7 
(c) Optional    1.9.3.16; 4.6.8.7 
(d) Praising established practice 5.5.5.14 

(3) Not clear whether Y‡j§avalkya is being sarcastic 
(a) Authoritative    1.9.2.1294  

As can be seen, sarcasm only occurs when Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is taken as 

authoritative, that is, when the practice or interpretation associated with him is the 

preferred one.  This indicates that Y‡j§avalkya is not being portrayed in the textual 

tradition as "irreverent" in a negative fashion, but rather that the combination of sarcasm 

with authoritativeness serves as a rhetorical reinforcement of the position stated or as an 

emphatic dismissal of others.  In all cases of sarcasm, the derision is directed at others 

that are sometimes directly expressed or sometimes indirectly (in the case of ¯BM 

3.1.3.10 ≈ 4.1.3.9, the "others" would be all other humans).  Thus, while Y‡j§avalkya's 

opinion is taken as authoritative in the text, others' positions are intentionally mocked. 

 
 
93 This passage is "prideful," but may also be read as "sarcastic" (see above). 
 
94 K‡ıva omits Y‡j§avalkya's name. 
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In ¯BM 3.1.2.21 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.2.12, Y‡j§avalkya, I contend, is taken as authoritative 

in a different light -- that is, in his dismissal of the other Brahmins' overly-elaborate and 

overly-dramatic argument regarding what would happen should one eat the meat.  As the 

various examples have shown, the passages attributed to Y‡j§avalkya in ¯BM books 1-5 

≈ ¯BK 1-5 and 7 are most often straightforward and succinct, even single sentences.  In 

regards to the meat-eating, it is the other Brahmin's elaborate rationale that Y‡j§avalkya 

is dismissing in a single sentence -- "I, for one, eat it, provided that it is fatty/tasty" 

(a˜nµmy ev∂ham a¸sal†¸ ced bh†vati). 

In the context of the attribution of sarcasm to Y‡j§avalkya, another interesting 

pattern emerges.  Though, on the whole, the M‡dhyandina recension appears to contain 

better, probably earlier readings, I have pointed out that the K‡ıva recension sometimes 

appears to include a larger context for certain passages -- even if that only means 

including a single extra word for clarity.95  There is also another type of variation in K, 

which is important in this discussion of sarcasm.  The K recension contains slightly 

different readings of certain passages where the sarcastic intent is minimal or less 

pointed.  For example, ¯BK 2.2.4.19 (¯BM 1.3.1.26) does not contain the criticism of 

priests as a whole ("How can these [patrons] have trust in this?").96  ¯BK 4.8.2.18 (¯BM 

3.8.2.24-25) mentions only that a Brahmin cursed Y‡j§avalkya, whereas M states that it 

is a Brahmin who is a caraka Adhvaryu priest, probably a representative of the Black 

Yajurveda.  Further, in K the sarcastic response is a death-bed retort by Y‡j§avalkya and 

not a face to face confrontation as it appears in M. 

 
 
95 Adding †v„rya and devµn v†sato in ¯BM 1.1.1.9 = ¯BK 2.1.1.7 or that, in the case of other's practices, it 
is the yajam‡na who requests rewards from the gods (¯BM 1.3.1.26 = ¯BK 2.2.4.19), etc. 
 
96 kath†¸ nv e˘µm †traiv† ˜raddhµ bhavat∑ti 
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While it is true that these few passages are not statistically significant, one must 

still ask why this portrayal is one-sided -- that is, why is it that the K‡ıva contains the 

more ambivalent passages with regard to sarcasm while the M less so? While it is 

possible that these variations are simply an issue of the differing textual transmission of 

K, there is also another possibility which is suggestive, if not definitive.  If, as Witzel 

(1989) has pointed out, the K recension was geographically slightly more western than 

the M recension, this means that K would likely have been more directly influenced by 

the already established Kuru-Pa§c‡la Black Yajurvedic tradition (Caland 1998).  As such, 

this textual tradition would have been in more direct contact with the establishment that it 

was in theological competition with.  Thus, the less sarcastic portrayals of Y‡j§avalkya 

could have been strategic -- this is to say, that while the K‡ıva White YV tradition 

viewed Y‡j§avalkya as authoritative and in contradistinction to the Black Yajurveda, it 

would have created difficulties were the contrast more directly stated (i.e., a Brahmin is 

critiqued, but he is not explicitly said to be a carak‡dhvaryu).  The M‡dhyandina, 

however, being geographically further east probably had less contact or was less under 

the authority of an already established tradition.  As such, there may have been a certain 

freedom in textual production and theological understanding, one which allowed for more 

explicit, sarcastic criticism of others. 

The use of sarcasm in the ¯B continues in the later books, ¯BM 11-13.  As a 

critical edition of the K‡ıva version of books 8 onward is unavailable, it is not possible to 

undertake a close comparison of the two versions.  Significant variations have been noted 

by Caland (1983: 467ff.), but none of these concern the Y‡j§avalkya passages. 

§ 5 Y‡j§avalkya in  ¯BM Books 11-13 

Y‡j§avalkya appears in the later books of ¯BM seven times (five times in book 

11; once each in 12 and 13).  As I pointed out, others (such as Bronkhorst) have focused 
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on the narrative changes in these books -- from general pronouncements to more 

elaborate narratives, suggesting legends or historical statements.  However, in looking at 

the passages as a whole, we do not find such a sharp distinction.  Yes, it is the only 

section where we get longer narratives about Y‡j§avalkya, but given the variety of 

narrative form, we may not have necessarily moved into the realm of "clearly legendary." 

Four of the passages in ¯BM (11.4.2.17; 11.4.3.20; 12.4.1.9-10; 13.5.3.6) are single 

statements, one of which consists of a short statement about Y‡j§avalkya and is not 

speech attributed to Y‡j§avalkya.  As for longer narratives, 11.3.1.1-4 is a short 

discussion between Y‡j§avalkya and king Janaka; 11.6.2.1-10 is an amusing passage 

where Y‡j§avalkya outwits other Brahmins to learn the secret of the agnihotra from king 

Janaka; and 11.6.3.1-11 is a longer debate between ¯‡kalya and Y‡j§avalkya, the 

predecessor of the famous debate found in B‚U 3.9.  Thus, the types of narrative found 

in these books are rather evenly split.  For convenience the longer passages are 

summarized, rather than translated in full.   

(1) ¯BM 11.3.1.2-4 ≈ ¯BK 3.1.4.3-4 (JB 1.19-20) is a small dialogue between 

Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka concerning the nature of the agnihotra. 

t†d dhait†j janako va°deha˛ | yµj§avalkyam papracha vÇtth‡gnihotr†m 
y‡j§avalky‡3 °ti vÇda samr‡d °ti k°m °ti p†ya evÇti | (2) 

Regarding this, Janaka of Videha asked Y‡j§avalkya, "Do you know the 
agnihotra, Y‡j§avalkya?  

"I know it, O King," [he said].   

"What is it?" 

"It is just the milk." 

Following this, Janaka asks a series of reductive questions:97 if milk is not present, 

what would one sacrifice with? Y‡j§avalkya answers, "with rice and barley" 
 
97 Swaminathan seems to confuse the entire passage, making Y‡j§avalkya the questioner of Janaka 
(perhaps influenced by the other episode where Y‡j§avalkya is questioned by Janaka about the agnihotra).  
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(vr„hiyavµbhy‡m); if there is no rice and barley? and so on.  The final question is if there 

was no water, then what would one sacrifice with? 

s† hov‡ca | n† vµ ih† t†rhi k°¸ can∂s„d †thait†d †hÂyataiv†98 saty†m ˜raddhµy‡m 
°ti vÇth‡gnihotr†¸ y‡j§avalkya dhenu˜at†m dad‡m„ti hov‡ca99 | 4 

He [Y‡j§avalkya] said, "If there were nothing at all here, it is just offered -- [that 
is,] truth in trust." 

"You know the agnihotra, Y‡j§avalkya.  I give you a hundred cows.100 (4) 

The point of this passage is rather clear: if there are neither sacrificial offerings 

nor the sacrificial fire present, one can still carry out the agnihotra through their abstract 

equivalents, truth (saty†m) and trust (˜raddhµ).  As Bodewitz has pointed out, this passage 

does not give rules for emergency situations (i.e., how to worship should one be lacking 

materials), but rather is a dialogical lead-up to the conclusion: "...the point beyond which 

one cannot proceed, the final truth" (1973: 236).  This truth, which according to Bodewitz 

implies speaking the truth, meditation upon the truth, etc., suggests a way of living that is 

superior to the ritual proper. 

This passage, however, does not appear to contain a new teaching, but is rather a 

proof text of sorts for what is stated immediately before it.  Prior to this passage, ¯B 

11.3.1.1 states that "fire, indeed, is trust, and ghee is truth" (tÇja ev† ˜raddhµ saty†m 

µjyam), foreshadowing the conclusion of the story.  Thus, this narration of a discussion 

between Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka is not presenting a new teaching, but is elaborating and 

 
While this interpretation is possible given the lack of expressed subjects (the questions and answers are 
simply marked with °ti or °ti hov‡ca), it forces us to ignore the °ti immediately after the answers and also 
rather unnaturally to read the last question and the answer as attributed to Y‡j§avalkya (see his translation, 
1997: 243). 
 
98 JB: u hÂyata iva (Oertel 1926: 329 wants to amend to ahÂyataiva, following ¯B). 
 
99 JB reads: ta¸ hov‡ca veth‡gnihotra¸ y‡j§avalkya namas te 'stu sahasra¸ bhagavo dadma iti | K reads: 
s† hov‡ca n†mas te 'stu y‡j§avalkya vÇtth‡gnihotr†ß sah†sra¸ dad‡m∑ti | 
 
100 ¯BK and JB: "one thousand" (sah†sra) unexpressed objects, but obviously cows. 
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verifying the conclusion already accepted as true.  This is to say that this passage 

functions as a proof story.  Thus, the conclusion is authoritative, but no innovation is 

apparently attributable to Y‡j§avalkya. 

It is in this passage that we first encounter the "giving of cows." Hock (2002) has 

discussed what he calls the "cow theme" in B‚U 4 -- that is, how the "giving of cows" 

serves to formally mark parts of discourse in the text, often followed by a shift in topic 

that is more abstract than what was before.101  In B‚U 4, the "giving of cows" is followed 

by another teaching and more cow-giving until the discourse is formally closed.  In this 

passage in ¯B, however, it serves to end the discussion with Y‡j§avalkya.  Interestingly, 

it is Janaka's giving of cows that verify and reinforce that the teaching is correct.  Thus, 

this is a scene not only of royal patronage of theological teaching, but also of royal 

endorsement of that teaching.102  Whether we are supposed to consider Janaka as 

knowing the answers to his own questions is not clear, but it is clear that he at least knows 

the proper answer when he hears it. 

The variation of this story found in JB (1.19-20) has been the subject of some 

discussion.  Oertel (1902: 328) is the first person that I am aware of to note the 

correspondences between these passages. Caland (1998: 102) also compares this passage 

of JB with ¯B and finds that it agrees more directly with the K version in the beginning 

and the M recension further on.103  Bodewitz (1973: 62), however, has pointed out that 

the main differences in the latter part of the passage do not concern content so much as 

 
101 I prefer "cow trope," as "theme" suggests the subject of the discourse or a unifying idea.  While it is 
arguable that this trope does the latter, the "giving of cows" does not add substantively to the dialogue (it 
generally means "you are right, go on...").  It is, as Hock pointed out, largely a discourse marker. 
 
102 Different from, say, the commissioning of a painting with royal funds, where the product can be paid for 
before the product is completed.  Here, it appears, that payment is only after the teaching (see B‚U 4). 
 
103 Caland points to the exception of the use of saha˜ram at the end as a K‡nva expression (1998: 102).  
The reader is also referred to Caland's article (1915, in Dutch) cited by Bodewitz (1973: 62). 
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the use of particular words (i.e., K abhavi˘yat; M sy‡t). If Witzel's geographical 

placement of the JB is correct, than it is more likely to have been influenced by K (or a K 

inspired version). 

Following Bodewitz and Caland, it seems quite clear that this JB passage is a 

direct borrowing from the ¯B (perhaps from a variant version that we no longer possess 

and/or undergoing further changes under the Jaimin„yas).  As Bodewitz points out, JB 1, 

which is concerned with the agnihotra, is a later addition to this Br‡hmaıa and "most 

likely [this] section is later than ¯B in both recensions." 

One significant change, from a narrative point of view, is that the JB omits the 

final equation in the introduction (fire being faith and ghee, truth)104 which foreshadows 

the final answer of Y‡j§avalkya.  Why this is the case is unclear, as it disconnects the 

introduction from the following narrative.  It may be, however, that the JB is attributing a 

newness to the teaching of Y‡j§avvalkya, suggesting the innovation was his own and that 

the story is not functioning as a proof text. 

Another significant variation is what follows the ¯B narrative.  In the ¯B version, 

the story involving Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka ends (11.3.1.4).  This is clear, not only in 

comparison with other narratives where the cow-giving marks a conclusion (i.e., "you 

answered the questions, here is your reward"), but also because what follows in the text is 

disconnected from the dialogue ("concerning this, there are these verses," M t†d apy Çte 

˜l¢k‡˛; K Ç˘o 'sti ˜l¢ka˛).  The following ¯B passages (11.3.1.5-8) then discuss the issue 

of performing the agnihotra while away from home and what it is that connects the 

sacrificer to the ritual performance carried out at home in his absence.  This appears as 

standard Br‡hmaıa-style commentary not placed in the mouth of any particular 

individual. 

 
104 Note that K even includes an explanation of the etymology: satyena h„me lok‡ ‡jity‡˛ 
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The JB, however, reinterprets or rewrites this passage.  In the JB, rather than the 

dialogue of Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka ending, it continues and what appears as Br‡hmaıa-

style commentary in ¯B is made into a dialogue between Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka.  This 

is quite clear in that JB, rather than introducing apparently anonymous versus, concludes 

1.19 with atha hainam upajagau: "Then he recited to him (the verse)" (trans. Bodewitz 

1973: 63).  The subject "he" must refer to Janaka asking a question of Y‡j§avalkya in the 

form of a verse.  Y‡j§avalkya then responds, but is referred to repeatedly as v‡jasaneya 

(derived from v‡jasani, the "sun") in the JB. 

Bodewitz notes that the use of the term v‡jasaneya suggests a borrowing from the 

¯B (1973: 63), though his reasons are not explicit.  I believe, however, that Bodewitz 

must be correct.  The VVRI indicates no use of the term v‡jasaneya prior to the final 

book of the ¯B, and then only in the final chapter of the B‚U (6).  In B‚U, and in JB, it 

is quite clear that this is being used as an epithet for Y‡j§avalkya and is clearly meant to 

indicate his association with the "sun."105  This term may also designate that Y‡j§avalkya 

was by that point considered the founder or leader of the school of the White Y‡jurveda 

(B‚U 6.5.6), indicating a point at which his authority was considered absolute (see 

Chapter Three).  It is also understood by most scholars that chapters 5-6 of the B‚U are 

the last additions to the ¯B.  This suggests that the JB borrowed from the ¯B at some 

point after this addition. 

Another major reason to take the JB version as a late adaptation of an already 

formed (or forming) ¯B version is that the ¯B appears to be a more logical composition 

in the sense that when the topic shifts (from the means to perform the agnihotra without 

the proper implements to a different discussion on the agnihotra), it is no longer a 

 
 
105 In the B‚U, it is explicit (6.3.7, v‡jasaney‡ya y‡j§avalky‡ya; 6.3.8, v‡jasaneyo y‡j§avalkya˛; 6.5.6, 
v‡jasaneyena y‡j§avalkyena). 
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dialogue.  As was mentioned earlier, the giving of cows marks the end of this particular 

discussion and the following line introduces authorless and subjectless verses (M t†d apy 

Çte ˜l¢k‡˛; K Ç˘o 'sti ˜l¢ka˛).  The JB appears appears to be a recomposition of the ¯B 

version.106 

It should be pointed out that the rewriting of JB is not without its own logic, even 

if this logic appears as a later adaptation from a text-critical perspective.  The logic of the 

JB composition appears to be as follows.  First, since the br‡hmaıa in the ¯B version 

does not actually end until after these additional passages (11.3.1.8), one may suspect that 

the JB redactors felt they must have been directly connected to what preceded them.  

Clearly, both sets of passages are about the agnihotra (albeit different aspects of it).  Most 

interestingly, though, the ¯B passage contains, after the Y‡j§avalkya dialogue (11.3.1.5-

8), a series of iti's (quotation marks, of a sort) without attributing the passages to any 

particular individual.  It would be rather natural then for the JB redactors to assume the 

dialogue is supposed to continue and thus recompose the passage to fit that interpretation 

adding the later name.  Following Bodewitz, however, it is clear that the innovation lies 

with the JB and that the earlier version is the ¯B. 

(2) ¯BM 11.4.2.17,107 also concerned with the agnihotra, is a single 

pronouncement in the same format as found in the first five books.  Here Y‡j§avalkya is 

said to be giving an alternative interpretation for when the gods "fill the gold cups." The 

issue is how one is to prepare the offering. 

t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛ | y†d vµ upastµryµvadµy‡bhigh‡r†yato t†d evaçn‡˛ 
s†mtarpayati tµs‡m s†mtÁpt‡n‡¸ devµ hiraım†y‡¸˜ camasµn pÂrayante... 

 
106 Note that while the principle of lectio difficilior (giving primacy to the more difficult reading) must be 
considered first, this principle works best with individual words or phrasing and quite the opposite may be 
the case with larger text units. 
 
107 According to Caland (1998), there are no significant variants in K.   
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Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said, "When, after making an underlayer 
[of ghee and] after cutting [sacrificial portions], he bastes [them] with ghee.  
Indeed, he satisfies108 them [the offerings] and [after the offerings is] satisfied the 
gods fill the gold cups." 

This passage does not conclude with an °ti as one would expect, but in fact 

appears to switch to another topic in the same section.109  The lines that follow, however, 

are unrelated to the topic in this passage and we must assume that Y‡j§avalkya's 

discourse ends here.  Again, this is the ultimate statement on "how to satisfy the offering" 

and is taken as authoritative. 

(3) ¯BM 11.4.3.20 is not a pronouncement by Y‡j§avalkya, but rather is an 

explanation of one particular rite, the Mitravindµ ("Find an Ally").  This passage is 

unique in that it is a (remembered?) association of Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka used as an 

explanation of a sacrifice. 

tµ¸ hait‡¸ g¢tamo r‡hÂgaı†˛ | vidµ¸ cak‡ra sµ ha j†nak†m va°deham 
praty£tsas‡da tµ¸ h‡Ôgaj°dbr‡hmaıe˜v †nviye˘a tµm u ha yµj§avalkye viveda s† 
hov‡ca sah†sram bho y‡j§avalkya dadno y†smin vaya¸ tv†yi mitravindµm 
anv†vid‡mÇti vind†te mitr†¸ r‡˘Òr†m †sya bhavaty †pa punarmÁty£¸ jayati 
s†rvam µyureti y† ev†¸ vidvµn etayÇ˘Òyµ y†jate y¢ vait†d eva¸ vÇda | 20 

Now Gotama R‡hÂgaıa110 discovered this [sacrifice].  It went away to Janaka of 
Videha.  He sought it out in the Brahmins versed in the aıgas111 and found 
[√vind] it in Y‡j§avalkya.  He [Janaka] said, "We give you, Y‡j§avalkya, a 
thousand [cows] in whom we found [√vind] the Mitravindµ." He finds Mitra [or 
an "ally"] and possesses the kingdom, conquers repeated death and gains all life 
whoever knows in this way and performs this, he knows thus. 

This passage comes at the end of the myth of the creation of the Mitravindµ, 

presumably as a justification or perhaps elaboration of the rite.  In this case the authority 

 
108 "satisfies" here must refer to the offerings being "replete" or perhaps "refreshed." 
 
109 ...ayasthÂıagÁhapat„n‡¸ vai ˜aulb‡yano 'dhvaryur ‡sa | 
 
110 A ËV poet (see Witzel 1997: 308). 
 
111 This follows Fiser's suggestion (1984: 71-72) of reading the hapax aÔgajit as aÔgavit.  However, aÔgajit 
could mean "one who has conquered their limbs" in the sense of "composed," or "virtuous." Thus 
Y‡j§avalkya would be said to know more than other, virtuous Brahmins. 
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does not lie in what Y‡j§avalkya may have said or not, but it is clear that the tradition 

holds him in high authority by associating him with this sacrifice.  Further, not only does 

Y‡j§avalkya know the sacrifice when others do not, but the gift of "one hundred" cows is 

now "one thousand."  

Most interesting here, though, is the double-meaning of the name of the sacrifice 

and that it was "found" in Y‡j§avalkya.  Mitravindµ or "Find Mitra" is also a play on 

words, one that is common in the older sources (Witzel 2003: 123 n. 73).  The word mitra 

can be the proper name of a god, an "ally," an "agreement/contract," or, later, a "friend." 

Here the word-play, less a pun and more the magical equivalence we have seen earlier, is 

between "ally" and the god Mitra.  The text is telling us that not only did Janaka find 

(√vind) the apparently lost sacrifice to Mitra (Mitravindµ), but he also finds (√vind) an 

ally (mitra), Y‡j§avalkya.  This magical equivalence is then between the known 

relationship of Janaka with Y‡j§avalkya and the double meaning of mitra.  As Janaka had 

to find the knowledge of this sacrifice in Y‡j§avalkya, Y‡j§avalkya's authority is placed 

above other Brahmins with a rite originally associated with a ËV Á˘i, Gotama R‡hÂgaıa. 

(4) ¯BM 11.6.2.1-10 is a long passage and can be summarized as follows:  

King Janaka came across three Brahmins (¯vetaketu ‚ruıeya,112 Soma˜u˘ma 

S‡tyayaj§i113 and Y‡j§avalkya).  He proceeded to ask each of them how they performed 

the agnihotra.  The final and most subtle answer is given by Y‡j§avalkya, upon which 

Janaka gives one hundred milk cows (dhenu˜ata) to him.  However, while Janaka tells 

Y‡j§avalkya that he has inquired most closely (am„m‡ßsi˘Òha) into the rite, he also tells 

Y‡j§avalkya that he does not know the rising/departure (ut √kram), the goal (gati), the 

support (prati˘Ò˛a), the contentment (tÁpti), the return again (punar‡vÁtti), or the renascent 
 
112 ¯vetaketu, son of Udd‡laka ‚ruıi, appears also in B‚U 6.2.1; CU 5.3.1-6; 6.1-16; KsU 1.1. 
 
113 Perhaps the same S‡tyayaj§a (M)/S‡tyayaj§i (K) encountered in ¯BM 3.1.1.4-5 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.1.3-4? 
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world (loka pratyutth‡yina) of the two oblations under discussion.  The king leaves while 

the Brahmins decide whether to challenge the king again because he bested them.114  

Y‡j§avalkya convinces them not to, pointing out that if they lose to him, it would be a 

public loss of face to lose to a r‡janya, but if they beat Janaka, it is no honor to beat a 

r‡janya.  However, Y‡j§avalkya then sneaks away after the king to learn the agnihotra.  

Upon learning the rising, the goal, etc., he grants Janaka a boon.  Janaka asks for the right 

to question Y‡j§avalkya whenever he likes (k‡mapra˜na).  The passage concludes by 

saying "Thereafter Janaka was a Brahmin" (t†to brahmµ janak† ‡sa). 

What is particularly interesting in this passage is that Y‡j§avalkya is said to 

convince the other Brahmins not to engage the king in further debate, yet he chases after 

the king (presumably, in secret) to learn about the agnihotra.  While on a surface reading 

it appears that Y‡j§avalkya is contradicting his own words to those other Brahmins, on a 

closer reading it is clear that he is not.  What Y‡j§avalkya is apparently doing here is 

employing a loop-hole in the warning he gave to the other Brahmins to his own 

advantage.115  Y‡j§avalkya's criticism of debating with a k˘atriya is that it would lead to 

no gain if they won, but the loss of prestige were they to lose.  What Y‡j§avalkya does 

then is not debate publicly with Janaka, but rather he approaches him privately to be 

taught.  In this manner, he is not doing what he told the other Brahmins they should not 

do and avoids the consequence of a public loss of face. 

At the end of the story, Y‡j§avalkya is said to grant Janaka the boon of 

questioning him at will (k‡mapra˜na) and we are told "Thereafter Janaka was a Brahmin" 

(t†to brahmµ janak† ‡sa).  There are a number of reasons to suspect that the statement that 
 
114 The Brahmins call Janaka a r‡janyabandhu, lit. "connected to royalty." This phrasing is normally used 
as an insult, meaning a "royal person in name only," but perhaps here also meaning that, because of his 
knowledge of the agnihotra, he is also like a Brahmin. 
 
115 This logical play is similar to what we saw above with eating the "not-eaten" food (¯BM 1.1.1.9 ≈ ¯BK 
2.1.1.7). 
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"Janaka was a Brahmin" is not meant in a literal sense.116  As Fiser (1984: 73) points out, 

one would have expected a form of √bhÂ ("to become"), indicating a transformation from 

one state of being to another, rather than √as, which usually denotes a being in that state.  

However, I only partially agree with Fiser's explanation that this passage indicates that 

Janaka was "equal to Brahmins in knowledge and had the right to dispute with them at his 

own discretion" (p.  73).  While Janaka's knowledge may have been greater than 

Y‡j§avalkya's in this one passage, the other portrayals of Janaka are solely as a questioner 

(B‚U 4) or facilitator (as in the ¯BM 11.6.3.1ff below, or the B‚U 3 debate).  There is 

no passage in ¯B or B‚U where Janaka "disputes" with Brahmins.  Even in the above 

passage, Janaka is not "disputing" with other Brahmins, but he asked how each performs 

the agnihotra, tells them that they all are only partially correct, and then he simply leaves.  

In B‚U 4 (dealt with in Chapter Three below), where Janaka actually uses the boon, he 

only asks Y‡j§avalkya questions for the sake of his release (vimok˘a), not to dispute with 

him. 

I agree with Fiser that this passage is probably about Janaka being equal in 

knowledge to the others, but I suspect the import of the statement that "Thereafter Janaka 

was a Brahmin" is more about the boon he chose.  Janaka was a Brahmin because he has 

been granted the boon to ask Y‡j§avalkya questions as he wishes.  The boon "grants" him 

the right to question at will, which must have been normally reserved for Brahmins -- that 

is, those schooled in the ritual knowledge who would properly understand the teachings.  

As Janaka has shown himself schooled in such knowledge -- here, he even knows more 

than Y‡j§avalkya about the agnihotra -- he is granted such a right for future encounters 

with Y‡j§avalkya. 

 
116 Bodewitz (1973: 215ff.) puts forth a number of reasons that we should not overestimate the theme of the 
k˘atriya teaching a Brahmin more generally.  Most importantly, the doctrines the k˘atriyas teach are not as 
new or as secret as they portray themselves. 
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Another reason not to accept the statement literally is because such an 

interpretation is mitigated by a larger theme in this narrative.  One of the main points of 

this narrative, I contend, is to place "proper knowledge" over "birthright" with regard to 

both Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka.  Y‡j§avalkya comes to Janaka to learn about a ritual that 

should be best understood by Brahmins, not a r‡janya.  Janaka claims a boon that would 

normally be reserved for Brahmins.  In emphasizing that proper knowledge is more 

important than birthright,117 the text is also criticizing the other Brahmins present -- they 

are concerned solely with their own pride and public persona and not the proper 

knowledge that Janaka possesses.  They want to beat him in debate, not learn the 

agnihotra.  While Y‡j§avalkya is also concerned with his public persona (he goes to 

Janaka in private), he is more concerned with acquiring the knowledge of the agnihotra. 

JB 1.22-25 will be dealt with briefly because, while it is comparable to the above 

dialogue in certain ways, it is also a rather different narrative.  In this version, five 

Brahmins (‚ruıi, V‡jasaneya, Barku V‡r˘ıa, Priya J‡na˜ruteya, and Vaiy‡ghrapadya) go 

to Janaka to discuss the agnihotra saying that Janaka "considers himself superior to us in 

the dispute" (Bodewitz 1973: 72).118  After Janaka questions them about the agnihotra and 

they answer, Janaka points out to them that they do not know the goal or the means of the 

agnihotra.  Each of them grant him a boon if he can explain the goal and the means to 

them.  He does and chooses as his five boons to grant each of the five Brahmins one 

thousand cows and five hundred horses. 

There is an apparent overlap in the JB version and the ¯B version, particularly in 

regards to their answers of offering the sun into the fire and then the fire into the sun as 

the proper way to perform the agnihotra.  However, this theme is common and does not 

 
117 See "Gender at Janaka's Court" in Chapter Three for a discussion regarding gender and knowledge 
possession. 
 
118 sa no 'tivadann iva manyate 
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indicate that these two versions came from a similar source (Bodewitz 1973: 38-39; 235; 

240ff.).  Further, outside of a similar narrative structure (one, it may be added, that is 

rather common to brahmodyas), there is little to suggest any direct link between the JB 

and the ¯B: the introductory matter is rather different in the JB; V‡jasaneya plays a 

relatively minor role (he is neither the first nor the last to give his opinion); Janaka is here 

teaching all the Brahmins (not just Y‡j§avalkya); and the ending is completely unique in 

that even though Janaka was granted five boons, he uses those boons to give the 

Brahmins cows! 

(5) ¯BM 11.6.3.1-11 ≈ JB 2.76-77 (elaborated version found at B‚U 3.9; see 

Chapter Three) is the second long narrative in ¯B where Y‡j§avalkya's pride and sarcasm 

are quite clear. 

Janaka of Videha had performed an elaborate sacrifice and set aside a thousand 

cows for whomever of the assembled Brahmins was the most learned in brahman 

(brahmi˘Òha).  Y‡j§avalkya laid claim to the cows, and the other Brahmins challenge his 

claim. 

tÇ hocus tv†¸ svin n¢ y‡j§avalkya br†hmi˘Òho 's„ s† hov‡ca n†mo 'stu 
br†hmi˘Òh‡ya g¢k‡m‡ ev† vay†m sma °ti119 

They said, "Are you really the most learned in brahman among us?" 

He [Y‡j§avalkya] said, "Homage to him who is most learned in brahman.  We are 
just desirous of cows. 

The sarcastic intent of this passage is quite clear -- Y‡j§avalkya, apparently 

tongue-in-cheek, claims that the sole intent of the assembled crowd is to acquire cows, 

rather than any higher religious purpose.  This passage is both ironic and sardonic: 

Y‡j§avalkya is still claiming that he is the brahmi˘Òha among them by laying claim to the 

 
 
119 JB ta¸ hocus tva¸ nu no brahmi˘Òho 's„3 iti | sa hov‡ca namo vo brahmi˘Òh‡y‡stu | gok‡m‡ eva vaya¸ 
sma iti | 
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cows, while at the same time mocking the assembled Brahmins as a group (including 

himself).   

When Vidagdha ¯‡kalya volunteers to be the representative of the Brahmins and 

challenge him, Y‡j§avalkya chides him, saying "Have these Brahmins made you the fire-

quencher?" (tvµ¸ svichµkalya br‡hmaıµ ulmuk‡vak˘†yaıam akrat‡3 °ti).  The point of 

this metaphor is: if ¯‡kalya is the fire-quencher (presumably some device for calming a 

coal-fire), then Y‡j§avalkya is calling himself the "fire," that is, the one bold enough to 

take the cows and to claim to be the brahmi˘Òha.  The insult lies in the fact that 

Y‡j§avalkya is insinuating that ¯‡kalya is simply a tool of the other Brahmins who are 

perhaps too timid to challenge him directly.  The name Vidagdha, which is often 

translated as "clever" also has the meaning of "burnt up." Thus, the outcome of this 

debate is foreshadowed in this character's name: he is the fire-quencher who actually gets 

engulfed by the fire himself. 

¯‡kalya proceeds to challenge Y‡j§avalkya by asking about the "actual" number 

of gods and Y‡j§avalkya's answers progressively reduce the "actual" number from three 

thousand, three hundred and six gods down to one.  He then asks Y‡j§avalkya who the 

thousands of gods are and Y‡j§avalkya says that there are really only thirty gods and the 

larger number is actually their powers (mahiman).  ¯‡kalya proceeds interrogating 

Y‡j§avalkya.120  The culminating question is: "Who is the one god?" Y‡j§avalkya 

answers that the one god is "breath" (pr‡ıa).  At this point, Y‡j§avalkya curses ¯‡kalya to 

die on a particular day in a particular way.  The reason for the curse was not because 

¯‡kalya had insulted Y‡j§avalkya, but because ¯‡kalya made a (fatal) mistake in his 

questioning: Y‡j§avalkya said, "You have asked me beyond the deity which is not to be 
 
 
120 The JB varies in line order from the ¯B (and only slightly in content).   For example, the discussion of 
Indra and Praj‡pati comes after the discussion of three or two gods.  Also, the "one and one half deity" is 
omitted in JB. 
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asked beyond" (anatipra˜nyµ¸ mµ dev†t‡m atyapr‡k˘„˛) and proceeds to describe the 

fatal consequences that await ¯‡kalya.  In the end, we are told that ¯‡kalya actually did 

meet such a fate. 

A difficulty arises in this passage in determining who the deity (dev†t‡) is that is 

being asked beyond.  Eggeling (1963: 117, n. 11) suggests that it is Praj‡pati (11.6.3.9) 

based on similar phrasing found at B‚U 3.6.121  In this ¯B passage, however, there are 

four other questions that intercede between the mention of Praj‡pati and Y‡j§avalkya's 

threat.  In this context, one would have naturally expected the threat earlier as there is no 

clear reason why ¯‡kalya would have been permitted to ask those four questions.  

Instead, I suspect that Eggeling is taking "deity" too literally.  Up until ¯B 11.6.3.9, 

recognizable deities are mentioned: Vasus, Rudras, ‚dityas, etc. culminating with Indra 

and Praj‡pati.  In 11.6.3.10, ¯‡kalya asks about other deities: the three deities, the two, 

the one and one half, and the one.  The answers on Y‡j§avalkya's part are more abstract: 

the three deities are the three worlds; the two are food and breath (pr‡ıa); the one and a 

half is the wind, and the one is breath (pr‡ıa).  However, all of these are also referred to 

as dev†t‡s, so there is no reason to assume that Praj‡pati is the deity meant in 

Y‡j§avalkya's threat.   

While it is not entirely clear, it appears that ¯‡kalya's error was in pushing the 

discussion beyond "breath" (pr‡ıa).  Though "breath" was mentioned in conjunction with 

"food" earlier, "breath" in that context probably refers to the individual "breath" that 

sustains the body as does "food." As a singular deity in Y‡j§avalkya's final answer of 

breath, it is probably understood not only as the fundamental principle of life (as with 

food), but also the fundamental principle of the cosmos.  ¯‡kalya's error, then, is in 

inquiring about the basis of everything, presumably a topic that is off-limits. 
 
121 See Chapter Three for why this interpretation in that context is probably incorrect. 
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The JB version is quite similar to the ¯B, but shows clear signs of being later and 

probably being influenced by a hypothetical B‚U version of the text.   First, Y‡j§avalkya 

is called V‡jasaneya when he claims the cows to be his own, clearly showing that the text 

is later than much of the B‚U, where the term v‡jasaneya does not appear until the late 

chapter 6.   Second, JB includes the phrase somya, or "dear one," suggesting his student 

S‡ma˜ravas who is mentioned by name in B‚U as somya.  Also, the JB (as does the 

B‚U) mentions that Y‡j§avalkya's initial answer regarding the number of gods is in 

accordance with the nivid (lit. "saying"), which is absent in the ¯B. 

(6) ¯BM 12.4.1.10 (JB 1.59)122 is a single pronouncement about the expiatory 

rites in the agnihotra, in this case, what one should do if the milk-cow lies down during 

the ceremony.  It is possible that the statement attributed to Y‡j§avalkya is sarcastic, but 

it is unclear as the commentary that immediately follows his statement appears to take it 

quite seriously.  12.4.1.9 mentions the opinion of others -- that the expiation consists of a 

number of mantras and the giving away of the milk-cow to a Brahmin that one will not 

visit.  The rationale appears to be that there was a ritual error, so giving the ritual error 

away (the cow who sat down), solves this problem. 

t†d u hov‡ca yµj§avalkya123 | †˜raddadh‡nebhyo ha°bhyo ga£r †pakr‡maty µrtyo 
vµ µhutiß124 vidhyant„tth†m ev† kury‡d d†ıÛenaivaçn‡ß125 vipi˘y¢tth‡payed °ti... 

Regarding this, however, Y‡j§avalkya said, "Indeed the cow leaves from those 
who have no trust.  They pierce the offering with affliction.  He should do it just 
like this -- prodding her with a stick he should make her get up." (12.4.1.10) 

Y‡j§avalkya's criticism here is rather harsh, if not sarcastic.  He calls those others 

who give away the cow "unbelieving" or "untrusting" (†˜raddadh‡na); that is, by giving 

 
122 The JB offers no significant variations for our purposes and is not dealt with separately here.   
 
123 JB v‡jasaneyo 
 
124 JB avÁtty‡ hi tam 
 
125 JB daıÛam eva labdhv‡ tenain‡m 
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the cow away they do not trust that their expiation with mantras was ritually efficacious.  

This is a serious charge as "trust" is paramount in the performance and efficacious 

outcome of Vedic sacrifice. 

Whether or not Y‡j§avalkya's statement about prodding the cow is a sarcastic or 

ironic dismissal of the others opinion is unclear.  It may be interpreted as sarcastic in that 

Y‡j§avalkya is saying that if it is a ritual error if the cow sits down, then just make it 

stand up -- a dismissal of the elaborate logic that the other Brahmins employ (similar to 

¯BM 3.1.2.21 ≈ ¯BK 4.1.2.12 regarding meat-eating).  A difficulty, however, in reading 

this passage as sarcastic is that the text continues in a rather formal way, justifying 

Y‡j§avalkya's practice.  Immediately following his statement, the text explains that this is 

what anyone would do if an animal (such as a horse) were to get tired (consonant with a 

"sarcastic" intent), but then adds that by pushing the cow forward with a stick "the world 

which one wants to obtain, that [world] he attains" (y†m svarg†m lok†¸ sam∑psati t†¸ 

s†¸a˜nute). 

This passage then is verifying Y‡j§avalkya's interpretation as correct with proper 

Br‡hmaıa-style logic which would seem to downplay any sarcastic intent.  As we have 

seen in books 1-5, however, the sarcasm attributed to Y‡j§avalkya only appears when he 

is taken as authoritative in his interpretation.  Thus, I suspect the statement attributed to 

Y‡j§avalkya is, in itself, sarcastic, but the composers of the Br‡hmaıa for some reason 

felt it necessary to justify or elaborate on this interpretation.  In so doing, the sarcasm 

becomes partially masked. 

(7) The final passage attributed to Y‡j§avalkya is ¯BM 13.5.3.6, a single 

pronouncement against the previously listed views of Satyak‡ma J‡b‡la, the two 

Saum‡pa M‡nutantavyas, ¯ail‡li, Bh‡llaveya, and Indrota ¯aunaka regarding the ritual 

act offering the vap‡ (omentum) during the a˜vamedha ("horse sacrifice"). 
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†tha hov‡ca yµj§avalkya˛ | sak∆d ev† pr‡j‡patyµbhi˛ pracareyu˛ sak∆d 
devadev†ty‡bhis t†d evaçn‡n yath‡devat†¸ pr„ı‡t∑ty †§jas‡ yaj§†sya s†msth‡m 
£paiti n† hvalat∑ti | (6) 

Now Y‡j§avalkya said, "They should go forth simultaneously with [the omentum] 
of those connected with Praj‡pati [i.e., his victims] [and] simultaneously with 
those consecrated to [other] gods.  In this way, he satisfies them deity after deity -- 
he goes directly to the completion of the sacrifice [and] does not falter. (6) 

As we have seen in many other cases, Y‡j§avalkya's single pronouncement comes 

at the end of a list of others' opinions.  Interestingly, this is the only passage in 

pronouncement-form that begins †tha hov‡ca, rather than t†d u hov‡ca.  The reason for 

this change seems rather clear -- immediately prior to Y‡j§avalkya's statement, the text 

tells us that the others' opinions are not accepted and implies that Y‡j§avalkya's is as his 

opinion immediately follows (et†d †ha tÇ˘‡¸ v†co 'nyµ tv ävµta sth°ti˛, "this, indeed, is 

their advice, but the established [practice] is different from this").  Here, then, it is not 

necessary to again frame Y‡j§avalkya's speech with t†d u as it is already clear that his 

opinion is in contradistinction to others and is the correct one. 

§ 6 Authority  and Sarcasm, Part  II  

We saw that in books 1-5 Y‡j§avalkya appeared in a variety of ritual settings with 

a variety of interpretations on particular ritual acts.  We have also seen that his opinion 

was not always accepted (he considered certain interpretations but did not practice them; 

he was in contradiction to the ËV; etc.).  Further, Y‡j§avalkya's sarcasm only occurred in 

situations where his interpretation was correct, indicating a theme of "pride in correct 

knowledge," where the sarcasm is justified. 

In books 11-13, the variety in ritual settings has decreased: five of the seven 

passages are about the agnihotra rite, the other two are about the Mitravind‡ and 

A˜vamedha, respectively.  In these books, however, there is a variety of narrative styles, 

rather than a variety of ritual contexts.  While in books 1-5 all statements are 
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pronouncements, whether authoritative or not, in book 11 we find one example of a third 

person narrative about Y‡j§avalkya and the Mitravind‡ (11.4.3.20), one passage where 

Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka are used to reinforce an accepted practice (11.3.1.1-4), and two 

longer narratives, one where Y‡j§avalkya is taught by Janaka (11.6.2.1-10) and another 

where ¯‡kalya is "schooled" by Y‡j§avalkya (11.6.3.1-10).  Four of the passages in books 

11-13 include Janaka, though only in one (11.6.2.1-10) does he play any narrative role 

beyond simply framing a debate or eliciting answers from Y‡j§avalkya.   

Three of the passages are pronouncements which are similar to those found in 

books 1-5.  In one passage (11.4.2.17), Y‡j§avalkya is said to baste the omentum from 

the underside first, which is so that the gods "fill the gold cups" (hiraım†y‡¸˜ camasµn 

pÂrayante).  In another passage (12.4.1.10), he criticizes the other Brahmins as 

unbelievers and solves the ritual error of the cow lying down by making it get back up.  In 

the third passage (13.5.3.6), he states that the omenta are to be offered simultaneously for 

Praj‡pati and other gods.  All of these passages utilize arguments similar to those that we 

saw in the earlier books to justify the interpretations. 

The sarcasm and wit associated with Y‡j§avalkya in the early books also occurs 

here: Y‡j§avalkya deceives the other Brahmins so as to find out the secret of the 

agnihotra himself (11.6.2.1-10); he insults other Brahmins along with ¯‡kalya in a 

narrative about "proper knowledge" which also includes a moral about when to stop 

questioning (11.6.3.1-11); and Y‡j§avalkya, perhaps in a sarcastic fashion, solves the 

ritual error of the cow lying down by simply making it get back up again (12.4.1.10). 

In these three books there is another interesting trend related to Y‡j§avalkya's 

sarcasm and authority: he is always portrayed as authoritative.  Unlike in the earlier 

books, where Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is optional or contradicted, in every case in the later 

books his opinion is authoritative.  Even in the case where Y‡j§avalkya tricks other 
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Brahmins to learn the secret of the agnihotra, the subtext is that what he did was proper so 

as to learn the real meaning of the agnihotra. 

It has been argued by others (Bronkhorst, Fiser, etc.) that the shift in narrative 

forms found in the later books of the ¯B indicates a "classical" (Fiser) and "legendary" 

(Bronkhorst) portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya.  The focus of this argument particularly has been 

on the longer narratives found in the text as well as Y‡j§avalkya's association with 

Janaka.  The problem, however, is that even these passages seem consistent with the 

portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya in the other passages: Y‡j§avalkya's characteristic sarcasm and 

wit are employed against ¯‡kalya (11.6.3.1-11); his wit is used to trick the other 

Brahmins in 11.6.2.1-10; and in 11.3.1.1-4 Y‡j§avalkya explains to Janaka in proper 

Br‡hmaıa fashion how to sacrifice without offerings or a fire. 

While it may be argued that the giving of a hundred cows or a thousand cows by 

Janaka or that the shattering of ¯‡kalya's head have a "legendary" quality to them, even 

this is not entirely clear.  "One hundred" or "one thousand cows" were probably symbolic 

numbers indicating "a lot." ¯‡kalya's "head shattering" due to Y‡j§avalkya's curse may 

have simply been appended to the story to indicate that the curse actually came true.  As 

Insler (1989-90) has pointed out, the original meaning of a "shattered head" was likely 

akin to "go nuts" or "blow your mind" for inquiring too closely into something.  This 

could certainly have been the meaning in the narrative, because it is only when the text 

steps out of the narrative (11.6.1.11) that it tells us that an "actual" head-shattering took 

place. 

Whether or not these stories of Y‡j§avalkya are "true," there is another interesting 

point that needs to be made.  As we have seen, the two longer narratives regarding 

Y‡j§avalkya occur in SB 11.6, but what has not been pointed out is that all of ¯B 11.6 are 

narratives that are thematically linked to each other: they are all stories about "proper 
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knowledge." ¯B 11.6.1.1 is a story about BhÁgu, son of Varuıa, who thinks himself 

superior in knowledge to his father.  His father sends him traveling in the various 

directions where he sees horrible acts of men killing other men and men eating other men.  

Finally, having seen two women flanking a man who was black with yellow eyes he 

returns home in terror.  His father realizes that BhÁgu has seen what he is supposed to and 

teaches him the symbolic meaning of these people in relation to the agnihotra. 

This episode is followed by the episode of Y‡j§avalkya being taught by Janaka 

about the agnihotra and then the story of Y‡j§avalkya and ¯‡kalya.  Read sequentially,126 

the BhÁgu-story is about one's father being the proper teacher -- and that a son should not 

think himself wiser than the father -- while the second story is about a different type of 

"father/son" relationship between Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka (lit. "father"!).  While the first 

story is about familial relations and the possession of knowledge, the second is about 

class relations and the possession of knowledge.  Both focus on the means necessary for 

acquiring proper theological knowledge -- by realizing that one does not know 

everything, one may acquire more/proper knowledge. 

The third story about Y‡j§avalkya and ¯‡kalya is less obviously connected to the 

first two, but it is connected nonetheless.  ¯‡kalya is, in a fashion, the "arrogant son" 

challenging the obviously superior, if arrogant, Y‡j§avalkya.  If the first story is about a 

father teaching his arrogant son that he does not know more than the father, the second is 

a king teaching Y‡j§avalkya the same.  The third story is also about arrogance, but this 

time on ¯‡kalya's part.  In this case, both Y‡j§avalkya and ¯‡kalya are arrogant, but 

Y‡j§avalkya's arrogance (calling other Brahmins gok‡ma, etc.), is justified throughout the 

story as he answers all the questions correctly (a character trait I have called "pride in 

 
 
126 Of course, it is difficult to say whether these were recited/read as a unit.  The chapter division, along 
with the thematic links, however, suggests that they are to be considered as a unit. 
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correct knowledge").  ¯‡kalya's arrogance in challenging Y‡j§avalkya is not justified and 

his head shatters apart because of it.  If the first two stories can be said to be about 

acquiring correct knowledge, the third is about laying the claim to possessing correct 

knowledge.   

The consequence of ¯‡kalya dying is as much a matter of trying to publicly best 

Y‡j§avalkya as it is because of ¯‡kalya's asking too far into the nature of the deities.  As 

we saw with the Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka passage, someone loses face (or in this case, 

"head") in a public challenge and since ¯‡kalya attempts to "quench" the "fire" publicly, 

he himself is "quenched." 

In conclusion and in segue to the portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya in the B‚U, a 

structural connection of the above three stories with the B‚U needs to be pointed out.  

One aspect of the narrative structure of the above three stories taken as a whole directly 

relates to the structure of B‚U 3-4.  In fact, as we will see, the interrelationship of the 

three stories is the exact structural inverse of what we find in B‚U 3-4.  The three 

passages in the ¯B progressively move from the privacy of (BhÁgu's) family, to a private 

teaching at court, to a public debate at a sacrifice where ¯‡kalya is said to die.  B‚U 3-4 

is structured on a progressive privatization of the discourses: from the open court (where 

¯‡kalya dies), to Y‡j§avalkya teaching Janaka (another inversion) privately at court, to 

Janaka stepping down from his seat to become Y‡j§avalkya's student, to the privacy of 

the home where Y‡j§avalkya discusses immortality with his wife, Maitrey„ (also analyzed 

in Chapter Three).  The only real structural difference in this inversion is that a single 

story in the ¯B (BhÁgu being taught by his father at home) is split in the B‚U -- Janaka 

becomes Y‡j§avalkya's student at court and Y‡j§avalkya discusses immortality with his 

wife at home. 
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While this may suggest to some (i.e., Bronkhorst or Fiser) that such an 

organizational (inverted) parallel of these ¯B stories with the B‚U supports a 

"legendary" reading of either or both, there is, I contend, no way to determine which 

accounts or any are historically "true" or not (see Chapter One).  What this does show us, 

though, is that the narrative structural template of B‚U 3-4, is prefigured in the ¯B.  This 

is to say that the compilers of the B‚U may have modeled their text on the arrangement 

of the ¯B 11.6 as a whole and not just on the Y‡j§avalkya passages in it, suggesting that 

both (¯B 11.6 and B‚U 3-4) are to be read units. 
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Chapter Three: Y‡j§avalkya and the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad 

The character of Y‡j§avalkya is portrayed again in the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad, 

the concluding section of the ¯atapatha Br‡hmaıa (¯BM book 10.6.4-5 and 14 ≈ ¯BK 

16).  Y‡j§avalkya appears for the most part in chapters 3-4 of the B‚U, those chapters 

which the tradition names after him: the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa or "Y‡j§avalkya Section."127   

As was pointed out at the conclusion of the previous chapter, there seems to be a 

structural parallel (albeit in inverse fashion) between  ¯B 11.6 and B‚U 3-4.  ¯B 11 is the 

only Br‡hmaıa chapter containing significantly long narratives about Y‡j§avalkya.  In 

B‚U 3-4 we have four stories in which Y‡j§avalkya appears and I will suggest how and 

why, based on the parallel with ¯B 11, these stories, although functioning independently, 

were conceived of as interconnected when the text was compiled.  I will first discuss the 

nature of the text and the context in which it was produced, however, before turning to 

the B‚U proper and Y‡j§avalkya's portrayal in it. 

The B‚U consists of three sections, each with a traditionally ascribed name: 

chapters 1-2 are called the Madhuk‡ıÛa (the "Honey Section"); chapters 3-4, the 

Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa (the "Y‡j§avalkya Section"); and chapters 5-6, the Khilak‡ıÛa 

("Supplementary Section").  As Olivelle (1998: 29) has pointed out, this text must have 

had at least three major editorial stages: the first consists of the individual passages, 

narratives, etc. which were preserved within the oral tradition; the second phase in which 

different editors at different times compiled the three sections independently; and the 

final phase when the three sections were brought together as a cohesive text, known as 

 
127 Renou (1948: 76) mentions that the name Y‡j§avalkya occurs no less than 108 times in the B‚U. This 
should not, however, be confused with the number of stories attributed to him nor the general sacred nature 
of the number 108 in the Hindu tradition. Renou is simply referring to the number of times that the name 
"Y‡j§avalkya" is mentioned. 
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the BÁhad‡raıyaka Upani˘ad.  The first section (chapters 1-2), concerned largely with 

praising the udg„ta chant of the udg‡tÁ priest, gets its name from B‚U 2.5, a passage 

where madhu ("honey") is the principal subject.  The Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa (chapters 3-4) 

gets its name from Y‡j§avalkya, the principal protagonist.  Chapters 5-6 are recognized 

by the tradition as an amalgamation of various topics and appears, even by its title, not to 

be a narratively or thematically structured whole.128 

While the Upani˘ads are most often viewed as a discrete genre by the later 

indigenous tradition, they (particularly the oldest Upani˘ads, the B‚U and CU) overlap 

thematically and structurally with the Br‡hmaıas, to the point where separating them 

becomes somewhat artificial.  Indeed, the fundamental starting point in the early 

Upani˘ads is to discuss various aspects of ritual, whether it is to praise a particular chant, 

or to explain the cosmological significance of a ritual act or the sacrifice as a whole.  It is 

fair to say, however, that much (if not all) of the B‚U postdates the preceding ¯B 

chapters, though it is clearly possible that certain passages of B‚U may predate certain 

parts of the ¯B.  For this reason, combined with an apparent lack of Buddhist influence in 

the text, the general scholarly consensus dates this text roughly to the 6th-5th centuries 

BCE. 

§ 1 Y‡j§avalkya outside the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa 

Y‡j§avalkya appears twice in the Madhuk‡ıÛa and twice in the Khilak‡ıÛa.  

What is most notable about these passages is that they are consistent with the portrayal of 

Y‡j§avalkya in the ¯B books.  In two cases, Y‡j§avalkya's opinion on ritual matters is 

cited and is taken as authoritative (1.4.3, 6.3.7-8).  One case (2.4) is a longer narrative of 

a discussion that Y‡j§avalkya purportedly had with his wife Maitrey„ about immortality 
 
128 As Olivelle notes: "Of the three, the first two sections exhibit greater internal consistency, while the 
third, which even the native tradition regards as supplementary, consists of disparate and often unconnected 
fragments." (1998: 29). 
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(again, authoritative),129 while another (6.5.3) lists Y‡j§avalkya in a lineage of teachers 

and proclaims that he received the White Yajurveda from the Sun.  Thus, as with the late 

¯B books, we have a variety of narrative styles and settings.  We do not, however, have 

any apparent sarcastic intent in any of these passages.  This is explained by the fact that 

Y‡j§avalkya is not portrayed in contrast to different priests' opinions and confirms what 

we have seen earlier: sarcasm is only used to reinforce an interpretation in contrast to 

others. 

(1) The first passage in which Y‡j§avalkya appears outside of the 

Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa is B‚UK 1.4.3 ≈ B‚UM 1.4.4-5,130 a passage that is embedded within 

a larger myth about the creation of the first man.  This first man was the sole being 

(ek‡kin) in the world, but found no pleasure in his existence as he was alone.  Since his 

size was equal to that of a man and woman combined, 

s† im†m ev∂tmµna¸ dvedh∂p‡tayat | t†ta˛ p†ti˜ ca p†tn„ c‡bhavat‡m | t†sm‡d 
id†m ardhabÁgal†m131 iva sva °ti ha sm‡ha yµj§avalkya˛ | t†sm‡d ay†m ‡k‡˜† 
striyµ pury†ta ev† | t‡ß s†mabhavat t†to manu˘y∂ aj‡yanta ||3|| 

he split this body into two and became a husband and wife.  Therefore, 
Y‡j§avalkya said "We two are, in some way, two halves of a block." The space 
here [heart?], therefore, is just filled by the woman.  He copulated with her and 
from this human beings were born. 

The passage continues by explaining the creation of cattle, one-hoofed animals, 

goats, etc.  and concludes that the "self" (‡tman) is "dearer than a son, it is dearer than 

wealth, it is dearer than everything else" (putrµt prÇyo vittµt prÇyo 'ny†sm‡t s†rvasm‡t). 

As with the passages we have seen in the ¯B, this passage simply lists 

Y‡j§avalkya's opinion followed by a Br‡hmaıa-style endorsement of his interpretation.  
 
129 This passage is dealt with separately in the section on gender in the B‚U, below. 
 
130 My translation follows the K recension (given fully in the appendix). The variations in M are often 
minimal, but will be noted in footnotes. Accent is here included following Mau (1976), but not in B‚U 3-6 
as there is no critical edition of these chapters. 
 
131 vr. in Mau (1976) -bÁgaÎam iva, -vÁgalam iva. 
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This passage also follows the pattern where non-dialogic passages containing 

Y‡j§avalkya use °ti ha sm‡ha (vs. t†d u hov‡ca), but is taken as authoritative. 

Though there is nothing remarkable about Y‡j§avalkya in this passage in 

comparison to the ¯B -- indeed, it is almost structurally identical to those passages -- the 

teaching of this passage on the whole is focused on the ‡tman and the notion of "dear" 

(priya˛).  This is an apparent thematic shift from the larger textual contexts surrounding 

Y‡j§avalkya in the ¯B, where the common theme was ritual explanations.  While this 

teaching is not directly attributed to Y‡j§avalkya (he is only quoted once to 

explain/justify this interpretation), it is interesting that Y‡j§avalkya appears in a passage 

that culminates in "dearness." This doctrine of "dearness," though rephrased, is attributed 

to Y‡j§avalkya in B‚U 2.4 and 4.5, where it is the starting point of a discussion with his 

wife, Maitrey„, on the nature of immortality.  It seems it is not possible to determine 

which passage preceded the other -- that is, whether Y‡j§avalkya here is associated with 

the doctrine because of his teachings to his wife or vice versa, but it is interesting that 

there is this thematic overlap as it shows an attempt at consistency in Y‡j§avalkya's 

literary portrayal across chapters. 

(2) Y‡j§avalkya also appears in B‚UK 6.3.7 ≈ B‚UM 6.3.15, a passage that 

explains how to carry out ritual offerings to attain "greatness" (mahat).  The text, in its 

authoritative authorless voice, explains how to offer ladles of ghee along with the 

appropriate mantras.  The remaining ghee that is not poured in the offertory fire after each 

offering is placed in a separate receptacle.  At the end of the rite, the person drinks the 

remaining ghee (in this way, sharing the offering with the gods) and then he is supposed 

to recite the "lineage" (vaß˜a).  Y‡j§avalkya's name occurs within this vaß˜a, as a 

student of Udd‡laka, a relationship that does not have a precedent in the ¯B.  In fact, even 

in the B‚U (3.8) Y‡j§avalkya bests Udd‡laka in debate, a passage where one would 
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expect a mention of their relationship were this passage to view Y‡j§avalkya as 

Udd‡laka's student.  Most likely, chapters 5-6 have retained a different tradition(s),132 

where they viewed Y‡j§avalkya as Udd‡laka's student (as also in 6.5.3).  Given the long 

genealogy here (six generations of students), this is clearly a remembered association. 

taß haitam udd‡laka ‡ruıir v‡jasaney‡ya y‡j§avalky‡y‡ntev‡sina uktvov‡ca api 
ya enaß ˜u˘ke sth‡nau ni˘i§cej j‡yera§ ch‡kh‡˛ praroheyu˛ pal‡˜‡n„ti |  

After telling this to his pupil V‡jasaneya Y‡j§avalkya, Udd‡laka ‚ruıi said: 
"Even if one were to sprinkle this [mixture] upon a dried-up stump, branches 
would sprout and leaves would grow." 

The text continues with each pupil then conveying the same message to his own 

pupil: Y‡j§avalkya to Madhuka PaiÔgya; Madhuka PaiÔgya to CÂla133 Bh‡gavitti; CÂla 

Bh‡gavitti to J‡naki ‚yasthÂıa; J‡naki ‚yasthÂıa to Satyak‡ma J‡b‡la; and Satyak‡ma 

to his pupils.  This passage concludes that one should only disclose this teaching to a son 

or pupil. 

Most interesting in this passage is that it is the first time that Y‡j§avalkya is called 

V‡jasaneya.134  The ¯B does not contain a family name (nor any family) associated with 

Y‡j§avalkya.  I suspect that the inclusion of the family name here is for consistency: all 

other teachers/students mentioned have names which consist of two parts.  Further, the 

larger point of this "lineage" in the passage is to emphasize that the teaching is not to be 

given to people other than sons or students (tam eta¸ n‡putr‡ya v‡nantev‡sine v‡ brÂy‡t, 

B‚U 6.3.12 ≈ B‚UM 6.3.20).  Thus, the use of two names for the individuals connects 

each of them directly to a family lineage (i.e., "sons") and the relationship of these 

individuals to each other is a teaching lineage (i.e., "students").  In this fashion, the form 

 
132 Possibly plural here as the genealogy of 6.5 does not coincide in other regards to this passage. 
 
133 M cÂÛa 
 
134 Though he is called "V‡jasaneya" a few times in the JB (see above), a text which probably postdates 
this text. 
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of the lineage presented here is itself a proof-text in support of the secrecy of this rite.  

This is confirmed by the fact that the text, in order to conclude the lineage, simply states 

that Satyak‡ma J‡b‡la told this teaching to his pupils, whose names are not expressed 

(6.3.12 ≈ B‚UM 6.3.20).  This is to say that by not expressing the names in the final 

lines, the lineage is able to conclude without needing to explain another relationship of a 

named person. 

This passage is also consistent with the ¯B passages where a statement attributed 

to Y‡j§avalkya is used as a validation of a ritual act.  Y‡j§avalkya, however, is not the 

first nor the last in this lineage, suggesting that while he is an established authority, he is 

not necessarily thought of as the sole spokesman for the tradition. 

(3) Y‡j§avalkya's final appearance outside of the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa occurs in the 

concluding lineage (B‚U 6.5.1-4 ≈ B‚UM 16.4.29-33).  At the end of each section of 

B‚U (1-2; 3-4; 5-6) a different genealogy is given.135  The first two genealogies (2.6 and 

4.6) consist of patronymics and while they begin and end the same, they differ in the 

middle.  All three genealogies trace their origin back to brahman.  The final genealogy 

begins with matronymics, but switches to patronymics two generations prior to the 

inclusion of Y‡j§avalkya.  Outside of the first person mentioned (Pautim‡˘ya, the "son of 

Pautim‡˘i") and its conclusion with brahman, this genealogy is radically different than the 

previous two.  Y‡j§avalkya is said to be taught by Udd‡laka, and Udd‡laka by Aruıa 

(presumably his father, hence the full name of Udd‡laka ‚ruıi in 6.3.7). 

Most interestingly, this genealogy also includes the "Sun" (‚ditya), which is not 

present in the other two genealogies.  When the text reaches this point, it breaks away 

from the genealogy proper to comment on the Sun. 

‡dity‡n„m‡n„ ˜ukl‡ni yajÂß˘i v‡jasaneyena y‡j§avalkyen‡khy‡yante | 
 
135 M varies considerably, but not for our purposes. See Olivelle (1998) for those variations. 
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These White Yajus ("formulas") coming from the Sun have been declared136 by 
V‡jasaneya Y‡j§avalkya. 

These lines were probably the original conclusion to chapter six or they may have 

been added on secondarily to conclude the genealogy.  The following (B‚U 6.5.4) must 

have been added on after that, which is suggested by sam‡nam‡ s‡¸j„v„putr‡t; "[The 

lineage] is the same up to the son of S‡§j„v„" before it continues the genealogy, again 

with a matronymic.  I suspect this matronymic (saßj„v„putr‡t) was an intentional attempt 

to make the continued genealogy appear like the first. 

As I pointed out in Chapter Two, this connection of Y‡j§avalkya with the Sun is 

not new to the B‚U.  In ¯BM 1.9.3.16 ≈ ¯BK 2.8.4.10, Y‡j§avalkya is already associated 

with the Sun (¯B, sÂrya; B‚U, ‡ditya), suggesting an early, perhaps intimate, relationship 

with the Sun as Y‡j§avalkya takes the liberty to modify a mantra composed for sÂrya.  

While others (Fiser, Bronkhorst) take this B‚U passage as simply "hagiography,"137 such 

an interpretation is not entirely clear in the text itself.  What the text does tell us is that 

Y‡j§avalkya is taken as the sole authority for White Yajurvedins -- he is credited with 

possessing the mantras due to divine influence.  Whether that divine influence is 

hagiographical138 remains unclear, but it is clear that the mention of it here becomes the 

basis of later hagiography (such as in the MBh and later). 

 
136 Roebuck (2000: 127) translates "...were taught by V‡jasaneya Y‡j§avalkya." This is certainly a possible 
translation of ‡ + √khy‡, but it seems to miss the sense of the passage. We are told earlier in the genealogy 
that Y‡j§avalkya taught ‚suri and translating as Roebuck does would make this passage appear redundant. 
Because of this and in light of how the later tradition views this passage (that Y‡j§avalkya literally received 
the White Yajus from the Sun), I translate differently. 
 
137 Fiser and Bronkhorst take "hagiography" to mean simply "fiction." When I refer to their work, this is 
the sense I intend as well.  When I myself refer to "hagiography," I am referring to a narrative biographical 
form that is created after the death of a famous religious personage, one which may embellish the life of the 
individual in non-historical ways, but may also contain historical truths. 
 
138 It could, for example, be the case that Y‡j§avalkya's family/favorite deity was the Sun. Given that he is 
taken as sole authority for the tradition here, it would be quite natural (even for him!) to associate his status 
as connected to a preferred deity. 
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While the mention of Y‡j§avalkya in 6.5.3 suggests that his authority is absolute, 

this absolute authority may be limited to how he was viewed within his own tradition.  

Indeed, in the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa, one of the main points of the narrative is to establish 

Y‡j§avalkya's authority over other traditions.  What should be noted is that the narrative 

variety we found in the ¯B (proclamations, short narratives, longer narratives) is quite 

similar to the variety we find in the B‚U.  Whether or not such debates took place as 

recorded is not possible to determine, but the narratives do make it quite clear that 

Y‡j§avalkya was the leading authority, at least for one tradition. 

§ 2 Y‡j§avalkya inside the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa 

Along with the short proclamations discussed above, we also have longer 

narratives in the B‚U.  The main difference (and not one upon which claims for 

historicity can be made) is that the narratives in the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa are longer and are 

grouped together, resulting in a larger narrative structure.  This, however, is not 

completely novel, as I have argued earlier, because the structure of B‚U appears based 

on ¯B 11.6, albeit inverted.  As ¯B 11.6 is the only place where longer narratives of 

Y‡j§avalkya are placed together (along with the story of BhÁgu), it seems quite natural 

that the structure of the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa may have been based on it. 

The Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa consists of one long narrative (B‚U 3) and three shorter 

narratives (4.1-2; 4.3-4; and 4.5).  The long narrative of B‚U 3 is composed of units, 

which can be read separately as each closes with a particular teaching about the self, 

brahman, the sacrifice, etc.  Each question posed by Y‡j§avalkya's interlocutors is set off 

by the same formulaic phrases (beginning atha hainam X prapracha, "Then X asked him;" 

and concluding tato ha X uparar‡ma; "Therefore X ceased questioning").  At least in 

compilation, however, it is clear that these "mini-narratives" are to be also seen as a larger 

unit -- the chapter as a whole -- as well as under the super-structure of B‚U 3-4 
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combined.  The same is true of B‚U 4 -- parts can be read independently (that is, as 

narratively complete in themselves) or as a narrative whole, as the chapter in itself or with 

B‚U 3.  As Hock (2002) has pointed out, these narratives in chapter four are bracketed 

by the repetition of the "giving of cows."  If the principal binding link of the narratives in 

B‚U 3 is the debate at the court of Janaka, the principal binding link of B‚U 4 is Janaka 

in discussion with Y‡j§avalkya, and in 4.5, Y‡j§avalkya with Maitrey„.  Before 

discussing what I have called the "teaching narrative" which progresses in privacy and 

which binds these two chapters together, a brief discussion of the structure of the text is in 

order.  Brereton (1997) and Hock (2002) have both proposed schemas for understanding 

the structure of chapters 3 and 4, respectively, and I am indebted to their work, though I 

occasionally disagree with their conclusions or propose to read the structure of the text 

somewhat differently. 

§ 2.1 BÁhad‡raıyaka 3 

As has been mentioned, B‚U 3 consists of a series of narratives, all bound 

together in a larger narrative about a theological debate at Janaka's court.  It is clear that 

the original frame to this story was ¯BM 11.6.3 ≈ ¯BK 13.6.3 (Renou 1953), where a 

similar debate occurred, but it was only ¯‡kalya who questioned Y‡j§avalkya.  In that 

story, Y‡j§avalkya foretold of ¯‡kalya's death for "asking beyond" pr‡ıa ("breath"). 

B‚U 3 utilizes this story as a frame, but also greatly modifies and elaborates on it.  

B‚U 3 begins similarly to the ¯B account -- Janaka is holding a sacrifice and declares a 

contest to determine the most learned in brahman (brahmi˘Òha).  However, rather than one 

Brahmin challenging Y‡j§avalkya as in the ¯B, he is questioned by a series of eight 

Brahmins (with G‡rg„ questioning on two occasions).  Witzel (1987: 402-403) has 

pointed out that a number of figures attending the debate represent different western 
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schools, particularly the Ëgveda (summarized below).  All, including Y‡j§avalkya, are 

stated to be Kuru-Pa§c‡la Brahmins at the beginning of the text.  

 

dramatis personae 

A˜vala represents the ‚˜val‡yana Ëgvedic school. 

Kahola Kau˘„takeya is a descendent of the reputed author of the Ëgvedic 
Kau˘„taki Br‡hmaıa and ‚raıyaka. 

Udd‡laka ‚ruıi is famous in the Ch‡ndogya Upani˘ad and comes from a territory 
west of Videha. 

G‡rg„'s name indicates she is from the G‡rga clan which "...seems to represent the 
(originally) more Western schools..." (Witzel 1987:403).  G‡rg„ is treated 
separately below. 

¯‡kalya (or his tradition) composed the padap‡Òha of the Ëgveda. 

A˜vala, Kahola, and ¯‡kalya are all associated with the Ëgveda, while Udd‡laka 

and G‡rg„ are at least, probably, western.  The remaining three (J‡ratk‡rava ‚rtabh‡ga, 

Bhujyu L‡hy‡yani, and U˘asta C‡kr‡yaıa) are less known.  S‡ma˜ravas, Y‡j§avalkya's 

student, is mentioned tangentially as the one who drives away the cows for Y‡j§avalkya.  

Fiser has argued that since certain characters are not known in the previous record, this 

text has "no historical value." He continues (1984: 76): 

Neither a hotar of Janaka by [the] name A˜vala nor a disciple of Y‡j§avalkya 
called S‡ma˜ravas appears anywhere else in the Veda. 

To claim that this suggested "no historical value" is rather questionable reasoning 

on Fiser's part, if not even the opposite logic used in his larger argument.  Fiser had 

argued that the debate appears contrived -- that is, as a clear fiction determined to exalt 

Y‡j§avalkya.  One would then, following his logic, expect more known characters to 

indicate the fictitious nature of the text.  The fact that there are three lesser known figures 

could actually argue for the probability of a historical precedent for this story.  Further, 

we know that Y‡j§avalkya has been associated with Udd‡laka (‚ruıi in ¯BM 5.5.5.14 ≈ 
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¯BK 7.5.3.11) and KahoÛa Kau˘„taki (¯BM 2.4.3.1-12 ≈ ¯BK 1.3.2.1-12).  Are we to 

take their portrayal here as historical or not based on that prior textual mention? In any 

event, simply because a character did not appear previously in the prior textual record has 

no historical weight.  Whether they are the historically real members of the schools in 

question is irrelevant -- what matters is that they do represent those schools in the 

narrative. 

Turning to the narrative proper, Brereton (1997) has done a close study on the 

structure of B‚U 3.  It is not necessary to repeat his argument in full, but rather to 

summarize a few key conclusions that are important here.  Brereton has pointed out that 

(1) different passages (particularly three paired dialogues: the Gandharva passages, 

G‡rg„'s two questions, and the repetition of the two "self within all" passages) are 

thematically linked to each other; (2) that a formal literary ring is formed by answers 

concerning sets of eight properties or things; (3) that B‚U 3.1 and 3.2 are formally 

connected by a play on the preverb ati;139 and (4) that the poem at the end of our story 

(3.9.28) returns back to the theme of immortality and death introduced in the beginning.  

The binding themes in all the dialogues are a concern with the movement in this world 

and the next and the fundamental principle that lies behind it.  His schema of the structure 

of the narrative also suggests that 

perhaps the best way to approach this passage is to read it by the levels indicated 
in the initial schema rather than sequentially (Brereton 1997: 14). 

I do not disagree with Brereton's analysis or conclusions.  In fact, it is the first 

article of which I am aware to take the literary nature and structure of the text seriously, 

rather than to follow the standard Indological tendency to parse out the repeated 

 
139 In this case, the ring is both formal and thematic. "The atimok˘as and their equivalents are an ascent 
after death to an immortal world; the grahas and atigrahas are a descent into life and into the perception of 
this world. Thus, formal correspondence, created by verbal repetition (the preverb ati) and by the proximity 
of the two passages, leads to the recognition of their contrasting elements and themes." (Brereton 1997: 8). 
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structures as textual accumulations and view them as distinct and unrelated to a larger 

whole.  Though I agree that reading the text following Brereton's schema is intellectually 

engaging, I would like to propose a different narrative schema for understanding the text, 

one that follows the linearity of the narrative and shows contributory themes to those 

pointed out by Brereton.  While B‚U chapter 3 contains a number of passages, perhaps 

from different sources, there are other literary means by which this chapter holds 

together: plot progression, thematic rings, formal markers of discourse, and narrative 

tension.   

Structure of B‚U 3140 

(Underlined words refer either to the overriding theme or to the individual themes 

of each section) 

 
Frame: 3.1.1-2 Janaka sets the contest (cf.  ¯B 11.6.3.1-2). 
Overriding theme of Death and Immortal ity 
(1) Theme of Death and Sacrifice 
 (A.1) 3.1.3-6 A˜vala asks about the four atimok˘as. 
  (A.1.1) 3.1.7-10 A˜vala asks about their four equivalents. 

A.1-2 discusses role of individual priests in aiding the yajam‡na in 
overcoming death. 

 (A.2) 3.2.1-9 ‚rtabh‡ga asks about the eight grahas and eight atigrahas. 
  (A.2.1) 3.2.10-14 ‚rtabh‡ga asks what happens when a person dies. 

B.1-2 Double-meaning of grahas and atigrahas as sense-organ and 
sense-object and two types of sacrificial cups for offering soma.  
Concludes with death. 

(A.3) 3.3.1 Gandharva dialogue: Bhujyu asks where the P‡rik˘itas have gone 
after death. 

  (A.3.1) 3.3.2 Bhujyu rephrases question. 
   C.1-2 Concerned with sacrifice (a˜vamedha) and death. 
 
(2) Theme of ‡tman ("self") 
 (B.1)  141 3.4 U˘asta asks what is the obvious brahman, the "self within all." 
  (B.1.1) Rephrases question. 
   Retort to Y‡j§avalkya. 
 
140 This chart should be seen as supplementary to Brereton's chart and not an attempt to supercede it. 
 
141 3.4 and 3.5 are transposed in M.  In these two passages, brahman probably means "the formulation of 
truth" about "the self within all," rather than that self being equated with brahman. The brahman as 
"foundation" occurs first in 3.6. 
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   (B.1.2)Repeats question. 
   Repeats rephrasing of question. 
 (B.2) 3.5 Kahola asks what is the obvious brahman, the "self within all." 
 (B.3) Rephrases question. 
 
(3) Theme of brahman  and ‡tman  ("self") 

(C.1) 3.6 G‡rg„ asks what this world, water, wind, etc. are woven upon.  
Concludes with a question about brahman. 

 (C.2) 3.7 Gandharva dialogue: Udd‡laka asks about the thread.  
  (C.2.1) 3.7.2 Asks about the inner controller. 
 (C.3) 3.8 G‡rg„ asks what the worlds, time, and space are woven upon. 

C.1-3: C.1 pushes the topic to brahman.  C.2: the thread (the "wind") is 
probably a metaphor for brahman, whereas the inner-controller is ‡tman.  
C.2 asks about the imperishable (ak˘ara), which is again probably 
brahman. 

 
(4) Culmination: Y‡j§avalkya and ¯‡kalya (encompassing all the themes) 

(D.1) 3.9.1-9 ¯‡kalya asks Y‡j~§valkya about the numbers of gods (cf.  ¯B 
11.6.3.4-10). 

 (D.2) 3.9.10-17 ¯‡kalya asks about the eight persons, foundations and gods. 
   3.9.18 Y‡j~§avalkya mocks ¯‡kalya (cf. ¯B 11.6.3.3). 
 (D.3) 3.9.19-25 ¯‡kalya asks about the regions and their bases. 
 (D.4) 3.9.26 Questions about the bases of the vital breaths. 
  The self is neti neti, "not this, not that." 
 
(4.1) 3.9.27 Y‡j~§avalkya challenges ¯‡kalya about the person connecting the eight 
persons and ¯‡kalya dies (cf. ¯B 11.6.3.11). 
 
(4.2) 3.9.28 Y‡j~§avalkya asks from what a human grows after death.  Concludes with 
brahman. 

Complementary to Brereton's analysis of paired dialogues (G‡rg„ twice, the topic 

of brahman twice together, and the two Gandharva questions), much of this text is based 

on a series of doubles: A˜vala asks two thematically related groups of questions (A.1), as 

does ‚rtabh‡ga (A.2); Bhujyu (A.3) has two questions for Y‡j§avalkya as does Udd‡laka 

(C.2; both A.3 and B.2 based on knowledge given to them by a Gandharva); G‡rg„ occurs 

in two passages (C.1 and C.3), and in the second she repeats her question to Y‡j§avalkya; 

in B both questions about brahman are also similarly doubled, but B.1 doubles this even 

one more time.142 
 
142 The G‡rg„ passage 3.6 is not split, but consists of a series of reductive questions. As Brereton (1997) has 
pointed out, this passage follows the ascent to heaven. 
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These paired questions and paired dialogues suggest that a compositional schema 

was followed.  Though it may be that these episodes have come from separate sources, 

they are remarkably similar in form, suggesting that perhaps an editor must have 

manipulated the text for conformity.  All this furthermore points to the idea that the text 

was conceived to be read as a unit. 

These various pairs, however, serve different functions: for A˜vala (A.1), 

‚rtabh‡ga (A.2), and Udd‡laka (C.2), pairing marks a related shift in theme (consonant 

with Brereton's analysis), covering the topics of movement in this world and the next and 

also the ultimate foundation;143 for Bhujyu (A.3), U˘asta (B.1), Kahola (B.2), and G‡rg„ 

(C.1 & 3) pairing serves a slightly different function -- it imbues a tension in the 

narrative.  For example, Bhujyu asks Y‡j§avalkya a question, but his answer is vague.  

"Where did the P‡rik˘itas144 come to be?" (kva p‡rik˘it‡ abhavan).  Y‡j§avalkya answers, 

"They went to where the offerers of the horse sacrifice go" (agacchan vai te tad 

yatr‡˜vamedhay‡jino145 gacchant„ti).  Here Y‡j§avalkya does not answer the question 

directly, leaving the actual place where the P‡rik˘itas went after death unstated.  This 

compels Bhujyu to rephrase the question, asking where the horse sacrificers go, to which 

Y‡j§avalkya answers directly.  The same strategy is used with U˘asta and Kahola asking 

Y‡j§avalkya to explain the "self within all" (‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛) where Y‡j§avalkya 

answers elliptically with "that which is within all is your self" (e˘a ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛) 

which seems little more than a rephrasing of the question.  U˘asta and Kahola are both 

forced to then ask "which one" (katama˛) is the self to receive a detailed answer.  With 

G‡rg„, she asks the same question about the foundation of the directions and time twice 
 
143 C.3 is more concerned with the latter foundational element, the immortal (amÁta˛), but the questions of 
the "string of the body" is related to the former theme. 
 
144 The famed Kuru family whose lineage disappeared in the distant past. 
 
145 M yatra tatra for tad yatra. 
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and Y‡j§avalkya answers both times that the foundation is "space" (‡k‡˜a˛).  Only when 

G‡rg„ asks about the foundation of "space," does Y‡j§avalkya answer in full, describing 

the "imperishable" (ak˘ara), by its non-properties.146 

In these five cases, Y‡j§avalkya appears to be dodging the question or perhaps 

trying to get away with an elliptical answer.  I suspect that this is meant to portray 

Y‡j§avalkya as sly and as not wanting to share all his knowledge.  The effect of this 

doubling of the questions creates a narrative tension: one is left waiting for the proper 

answer, knowing that Y‡j§avalkya's initial answer is incomplete.  Such a device not only 

connects each narrative in form, but also serves to propel the narrative forward. 

There are other such devices which not only show that Y‡j§avalkya is reticent 

with his knowledge, but also serve to enliven the debate.  U˘asta at 3.4 gets angry with 

Y‡j§avalkya, saying that his answer is like saying "this a cow and this a horse" 

(gauras‡˜va iti).  This is to say, that Y‡j§avalkya's initial answer is obvious and not 

theologically sophisticated, a theme that also occurs in chapter four.  Or in 3.7, after 

Y‡j§avalkya claims to know the string (sÂtra) and inner-controller (antary‡min) and 

Udd‡laka says, anyone can claim "I know, I know" (veda vedeti), but one has to explain it 

to prove that he really knows.  Again, it appears that Y‡j§avalkya is portrayed as holding 

back his knowledge and only further probing will compel him to answer. 

There is one other formal device, the threat of a shattered head, that pushes the 

story to its climax: an actual head shattering.  The first threat of a shattered head occurs at 

3.6, where G‡rg„ makes the mistake of asking about the foundation of brahman, itself the 

foundation of everything.  Here G‡rg„ is allowed to stop questioning Y‡j§avalkya and 

thus avoids the consequences.  This is followed by Udd‡laka threatening Y‡j§avalkya 

with the same in 3.7.1, but here the threat is based on whether Y‡j§avalkya can properly 

 
146 This suggests that the imperishable being described is brahman, the foundational truth of everything. 
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answer the question, which he does and avoids the consequences.  G‡rg„ then (3.8) 

questions Y‡j§avalkya a second time, but intensifies the threat as her questions are "two 

enemy piercing arrows" (dvau b‡ıavantau sapatn‡tivy‡dhinau).  Y‡j§avalkya is able to 

give the proper answers, avoiding any dire consequences.  It is here that G‡rg„ tries to 

close the debate, claiming that no one will beat Y‡j§avalkya.  In this fashion, we can view 

this device as:  

threat (3.6): counter-threat (3.7): intensification of the threat (3.8). 

This debate progresses from "the sacrifice and death theme," to a discussion of 

"‡tman," to "brahman and ‡tman;" it culminates in ¯‡kalya's long and elaborate 

questioning (3.9) on the number of gods, the eight persons, the foundations and gods, the 

regions and their bases, and about the bases of the vital breaths.  It is here that 

Y‡j§avalkya threatens ¯‡kalaya with a shattered head if he is not able to answer his 

question about the "person who is the hidden-connection" (aupani˘ad) that connects the 

worlds, the gods, etc.  and takes them away, brings them back, and transcends them.  

¯‡kalya is not able to answer: 

taß ha na mene ˜‡kalya˛ | tasya ha mÂrdh‡ vipap‡ta | api h‡sya parimo˘iıo 'sth„ny 
apajahrur anyan manyam‡n‡˛ ||26|| 

Alas, ¯‡kalya did not know him.  His head did, indeed, shatter apart.  Robbers, 
moreover, stole his bones, thinking they were something else. 

It is here that the head-shattering foretold by Y‡j§avalkya in ¯B 11.6.3 is said to 

have occurred.  Thus, the concluding structure of this text is a progressively intensifying 

climax to the story --  

threat (3.6): counter-threat (3.7): intensification (3.8): head-shattering (3.9). 

§ 2.1.1 Y‡j§avalkya 's  Riddle (B‚U 3.9.28K) 

Following ¯‡kalya's rather graphic defeat at the conclusion of the brahmodya of 

B‚U chapter 3, Y‡j§avalkya challenges the assembled Brahmins with a riddle regarding 
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the nature of birth and death (3.9.28).  Preceding this riddle, Y‡j§avalkya not only dares 

any priest to challenge him, but also states that they can do so collectively if they so wish. 

Now Y‡j§avalkya said, "Distinguished Brahmins, let whomever of you who 
desires question me or let all of you question me.  Let whomever desires me to 
question him or let me question all of you."147 

The all-inclusiveness of this statement implies that not only has Y‡j§avalkya's 

superiority been established (both as the questioner and the questioned), but it is also a 

means by which the other priests are forced to accept his superiority over them, 

individually and collectively.  Having seen ¯‡kalya's head shatter apart by challenging 

Y‡j§avalkya's knowledge of the sacrifice, immortality, and the universe, the Brahmins do 

not rise to his challenge.  Though none accept, Y‡j§avalkya questions them with a riddle 

that stands at the conclusion of this chapter as something of an enigma, where the 

Brahmins stand mute. 

It is likely that this riddle was originally from a separate source as the 

immediately preceding te ha br‡hmaı‡ na dadhÁ˘u˛ ("Those very Brahmins did not 

dare")148 is an exact verbal echo of the Brahmins' response when the challenge was put 

forth by Janaka at the start of our text (3.1.2).  This phrase may have, at some historical 

point, served to close the narrative after the final and most graphic defeat of the most 

reputed Brahmin.  Thus, the original literary ring may have been that the Brahmins did 

not dare rise to Janaka's challenge at the beginning and lay claim to be the brahmi˘Òha 

("most learned in brahman") nor did they challenge Y‡j§avalkya's claim of the same at 

the end.   

 
 
147 atha hov‡ca br‡hmaı‡ bhagavanto yo va˛ k‡mayate sa m‡ pÁcchatu | sarve v‡ m‡ pÁcchata | yo va˛ 
k‡mayate ta¸ va˛ pÁcch‡mi sarv‡n v‡ va˛ pÁcch‡m„ti | 
 
148 B‚U(K) 3.9.27 
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At least according to the received texts, however, the debate is not quite over.  

Y‡j§avalkya challenges the assembled Brahmins, though they had declined his offer, with 

a final riddle on the nature of death and rebirth.  This riddle, in itself and in the context of 

the larger narrative, has been the subject of some debate both because the riddle does not 

appear to make sense in itself and if it does (such as in Horsch 1966) it does not make 

sense in the larger narrative (see Brereton 1997).  Thus, this section is concerned with not 

only understanding the riddle and (what I argue is) its possible answer, but also with how 

this riddle fits into the larger Y‡j§avalkya narrative.  I suggest that not only have modern 

scholars been confused about the meaning of this riddle, but that the early commentators 

equally had difficulty reconciling its meaning.  This is, I argue, because the riddle itself 

became confused during the period of its composition and subsequent elaboration.  In 

support of this, I posit what the original riddle was, how it was added to and manipulated, 

and where and how the original meaning of the riddle became obscured.149 

The riddle of B‚U(K) 3.9.28 reads: 

So Y‡j§avalkya questioned them with these verses. t‡n haitai˛ ˜lokai˛ papraccha | 

 
(1)150 As is a mighty tree,      yath‡ vÁk˘o vanaspatis 
so truly is man.      tathaiva puru˘o 'mÁ˘‡ | 
His body hairs are leaves,      tasya lom‡ni parı‡ni 
his skin the outer bark.     tvag asyotp‡Òik‡ bahi˛ || 
 
(2) Blood flows from his skin,     tvaca ev‡sya rudhira¸  
[as] sap flows from [the tree's] skin.    prasyandi tvaca utpaÒa˛ | 
From the pricked skin [blood] comes,    tasm‡t tad ‡tÁıı‡t praiti 
as sap from a cut tree.      raso vÁk˘‡d iv‡hat‡t || 
 
(3) His flesh is the sapwood,      m‡ßs‡ny asya ˜akar‡ıi 
 
149 I do not wish to privilege an "original" as superior to the received texts. In fact, much of this work has 
been concerned with the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa as it is received. My point here, though, is that scholars have 
dismissed traditional commentaries on this riddle, yet the tradition, though interpretively manipulating the 
text in rather unconvincing ways, has by and large retained the proper meaning. A reconstruction of the 
original and the ways in which this riddle evolved elucidates this. 
 
150 Numbering is my own to facilitate the argument below. 
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the tendons are the fibers -- that's certain.   kin‡Òaß sn‡va tat sthiram || 
His bones are the heartwood,      asth„ny antarato d‡rÂıi 
his marrow made equal to [its] marrow (i.e., pith).  majj‡ majjopam‡ kÁt‡ || 
 
(4a) A tree, when cut down grows    yad vÁk˘o vÁkıo rohati 
(4b) again from the root in newer form.   mÂl‡n navatara˛ puna˛ | 
(4c) A mortal man who is cut down by death,   martya˛ svin mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛ 
(4d) from what root will he grow?    kasm‡n mÂl‡t prarohati || 
 
(5a) Do not say "from semen,"     retasa iti m‡ vocata 
(5b) that is produced from him while he is alive.  j„vatas tat praj‡yate | 
(5c) Just as a tree sprouts from a seed,   dh‡n‡ruha iva vai vÁk˘o 
(5d) having died,151 [a person?] is born immediately. '§jas‡ pretya sambhava˛ || 
 
(6a) When torn up with its root,    yat samÂlam ‡vÁheyur 
(6b) a tree will not be born again.    vÁk˘a¸ na punar ‡bhavet | 
(6c) A mortal man who is cut down by death,   martya˛ svin mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛ 
(6d) from what root will he grow?    kasm‡n mÂl‡t prarohati || 
 
(7a) He is born, [but] not born.152    j‡ta eva na j‡yate 
(7b) who would give birth to him again?   ko nv ena¸ janayet puna˛ | 
(8a) Perception, bliss, brahman,    vij§‡nam ‡nanda¸ brahma 
(8b) That is the gift of the giver, the highest goal.  r‡tir d‡tu˛ par‡yaıa¸ 
(8c) for the one who knows this stands firm.153  ti˘Ò˛am‡nasya tadvida iti ||28|| 

The metaphor of a human being and a tree is quite straightforward in the 

beginning.  Verses 1-3 are particularly detailed in their comparison of a man to a tree in 

an attempt to show the physical similarities between the two.154  In 4, though, an apparent 

contradiction in the metaphor is put forth as a question: a tree regrows from its root, but 

from what root (mÂla) does a man grow if he is cut down by death (mÁtyun‡)? 4a parallels 

4c and 4b parallels 4d.  This can be simplified as: 

(4a) tree cut down (presumably by an axe)  = (4c) man cut down by death 

 
151 Olivelle (1998) and Roebuck (2000) read the text as containing a sandhi, where there is a negative 
prefix a- attached to pretya and the translation is "before/without having died" (as Sanskrit manuscripts do 
not separate words, this is a possible interpretation). I, however, follow the traditional reading, particularly 
because such a reading is impossible in M (see below). 
 
152 The translation of this line is discussed below. 
 
153 It is not entirely clear whether this line is part of the verses or not. Though it consists of eight beats, it is 
two p‡das short of a full verse.  
 
154 On the parts of the body, see Jamison (1986: 167-78). 
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(4b) grows again from the root   = (4d) grows again from what root? 

 Thus, at this point, the riddle is asking whether there is a resolution to the 

possible contradiction: a tree has an obvious, tangible root that facilitates regrowth, but 

what about a man cut down by death? 

Verse 5 qualifies the riddle, excluding the answer of "semen" (retas) as the "root" 

which facilitates rebirth, because the bearer of the semen produces it "while he is alive" 

(j„vata˛).  Verse 5 is, in essence, arguing against another prevalent, older notion that a 

man is born again through his progeny and therefore attains immortality through 

procreation (as the children are supposed to carry out certain death rites that will allow 

the father to pass through the heavenly worlds).155  Further, the use of the word j„vata˛ 

suggests an implicit argument against the idea that the ‡tman could somehow exist in two 

places simultaneously -- the man is "living" when the seed is produced, so his "self" could 

not also be the one being reborn.  5cd, which has caused some confusion, is dealt with 

below. 

Verse 6 is a rephrasing of 4, focusing not on the root (as 4b and the interrogative 

correlate 4d), but the lack thereof.156  That 6 is intended as a rephrasing of 4 is clear not 

only from the structural parallel, but also from the exact phrase being repeated twice: 

martya˛ svin mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛ kasm‡n mÂl‡t prarohati (4cd and 6cd).  Lines 6a and 6b 

take the comparison of the death of a man and that of a tree one step further than 4: a tree 

torn up with its root (samÂlam ‡vÁheyu˛) is a death without an apparent basis to facilitate 

 
155 Though the notion of a son being the "immortality" of a man may have older origins, it persists 
(particularly as a son is required for carrying out the ˜r‡ddha rites) and is often intertwined or conflated 
with the notion that a man's immortality can only occur in his final death (see Doniger O'Flaherty 1983: 
1ff.; also Knipe 1977: 111ff. on death/birth rites and their interrelation). 
 
156 (6a) yat samÂlam ‡vÁheyur 
 (6b) vÁk˘a¸ na punar ‡bhavet | 
 (6c) martya˛ svin mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛ 
 (6d) kasm‡n mÂl‡t prarohati ||  
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rebirth.  Implicit in the following question (6d: from what root will he grow?) is whether 

man's fate is like that of "being uprooted" rather than just "being cut down." Note that 

6a/6c and 6b/6d are not exact correlates as are 4b and 4d -- man in 6c is still "cut down by 

death" (mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛) and is not said to be "torn up with its root" (samÂlam ‡vÁheyu˛) 

as the tree in 6a.   

(6a) tree is torn up with its root  ≈ (6c) man cut down by death 

(6b) not born again   ≈ (6d) from what root will he grow? 

The metaphoric symmetry of 4 is ruptured in 6, as the exact parallel would have 

been the man being "uprooted" by death in 6c.  Line 6d is also not a simple interrogative 

modification of 6b (as 4d is of 4b).  Up until this point there is a progressive qualifying of 

the initial riddle: (a) 4d asks the question; (b) 5 qualifies the question; (c) 6ab again 

qualifies the question and (d) 6d repeats the question in the exact form.  The riddle, so far, 

can be simplified as: 

Question, 4d: what is man's root? 

 Qualification, 5ab: answer is not semen 

5cd: unclear, though I suggest a comparison of semen and seed, qualifying 
5ab. 

Qualification, 6ab: A tree can be uprooted,  

Question repeated, 6d: but what is man's root? 

§ 2.1.2 j‡ta eva na j‡yate 

7ab has created the most interpretive difficulties for scholars and traditional 

commentators alike, who attempted to make sense of this riddle.  The fundamental 

problem appears to be that 7a, on a surface reading, denies the premise of the riddle.  

Literally, j‡ta eva na j‡yate ko nv ena¸ janayet puna˛ means: "He is born, [but] not born.  

Who would give birth to him again?" 
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Most scholars have felt inclined to read puna˛ into the first phrase and translate 

as: "Once he's born, he can't be born again" (Olivelle 1998: 103) or "Though born, he is 

not born again" (Roebuck 2000: 70).  Translating in such a manner makes it appear more 

strongly that rebirth (the question from 4) has been denied outright within the riddle itself.  

Horsch (1966: 159), perhaps the most ardent supporter of this reading, has argued that the 

text purports an Anihilationstheorie (ucchedav‡da) -- that is, there is no "root" to facilitate 

man's rebirth. 

The problem of interpreting 7a is also apparent within the tradition itself.  How do 

believers of karma and reincarnation, which was prevalent by the time of the earliest 

commentaries, reconcile the apparent denial of such a theory in an authoritative (˜ruti) 

text? ¯aÔkara, for example, utilizes a creative, if obviously fallacious, interpretive 

strategy.  He takes the initial j‡ta eva as an opponent's possible view and the remaining 

part of the phrase (na j‡yate) as a response.  Madhavananda (1997: 393) translates this 

passage in light of the commentary as: "If you think he is ever born, I say, no, he is again 

born." In this fashion, an apparently negative statement has been made to say exactly its 

opposite. 

That this is a questionable historical (vs. theological) argument is quite clear.  If 

the compilers expected the text to be read as ¯aÔkara intends, it certainly would have 

been composed differently to avoid such confusion.  An interpretive move such as 

¯aÔkara's is a strained attempt to make a negative statement which seems contradictory to 

later tradition into an orthodox one.  ¯aÔkara is right, however, in noticing that there is a 

problem with this passage, but not only because it is against tradition as he understands it.  

This passage would also be counter to the rather obvious intent of the rest of the 

Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa -- whose stated purpose from the beginning is to discuss death, birth 

into other worlds, and immortality.  Further, as I will argue, ¯aÔkara was correct in 
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contending that this passage was not intended to deny rebirth -- but for reasons different 

than he himself put forth. 

If one were to follow Horsch's view (1966: 159), this whole poem represents an 

Anihilationstheorie -- an annihilation of man at death, comparable to the uprootedness of 

a tree.  Horsch sees a direct parallel with 6a and 6c, while 6d is simply a rhetorical 

question: from what will a man grow again? The answer is apparently "from nothing," 

because there exists no principle/root from which a man uprooted by death could be born 

again.   

The problems with this interpretation have been most recently pointed out by 

Brereton (1997: 14, n. 48) and an attempt to find karma/reincarnation theory in this 

passage has been carried out by Hock (2002: 284ff).  Most importantly, as Brereton 

succinctly pointed out, such an Anihilationstheorie would contradict much of what 

Y‡j§avalkya has said, both in this section and throughout the text thus far: 3.1.10 

discusses worlds won by proper sacrifice; 3.2.13 discusses action and its correlate reward 

("good by good action, bad by bad");157 3.3.2 states that a "knower" averts repeated death 

(punarmÁtyu); and the discussion of 3.7 focuses on the immortal (amÁta˛).158 

A further problem in Horsch's interpretation also arises: why would an elaborate 

riddle, culminating a discussion principally concerned with other worlds and immortality, 

deny its own premise? The riddle, then, would not be much of a riddle if the answer is 

explicitly stated within it.159  Adding more complication to Horsch's theory is the fact that 

 
157 puıyo vai puıyena karmaı‡ bhavati p‡pa˛ p‡peneti. Regarding the development of an "ethics" of action 
and its reward, see Tull (1989). 
 
158 None of this is to say that texts, even those edited, commented on, and traditionally received cannot 
contradict themselves directly. Rather, I do argue that if there is an explanatorily compelling alternative that 
avoids direct contradiction, it should be considered first. 
 
159 It is common that a riddle contains, most often in a latent form, its own answer (it is this principle that 
often gives a riddle rhetorical power -- the answer is simple, it appears obvious post-facto, and it is 
aesthetically pleasing). Here, though, the answer would seem too apparent and the Brahmins would have 
been rather daft not to understand it and rise to Y‡j§avalkya's challenge. 
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B‚U(M) places this line much earlier: 7ab is in the position of 5cd, and 5cd becomes 6ab 

and the rest shifts forward accordingly.  If this line really was meant to be the answer to 

the riddle (i.e., there is no root of any kind) then why would it appear so early in 

B‚U(M), making the rest of the riddle unnecessary? 

It is in B‚U(M), I contend, that what appears interpretively difficult in B‚U(K) is 

not so difficult after all.  If B‚U(M) is read in itself (rather than simply as a counter-point 

to B‚U(K)), the apparent problems of K can be seen in a new light. 

Hock (2002) is the first scholar, as far as I am aware, to deal directly with this 

passage in the M recension.160  His attempt at reconciling the meaning of this passage 

with the rest of the text is based on Vasudeva's commentary.  Hock contrasts what he sees 

as two fundamentally different understandings of this passage.  The first, the supposed 

"Western (or western-influenced)" (2002: 284-285) interpretation, reads the passage 

similar to Horsch: "(But once) born is not born (again)."161  The second, indigenous 

interpretation (i.e., Vasudeva on B‚U(M) 3.9.30-34 = B‚U(K) 3.9.28 ) is: "He is 

(already) born; he is not being born (and in the present case we are asking how somebody 

dead may be born again)." 

Hock gives a grammatical rationale for the difference between the two 

interpretations.  He states (285),  

Although putting a sentence boundary into the middle of the first half-line may be 
less natural than the [Western] interpretation, this is not a strong enough argument 
for rejecting the Indian interpretation... 

I would phrase this somewhat differently, not viewing the issue as a "sentence 

boundary," but rather as a question of an implied conjunct and which clause is the 

 
 
160 Brereton (1997) analyzes M, but this passage was not the focus of his inquiry. 
 
161 "Wer einmal geboren wurde, wird nicht (wieder) geboren." (Horsch 1966:159). 
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subordinate clause (j‡ta eva or na j‡yate).  For our purposes the difference in translation, 

put literally, is between "(But) just born [sub. clause], he is not born/being born"162 or 

"He is just born, (but/and) not born/being born [sub. clause]." Of course, both translations 

require a conjunct term ("but," "and," etc.) and that implied conjunct is debatable.  

Viewed in this light, for our purposes if not for a larger grammatical argument, there is 

little difference between the two translations.  But the question still remains: what does 

this phrase mean in the context of the riddle? 

As was stated earlier, B‚U(M) positions 7ab much earlier in the riddle, making 

Horsch's interpretation more difficult to reconcile with the rest of the text.  In fact, on a 

close reading, the B‚U(M) version allows for a different contextual reading of the poem, 

one that presents a more coherent picture of this passage and its relation to the rest of the 

riddle and B‚U chapter 3 as a whole.163 

It is here necessary to translate the relevant part of M's version of the poem 

(verses 1-3 have been left out as they are irrelevant to this argument and the variants are 

minimal).164  

(* marks a shift of line order in relation to K, while underlining marks variants) 

 
(4a) When the tree is cut down,  
(4b) it grows again from the root in newer form. 
(4c) A mortal man who is cut down by death,  
(4d) from what root will he grow? 
 
(5a) Do not say "from semen,"  
(5b) that is produced from him while he is alive. 
(5c)* He is just born, [but/and] not born/being born. 
(5d) who would give birth to him again? 
 

 
162 The verbal sense of the present or the progressive are both included in the present indicative form (as in 
many other Indo-European languages) and the interpretive line is fluid. 
 
163 I am also here suggesting that the M literary tradition retained the more correct version of the text. 
 
164 parı‡ni lom‡ni for lom‡ni parı‡ni; ‡tunn‡t for ‡tÁıı‡t. 
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(6a)* A165 tree sprouts from a seed, 
(6b) Having died, [a person] is born from another.166 
(6c)* When a tree is torn up167 with its root, 
(6d) it will not be born again. 
 
(7a)* A mortal man who is cut down by death,  
(7b) from what root will he grow? 
(7c) Knowledge, bliss, brahman, 
(7d) That is the gift of the giver,168 the highest goal. 
(8) -- for the one who knows this stands firm. 

I will first turn to j‡ta eva na j‡yate from K and show how it is not so perplexing 

in M.  In this version, as in 5(K), 5ab qualifies the question by excluding one possible 

answer, semen (retas), but 7ab(K) is now in position 5cd, which allows us to read its 

intent quite differently.  Rather than j‡ta eva na j‡yate denying the premise of the riddle 

(as Horsch argues), 5c here is a further qualification of the initial qualification ("Do not 

say 'from semen'"), as is 6.  The text is telling us that a person is not being born 

(presumably from his own semen), because he has already been born, i.e. he is alive.  5cd 

then is a further explanation of why the exclusion in 5a (semen) is correct.169 

The contrasting verbal forms in this part of the riddle support this interpretation: 

j‡ta˛ is a past passive participle indicating a completed action while j‡yate is a present 

third person singular indicating an action happening or going to happen.  Thus, the verb 

forms themselves indicate the exclusionary nature of the two clauses.  The contrasting 

nature of these two verbs is further reinforced by the placement of eva.  As eva's primary 

function is to emphasize the word that precedes it, here that emphasis is exclusionary -- it 

 
 
165 u for iva 
 
166 anyata˛ for a§jas‡ 
 
167 udvÁheyur for ‡vÁheyur -- the meaning is essentially the same. 
 
168rate˛ d‡tu˛ for rati˛ d‡tu˛ -- the former is the grammatically proper form. 
 
169 Note that this interpretation is consonant with Hock's (2002) reading of Vasudeva. However, for reasons 
external to the commentary of why this interpretation appears correct, see below. 
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is on the completed nature of the past participle.170  Viewed in this way, the most proper 

translation here should be: "he is already (eva) born [and] not being born."  

Supporting this interpretation is a word play in the M recension.  As it cannot be 

reproduced well in English, I shall point it out in the Sanskrit. 
 
5ab retasa iti m‡ vocata j„vatas tat praj‡yate 
5cd j‡ta eva na j‡yate ko nv ena¸ janayet puna˛ 

What we have here are multiple forms of the verb-root √jan (with one related root 

√j„v) used in a rather clever play on grammatical forms -- present participle, present 

indicative (with prefix), a past participle, another present indicative (without prefix), and 

an optative.  In light of what has been argued about the meaning of the passage, these 

forms seem to support my interpretation: j„vata˛ indicates the person's state of being (i.e., 

alive); praj‡yate indicates his producing of semen; j‡ta˛ as a past passive participle 

indicates that it is a completed action (he is already born -- emphasized by eva) and 

apparently had little to nothing to do with bringing that event about;171 na j‡yate indicates 

he is not being born; janayet is the proper form for a question, perhaps expressing doubt.  

This verbal play is lost in B‚U(K), as the position of 5cd is shifted to 7ab, where other 

forms of √jan or √j„v do not contextually surround it. 

§ 2.1.3 Reinterpreting 5cd(K)=6ab(M) 

As I mentioned earlier, another part of this B‚U riddle has caused some 

difficulty.  This difficulty is based on the fact that K includes the particle iva, apparently 

indicating a continuation of the tree/man metaphor.  K reads: 
 
(5c) Just as a tree sprouts from a seed,  
(5d) Having died, [a person?] is born immediately 

 
170 The word eva in classical Sanskrit has taken over the function of the Vedic id (see Bîhtlingk and Roth, 
vol. 1, 1990: 1099) and is used "...especially in strengthening an antithesis..." (M-M Williams, 1999: 165). 
  
171 The passive form could also imply an unexpressed instrumental agent, again suggesting that birth and 
rebirth does happen at the hand of some principle. 
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That these two lines do not ellicit an obvious comparison has caused interpretive 

difficulty: how are a man and a tree being compared here? 5d does not appear to 

obviously continue the metaphoric comparison in 5c.  Particularly important is the final 

two words of this verse (a§jas‡ and pretya or apretya).  As mentioned earlier, Olivelle and 

Roebuck have adopted the reading of a§jas‡ apretya in an attempt to make sense of K. 

I have, in my translation, not adopted this reading and this is because I think M 

retains the better reading and presents a solution to this interpretive difficulty.  First and 

foremost, my reason for not adopting this reading is that the M recension does not allow 

for such a sandhi -- anyata˛ pretya cannot be seen as containing a coalesced final a/‡ with 

a following a/‡ as can a§jas‡pretya of K.  Further, the M recension probably retains the 

more correct reading as it continues the series of repeated ablatives. 
 
(6a) A tree sprouts from a seed 
(6b) Having died [a person] is born from another.172 

What is also striking in the M version of these two lines is that the particle iva in 

K, which would indicate a comparison between the tree and man, is here simply an 

conjunctive u.  Hence unlike K, we do not have an explicit comparison between the tree 

and man.173  Rather than continuing the man/tree metaphor as in K, M continues with a 

secondary comparison of the seed of a tree with the seed of a person.  M has moved away 

from the larger metaphor and is focusing on the origin of a person/tree.  "From another" 

(anyata˛) in this context means "from another [seed]." "Having died" (pretya) reinforces 

 
172 Underlined words are ablative: 
 4ab yad vÁk˘o vÁkıo rohati mÂl‡n navatara˛ puna˛ 
 4cd martya˛ svin mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛ kasm‡t mÂl‡t prarohati 
 5ab retasa iti m‡ vocata j„vatas tat praj‡yate 
 5cd j‡ta eva na j‡yate ko nv ena¸ janayet puna˛ 
 6ab dh‡n‡ruha u vai vÁk˘o 'nyata˛ pretya sambhava˛ 
 
173 ¯aÔkara, to avoid the interpretive difficulty of iva, claims that the particle is "without meaning" here 
(anarthaka). 
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my interpretation of j‡ta eva na j‡yate -- it is not a living person being reborn, but a 

person that has already died. 

As I pointed out previously, 6ab(K) and 6cd(K) are not exact parallels -- we are 

not told that the man is uprooted as a tree can be, but instead it is repeated that he is "cut 

down by death." It is also asked again from what "root" will he be born again. 
 
(6a) tree is torn up with its root  ≈ (6c) man cut down by death 
(6b) not born again   ≈ (6d) from what root will he grow? 

 In M, however, the placement of the phrase is different, yielding a 

radically different reading. 
 

(6a) A tree sprouts from a seed, 
(6b) Having died, [a person] is born from another [seed]. 

  (6c) When a tree is torn up with its root, 
   (6d) it will not be born again. 

What we appear to have in 6cd(M) is a qualification of what precedes it -- a 

further explanation of a tree and its possibility of rebirth and not a metaphorical 

comparison.  6(M) is no longer a direct metaphor and 6cd has moved even further away 

from the metaphor and is simply discussing the nature of a tree.  This is to say that a tree 

is similar to a man in that both are born from "seed," but the nature of rebirth is not 

fundamentally the same -- a tree can be uprooted.  A "tree torn up with its root" does not 

have a metaphorical parallel with man in M.  Thus all of 6M is a further qualification of 

"Do not say from seed" and 7M is a repetition of the initial question: A mortal man who 

is cut down by death, from what root will he grow?  

§ 2.1.4 The Development of the Riddle 

Up until this point, I have been concerned with trying to understand what this 

riddle may mean, particularly regarding certain problematic passages that either seem to 

deny the meaning of the riddle (j‡ta eva na j‡yate) or which are confusing (5cd (K)).  I 

have suggested that if we look at the line ordering of M in the first case and the word 
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variations of M in the second, it seems clear that M has retained the proper reading 

whereas K has a confused version.  Thus, ¯aÔkara, who was working with the K version 

of the riddle, was compelled to interpretive extremes to reconcile these passages with the 

tradition as he understood it, but in so doing he preserved what appears to be the earliest 

intent of the riddle -- that is, that rebirth is possible. 

Concomitant, however, with the supposition that one tradition has somehow 

confused its own text is the need to explain how such a misunderstanding could have 

come about.  What must be emphasized here is that I am not implying some intellectual 

failing on the part of the K tradition, but rather that the K tradition viewed the riddle 

slightly differently which led to a different version.  In fact, the K tradition, in an attempt 

to keep the riddle consistent as it saw it, found it necessary to restructure the poem.  At 

some point, the rationale for this restructuring became obscured, yet the fundamental 

meaning of the riddle was retained by the commentators. 

Here it is necessary to posit a "core" to the riddle, one which was modified and 

expanded upon by both K and M traditions, but in different ways.  I have shown so far 

that the M recension retains what appear to be better readings of the riddle.  It is in M, 

also, that a coherent core riddle is found, where we can trace the accumulations and 

reinterpretations, culminating in the two versions of the riddle as we have them today. 

The original core of the riddle is most likely M 1-4. 

 
(1) As is a mighty tree,   
so truly is man. 
His body hairs are leaves, 
his skin the outer bark. 

 
(2) Blood flows from his skin,  
[as] sap flows from [the tree's] skin. 
From the pricked skin [blood] comes,  
as sap from a cut tree. 

 
(3) His flesh is the sapwood, 
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the tendons are the fibers -- that's certain. 
His bones are the heartwood,  
his marrow made equal to [its] marrow (i.e., pith). 

 
(4a) When the tree is cut down, 
(4b) it grows again from the root in newer form. 
(4c) A mortal man who is cut down by death,  
(4d) from what root will he grow? 

That this is the original core of the riddle is clear principally because of 

coherency: the metaphor of the man and the tree is maintained throughout; there is no 

secondary qualification of parts of the riddle; there is no metaphoric rupture (as in the 

case of "uprootedness"); and the riddle culminates in the question.  Further, if this is the 

core of the riddle, it would be in accord with the rest of the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa as no 

answer is given, particularly not one which contradicts the apparent intent of the chapter 

as a whole. 

Verse 5 was probably the first addition to the riddle, excluding the rather popular 

belief (and rather easy answer) that one is reborn through one's children.  Again, note that 

M here asks the riddle-question again, suggesting that M is attempting to retain the proper 

form of the riddle by concluding it with a question. 
 
(5a) Do not say "from semen,"  
(5b) that is produced from him when living. 
(5c)* He is already born, [but] not born/being born. 
(5d) who would give birth to him again? 

Verses 6-7 were probably the second addition to the riddle, where 6ab is an 

elaboration of the exclusion of semen.  6cd on the other hand is a statement about how a 

tree and man are actually different: a tree can be torn up by its root, but the implication is 

that, contrary to Horsch, a man cannot.  6cd is apparently acknowledging that the 

metaphor is not absolute -- what else would be the point of mentioning uprootedness 

when no "root" of man has been established in the first place to allow such a comparison? 
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It is for this reason that man being "cut down by death" (i.e., not uprooted) is repeated and 

then the question is asked again. 
 
(6a) A tree sprouts from a seed, 
(6b) Having died, [a person] is born from another. 
(6c) When a tree is torn up with its root, 
(6d) it will not be born again. 
(7a) A mortal man who is cut down by death,  
(7b) from what root will he grow? 
7cd and 8 were the final additions, perhaps together or perhaps in stages.174  

If my hypothetical construction of the editorial stages of this riddle is correct, the 

question necessarily becomes: how did K "confuse" the riddle? The answer is rather 

straightforward and also completely understandable: the K version wanted to retain the 

consistency of the metaphor.   

In M, after verse 4, the direct metaphor between a man and a tree is dropped 

almost altogether (the comparison shifts to the seed of a tree and semen).  The K version, 

however, attempts to correct this, specifically by changing an u to the comparative iva175 

to continue the metaphor.  However, a problem occurs in doing so: the question of the 

riddle is in the way -- j‡ta eva na j‡yate ko nv ena¸ janayet puna˛ (He is already born 

[and] not being born.  Who would give birth to him again?).  K moves this phrase so that 

5 reads: 
 
(5a) Do not say "from semen," 
(5b) that is produced from him when living. 
(5c) Just as a tree sprouts from a seed, 
(5d) having died, [a person] is born immediately. 

By moving what was originally 5cd, the K version is able to continue the original 

metaphor of a man and a tree.  That this was a somewhat unhappy fit and that its sense 

 
174 For a discussion of these two, see the conclusion of this chapter. 
 
175 That this is a later change may be supported by the fact that it breaks the meter. 
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became confused can be seen by the time of ¯aÔkara who himself could not reconcile 

5cd, stating the iva was anarthaka˛ ("without meaning").176 

If j‡ta eva...  is moved to allow for a continuation of the metaphor of the man and 

tree, where would be the most natural place to move it to? Certainly, to the conclusion of 

the riddle to stand as the final question asked to the assembled Brahmins.  This is 

precisely what the K version does: 5cd is moved to 7ab.  However, in moving this line, 

the original context is lost.  As I pointed out earlier, in M there is a play on grammatical 

forms of √jan and √j„v which supports the argument that this line originally continued the 

exclusion of a living person's direct role in his own rebirth.  I have also pointed out that 

anyata˛ ("from another") is also probably a better reading and that it is also directly 

related to the semen/seed qualification under discussion. 

The shifting of this line and the loss of its original context was a problem for 

traditional commentators as well, but while the original phrasing of the poem may have 

been lost in K, the original meaning (more or less) -- that rebirth does happen -- was 

maintained.  ¯aÔkara, though taking interpretive stretches, was absolutely correct in his 

interpretation that this riddle does not deny rebirth.  As he was committed to his received 

text, ¯aÔkara certainly would not have tried to pull the riddle apart to see a historical 

development in its form, but instead he made the received text conform with religious 

truth as he understood it.  Unlike Horsch's attempt to take the text at face value and avoid 

what he must have seen as theological intervention, the theological intervention on 

¯aÔkara's part, at least in this case, appears to be correct -- the tradition accepted rebirth, 

so SaÔkara read the text as accepting rebirth. 

 
176 iva˜abdo 'narthaka˛ (‰˜‡dida˜opani˘ada˛: 1992: 848). 
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§ 2.1.5 An Answer to the Riddle? 

The riddle poem ends with 8abc(K) and 7cd and 8 (M).177  Both recensions are 

fundamentally the same: there is a list of the highest principles/attainments ("Knowledge, 

bliss, brahman"), a statement which includes the reward for proper conduct ("That is the 

gift of the giver, the highest goal"), and a rather common Upani˘adic statement about 

proper knowledge and its reward ("for the one who knows this stands firm").  The 

principal difference is an issue of line-order.  K ends: 
 
He is already born, [but] not being born. 

  who is he that gives birth to him again? 
Knowledge, bliss, brahman, 

  That is the gift of the giver, the highest goal. 
-- for the one who knows this stands firm. 

Whereas M ends: 
 
A mortal man who is cut down by death,  

from what root will he grow? 
Knowledge, bliss, brahman, 
 That is the gift of the giver, the highest goal. 
-- for the one who knows this stands firm. 

Both versions end with the same structural logic: both ask the question of what 

facilitates rebirth, though the conclusion of M does not contain the problematic j‡ta eva 

na j‡yate that led Horsch to his Anihilationstheorie.  If the intention of this riddle posed 

by Y‡j§avalkya was not to deny rebirth, but rather to find out the principle that facilitates 

it, is there an answer suggested in this riddle and, further, in the larger context of the 

chapter? 

If the riddle was not intended to deny rebirth, then an answer is possible.  Though 

suggestive, rather than definitive, the final lines of the poem appear to be an answer, that 

is, the principle which facilitates rebirth is knowledge, bliss, brahman -- likely synonyms.  

As has been pointed out by Brereton (1997), it is quite common in the Indian tradition to 
 
177 Note here that ¯aÔkara himself does not see the final lines as part of the poem (see trans., 
Madhavananda, 1997: 393). 
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attempt to solve riddles retained in the textual tradition, where the original did not contain 

an answer.  An answer is then attached in an attempt to remove the textual ambiguity. 

Whether this was the original answer intended is not entirely clear.  ¯aÔkara takes 

it as such, but he takes the answer as not directly positioned in the story proper.  It seems 

possible that once again ¯aÔkara may have retained the proper meaning of the riddle.  He 

comments, 

The story is finished.  The ¯ruti in its own form now tells us of the root of the 
universe, about which Y‡j§avalkya asked the Br‡hmaıas, and gives the words 
that directly describe Brahman: knowledge...which is also bliss...What is that? 
Brahman...(trans., Madhavananda, 1997: 393). 

I would like further to posit a corroborating possibility to the meaning of the poem 

as a whole, which is again suggestive and not definitive.  Immediately prior to 

Y‡j§avalkya's challenge to the assembled Brahmins, Y‡j§avalkya had given ¯‡kalya a 

final challenge -- one which led to his graphic demise.  Y‡j§avalkya says (3.9.26): 

Those are the eight abodes, the eight worlds, the eight deities, the eight persons.  I 
ask you about that person who is the hidden connection (aupani˘ad),178 who 
carries away, returns, and goes beyond those persons? If you will not tell me, your 
head will shatter apart!"179 

As is well known, ¯‡kalya, due to his ignorance, does die.180  As I suggested at 

the beginning of this section, Y‡j§avalkya's final challenge to the assembled Brahmins 

and their refusal to rise to that challenge probably was an ending to a story from a 

 
 
178 Olivelle (1998: 100-101, also n. 513) takes aupani˘ad as "that person providing the hidden connection" 
and notes that traditionally it is taken as "the person taught in the Upani˘ads." Roebuck (2000: 69, n. 144) 
takes it as the connecting person between the persons mentioned in 10-17 of this section and translates as 
"the person of the secret teaching." I am inclined to understand it not as "that person providing the hidden 
connection," but as "that person who is the hidden connection itself." 
 
179 et‡ny a˘t‡v ‡yatan‡ny a˘Òau lok‡ a˘Òau dev‡ a˘Òau puru˘‡˛ | sa yas t‡n puru˘‡n niruhya pratyuhy‡ty 
akr‡mat ta¸ tvaupani˘ada¸ puru˘a¸ pÁcch‡mi | ta¸ cen me na vivak˘yasi mÂrdh‡ te vipati˘yat„ti | 
 
180 Note that ¯‡kalya's own death is directly connected to the theme of the text -- death and immortality.  
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different source than the poem.  There is, however, a logical reason why the poem may be 

an appropriate fit with the story. 

To this I would like to suggest that the final riddle-poem may very well be a "re-

writing" (through the metaphor of a tree) of Y‡j§avalkya's final challenge to ¯‡kalya 

about the nature of the "person who is the hidden connection (aupani˘ad), who carries 

away, returns, and goes beyond those persons." This "person" and its function is 

remarkably similar to the "root" of the tree/man in the riddle-poem.  It "carries away, 

returns, and goes beyond," which could refer to/be similar to death, (re-)birth and 

transcendence found in the riddle-poem.181  Thus, each question is dealing with reality in 

a different, but interrelated fashion.  The sets of "eight" that Y‡j§avalkya is apparently 

referring to is the eight abodes, worlds, deities, and persons which were directly listed 

earlier in B‚U 3.9.14:182 

 
Abodes Worlds Deities Persons (p.)  
Earth fire the immortal bodily p. 
Passion heart women p. immersed in 

passion 
visible appearances sight truth p. in sun 
Space hearing the quarters p. connected with 

hearing and echo 
Darkness heart death shadow 
visible appearances sight life p. in mirror 
Waters heart Varuıa p. in waters 
Semen heart Praj‡pati p. connected w/ son 

 

It is not pertinent to this discussion to delve into the logic of why particular items 

are listed in the groups that they are and their interrelation.  Needless to say, many are 

obvious, while others are not.  However, what is of importance for this discussion is that 
 
181 This is to say that the principle itself transcends this world and mankind. 
 
182 "Light is the mind" is left out of the list of 3.9.26 perhaps because it is the same throughout all of 
3.9.10-17 or perhaps suggesting that it was a later addition. This section above is also demarcated by 
Y‡j§avalkya's interjection that the Brahmins have been using ¯‡kalya (3.9.18). 
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cosmic entities or principles are being personified (as puru˘as).  In a fashion, the above 

listing encompasses much of the Vedic cosmos whether concrete (e.g., earth, visible 

appearance, darkness, fire, etc.,), abstract (e.g., life, death, truth), real (semen, women), or 

celestial or divine (e.g., the waters, Varuıa, Praj‡pati).  In this fashion, Y‡j§avalkya's 

question to ¯‡kalya at 3.9.27 is asking what the connecting link to all the above is, the 

foundation to the whole phenomenal world -- what destroys ("carries away"), rebuilds 

anew ("returns"), and transcends ("goes beyond"). 

I am inclined to think that the riddle-poem is a rephrasing of Y‡j§avalkya's final 

question to ¯‡kalya.  In 3.9.26, Y‡j§avalkya's question is about the "person who is the 

hidden connection" of those entities listed in 3.9.14.  Thus, it is a question about the 

underlying macrocosmic foundation of the universe.  In the riddle-poem of 3.9.28, 

however, it appears to be the same question on the microcosmic level, that is, what is the 

foundation/root that facilitates man's rebirth.  Through the earthly metaphor of a tree, the 

poem discusses the microcosmic principle behind death ("carries away"), rebirth 

("returns"), and transcendence ("goes beyond") of a human being.   

Consonant with this interpretation is that just prior to Y‡j§avalkya's question to 

¯‡kalya, Y‡j§avalkya had just described the ‡tman as neti, neti ("not this, not that").  This 

would suggest that the answer to Y‡j§avalkya's question to ¯‡kalya was not "‡tman" as, 

again, the answer would have been too apparent and his challenge would have been a 

non-challenge (certainly not a "head-shattering" one).  I suspect the answer to 

Y‡j§avalkya's final question to ¯‡kalya is also brahman.  In this way, brahman is seen as 

the foundational principle, the prime mover behind existence whether of the macrocosmic 

or the microcosmic.  If such is the case, G‡rg„'s "asking beyond brahman" (3.6) is an 

asking beyond what is the absolute, fundamental principle, similar to ¯‡kalya's "asking 
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beyond pr‡ıa" (in ¯BM 11.6.3).183  That is, there is nothing beyond what is, by definition, 

the foundation of everything (i.e., the cosmos, life, death, and also rebirth).  Here, ‡tman 

and brahman are not equated, as in the later tradition, but are rather two mutually 

interrelated principles in the existence of man and his world.184 

§ 2.2 BÁhad‡raıyaka 4 

Following this dramatic ending to chapter 3, chapter 4 opens at Janaka's court.  

Hock (2002) has most recently analyzed B‚U 4.  Like Brereton, he has attempted to find 

thematic links and literary rings in  B‚U 3 and 4 as well as outside of the 

Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa proper.185  Hock notes that these narratives are connected to chapter 3 

of the B‚U not only through the presence of Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka, but also through 

the "giving of cows" repeated throughout.  In support of this, one may add also that 

chapter 4 begins with a discussion of brahman, which, as we have seen, was discussed in 

B‚U 3.6-3.9.  I chart B‚U 4 below: 

 
 
183 In ¯B 11.6.3 pr‡ıa also probably refers to the fundamental principle of existence, both microcosmically 
(as in the answer of "food and breath") and macrocosmically in Y‡j§avalkya's final answer which leads to 
the "head shattering" threat. 
 
184 This interpretation is different from Hock (2002) who sees the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa as advaitic. I am 
inclined to the opinion that, while there is enough textual ambiguity in B‚U 3-4 to allow for such an 
interpretation in the later commentarial tradition, it is not original to the text. 
 
185 There are two major points of difference between Hock's understanding of the text and my own. The 
first is mentioned in the note above. Second, Hock argues for "literary rings" outside of B‚U 3-4. He 
suggests that B‚U 2.1 is a "prelude" to the discussion of deep sleep in B‚U 4. He also sees the initial 
Maitrey„ dialogue (2.4) as forming a ring with the elaborated version of the same narrative at 4.5. This, 
however, goes against the standard definition of "literary ring," that is, a verbal or thematic echo binding a 
single narrative. While 2.1 and 2.4 are thematically connected to the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa, there is no reason 
to view them as "rings" binding one larger narrative (particularly, as Hock himself notes, there is unrelated 
material in between). The more likely scenario is that both Maitrey„ episodes were already canonized in 
their respective sections before chapters 1-2 and 3-4 were combined. 
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Outer Frame:  Y‡j§avalkya at Janaka's Court. 
 
Theme of brahman  
Inner frame: Janaka is formally seated 
 
4.1 Janaka relates to Y‡j§avalkya various opinions of others regarding the nature of 
brahman (as speech, lifebreath, sight, hearing, mind, heart).  Y‡j§avalkya says such 
explanations are incomplete (ekap‡d, "one-footed") and tells Janaka the complete 
explanation of each view of brahman (that is, adding the other three "feet:" the abode, the 
foundation, and how it should be venerated).  In each case Janaka offers cows, bulls, and 
elephants, but Y‡j§avalkya refuses because he does not view his explanation as "real" 
instruction. 
 
Theme of death and ‡tman  
Inner frame: Janaka comes down from his seat (presumably, a sign of studenthood 
towards Y‡j§avalkya) 
 
4.2186 Y‡j§avalkya teaches what happens to the ‡tman at death.  He concludes by 
describing the self by its non-principles (ungraspable, undecaying, unbound, etc.).  
Y‡j§avalkya says that by knowing this Janaka is abhaya ("free from fear").  Janaka offers 
himself and his kingdom to Y‡j§avalkya.187 
Theme of ‡tman ,  s leep,  and death 
Inner frame: Y‡j§avalkya goes to Janaka (presumably, at court). 
 
4.3-4 Y‡j§avalkya, thinking to himself that he won't tell Janaka the true nature of the self, 
goes to him and is compelled to teach him due to the boon that was given to him (¯BM 
11.6.2.1-10).188  
 4.3.1-8 Source of the light of the self. 
 4.3.9-34 Dream and dreamless sleep. 
 4.3.35-4.2 Description of process of death. 
 4.3-6 Fate of those who desire at death. 
 4.6-25 Fate of the desireless at death. 
 
Outer Frame: Y‡j§avalkya and Maitrey„  
Theme of immortality, "dearness," and the self 
5 Dialogues on immortality and on the nature of the self (5.6-15). 

 
186 I think Hock (2002: 280) is right that this passage marks a shift towards "more esoteric discussion." 
 
187 Note the pun, here, that Y‡j§avalkya teaches Janaka about the self (in a sense, giving Janaka's self to 
him), while Janaka offers himself in return (Brereton, per. comm.). 
 
188 I follow Olivelle (1998: 515) in reading sa mene na vadi˘ye ("I will not tell him"), rather than sam enena 
vadi˘ye ("I will converse with him").  This is supported by SaÔkara's reading of the text as well as 
manuscript evidence.  On accent, see Weber (1997: 1183), Edgerton (1965: 153, n. 2); and Hanefeld (1976: 
21, n. 1). 
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It is clear that 4.1-2 are to be read together.  In 4.1, after explaining the remaining 

three aspects of brahman, Y‡j§avalkya repeatedly turns down the offer of cows and 

elephants by telling Janaka that he has not "really" taught him anything: 

pit‡ me 'manyata n‡nanu˜i˘ya hareteti | 

My father believed that one should not take a gift without having taught [the giver 
something]. 

This phrase is repeated six times throughout 4.1 and concludes this section.  B‚U 

4.2 begins with Janaka getting down from his seat, apparently an act of servitude or 

humility towards Y‡j§avalkya.  Thus, it is clear that these two sections are to be read 

together.  4.2 concludes with Janaka giving himself and Videha to Y‡j§avalkya.189 

B‚U 4.3-4 and B‚U 4.5 can be read as separate narratives or they can be read 

together with 4.1-2.  Thematically, they are definitely interrelated -- they continue the 

theme of death and immortality and the principal novelty that is added is the comparison 

of death with dream and dreamless sleep. 

§ 2.3 The Teaching Narrative: B‚U 3-4 

What has not been been discussed in the scholarship on the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa is 

that it is narratively bound together by a larger theme, suggesting one way that various 

episodes were seen as interconnected.  I have chosen to call this theme a "teaching 

narrative;" this is to say that all of chapter 3 and 4 were seen -- at least by the editors -- as 

a cohesive whole.  This does not mean that, in practice, these episodes were heard one 

after the other, but rather that the editors had an editorial plan in putting them together.  

Rather than the common scholarly view that these chapters are only nominally connected, 

I am suggesting that they were seen as intimately connected. 

 
189 It is not clear exactly what this phrase means (one can assume it is hyperbole), but it does serve as the 
climax to this particular passage.  Given that Janaka wishes abhaya for Y‡j§avalkya, who has given it to 
him, we can assume that the abhaya Y‡j§avalkya receives is because all his material needs have been met. 
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Hock (2002) has recently shown a number of links between chapters 3 and 4 of 

the B‚U (specifically regarding death) and I have pointed to the thematic link of 

brahman from B‚U 3.9.28 to 4.1 suggesting a continuation of the narrative.  To this I 

would like to add that there is also a meta-structure to these chapters taken together.  As I 

pointed out earlier, ¯B 11.6 is a series of narratives that progressively become more 

public -- from BhÁgu's home, to Y‡j§avalkya sneaking off to learn about the agnihotra at 

Janaka's court, to a public debate with ¯‡kalya about the number of the gods.  In the B‚U 

we have the same structure but inverted where the ¯‡kalya debate (11.6.3) serves as the 

beginning, rather than the end, of the narrative.  The B‚U begins with the public debate 

that ends in ¯‡kalya's demise and is followed by: Y‡j§avalkya teaching Janaka at his 

court; Janaka stepping down from his seat to become Y‡j§avalkya's student; Janaka 

needing a boon to compel Y‡j§avalkya to talk; to Y‡j§avalkya talking privately with his 

wife, Maitrey„.  All of these episodes flow together in a series of progressively 

"privatized" discourses -- from the public court to the private court, to the home.  In each 

case, the knowledge imparted by Y‡j§avalkya is more esoteric and more directly related 

to the fundamental principles behind birth, death, rebirth, and immortality. 

While a binding theme in the narrative is the teachings imparted by Y‡j§avalkya, 

there is also a binding theme on the nature of knowledge and how it is acquired.  This is 

evident in the framing of each narrative -- a public debate with cows and prestige for the 

possessor of proper knowledge and a shattered head for one without; 190 a private 

discussion whereupon Janaka steps down from his seat in an act of humility to receive the 

proper teaching; the need to compel Y‡j§avalkya to teach Janaka through a boon; and, 

finally, the "dearness" towards his wife leading Y‡j§avalkya to teach her about 

 
190 This theme is reinforced by "thematic reminders" in the text, such in 3.2.13 where Y‡j§avalkya takes 
‚rtabh‡ga away privately to discuss karma and also in 3.6 where G‡rg„ is silenced for inquiring too far.  
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immortality.  All of this suggests that, at least according to the text, not only was 

Y‡j§avalkya viewed as the most eminent personage by his tradition, but that knowledge 

was closely guarded and required proper etiquette in obtaining it.  This is seen in 

particular when Y‡j§avalkya continually compels his interlocutors into re-asking or 

rephrasing their questions by not giving a full answer. 

In B‚U 3, the topics covered were concerned with birth, death, rebirth, and 

immortality, but the concern there was more concrete -- the relationship of the priests at 

the sacrifice to death, where a sacrificer goes after death, the nature of space and time, 

etc.  In chapter four, however, the topic matter is solely focused on "first principles" 

(brahman) and death in what appears to be an increasingly elaborate and abstracted 

discussion.  Like chapter three, chapter four culminates with verses, probably standing as 

a final proof text validating the teachings that precede it.  The text concludes with Janaka 

once again giving himself and Videha to Y‡j§avalkya and is followed by a brahm‡ıa-

style commentary justifying that brahman is the immortal (amÁta˛) and is free from fear 

(abhaya). 

Such an inverted structure of privatized discourse in B‚U 3-4 suggests that it was 

modeled after ¯B 11.6.  This would appear the logical choice for the structure of B‚U as 

it is only in ¯B 11 where longer narratives of Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka appear.  This 

modeling of the structure of the text, however, should not lead one to discount it as 

"legendary." It simply means that the editor, putting together different accounts into a 

narrative whole, saw thematic and structural continuity across the passages and perhaps 

manipulated the text to maintain that continuity.  As the chapters concern themselves with 

the knowledge of birth, rebirth, death and immortality, it is quite clever how the structure 

of the text follows knowledge in its various contexts: from public, to private, to one's 

student, to one's family. 
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§ 2.4 Authority  and Sarcasm, Part III  

Turning once again to a topic introduced in the previous chapter, when disputing 

the opinion of others, Y‡j§avalkya is characteristically sarcastic.  As in ¯BK 11.6.3 ≈ 

¯BM 13.6.3, Y‡j§avalkya again claims that the assembled Brahmins are really gok‡ma 

("desirous of cows") and are not necessarily assembled for some higher purpose (i.e., the 

sacrifice).  Interestingly in the B‚U, Y‡j§avalkya is not directly sarcastic with his various 

interlocutors, with the exception of ¯‡kalya.  The reason for this is the form of the 

dialogues themselves.  From B‚U 3.1-8, Y‡j§avalkya is simply answering questions and 

were it not for an interlocutor, these passages would be remarkably similar in form, if not 

in content, to Y‡j§avalkya's proclamations that we encountered in the ¯B.191  

Y‡j§avalkya's sarcasm, consistent with the framing from ¯B 11.6.3, reappears in 

his discussion with ¯‡kalya in 3.9.192  B‚U 3.9 is, however, a different form of dialogue 

than those found in the rest of B‚U 3 as well as ¯B 11.6.3.  While B‚U 3.9 begins 

similarly to its predecessor (asking about the true number of gods), it quickly changes to 

an actual debate -- where Y‡j§avalkya also challenges ¯‡kalya.  While the preceding 

passages of the B‚U are more like "questioning sessions" with Y‡j§avalkya proving he 

knows the right answer, the final debate in 3.9 is a challenge between Y‡j§avalkya and 

¯‡kalya.  B‚U 3 then climaxes in a debate with an obvious winner and loser, though 

¯‡kalya loses more than just the debate.   

The interlocking series of questions between ¯‡kalya and Y‡j§avalkya are 

punctuated by a series of sarcastic statements which mark particular shifts in the dialogue.  

 
191 B‚U 3.1 and 3.2 may be exceptions because the interlocutors' questions are more elaborate and shift 
topic. However, while these two may or may not be similar in form to the ¯B proclamations, they are the 
most thematically linked to those proclamations (e.g., discussing the priests and the sacrifice). 
 
192 This further supports that B‚U 3.9 is modelled on the ¯B version in both form and content. 
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For example, when Y‡j§avalkya asks ¯‡kalya about the deity associated with "that person 

composed of a son" (aya¸ putramaya˛ puru˘a˛), Y‡j§avalkya retorts (3.9.18): 

˜‡kalyeti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | tv‡ß svid ime br‡hmaı‡ aÔg‡r‡vak˘ayaıam 
akrat‡3 iti ||18|| 

"O ¯‡kalya," Y‡j§avalkya said, "have these Brahmins made you their fire-
quencher?" 

This phrase is nearly identical to the one found in ¯B 11.6.3 (tvµ¸ svichµkalya 

br‡hmaıµ ulmuk‡vak˘†yaıam akrat‡3 °ti).  While Olivelle has pointed out that this 

charge is more appropriate in the ¯B version of the story (1998: 512), where ¯‡kalya is 

more obviously the representative of the Brahmins, in the B‚U it functions to mark a 

thematic shift in the discourse, from the various gods to brahman ("formulation of truth").  

It may be the case that Y‡j§avalkya is stating that ¯‡kalya's answer is incorrect, but that is 

not particularly clear as praj‡pati ("lord of offspring") would appear to be an appropriate 

answer to the question.  Most likely, this line from ¯B was moved here to mark the shift 

of discourse, not only thematically, but also to remind the reader of ¯‡kalya's impending 

doom. 

Such a literary reminder also occurs at B‚U 3.9.25, when ¯‡kalya asks what the 

"heart" (hÁdaya) is founded upon: 

ahalliketi hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | yatraitad anyatr‡sman many‡sai | yad dhy etad193 
anyatr‡smat sy‡t chv‡no vainad adyur vay‡ßsi vainad vimathn„rann iti ||25|| 

"You are an idiot!"194  Y‡j§avalkya said, "should you think it is founded on 
something other than ourselves! Were it founded on something other than 
ourselves, dogs would eat it or birds would tear it up/steal it away!" 

 
 
193 M yatraitad for yad dhy etad. 
 
194 ahallika is of uncertain origin.  Fiser (1984) has suggested it may be an ancient Indian curse-word, 
hence its rarity in texts where such terms are often not appropriate. But see Jamison (1996), on cursing 
during the a˜vamedha.  
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This insult also marks a thematic shift in the discourse: the previous questions by 

¯‡kalya were concerned with what various abstract things (water, semen, the moon, etc.) 

were founded upon.  Here Y‡j§avalkya says that the heart can only be founded on 

"ourselves" and S‡kalya continues to ask what "you and your self" (tva¸ c‡tm‡ ca) are 

founded on.  In this fashion, Y‡j§avalkya's insulting interjection leads ¯‡kalya to change 

the topic to the nature of the self (‡tman). 

The sarcasm in B‚U 4 is much more muted, but this is easily explained by the 

fact that Y‡j§avalkya is engaged in "one on one" dialogues with either Janaka or 

Maitrey„.  However, when others do appear in the text secondarily, Y‡j§avalkya's 

sarcasm emerges.  For example, in 4.1.1, Janaka relays Jitvan ¯ailini's view of brahman 

as speech (v‡c).  Y‡j§avalkya responds: 

yath‡ m‡tÁm‡n pitÁm‡n ‡caryav‡n brÂy‡t tath‡ tac chailinir abrav„d v‡g vai 
brahmeti | avadato hi kiß sy‡d iti | abrav„t tu te tasy‡yatana¸ prati˘Òh‡m | 

"¯ailini saying brahman is speech is like saying a person has a mother, father, and 
a teacher -- because what could a person have without speech? But did he tell you 
its abode and foundation?" 

Y‡j§avalkya goes on to teach Janaka the abode and foundation as well as the 

proper means to venerate these aspects of brahman.  This structure repeats throughout 4.1 

with different Brahmins being associated with different answers, all of which are 

incomplete and Y‡j§avalkya has to elaborate them.  Others have translated this passage 

following ¯aÔkara's interpretation: "¯ailini says what anyone would say who had a 

mother, a father, and a teacher to teach him" (Roebuck 2000: 71).  The Sanskrit certainly 

allows such a translation and is in accord with the fact that Y‡j§avalkya actually does 

admit that brahman is speech, etc.  -- only that the answer is not a complete one.195 

 
195 Roebuck takes a translation such as mine to be "a little forced" (2000: 71, n. 147). However, I see 
nothing in the syntax that supports her position. Rather, it appears that both are proper renderings of the 
Sanskrit. I am, however, trying to reconcile it with the larger meaning of the passage. 
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I, among others, view the passage as a sarcastic statement.196  While ¯aÔkara and 

others view it as Y‡j§avalkya declaring that the other individuals are "educated" (i.e., 

taught first by the mother, then the father, and then the teacher), this interpretation is 

somewhat difficult to reconcile with the rest of the text as well as the picture we have of 

Y‡j§avalkya.  First, in no other passage in all of the early literature is Y‡j§avalkya ever 

associated with making a positive statement towards other Brahmins.  While he is 

sometimes associated with a particular rite (to praise it, etc.), he never is recorded in a 

non-contentious passage with other priests.  In fact, all of the sarcastic passages related to 

Y‡j§avalkya are against others and we have no passage or story where Y‡j§avalkya says 

anything positive about other priests. 

Second, translating following SaÔkara here seems to miss the point of the passage: 

Y‡j§avalkya calls their teachings ekap‡d, "one-footed" -- that is, incomplete.  Why would 

Y‡j§avalkya say that the other Brahmins are "educated" if their answers are incomplete? 

The rationale behind these claims of brahman is that a person cannot exist without them 

("because what could a person have without X?"). This seems to be rather simple, 

straight-forward logic which, I think, fits better with translating the remaining passage: 

"¯ailini saying brahman is speech is like saying a person has a mother, father, and a 

teacher." Here, then, both statements are saying that the other teachers' viewpoints are 

obvious,197 simple, and incomplete.  This interpretation then would be in accord with 

Y‡j§avalkya constantly refusing the cows from Janaka, saying that he has not "really" 

taught Janaka anything.  Even though Y‡j§avalkya taught him the various abodes and 

foundations, he himself did not even see this as a real teaching -- and his teaching was a 

more elaborate teaching than any of the other priests. 

 
196 See Olivelle (1998). 
 
197 Similar to "this a cow and this a horse," encountered earlier. 
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All these cases of sarcasm in the B‚U, I contend, are justified by the narrative as 

Y‡j§avalkya is always correct in his interpretation of ritual, the cosmos, and the self.  In 

the same fashion as the ¯B, sarcasm and authority go hand-in-hand.  Though there are 

many cases where Y‡j§avalkya is not authoritative or simply speculated on a practice in 

the ¯B, he is never portrayed as sarcastic in those contexts.  In both the B‚U and the ¯B, 

his sarcasm and authority are in tandem. 

The use of sarcasm and wit, both in the ¯B and the B‚U, suggests a pattern -- 

sarcasm is always used in a fashion that reinforces Y‡j§avalkya's opinion and denigrates 

another's position.  Given its absolute consistency, sarcasm clearly is a developed 

rhetorical strategy within the White Yarjurvedic tradition.  The use of sarcasm, however, 

also suggests that the authority of the White YV tradition was not universally accepted.  

Such a strategy of sarcastically reinforcing one's opinion through denigrating another 

(clearly already established) tradition must have developed as the White YV tradition was 

establishing itself in contradistinction to the Black YV.  It should be noted that such 

sarcasm is not a developed strategy in the Black YV tradition, which is logically 

consistent with the fact that the authority of that tradition came into place quite early and 

it may not have had to position itself against another, parallel tradition. 

§ 2.5 Gender at  Janaka 's  Court 

If Y‡j§avalkya's sarcasm has been a point of interest for Indologists, so has also 

the position of women in the B‚U.  The women of the B‚U have been subject to various, 

often mutually exclusive, interpretations.  However, scholars have by and large focused 

on the question of whether or not the women in this text are real historical females 

participating in a debate as equals to men.198  That conclusion is then, to greater and 

 
 
198 Two exceptions are Witzel (1987) and Findly (1985). 
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lesser degrees, extrapolated to ancient Indian women as a whole.199  The fundamental 

assumption in these interpretations is that these literary women are in some fashion 

representative of a historical reality in ancient India.  Thus the question has always been 

what is represented in this text and not how is it presented. 

In this section, I will examine the discourses of women in the B‚U in a different 

manner from others.  I will approach the women of the B‚U as I have approached 

Y‡j§avalkya earlier -- that is, principally as characters in a larger narrative and not as 

agents in history.  My concern is how these characters are narratively constructed and 

how they "function" in the text.  In this fashion we can then ask questions about the 

role(s) that these women play within the larger narrative structures, what motives may 

underlie their portrayal, and how these episodes relate to the larger arguments I made 

earlier about Y‡j§avalkya.  Then I will suggest what, if anything, can be said historically 

about the position of these literary women and how this may or may not relate to Indian 

women in the ancient period.  Again, it should be pointed out that my arguments are not 

based on an "actuality" of the events described in the text, but rather on the literary form 

that those events have assumed.  As I argued earlier, any whole or partial "actuality" of 

events is not necessarily negated by the literary aspects those events may have taken on 

when transposed to a relatively fixed narrative.  However, any claims to historical 

"actuality" must first deal with literary features of the text, because we are dealing 

directly with narratives and not with people. 

Before turning to the passages in question, it is necessary to put the women of our 

text into a somewhat larger context.  This is necessary because, at least as far as the 

earlier textual record is concerned, the women portrayed in the B‚U do something rather 

 
199 For a list of these, often rather extreme, interpretations, see Findly (1985). 
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revolutionary -- they "speak" about ritual matters as apparent equals to men.200  Nowhere 

in the earlier textual record are human women portrayed as taking part in ritual debate, 

challenging a priest, and even, as we will see below, "getting the better of" many famed 

ritualists.  Such speech on the part of women in the B‚U is not "simply" a narrative 

device to get the story going or to introduce a particular theme,201 though it does this too.  

The women in B‚U "speak boldly"202 and debate vigorously with men in a theological 

arena, brahmodya, apparently previously closed to them.203 

The B‚U, like all ancient Indian texts, was written by and for men and any 

discourse of women is at least one-step removed.  Our text is produced by Brahmin males 

to suit their own ends or ideas and we cannot expect to recover any authentic female 

voice.  As Jamison has noted,204 looking for any "authentic" female voice runs counter to 

the nature of our evidence: the available literature from the early period was mediated 

 
200 That women spoke in such a rarified, predominantly male arena is not completely unheard of in older 
sources, but it is quite rare: Lop‡mudr‡ along with her husband, Agastya, is said to have composed ËV 
1.179; Gho˘‡, daughter of Kak˘„vat, is said to have composed two long hymns (ËV 10.39, 40); Vi˜vav‡r‡ 
composed ËV 5.28, and Ap‡l‡, ËV 8.91. Regarding women's role in the sacrifice itself, the most complete 
and even-handed account is Jamison (1996). 
 
201 Such as the mother of Satyak‡ma J‡b‡la, Jab‡l‡ (CU 4.4), whose sole function is to introduce the theme 
of lineage as a criterion for Vedic study. 
 
202 Bold speech or action on the part of women is a literary theme that can be found in the earliest literature 
-- e.g., ËV 10.10 where Yam„ pleads with her brother to have sexual relations; ËV 1.179 where Lopamudr‡ 
convinces her husband to break off his asceticism (see Patton 1996); and also in a reversal of the pattern, 
ËV 10.95 where Urva˜i spurns her husband's advances. Jamison (1996:15-17) suggests that the theme of 
woman as "independent agent" is related to conflicting male religious goals (asceticism and procreation) 
which can be seen in these and later narratives. 
 
203 There is evidence of women speaking in a brahmodya such as the A˜vamedha (¯B 13.5.2.1ff, TS 
7.4.19ff.), but we know that speech is ritually scripted and probably did not vary in repeated performance. 
Given the rather vulgar nature of that particular discourse, it may have originally been a means of 
psychologically off-setting the apparent distaste for the queen's copulation with the horse.  See Jamison's 
translation p. 65ff.; regarding the ritual logic of the copulation see Lindquist (2003). In the B‚U, it is 
unknown whether or how any dialogue was ritually performed in a scripted manner. 
 
204 "There will be no forgotten diaries unearthed in the attic, no cache of letters that can serve as a private 
and direct channel into women's experience" (Jamison 1996: 8). Of course, there is no such thing as 
"unmediated" speech, but what is important here is the matter of degree of mediation. 
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through men of the highest castes and must have been modified throughout its history to 

conform, more or less, to orthodox understandings.   

Though a recovery of any "authentic" voice may not be possible, we are not 

without means to analyze the role of women in the B‚U.  Since gender is a cultural 

construction, we may analyze that construction (and the latent motives and ideologies) to 

view the layers of discourse present.  Taking a lead from literary and gender oriented 

studies,205 it is more fruitful in our case to view gender as a constructed entity (i.e., 

socially) within a constructed entity (i.e., the narrative).   

In the B‚U, the female characters are within a larger cohesive narrative206 that 

gives us a vantage point for comparison -- not only with the same characters in the two 

different recensions (in Maitrey„'s case, the story is told twice in each recension), but also 

with the other male characters' speech on related topics.  While such a comparison does 

not allow us to extract any "authentic" female voice, it does allow us to pose several 

important questions regarding how gender is used in this text: How does the speech of 

women compare with the speech of men?207  Why would a literary tradition dominated by 

men include women in a prominent place in this discussion? What does female speech do 

in the narrative? Thus, while we may not be able to define "gendered speech" in any 

definitive way, we can read this text as saying something about how women speak in the 

text and under what circumstances they do so in relation to theology.   

As has been pointed out earlier, the cast of characters in B‚U 3-4 that are 

defeated in debate by Y‡j§avalkya consists of many well-known figures from other 
 
205 For example, Patton (1996); Doniger (1999). 
 
206 Albeit contrived in its editorial phases (see above). 
 
207 It should be pointed out that I do not wish to essentialize a "male" voice either, but the concern of this 
section is to deal directly with what has been the concern of secondary scholarship -- the role of women in 
this text. Certainly, a similar study could be done on male gendered discourse, but the necessary points of 
comparison with other Upani˘ads, Br‡hmaıas, etc. would take us too far from our subject. 
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textual traditions (the Ëgveda, in particular, perhaps because of its established 

authority).208  I have argued that this was a means to establish Y‡j§avalkya, his tradition, 

and his region over and above other well-known ritualists.  As has also been pointed out, 

there are a few characters about whom we know almost nothing.  G‡rg„, the only female 

in this debate, falls into this latter category. 

§ 2.5.1 G‡rg„ 's  Right To Speak 

There is no mention of G‡rg„ in the early sources or those contemporaneous with 

the B‚U.209  However, in B‚U 2.1K/M210 and in the later genealogical lists, there 

appears to be an established family lineage of G‡rgya.211  In the first B‚U genealogy list 

(2.6K/2.5M) there is no patronymic that could connect G‡rg„ to a Brahminical lineage 

establishing her authority to participate in this debate.  However, in the second genealogy 

(the one concluding the Y‡j§avalkyak‡ıÛa) we have: 

...Gautama from ‚gnive˜ya; ‚gnive˜ya from G‡rgya, G‡rgya from G‡rgya, 
G‡rgya from Gautama...  (4.6.1K)  

and  

...P‡r‡˜ary‡yaıa from G‡rgy‡yaıa, G‡rgy‡yaıa from Udd‡lak‡yaıa...  (4.6.2K)212  

In the concluding genealogy list of B‚U(M),213 sons of various G‡rg„s are listed:  

 
208 See preceding section and also Witzel (1987). 
 
209 However, G‡rg„ and Maitrey„ attain an important place within the tradition relatively early: see AGS. 
3.4.4 which lists them with a female Á˘i, Pratithey„, to whom daily tribute is paid.  
  
210 See also its variant in K˘U 4.1. This story is interesting as it inverts the normative narrative structure of 
the Y‡j§avalkya-Janaka tales (as also does ¯B 11.6.2.5-10, where Y‡j§avalkya learns about the agnihotra 
from Janaka). King Aj‡ta˜atru is the impatient and irreverent K˘atriya teacher, while DÁpta B‡l‡ki is the 
passive Brahmin student. 
 
211 Witzel (1987: 403) points out that a G‡rga appears at KS 13.12 with other ritualists, suggesting a 
western origin of the school. See also his n. 82 (1987: 401) on -i-putra matronymics. 
 
212 There is no male relative of a G‡rg„ in the corresponding M lineage. 
 
213 6.4.29. The corresponding K lineage has no reference to a G‡rg„. 
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...the son of P‡r‡˜„ from the son of G‡rg„; the son of G‡rg„ from P‡r‡˜r„kauıÛin„; 
the son of P‡r‡˜r„kauıÛin„ from the son of G‡rg„; the son of G‡rg„ from the son of 
G‡rg„; the son of G‡rg„ from son of B‡Ûey„... 

Attempting to historicize such genealogies is problematic at best -- many names 

overlap between the various lists, the relationships between the overlapping individuals 

do not necessarily correspond, names are repeated which suggest multiple people by the 

same name, and the lists hearken back to the ancient seers as well as brahman as the 

original progenitor of the lineage.  The conclusion to both final M & K genealogies have 

Y‡j§avalkya also as the original receiver of the White Yajurveda from the Sun, though 

his name is also within the final list as having received the same from Udd‡laka.214 

Though it appears difficult, if not impossible, to reconstruct an actual verifiable 

historical lineage from these lists, they are nonetheless important in their own right.  First 

and foremost, these lists serve to establish the authority of the texts and certain speakers 

within the text based on membership within and between priestly families.  As I have 

argued earlier, the names of the combatants of Y‡j§avalkya, while not necessarily the 

"real" or same individuals of the distant past, become emblematic of their familial priestly 

tradition.  They are "literary synecdoches" or familial bandhus, by which the status of the 

character is confirmed.  Though speaking of Pur‡ıic kingly lineages, what Thapar writes 

(2000: 709) equally applies here: 

...genealogies are a commemoration of those who have passed away and, in some 
senses they are almost a cult of the dead.  They record supposed ancestors, for, the 
connections do not necessarily have to be biological and are required in order that 
status be bestowed on those making the claims....Therefore the nature of the 
connections sought by those constructing the genealogy are significant. 

 
214 This suggests that the lists may be in the form of student seniority, as there is no mention of Udd‡laka 
being the teacher of Y‡j§avalkya when he is defeated by him (B‚U 3.7). Udd‡laka may simply be a senior 
student of the Black Yajurveda. Later tradition holds Vasa¸p‡yana of the Black Yajurveda to be 
Y‡j§avalkya's teacher. 
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In this vein we can then read G‡rg„, though without a literary past, as having the 

necessary authority of genealogy to permit her entrance into such a debate.215  Though the 

lists only include male students/teachers, G‡rg„ still has association through family 

lineage, but it is an association one step removed.216  

Further, Thapar notes that most Pur‡ıic genealogies are often manipulated and 

changed over time to account for current circumstances.  There is a grafting on (or 

removal) of names to genealogical lists. 

They [genealogies] are rarely, if ever, faithful records of the past reality, but they 
can be memories of social relations.  As such they are not records of individuals 
but of groups and generally those ranked high...They change over time and are 
rearranged if need be, the rearrangement being in accordance with the 
requirements of later times. (Thapar 2000: 709) 

While tentative, it appears that each successive genealogy in the B‚U similarly 

added and modified the preceding one(s) to account for the rise to prominence of 

particular individuals in the text (and traditions).  For example, G‡rgya from 2.1 does not 

appear in a genealogy until 4.6 and G‡rg„ of 3.6 and 3.8 appears only in the genealogy of 

6.5.  Y‡j§avalkya of chapters 3-4 also does not appear in a genealogy until chapter 6.217  

Recalling what was said earlier about the nature of the B‚U, chapters 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6 

are likely composed in the same chronological order.  At least, in a limited way, the 

composers of the successive sections of the text are accommodating the characters found 

in previous parts of the text, "grafting" them on to later lineages. 

 
215 That G‡rg„ had some seniority is perhaps indicated by the placement of her dialogues (see below). 
 
216 Note that the majority of the final lists in both M and K use matronymics. However, the emphasis, like 
the other lists, appears to be on the "sons" and not on the "mothers." It is also interesting to note that in 
B‚UK 4.6.1 G‡rg„/G‡rgya is associated with Udd‡laka's (i.e., Gautama's) family and that G‡rg„ both 
precedes (3.6) and follows Udd‡laka's questioning (3.8) in our text. It seems possible that K viewed G‡rg„ 
as interconnected with Udd‡laka's family while M viewed her as interconnected with P‡r‡˜r„k‡uıÛin„'s 
family. 
 
217 cf. Deussen (1995: 389ff.) for a not particularly successful attempt to analyze these genealogies. 
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§ 2.5.2 G‡rg„ at  Court 

G‡rg„ appears in two sections (3.6 & 3.8) and she has the singular distinction of 

challenging Y‡j§avalkya twice.218  Her first questioning session (3.6.1) shifts the topic of 

discussion from what I have termed the ‡tman theme of U˘asta C‡kr‡yaıa (3.4) and 

Kahola Kau˘„takeya (3.5) to questions about the nature of the cosmos.219 

atha haina¸ g‡rg„ v‡caknav„ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad ida¸ sarvam 
apsv ota¸ ca prota¸ ca kasmin nu khalv ‡pa ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | v‡yau g‡rg„ti | 
kasmin nu khalu220 v‡yur ota˜ ca prota˜ ceti | antarik˘aloke˘u221 g‡rg„ti | 

Next G‡rg„ V‡caknav„ questioned him.  "Y‡j§avalkya," she said, "This whole 
world is woven to and fro on the waters, but on what are the waters woven to and 
fro?"222 

"On air, G‡rg„." 

"But on what is the air woven to and fro?" 

"On the middle worlds, G‡rg„." 

This questioning pattern continues in the same fashion and the answers are 

summarized as follows: the middle worlds are woven on the worlds of the Gandharvas; 

the worlds of the Gandharvas on the worlds of the sun; the worlds of the sun on the 

worlds of the moon; the worlds of the moon on the worlds of stars; the worlds of stars on 

the worlds of gods; the worlds of gods on the worlds of Indra; the worlds of Indra on the 

worlds of Praj‡pati.223  The questions climax with:  

 
218 I think Deussen (1995: 461-462) must be wrong in thinking that G‡rg„'s questions are fundamentally the 
same in both episodes (see below on the nature of the questions and how these episodes function in the 
text). 
 
219 3.4 and 3.5 are transposed in M. 
 
220 M omits. 
 
221 M ‡k‡˜a eva. 
 
222 Translation following Rau's work on weaving in Vedic India (1970: 17). 
 
223 The order in M is ‡k‡˜a, antarik˘aloka, dyaurloka, ‡dityaloka, candraloka, nak˘atraloka, devaloka, 
gandharvaloka, praj‡patiloka, and brahmaloka. 
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kasmin nu khalu224 praj‡patilok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | brahmaloke˘u g‡rg„ti | 
kasmin nu khalu225 brahmalok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | sa hov‡ca g‡rgi m‡tipr‡k˘„˛ | 
m‡ te mÂrdh‡ vyapaptat226 | anatipra˜ny‡¸ vai devat‡m atipÁcchasi227 | g‡rgi 
m‡tipr‡k˘„r iti | tato ha v‡caknavy uparar‡ma ||1|| 

"But on what are the worlds of Praj‡pati woven to and fro?" 

"On the worlds of brahman, G‡rg„." 

"But on what are the worlds of brahman woven to and fro?" 

Y‡j§avalkya said, "G‡rg„, don't ask about what is beyond this, lest your head 
shatter apart! You are asking beyond the deity that should not be asked beyond.  
G‡rg„, don't ask beyond [this!]" 

Thereupon, G‡rg„ V‡caknav„ ceased questioning him. 

§ 2.5.3 ati √pra˜   

As the interpretation of a text is intimately, indeed inextricably, connected with 

our understanding of the language used, it is necessary here to make a philological aside.  

This aside, however, is necessary in giving the broader context of G‡rg„'s role in this text 

-- particularly, how Y‡j§avalkya is reacting to her inquiry and what her inquiry actually 

appears to be about -- before we turn to G‡rg„ directly.  If, as Patton (1996) and others 

have argued, gender is "enacted" in discourse, at a more fundamental level, gender is 

enacted in the particular use of words in that discourse. 

Most scholars have taken ati √pra˜ to indicate that G‡rg„ is asking "too many 

questions," a plausible translation given that the questions she is asking are reductive and 

repetitive in nature.  Read in this way, Y‡j§avalkya's warning of the "head-shattering" 

 
224 M omits. 
  
225 M omits. 
 
226 Bîhtlingk (1989) vipaptat. 
 
227 M anatipra˜ny‡ vai devat‡ atipÁcchasi. 
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consequences is a means to stop G‡rg„'s apparent ad infinitum questioning.  For example, 

D.  Venkataramiah (1952: 221) writes: 

Her array of questions on the origins of things in an infinite regressive series was 
so exasperating to Y‡j§avalkya that he had to curb her curiosity by portending 
death if she persisted. 

Such an interpretation has allowed for rather unsubstantiated elaborations on the 

part of scholars -- G‡rg„ had an "unquenchable thirst for philosophical knowledge" 

(Kane: 1941: 366) or the reverse, she was "exceptionally presumptuous" (Edgerton 1965: 

135).  Variations on these views are too common to bear repeating.228  However, as 

mentioned earlier, these scholarly interpretations make the a priori mistake of viewing 

these characters as historical agents.  While there is nothing methodologically erroneous 

in determining personality traits of literary figures in particular contexts, it is not an end 

itself nor does it tell us about an historical person.  One must ask why the author 

portrayed a figure in a particular way and what that portrayal does for the larger narrative. 

Translating ati √pra˜ as asking "too many questions," I contend, does not fit the 

context of the dialogue, particularly in regards to Y‡j§avalkya's elaboration of the "head-

shattering" consequences.  To translate Y‡j§avalkya's statement, anatipra˜ny‡¸ vai 

devat‡m atipÁcchasi, as "You are asking too many questions about a deity about whom 

one should not ask too many questions" does not make sense in the context of the 

dialogue for the simple reason that G‡rg„ has only asked one question about brahman.229  

One would be hard-pressed to argue that the whole series of questions is really only about 

 
228 As mentioned earlier, the reader is referred to Findly (1985). 
 
229 Eggling (1963: vol. 5 p. 117 n. 2) takes the deity that is asked beyond in ¯BM 11.6.3.11 as Praj‡pati and 
interprets similarly here.  However, while that may be the case in 11.6.3.11 (which is not particularly clear; 
it is more likely pr‡ıa that is asked beyond. cf. TB 3.10.9.5, PrU 3.2), it seems unlikely the case here: (1) 
Praj‡pati is far more important in the Br‡hmaıas and plays a very minor role in Y‡j§avalkya's teachings (in 
fact, Praj‡pati plays a larger role in ¯‡kalya's teaching on the "heart"), (2) G‡rg„ is stopped from going 
"beyond the deity" (and the warning would have most appropriately come after her asking on what the 
worlds of Praj‡pati are woven if Praj‡pati was the concern) and (3) ¯‡kalya goes far "beyond Praj‡pati" in 
3.9 before the threat is given. 
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one particular world and its associated deity (thus making the series of questions "too 

many questions").  The passage is, on its most obvious reading, about a series of worlds 

and how they are interconnected.   

Another alternative interpretation could be that "one question" about brahman is 

"one too many" on G‡rg„'s part.  Such an interpretation, though, is problematic because it 

would go against what is the larger goal of the narrative (see Chapter Three above) -- to 

discuss brahman and ‡tman, even if circuitously and in the negative.   

The parallel ati √vad in the oldest Upanishads invariably means "one who out-

talks" -- that is one who has shown that his knowledge is "beyond" (ati) others through 

debate.230  This is also the sense that must be understood in 3.9.19, where the verbal form 

of ati √vad must be taken positively.231  The principal meaning there is not that 

Y‡j§avalkya "talked more" than the other priests, but that he "out-talked" them; that is, he 

had the proper answer to every question.  In this context, ati only secondarily has 

anything to do with quantity, where Y‡j§avalkya "talks more" in the sense that he has the 

final word. 

For these reasons I take ati √pra˜ to mean to "ask beyond."232  In this fashion ati is 

more value neutral ("beyond") and the context must be used to decide whether "beyond" 

is to be taken in a positive (e.g., "asked/talked beyond others") or a negative sense (e.g., 

"asked/talked beyond decorum").  In the context of our passage, where only one question 

has been asked about brahman, ati √pra˜ must mean that to ask "beyond" brahman is to 

 
230 cf. CU 7.15.4, 7.16.1. Note, however, that this is not the case in PU 3.2 (ati pra˜n‡n pÁcchasi), where ati 
√pra˜ does seem to mean "to ask too many questions." However, the context is quite different there and 
could be translated in a more value neutral fashion as "You are asking questions beyond [decorum?]." Such 
a translation would fit the context of the sentences that follow (brahmi˘Òo 's„ti tasm‡d te aha¸ brav„mi -- 
"But you are a learned Brahmin, therefore I will answer you"). 
 
231 yad ida¸ kurupa§c‡l‡n‡¸ br‡hmaı‡n atyav‡d„˛ ki¸ brahma vidv‡n iti 
 
232 This appears to agree with Witzel (1987: 364 n, 5), though his reasoning in reaching this conclusion is 
not clear. 
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ask a question that is either fundamentally misconceived (i.e., there is nothing that 

brahman can be woven on) and/or that the question asked is inappropriate in some other 

fashion.233 

§ 2.5.4 Y‡j§avalkya's  Threat 

Since G‡rg„'s questions elicit a hierarchical ordering of the worlds, the fact that it 

culminates with brahman should not come as a surprise.  What is a bit surprising here, 

though, is that G‡rg„ is the first character in the story to push the discussion to the topic of 

brahman.234  Previous to G‡rg„'s questioning, as I have argued, there are two principal 

themes: the first, encompassing 3.1-3, is directly concerned with the sacrifice and death; 

passages 3.4-5 then shifts the discussion to the nature of the self (‡tman).  What G‡rg„ 

does in 3.6 is try to move the topic to the nature of brahman.  The implication of 

Y‡j§avalkya's threat is that one cannot ask about the foundation of something that is, by 

definition, the foundation of everything.  In this manner, Y‡j§avalkya's warning of a 

"shattered head" is not an attempt to end ad infinitum questioning as others have 

suggested, because the discussion itself has become finite and G‡rg„ simply does not 

realize it.235  

§ 2.5.5 G‡rg„ Fights Back 

After Udd‡laka's question, which focuses on the inner-controller (the antary‡min), 

and Y‡j§avalkya's answer, G‡rg„ once again challenges Y‡j§avalkya.  However, this time 
 
233 ¯aÔkara sees G‡rg„ as violating the rules of inquiry by asking an inferential question: asking about a 
deity that can only be learned of through private instruction. In this interpretation, G‡rg„ is trying to get 
knowledge of something that she does not know which also violates the rules of such debates (one is 
supposed to know the answer to the question that one asks so as to be able to evaluate the answer).  
 
234 ¯aÔkara also notes a shift in topic. Findly (1985) sees G‡rg„ as introducing more heterodox ideas into 
the debate, but I see no reason why Y‡j§avalkya's answers are "heterodox" in any fashion. 
 
235Witzel (1987) has suggested that "head shattering" is often an automatic consequence of asking beyond 
one's knowledge. However, in this case, Y‡j§avalkya warns of the consequence, even though the question 
has already been asked, yet the outcome is averted. 
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her rhetoric shifts along with the nature of her question.  While the other priests that were 

present sometimes engaged in "spirited" comments while questioning Y‡j§avalkya (such 

as 3.4.2, and 3.7.1), perhaps spurred on by their anger (3.1.2), G‡rg„'s initial questioning 

in 3.6 appears to be quite passive.  However, this is certainly not the case in 3.8:236 

1.  Next (G‡rg„) V‡caknav„ said, "Distinguished Brahmins! I will ask him two 
questions.  If he gives me the answers, none of you will ever beat him in this 
brahman-debate.237 

 "Ask, G‡rg„." 

2.  She said, "As a warrior-son of K‡˜„ or Videha strings his unstrung bow, takes 
two enemy-piercing arrows in hand, and rises up [in battle], Y‡j§avalkya, so I rise 
up against you with two questions.  Answer me these two!" 

 "Ask, G‡rg„." 

3.  She said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that 
which is between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, 
present, and future -- on what are these woven to and fro?" 

4.  He said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that 
which is between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, 
present, and future -- on space, G‡rg„, these are woven to and fro." 

5.  She said, "Honor to you, Y‡j§avalkya, you sure solved that one for me.  Brace 
yourself for the second!" 

 "Ask, G‡rg„." 

6.  She said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that 
which is between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, 
present, and future -- on what are these woven to and fro?"  

7.  He said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that 
which is between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, 
present, and future -- just on space, G‡rg„, these are woven to and fro." 

 "But on what is space woven to and fro?" 

 
236 Sanskrit is not included here due to the size of the passage. The reader is referred to the appendix for the 
texts, translation, and notes on the translation. 
 
237 Or "in theological debate" (Olivelle 1996) which would mean they could not beat him anytime or 
anywhere which by this time in his literary history seems to be the case. 
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8.  He said, "That, G‡rg„, is the imperishable, and Brahmins speak [of it] as 
neither gross nor fine, neither short nor long, without blood or fat, without shadow 
or darkness, without air or space, without contact, without taste or smell, without 
sight or hearing, without speech or mind, without energy or life-breath, without 
mouth or measure,238 without inside or out; it does not eat anything and nothing 
eats it. 

9.  "At the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, the sun and the moon remain 
separate.  At the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, the sky and the earth 
remain separate.  At the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, the seconds and 
hours, the days and nights, the fortnights and months, and the seasons and years 
remain separate.  At the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, some rivers flow 
east from the snowy mountains and others west, each in their appropriate 
directions.  At the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, men praise donors, gods 
are dependent on yajam‡nas and the forefathers on the ancestral offering-ladle. 

10.  "Without knowing this imperishable, if one makes offerings, carries out 
sacrifices, and performs austerities in this world for many thousand years, G‡rg„, 
his deeds would amount to nothing.  One who departs from this world without 
knowing this imperishable, G‡rg„, is wretched.  Now, one who departs from this 
world knowing this imperishable, G‡rg„, he is a Brahmin. 

11.  "This imperishable, G‡rg„, is the seer but isn't seen; is the hearer, but isn't 
heard; is the thinker, but isn't thought of; is the perceiver, but isn't perceived.  
Other than this, there is no seer.  Other than this, there is no hearer.  Other than 
this, there is no thinker.  Other than this, there is no perceiver.  On this 
imperishable, G‡rg„, space is woven to and fro." 

12.  She said, "Distinguished Brahmins, you should think yourself big men to 
have escaped from him by [only] paying homage.  None of you will ever beat him 
in this theological debate!" 239 

Thereupon (G‡rg„) V‡caknav„ ceased questioning him. 

As is readily apparent, the portrayal of G‡rg„'s tone and manner has changed 

dramatically.  Rather than passively asking a series of reductive questions as she was 

previously portrayed, G‡rg„ is shown as forceful, perhaps even hyperbolic, in the way she 

approaches Y‡j§avalkya.240  Rather than attempting to reduce this to her "impetuous" or 
 
238 I think "without mouth" here means without an aperture that could allow something in or out. This is 
paired with "without measure" indicating that the imperishable cannot be determined by either a point of 
entry or its size, two means of showing its distinctness. 
 
239 Again, a foreshadowing of ¯‡kalya's fate. 
 
240 Such antagonism in brahmodya settings is found even in the Ëgveda (Thompson, 1997), such as ËV 
10.108 where "questions" are "arrows." However, it is still significant that this antagonistic rhetoric is in the 
speech of a woman in our context and that it is more forceful than any others' discourses so far. 
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"over-eager" behavior, we should look first to how this portrayal may function in the 

larger narrative and consider why G‡rg„ is portrayed in this manner. 

First and foremost, G‡rg„'s impassioned rhetoric clues the audience to the fact that 

this is the end (or should be the end) of the debate.  Through G‡rg„, a "warrior-son" 

whose questions are "arrows," we are told that the debate has reached its pinnacle and that 

this is (or should be) the final test of Y‡j§avalkya's knowledge.  The danger of 

questioning at this abstract level is also made clear through this martial imagery which 

also serves to foreshadow ¯‡kalya's death (3.9.26).  That G‡rg„ has to repeat her question 

to get a complete answer not only indicates a general avoidance of sharing one's 

knowledge (as in 4.3), but also shows that the nature of G‡rg„'s question has changed 

when she asks what "space" (not brahman!) is woven on.  She is not asking beyond 

something here, but she is asking about it and this question is answered in reference to the 

"imperishable" (apparently the ‡tman, though perhaps brahman).  Y‡j§avalkya recognizes 

that the nature of the question has changed when G‡rg„ repeats the question and asks 

further "on what is space woven to and fro?" 

Appropriately, Y‡j§avalkya's answer is also the most abstract answer so far in this 

debate.  He describes the imperishable in relation to its "non-properties" (3.8.8), the 

universe, time, the phenomenal world, and the sacrifice (3.8.9-10).  The discussion is 

brought back to "departing from this world" (introduced in the beginning of the text).  In 

this way, Y‡j§avalkya's answer in 3.8 encompasses most of the concerns mentioned by 

his other interlocutors suggesting, as does G‡rg„'s rhetoric, an end to the discussion. 

Now that we have discussed the role of G‡rg„'s discourse within the larger debate, 

the question then becomes: But why is the interlocutor a woman? Is there anything 
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particular about these passages that allow us to speculate on the role of women in this 

theological debate? 

First, I think G‡rg„  needs to be viewed within a larger cast of anomalous 

characters found in the Upani˘ads.  As I have argued regarding the nature of theological 

knowledge in the hands of kings (even kings teaching Brahmins), the larger theme begun 

by the Br‡hmaıas241 and developed by this Upani˘ad and others is the displacement of 

the ideology of Brahmins-by-birth versus Brahmins-by-practice/knowledge.  Thus, I 

think it is more fruitful to view women first as among the cast of others who would have 

presumably be excluded from such knowledge (at least as far as the earlier textual record 

indicates) -- the crazed Raikva,242 Satyak‡ma who is without proper lineage,243 and the 

various kings who are directly involved in, if not always in control of, discussions on 

brahman.244  This is to say that we have a significant number of characters in Upani˘adic 

stories who, based on earlier textual material, would normally be excluded from such 

knowledge.  Taken together, their inclusion in the Upani˘ads (and the fact that they are 

shown to have such knowledge) appears to be more of a critique and development of the 

Brahmin world-view and less of a reflection of an historical reality.  If women in this 

Upani˘ad are viewed in this light, the issue appears to be a larger one of a changing 

ideology behind the possession of knowledge and what that knowledge is.  This does not 

necessarily mean that crazed individuals were sought after for their knowledge or that 

 
241 Of course, this theme can be traced back to the ËV, but my point here is not one of a "new invention," 
but of an increased emphasis. It is also possible that a diversification of characters is related to the fact that 
these texts quite likely had an audience that was not only composed of Brahmin males. 
 
242 CU 4.1-3 
 
243 CU 4.4-9 
 
244 Aj‡ta˜atru (B‚U 2.1ff, K˘U 4.1ff); A˜vapati Kaikeya (¯B 10.6.1ff, CU 5.11ff); Citra G‡Ôgy‡yani (K˘U 
1.1ff); Janaka teaching Y‡j§avalkya (¯B 11.6.2); and Prav‡haıa Jaivali (B‚U 6.2ff, CU 1.8.1). 
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someone without a lineage could receive religious teaching on brahman, but it does mean 

that there was an ideological shift concerning how such knowledge was viewed.245 

The rise of urbanization, the displacement of the village priest and his realm of 

control, the necessity to compete with other priests for royal and other sponsorship, and 

so on must have all played a role in how the sacrifice and knowledge about it was 

conceived.  In the textual portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya's sarcasm as, what I call, "pride-in-

correct-knowledge" knowledge began to be viewed, at least theoretically, as separate 

from birthright, gender, caste, and particularly in the case of Y‡j§avalkya, decorum.  

However, such an ideological shift does not necessarily mean a practical shift. 

§ 2.5.6 "As a warrior-son.. ."  

Though the "women" in this Upani˘ad fall into the general class of anomalous 

characters in the Upani˘ads as a whole, they can also be viewed as distinct in how they 

are individually constructed.  One means of analyzing the specific role of women in this 

Upani˘ad is to look closely at the language used and what claims that language makes 

about the right to speak as well as what is spoken about. 

The tenor and language of G‡rg„'s second questioning session radically changes 

from the first, and it is here where we can begin to speculate about the role of this woman 

in theological discussion.  The first two passages of 3.8 are unique and important enough 

to bear repeating: 

1.  Next (G‡rg„) V‡caknav„ said, "Distinguished Brahmins! I will ask him two 
questions.  If he gives me the answers, none of you will ever beat him in this 
brahman-debate. 

 "Ask, G‡rg„." 

 
245 It is important to note that I am not saying women did not participate in such debates (see below). 
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2.  She said, "As a warrior-son of K‡˜„ or Videha strings his unstrung bow, takes 
two enemy-piercing arrows in hand, and rises up [in battle], Y‡j§avalkya, so I rise 
up against you with two questions.  Answer me these two!" 

 "Ask, G‡rg„." 

The question to be addressed first is what is the function of this narrative framing? 

First and foremost, G‡rg„ asserts her superiority over the other Brahmins present by 

declaring herself the final interrogator.  In so doing, she has also made it possible for 

Y‡j§avalkya to prove his claim of being the most distinguished in knowledge of brahman 

(the whole point of this debate).  While it is unique to have a woman in such a debate in 

the first place (at least, given their absence in other textual sources), it is more curious 

that G‡rg„ claims this status, given that some of the assembled priests are well-known 

theologians of considerable stature (up to this point, Udd‡laka being the most famous).  It 

appears that G‡rg„'s status as a woman and her claim to be able to close the debate is an 

indirect insult towards the other Brahmins: it is G‡rg„, apparently a female anomaly in the 

debate, who elicits the most important answer on the nature of the self and claims the 

debate closed.  The importance of Y‡j§avalkya's answer is corroborated by the language 

used by G‡rg„.  His answer is, to extend the metaphor, a "shield" against the "arrows." 

Some scholars have noticed the unusual metaphor of G‡rg„ being a "warrior-son" 

(ugraputra) and have attempted to assign psychological motives behind its use (anger, 

etc.).  However, as I pointed out earlier, such assertions are fundamentally flawed, 

because not only do they go beyond the textual information that is given, but also because 

they focus on the "actual" (e.g., what is G‡rg„'s "actual" temperament, etc.) and not on the 

constructed nature of the discourse (e.g., why G‡rg„ is portrayed as angry, etc.). 

G‡rg„'s hyperbolic, unprecedented language first and foremost indicates the 

importance of the questions that she is asking.  Her questions invert Y‡j§avalkya's threat 

of a shattered head, suggesting that if he cannot answer these he will be struck down 
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(either metaphorically or otherwise). This is actually explicitly stated in M: tau cen me na 

vivak˘yati mÂrdh‡sya vipati˘yat„ti ("If you do not answer me these two, your head will 

shatter apart").  Further, such language indicates that her questions are the pinnacle of the 

debate and that this is an appropriate place to end the discussion.   

However, G‡rg„'s language also does much more than other scholars have 

suggested: it "masculinizes" G‡rg„.246  G‡rg„ is metaphorically transformed from a 

woman into a male ("son," m. putra).  The composer of the text could have employed a 

gender-appropriate form, such as ugraputr„ ("a daughter of a warrior"), but chose not to.  

It appears more clear that the author is attempting to make a point by choosing the 

masculine form: G‡rg„'s gender is being manipulated by the metaphor. 

Further, in the context of this all-male debate, G‡rg„ is made more male than her 

counterparts -- she is not a passive male Brahmin asking questions.  Up until this point in 

the debate, the rhetoric has been rather mild, even if a bit prickly.  Here, however, it is 

G‡rg„ who is a "warrior-son" (ugraputra) of the famed Videha247 or K‡˜„ wielding "two 

enemy-piercing arrows" (dvau b‡ıavantau sapatn‡tivy‡dhinau248).  Though apparently a 

Brahmin, the martial imagery of a male K˘atriya is employed, here positioning her above 

the others present, at least in boldness.  G‡rg„ being "masculinized," particularly in this 

hyperbolic sense, is an "emasculating" of the other Brahmins present.  G‡rg„'s character is 

fashioned such that not only is she positioned above the other male priests, but also once 

again serves to position Y‡j§avalkya above them if he can answer her questions.  Now, 

not only can Y‡j§avalkya out-talk the other Brahmins, he can metaphorically do battle 

with a male warrior.  All of this leads to the dramatic conclusion where ¯‡kalya's head 

 
246 Note that Olivelle (1997) comes to a similar conclusion, but for different reasons. 
 
247 Note also that G‡rg„ is glorifying the patron, Janaka, by the mentioning of Videha. 
 
248 Note: M reads sapatn‡dhivy‡dhinau. 
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shatters apart because he can not answer the question of Y‡j§avalkya, bringing the 

narrative to its climax. 

In the context of this single passage, it is is clear that there is a manipulation of 

G‡rg„'s role within an all-male debate.  However, if there is a tendency to circumscribe 

the gender of discourse of women in this Upani˘ad as a whole, then there should be 

corresponding evidence from other episodes to support such an interpretation. 

§ 2.5.7 Maitrey„ the brahmav‡din„ 249 

As with G‡rg„, it seems most prudent to discuss what the Maitrey„ episodes do in 

the grander scheme of the narrative first, and then in themselves.  We have two narrations 

of the same story (2.4 and 4.5) that are both repeated in the two recensions.  The second 

story (4.5) is an elaborated variant of the first and is directly connected to the two 

chapters about Y‡j§avalkya that precede it.  The second episode may be a more direct 

statement that Y‡j§avalkya is leaving for a life of renunciation250 which closes not only 

the Maitrey„ episode, but the entire Y‡j§avalkya narrative with his leaving.251  This fits in 

appropriately with the discussion of "immortality" (amÁtatva) as Y‡j§avalkya may be 

nearing the end of his life252 and the topic appropriately matches this as well as the import 

of two chapters taken together. 

Like the G‡rg„ episode, Y‡j§avalkya's discussion with Maitrey„ has been subject 

to much debate and psychological speculation.  However, as I discussed the flaws in such 

a view previously, we can set such interpretations aside.  As with G‡rg„, I wish to focus 
 
249 See appendix for a translation of the Maitrey„ episode at 4.5. 
 
250 pra √vraj. In 2.4.1 ud √y‡ is more neutral. Brereton (per. comm.), however, has suggested that these 
verbs, particularly ud √y‡, may indicate that Y‡j§avalkya is dying (i.e., similar to the English idiom 
"passing away"). Such an interpretation would fit well with Y‡j§avalkya's discourse on immortality. 
 
251 At 4.5.15 he leaves (vi √hÁ). BAU(M) pra √vraj (which verbally echoes the beginning of the episode). 
 
252 On the development of the ‡˜rama system into "modes of life," see Olivelle (1993). 
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on what is happening narratively in the episode.  Again, I think the language used gives 

us an indication of how, once again, women's discourse is circumscribed in this text, 

though in a different fashion than in G‡rg„'s dialogue.  As with the G‡rg„ episodes, it is 

also a comparison of the latter Maitrey„ narrative with the former that throws light on the 

discourse of these women. 

The two versions of this story are, by and large, the same, though there are a few 

striking differences which are particularly important here.  The most important 

differences for my purposes are what is added in the framing of 4.5.  In 2.4 the narrative 

framing is minimal.  Y‡j§avalkya states that he is leaving and wants to make a settlement 

with two women (presumably his wives as in 4.5).  Maitrey„ wants to know what would 

make her immortal.  This leads us directly into such a discussion and then the narrative 

ends.  4.5, in contrast, adds a number of narrative elements: Y‡j§avalkya is said to leave 

at the end, the two women are formally introduced as his wives, and most interestingly, 

the character of each wife is delineated.  Maitrey„ is said to be a "talker about brahman" 

(brahmav‡din„)253 while K‡ty‡yan„ knows "just womanly knowledge" (str„praj§aiva).254 

Such narrative framing is not present in 2.4, so the question is: why might it be 

needed here? One strong possibility is the context in which this second episode occurs -- 

it comes at the end of all the Y‡j§avalkya dialogues and the episode is formally connected 

to those previous dialogues by explaining that Maitrey„ is a brahmav‡din„.  This positions 

her in the tradition as a valid receiver of Y‡j§avalkya's knowledge, something that the 

composer of 2.4 does not need to do as it is not in the context of what I have called "the 

teaching narrative." As I have argued earlier, the series of Y‡j§avalkya episodes in B‚U 

 
 
253 This may be a technical term for a person who participates in public debate (of which we have no direct 
evidence for Maitrey„) or it may simply mean that she had a direct interest in discussing theological matters.  
 
254 Or perhaps, following M (str„praj§eva), she is a knower of things "like womanly knowledge."  
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3-4 is a progressive "privatization" of the discourses -- from public debate, to private 

discussion, to Janaka as Y‡j§avalkya's student, and now to the privacy of the home and 

family.  The use of the term brahmav‡din„ in the second episode also positions the subject 

matter (brahman) with the object of knowledge (-v‡din„) once again following an 

apparent shift in the way this knowledge was viewed as discussed earlier -- Maitrey„ is 

worthy of such knowledge because of her natural predisposition or intellectual interests. 

But why is K‡ty‡yan„ said to be str„praj§‡? What does this add to our 

understanding of the text and the women in it? To this, I think there are two answers that 

are not mutually exclusive.  First, it creates a bifurcation of what are apparently two valid 

forms of "gendered" knowledge: knowledge necessary for a woman to do her assigned 

tasks in the household and society255 and knowledge of theological matters.  Whether or 

not these two types of knowledge were necessarily mutually exclusive in society (as 

opposed to in the text) cannot be determined, but within the text the bifurcation suggests 

that they are exclusive.  K‡ty‡yan„ is portrayed as not being interested in theological 

matters which is exemplified by her not taking part in the discussion that follows.  By 

implication, this also means that Maitrey„ is not interested in str„praj§‡ -- that is, like 

G‡rg„ being a "warrior-son," Maitrey„ is constructed to be not an ordinary female (str„).  

While G‡rg„ is "masculinized" in her speech in 3.8, Maitrey„'s role within her gender is 

manipulated before she "speaks." The difference lies again in the context -- Maitrey„'s 

character does not have to be positioned among other males, but the author apparently 

feels the need to position her in relation to the subject matter and vis-Ö-vis a second wife. 

The second reason for such a distinction between these two wives is key to 

understanding the narrative frame of this episode -- this frame is concerned with a 

 
255 "Knowledge of womanly things" may also include those rules of conduct not dealt with in the 
dharma˜‡stra texts (e.g., ‚pDhS 2.29.11 s‡ ni˘Òh‡ y‡ vidy‡ str„˘u ˜Âdre˘u ca and ‚pDhS 2.29.15 str„bhya˛ 
sarvavarıebhya˜ ca dharma˜e˘‡n prat„y‡dity eka ity eke). 
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"settlement" between the wives.  By demarcating K‡ty‡yan„ as str„praj§‡, the text 

apparently equates a purported "average" female (str„) with more worldly matters.  The 

implication is that she will take a settlement of material goods, perhaps in the form of a 

living stipend given by Y‡j§avalkya.256  Maitrey„, being termed a brahmav‡din„, is 

portrayed as interested in theology, not in physical property or wealth, and this permits 

the discourse on immortality to take place.  In the light of this settlement theme which 

frames the dialogue, Maitrey„'s asking for knowledge about immortality can also be seen 

as her asking for another type of settlement -- knowledge instead of wealth.257  Thus, in a 

manner similar to Doniger's recent discussion (1999), Y‡j§valkya's wives are "split" -- 

one to fulfill the role as an "average" wife and one, apparently not average, to permit a 

discussion on immortality to take place. 

§ 2.5.8  Other Women? 

Up to this point, I have argued that G‡rg„ and Maitrey„ are narratively constructed 

to not be "representative" females and that their right to speak on theological matters is 

circumscribed by different processes of modifying discourse.  G‡rg„, via the metaphor of 

the warrior-son (ugraputra), is "masculinized" in her own speech, while Maitrey„ is made 

extra-ordinary in the frame of her discussion with Y‡j§avalkya.  In conclusion to this 

discussion, I would like to draw attention to two other women in the B‚U that are, as far 

as I am aware, universally overlooked in any discussion of gender in this text -- when 

scholars speak of women in B‚U they speak only of G‡rg„ and Maitrey„.  I suspect that 

most scholars would be hard-pressed at this point in the discussion to recognize who 

these two other women may be.  The reason for this is rather simple: in the dialogues I am 
 
256 DharmasÂtra material tells of the right of a man to parcel out his estate in advance of his death (‚pDhS 
2.14.1, GauDhS 28.2, BaudhDhS 3.2-8). 
 
257 Knowledge is often included in lists of differrent types of transferable property (‚pDhS 1.20.15, 
VaDhS 29.19, BaudhDhS 2.39). 
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concerned with here, gender circumscription is taken to the extreme-- it has been made 

absolute.  We do not read the "possessors" of these discourses as female, but as 

exclusively male. 

Pata§cala K‡pya, we are told, had a daughter (3.3) and a wife (3.7) who were 

possessed by male gandharvas.258  Through these male gandharvas, women's speech is 

being supernaturally controlled.  B‚U 3.3.1 begins: 

atha haina¸ bhujyur l‡hy‡yani˛ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | madre˘u 
carak‡˛ paryavraj‡ma | te pata§calasya k‡pyasya gÁh‡n aima | tasy‡s„d duhit‡ 
gandharvagÁh„t‡ | tam apÁcch‡ma ko 's„ti | so 'brav„t sudhanv‡Ôgirasa iti | 

Next Bhujyu L‡hy‡yani questioned him.  "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "[once] we 
wandered as itinerants [carak‡˛: as Black Yajurvedins?] among the Madras.  We 
went to the home of Pata§cala K‡pya.  He had a daughter seized by a 
Gandharva.259 

"We asked him, 'Who are you?'  

"He said, 'Sudhanvan ‚Ôgirasa...' 

and B‚U 3.7.1: 

atha hainam udd‡laka ‡ruıi˛ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | madre˘v avas‡ma 
pata§calasya k‡pyasya gÁhe˘u yaj§am adh„y‡n‡˛ | tasy‡s„d bh‡ry‡ 
gandharvagÁh„t‡ | tam apÁcch‡ma ko 'as„ti | so 'brav„t kabandha ‡tharvaıa iti | 

3.7.1 Next Udd‡laka ‚ruıi questioned him.  "Y‡j§avalkya," he said,"[once] we 
lived among the Madras studying sacrifice in the house of Pata§cala K‡pya.  He 
had a wife possessed by a Gandharva. 

"We asked him, 'Who are you?'" 

"He said, 'Kabandha ‚rthavaıa...'" 

These two passages frame a larger questioning session of Y‡j§avalkya 

challenging whether his knowledge is equal to the celestial gandharvas.   

The role of these two episodes in the larger structure of the narrative is rather 

straightforward.  B‚U 3.3 functions to thematically mark off what I have called the 
 
258 For full text, see appendix. 
 
259 gandharva possession is particular to young women (due to their supposed "sexual" nature). 
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sacrificial theme (3.1-3).  It does so by asking where the P‡rik˘itas, ancient performers of 

the horse sacrifice, went after death.  This is an appropriate question to be asked via a 

Gandharva because no living person would have direct experience of this.  That it is the 

horse sacrifice (a˜vamedha) in question is appropriate because it culminates the sacrificial 

theme with a question about the most elaborate ˜rauta ritual known. 

B‚U 3.7 also "ups the stakes" on the theme of the ‡tman (3.6-8).  Following from 

G‡rg„'s rather simple and direct questions about what the worlds are woven on, Udd‡laka 

uses the Gandharva's knowledge as a means to increase the abstraction of the question 

and answer.  He asks what the "thread" (sÂtra) and the "inner controller" (antary‡min) are 

in the divine and worldly levels.   

In both cases, the literary recourse to a Gandharva makes sense -- the type of 

knowledge being asked about would be known either to celestial spirits who occasionally 

possess women or to the people taught by Gandharvas via such women.  Thus 

Y‡j§avalkya shows himself to be in possession of supernatural knowledge, as he was not 

present when these women were possessed.  This also reinforces my argument regarding 

the general shift in the ideology of knowledge that I had mentioned earlier -- the 

Gandharvas possess this knowledge because of their status whereas Y‡j§avalkya 

possesses it because of his true knowledge. 

Now the fact that scholars do not view K‡pya's daughter and wife as female is 

significant in light of what I have argued about G‡rg„ and Maitrey„ -- they are not seen as 

female because the text has manipulated their gender.  They are textually made male, and 

the female is, at most, a vehicle for male theological speech.  This transplantation of 

gender is brought about by a two-fold means -- in both cases the story of possession by a 

male Gandharva is framed by the male who is doing the questioning (Bhujyu L‡hy‡yani 

& Udd‡laka ‚ruıi).  To support this interpretation even further, it should be pointed out 
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that Pata§cala K‡pya's wife and daughter are introduced only in relation to him -- no 

names, which would personalize them and reiterate a gender, are stated.  Only the 

masculine names of the possessors are mentioned.  Though these two women are 

obviously female, the text has "de-gendered" them as much as possible.  Their gender has 

been so radically altered that scholars are hard-pressed to even notice them as female in 

the text. 

§ 2.5.9  Conclusion 

I pointed out in the beginning of this section that any attempt to draw conclusions 

about women in the B‚U, or about women in general in ancient India, must first take 

recourse to the literary world that, for us, they inhabit.  This is to say that first and 

foremost we must take a story as a story before attempting any larger claims about their 

historical "actuality" and certainly before we make any claims about particular characters 

being "representative" of actual people or of society. 

Were G‡rg„ and Maitrey„ actual people and did these events actually take place as 

recorded? Like the case with Y‡j§avalkya, I find this to be the wrong question for the 

simple fact that any definitive answer is impossible given the nature of the evidence.  I 

have argued, however, that in the same manner as kings participating in debate, women 

must have participated in some fashion in religious debate as there is no positive 

indication that they did not and certainly indication that they did. 

However, as I have also argued, the literary world that the women of the B‚U 

inhabit is one that is circumscribed for a number of very real ends: to teach about the 

‡tman and brahman; to mark formal structures in the narrative; to position Y‡j§avalkya 

and Videha over and above other traditions and regions, and so forth.  In this fashion, 

women's speech is also circumscribed: G‡rg„ is masculinized to exalt her position; 

Maitrey„ is marked in contrast to a second wife to show her uniqueness as well as to mark 
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her as a proper recipient of such knowledge; and the daughter and wife of K‡pya are 

degendered as much as possible since they are simply vehicles of male (supernatural) 

speech.  In each of these cases, the construction or manipulation of gender was done by 

different means: G‡rg„ through her own speech, Maitrey„ through the framing narrative, 

and the wife/daughter through the gender transplantation of possession. 

The B‚U, while giving us the first detailed account about the participation of 

women in religious debate, tells us also that this participation was textually mediated.  

Did women have a right to speak in such rarefied theological circles and did they then 

speak? Apparently so, as one would be hard-pressed to imagine the emergence, retention, 

and popularity of these episodes without some precedent.  However, the text also tells us 

that the "speech" of women was mediated and one site for that mediation was gender.  In 

this fashion, the text is telling us that these women, whether historical figures or not, were 

anything but "representative" of women in ancient India. 
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Chapter Four: The Epic Y‡j§avalkya 

As we have seen in the previous chapters, Y‡j§avalkya has been portrayed in a 

variety of fashions: as a priest who contemplated ritual procedures, but did not 

necessarily pursue them; as an authority, but not one that was universally accepted; and as 

a spokesman for the eastern fringe of the Vedic heartland, Videha, besting in debate some 

of the most well-known Kuru-Pa§c‡la Brahmins.  Through all of the portrayals we have 

also seen a progressive elaboration of Y‡j§avalkya's sarcastic, even irreverent, 

personality. By the time of the final redaction of the B‚U,260 Y‡j§avalkya's authority 

appears to have reached its climax within this particular textual tradition when the text 

tells us that the White yajus formulas were received by Y‡j§avalkya from the Sun, 

historically establishing him post facto as the founder of the tradition.  While this is the 

final episode regarding Y‡j§avalkya within the early White Yajurvedic tradition proper, 

this is certainly not the last we read of Y‡j§avalkya in the larger Hindu tradition.  Though 

mention of Y‡j§avalkya in other textual traditions which postdate the B‚U are not 

statistically numerous in comparison to certain other figures (such as Vy‡sa261 or 

Vai˜a¸p‡yana), they are significant in regard to how purveyors of the Indian tradition 

viewed Y‡j§avalkya, what they knew about him, and most importantly, what they 

thought about him in recasting his role in different literary productions for different ends. 

If the B‚U was produced on the cusp of the second urbanization along the 

Gangetic plain, then the Mah‡bh‡rata (MBh),262 the massive poem of some 75,000 

stanzas, was produced several centuries thereafter in what must have been a highly 

 
260 Estimated at perhaps 200-100 BCE (Witzel, 2003: 135). 
 
261 On Vy‡sa, see Sullivan (1999). 
 
262 Here I am referring specifically to the Sanskrit Mah‡bh‡rata attributed to Vy‡sa. 
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urbanized setting.263  As Pande (1990: 125) observed, "...it may be assumed that it [the 

time of MBh] was an age in which towns had clearly emerged...including merchants and 

craftsmen, kings and officials."  Indeed, the Mah‡bh‡rata speaks directly about cities and 

kings, both imagined and semi-historical.  Equally important for us, though, is that a 

variety of renunciate traditions are present in the text which,264 along with archaeological 

evidence regarding urbanization, clearly points to a period after the Buddha (roughly 5th 

c. BCE) and concomitant with other ˜ramaıa traditions.265  It is, in fact, both the Vedic 

world and the newly emerging traditions of renunciation that the composers of this text 

contend directly with, albeit in a newly reconstituted orthodoxy (Sutton 2000: 1ff.). 

Sutton (pp. 3ff.) argues that urbanization and an emphasis on the notion of the 

individual were part of the context in which new religious doctrines in the MBh 

(particularly in regards to renunciation and asceticism) gained prominence.  One should 

also remember, though, that this is also the case with the earliest Upani˘ads that must 

have preceded Buddhism and the MBh.266  This does not suggest that Sutton's supposition 

is incorrect, but rather that urbanization (and its effects) should be viewed as a process 

where early evidence can be seen in the Upani˘ads, evidence that becomes more and 

more elaborated by the time of the MBh.  The new doctrines -- yoga, ahi¸s‡ ("non-

 
263 I avoid here an outline of the MBh as a whole or descriptions of the more important episodes, both of 
which are available elsewhere in accessible form (Van Buitenen 1973, 1975, Fitzgerald 2003, 2004; and 
Hiltebeitel 1976, 2001). 
 
264 These traditions are not referred to by name, but rather by the term n‡stika, often translated as "heretic." 
This term refers primarily to those who did not hold the Veda as the central authority of religious doctrine 
and practice (e.g., Buddhists, Jains, etc.). 
 
265 For a summary of these traditions, see Jaini (2001: 47-96). 
 
266 On urbanization and its possible impact on religious thinking, see Gombrich (1988) and Olivelle (1987, 
1993). Particularly important here is that urbanization often facilitates the breakdown of the familial system 
in favor of an impersonal system of commerce (which, out of necessity, forces modifications to the notion 
of purity and impurity, the individual, etc.) and increases the possibilities of disease and epidemics. Such a 
sociological context is ripe for the rise of alternative versions of religious truth, particularly those which 
ultimately (if not always practically) deny the value of this worldly life. 
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violence"), s‡dh‡raıadharma (dharma, or ethical principles, common to all people)267 -- 

were often reconstituted under the veneer of Vedic orthodoxy in the MBh.  

As with the Upani˘ads, it is neither possible nor desirable to attempt to construct a 

single philosophical or religious system coherently presented throughout the MBh as a 

whole -- the text reflects dialogues over time more than any cohesive monologue.268  The 

various stories within the MBh, particularly those which appear to deviate from the main 

story line (of which there are many), very often show a variety of opinions even on a 

single matter.269 

The teachings of the epic thus suggest the environment of a weakened orthodoxy 
being challenged and possibly overthrown by the alternative doctrines.  
Frequently in the text it is observed that different opinions are held even among 
the wise. (Sutton 2000: 7) 

It is useful to point out that the new doctrines and practices that are put forth in the 

text is not an attempt to "overthrow" the prevailing orthodoxy from outside the 

Brahmanic tradition.  Rather, as Fitzgerald (2004a: 114ff.) points out, it appears to be an 

ongoing reconstitution of a newly emerging orthodoxy from within the Brahmanical 

tradition in reaction to changing religious sentiments in relation to political contexts on 

the outside.  This is not to say that whatever orthodoxy (or rather, orthodoxies) the text 

puts forward are consistent -- this is certainly not the case.  Given the nature of textual 

composition over many years and regions (not to mention within various Sanskritic and 

vernacular traditions), such consistency would be impossible.  Fitzgerald (2004), Reich 

(2001), and others have pointed out that there is a general lack of easy answers to 

complex moral and social problems found within the text and, in many ways, that is the 

 
267 This particular sense of dharma "...was the result of the new religious perspectives and values of yoga 
that gradually emerged alongside older Vedic ones in the middle third of the first millennium B.C. in 
northern India." (Fitzgerald, 2004a: 109). 
 
268 An encyclopedic-type work on religious doctrines in the Mah‡bh‡rata is Sutton (2000). 
 
269 For example, on the structure and various arguments of the a˜vamedhaparvan, see Reich (2001). 
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point.  The text's brilliance lies in the presence of various voices: the incorporation of 

conflicting views regarding the nature of dharma, the status of Vedic sacrifices, the status 

of women, and so on, and ongoing (and sometimes implicit) discussions about the nature 

of what constitutes a good Brahmin and a good K˘atriya.  All of this is found within this 

popular text that must have influenced and been influenced by a radically larger audience 

than a group (or groups) of ritual technicians (as in the White Yajurvedic tradition).  In a 

sense, we can say that the character of Y‡j§avalkya in the MBh is now on a much larger 

stage with a much larger audience.  Like the B‚U, however, the larger narrative of the 

MBh -- which incorporates the various, often conflicting, voices -- does so with a larger 

narrative goal.  

It is quite clear, no matter the numerous variations in the manuscripts, that at least 

one guiding principle of the MBh as a whole is a reconstitution of the nature of 

Brahmanism, by which I mean the religious tradition in which the Brahmin class is seen 

as authorized (adhik‡ra) to determine orthodoxy and orthopraxy.  Such correct doctrine 

and correct practice as determined by this elite is most often (if, in some cases, only 

nominally) based on the Veda.270  In some cases, this apparently conservative stance has 

allowed for rather radical new interpretations.  For example, the yaj§a ("sacrifice"), so 

central to the worldview of early Brahmanism, is relativized in one passage of the MBh in 

relationship to one's material means to perform it (13.110.2ff.).  Here the discussion 

hinges on determining what suitable alternative may be performed by those without the 

financial means to perform a sacrifice.  This passage does not deny the value of sacrifice 

(though certain other MBh passages, such as the Bhagavadg„t‡, do), but it emphasizes 

 
270 "The Veda" or "Vedas" is often best understood not as a reference to the 4 or 5 genres of texts that go by 
this name, but rather as a conceptual category of orthodox "Truth" that retains a certain fluidity. 
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practical concerns and incorporates them within a larger ideal.  Sutton (2003: 3), 

expounding on this particular passage, summarizes quite nicely: 

There is clear recognition [found in the MBh] that as long as they [new beliefs and 
doctrines] do not oppose the most basic premises of Vedic belief and practice 
alternative ideas are to be endorsed and pursued. 

Though the MBh is a reconstitution of Brahmanism from within, this did not 

occur in a vacuum, uninfluenced by religious trends from without.  On the contrary, it is 

quite clear that traditions such as Buddhism and Jainism271 influenced newly emerging 

doctrines found within the MBh.  Indeed, if it were not for ascetic traditions outside (or 

on the fringes) of the Vedic fold, it is unlikely that a principle like ahi¸s‡ or practices 

like yoga would have attained the status that they have within the text and become so 

prevalent in the larger Hindu tradition.272  

The dating of the MBh, as with all dating of ancient texts, is highly debatable.  

However, rough dates of the MBh rather consistently appear to fall somewhere between 

2nd c. BCE and 4th c. CE which is consonant with the urbanized worldview of the texts 

and our current knowledge of the period.273  The redaction that we have today probably 

became standardized toward the end of this period, that is, by the time of the Gupta 

dynasty (ca. 320 CE - 480 CE). 

While new religious ideas appear to have been incorporated into the MBh's notion 

of Brahmanism and the external influences of Jainism and Buddhism must have played a 

part, there is tantalizing evidence of sociological and political reasons for the core 

 
271 And lesser known ascetic traditions, such as the ‚j„vikas who followed the teachings of Go˜‡la 
Maskar„putra (see Basham, 1951). 
 
272 Olivelle (2005) suggests that a key notion in early Hinduism -- dharma -- only became so as Brahmins 
reappropriated the term from the Buddhist usage. 
 
273 For example, Fitzgerald (2003, 2004ab) and Reich (2001). Hiltebeitel (2001) has suggested a radically 
short composition period. While intriguing, I find this rather unlikely. Fitzgerald's review (2003: 810ff.) 
nicely summarizes the main difficulties with Hiltebeitel's position. 
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narrative of the MBh to be structured the way it is to achieve certain ends.  Fitzgerald 

(2003, 2004ab) has suggested that the MBh is a radical Brahmanical reaction to royal 

favoritism toward Buddhism during the reign of A˜oka Maurya (ca. 3rd century BCE) in 

an attempt to reposition Brahmanism as intimately connected to government rule (i.e., the 

Brahmin with the K˘atriya).274  Favoritism towards Buddhism and the equation of 

Buddhist principles to governing principles on the part of A˜oka may have served as the 

negative backdrop with which the composers were contending.  In this fashion, the 

Mah‡bh‡rata is intimately concerned with the relation of Brahmanism and the ruling 

classes and much of the text is designed to show how Brahmanic principles can be 

applied to statecraft. 

The Mah‡bh‡rata is a massive text consisting of a series of interlocking narratives 

held together by a larger narrative frame.  It is for this reason that it can be thought of as a 

"mythopedia," or in a rather unflattering manner as "so dismally intractable" (van 

Buitenen 1973: p. xxxi).  It is superfluous for our purposes, however, to enter into a larger 

discussion of the narrative of the Mah‡bh‡rata as a whole.275  This is because 

Y‡j§avalkya appears only in a few brief references and in one longer passage.  While I 

will discuss these passages in some detail -- discussing the ways in which Y‡j§avalkya is 

portrayed and why -- it is fair to say that the Y‡j§avalkya passages are statistically minor 

in the MBh.  This is not to say that these passages do not follow various patterns set down 

in the text or that the topics discussed are necessarily out of place (or unimportant).  

Rather, these passages are neither as foundational to the larger narrative as others nor 

would their absence be necessarily missed in the text.276  The Y‡j§avalkya passages do 
 
274 Note also that a similar position is held by Sutton (1997). 
 
275 However, I agree with Reich (unpub. diss., 1998) that when one thinks of the Mah‡bh‡rata, it is often 
more meaningful to think of it as a "literary tradition," rather than as a single text. 
 
276 Such an argument, given the nature of the text, could be applied to other episodes as well. However, 
while Reich (unpub. diss.: 1998) is correct that the value of the Mah‡bh‡rata is often in its dialogic mode 
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reinforce certain themes brought up in the text, but often simply as an augment to the 

narrative, rather than being central to it. 

While Y‡j§avalkya is not in any way central to any larger narrative in the MBh, 

he is still central to our purposes here and he has obviously become a part of the larger 

Hindu imaginaire outside of the White Yajurveda.  The following is the list of passages 

where Y‡j§avalkya appears.  I will deal with the longer passage first (book 12) as it 

provides a greater context from which to understand the shorter passages (books 2, 13, 

and 14). 
 
2.4.10 
2.7.10 
2.30.35 
 
12.298.3ff 
 
13.4.50 
 
14.71.3 
14.72.17 

§ 1 MBh Book 12 (¯‡ntiparvan) 

Y‡j§avalkya appears in one extended narrative in the MBh.  In book 12, perhaps 

the most didactic of any of the books of the MBh, Y‡j§avalkya is cast in a dialogue with 

Janaka (12.298.3ff.), though a dialogue not quite like any other that Y‡j§avalkya has been 

associated with.  While Y‡j§avalkya had not previously been associated with yoga 

directly in the earlier literature, the narrative in book 12 is an extended (and rather 

technical) discussion of S‡¸khya-Yoga between Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka.277  This 

extended narrative is placed into the distant past, rather than in the narrative present.  We 

will see in other passages of the MBh that Y‡j§avalkya, like Vy‡sa, moves between 

 
that does not follow "Euro-centric" (her word) expectations, it is clear that Y‡j§avalkya's role as a character 
is relatively minor. 
 
277 Note that Y‡j§avalkya is associated with yoga in a variant reading found in book 5 (below). 
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narrative past and present, both as an active participant in the current time and as a 

remembered individual through narrations of the past. 

In the ¯‡ntiparvan, Yudhi˘Òhira has been asking Bh„˘ma a series of questions 

about the nature of the universe, virtue/sin, and transcendence, and Bh„˘ma relates stories 

about ancient seers and their dialogues with others (particularly, Janaka or kings that are 

said to be from Janaka's lineage; janak‡tmaja), dialogues that are highly influenced by 

S‡¸khya-Yoga doctrine.  Yudhi˘Òhira frames the story of Y‡j§avalkya's dialogue with 

Janaka by posing a very elaborate question to Bh„˘ma: 

 
yudhi˘Òhira uv‡ca 
dharm‡dharmavimukta¸ yad vimukta¸ sarvasa¸˜ray‡t 
janmamÁtyuvimukta¸ ca vimukta¸ puıyap‡payo˛ (12.298.1) 
yac chiva¸ nityam abhaya¸ nitya¸ c‡k˘aram avyayam 
˜uci nityam an‡y‡sa¸ tad bhav‡n vaktum arhati (12.298.2) 
bh„˘ma uv‡ca 
atra te vartayi˘ye 'ham itih‡sa¸ pur‡tanam 
y‡j§avalkyasya sa¸v‡da¸ janakasya ca bh‡rata (12.298.3) 
y‡j§avalkyam Á˘i˜re˘Òha¸ daivar‡tir mah‡ya˜‡˛ 
papraccha janako r‡j‡ pra˜na¸ pra˜navid‡¸ vara˛ (12.298.4) 

Yudhi˘Òhira said, "Please tell me about what is freed from dharma and adharma, 
freed from attachment, freed from birth and death, and freed from sin and virtue. 
[Tell me about] that which is eternally auspicious and fearless, eternally 
indestructible and imperishable, eternally bright and effortless, O Sir!" 

Bh„˘ma said, "Here I will engage in an ancient tale of a conversation between 
Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka, O Bh‡rata.  King Janaka, one of great glory, the son of 
Devar‡ti and best in knowing how to ask questions, asked the great Á˘i 
Y‡j§avalkya..." 

Contrary to the framing of this story, the doctrine that follows does not appear to 

have ancient precedent in what we know of Y‡j§avalkya.  Janaka asks a series of 

questions about the types of the senses (indriya), the types of prakÁti, the unmanifest 

(avyakta) and highest brahman and what is beyond that. Janaka says that he is ignorant 

(aj§‡na) and calls Y‡j§avalkya a "treasure composed of knowledge" (j§‡namayo nidhi˛).  

Apparently, Janaka has reached such a high status that Y‡j§avalkya agrees to answer as is 
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eternal custom (dharma˛ san‡tana˛), though he states that no answer is unknown to 

Janaka (na tav‡vidita¸ ki¸ cit).  Here Janaka is introduced as the idealized interlocutor -- 

the best in asking questions -- suggesting Y‡j§avalkya is the idealized teacher who 

proceeds to answer the questions thoroughly. 

What follows this short exchange is a lengthy discourse by Y‡j§avalkya on the 

nature of S‡¸khya and Yoga.  It does not seem necessary here to enter into the 

philosophical details at length as it is in accord with the general discussion of S‡¸khya 

and Yoga found elsewhere in the ¯‡ntiparvan and is not particularly unique to 

Y‡j§avalkya, but I will highlight some of the significant aspects of the discussion and 

turn to the larger issue of Y‡j§avalkya's role in this passage. 

Y‡j§avalkya numerically explains the different types of manifest and unmanifest 

things and then the 16 modifications (vik‡ra) of those things, which consist of organs of 

perception and what is perceived, speech, and parts of the body (12.298.13).  He goes on 

to explain the creation of the mind and consciousness.  These are explained in relation to 

their adhy‡tma and adhibhÂta (12.301.1ff.) correlates, the role of the three guıas 

(12.302.1ff.), and the nature of having attributes (saguıa) and not having attributes 

(nirguıa). 

Having discussed the "S‡¸khya wisdom" (s‡¸khyaj§‡na), Y‡j§avalkya proceeds 

to discuss Yoga.  There is an explicit attempt to integrate the two.  In transition between 

the two topics, Y‡j§avalkya says: 

 
n‡sti s‡¸khysama¸ j§‡na¸ n‡sti yogasama¸ balam 
tau ubh‡v ekacaryau tu ubh‡v anidhanau smÁtau (12.304.2) 
pÁthak pÁthak tu pa˜yanti ye 'lpabuddhirat‡ nar‡h 
vaya¸ tu r‡jan pa˜y‡ma ekam eva tu ni˜cay‡t (12.304.3) 

There is no knowledge equal to S‡¸khya, nor force equal to Yoga.  Those two are 
a single practice, they are both endless (or: all encompassing). 
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Weak-minded men see them as separate, but we, O King, due to [our] 
discernment, see them as just one.278 

Y‡j§avalkya goes on further to say that the person who sees them as the same is a 

tattvavid (a "knower of the truth;" 12.304.4).279  Y‡j§avalkya then continues with a 

discussion of the breaths and means of meditation.  He says that yogins have spoken of 

yoga as possessed of "eight limbs" and this can be found in the Veda (vede˘u 

c‡˘Òagunita¸ yogam ‡hur man„˘iıa˛...; 12.304.7).  Y‡j§avalkya continues with a 

discussion about the signs of an impending death and states that through a combination of 

Yoga and S‡¸khya one can conquer death and unite the individual soul with the supreme 

soul (sas‡¸khyadh‡raıa¸ caiva viditv‡ manujar˘abha; jayec ca mÁtyu¸ yogena 

tatpareı‡ntar‡tman‡; 12.305.20).  This is directly similar to the preceding chapters on 

S‡¸khya. 

The discourse of Y‡j§avalkya displays the typical features noted in the earlier 
chapters [of the MBh] on the same subject.  Yoga is linked with S‡¸khya by the 
declaration that they are essentially the same, though the stress in Yoga is on the 
power that it brings both whilst existing in this world and in forcing one's way to 
salvation.  The two types of yoga, breath control and concentration, are described 
briefly and the ultimate goal of the techniques is presented as mok˘a in the 
conclusion of the discourse.  There is no reference to theistic beliefs and no hint of 
the identification of the ‡tman with Vi˘ıu or N‡r‡yaıa (Sutton 2000: 108). 

Up until this point it is quite clear that there are self-conscious continuities and 

differences in this portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya.  Most clearly, the reference to a dialogue 

between Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka is a means to connect this story to the famous episodes 

found in the Upani˘ad and to appropriate that status.  Further, Y‡j§avalkya being called a 

Á˘i is a continued elaboration of his hagiography indicating an elevation of his status over 

 
278 Note the similarity to BhG 5.4 (6.27.4): s‡¸khyayogau pÁthag b‡l‡˛ pravadanti na paıÛit‡˛ | 
ekam apy ‡sthita˛ samyag ubhayor vindate phalam || "Fools hold that the way of Sankhya and the practice 
of yogic action are different, but not those who know.  Through either one of them, carried out properly, 
one attains the reward of both" (Johnson 1994: 23). 
 
279 Rhetorically, tattvavid is functioning here similarly to sa evam veda  that we encounter in the B‚U as a 
statement about the "true nature" of the teaching. Such statements either come immediately before or 
immediately after the teaching. 
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time.  The constant praising of both Janaka and Y‡j§avalkya indicates not only a friendly 

relationship between them within the narrative, but also the relative status that the two 

characters have attained within the larger MBh listening community. 

Most importantly, what we have in this passage is the placing of (relatively) new 

doctrines of S‡¸khya and Yoga into the mouth of a Á˘i where the two are grouped as 

essentially the same.  In many ways, this is a natural association not only because new 

doctrines, if taken as eternally true, are often placed in the mouths of already established 

authorities and connected to the ancient past, but also for thematic reasons.  As we have 

seen in the B‚U, Y‡j§avalkya's dialogues are also focused on immortality, fearlessness, 

death and the nature of what is truly indestructible.  In the Mah‡bh‡rata, though framed 

differently, the thematic focus is quite similar, albeit dealt with through the view of 

enumerative S‡¸khya and briefly with a discussion of yogic practices.  While there is no 

clear evidence of established yogic practices present in the early Upani˘ads, yoga 

practices seem well established in the MBh.  Whether "eight-fold yoga" is a reference to 

Pata§jali's view of yoga is unknown. 

In the B‚U, the theme of true or correct knowledge is focused on the nature of the 

sacrifice, death and transcendence.  In this context, this theme is expanded to include 

Yoga and S‡¸khya.  The teachings in this narrative are not portrayed in such a way to 

deny or criticize the authority of the Veda; on the contrary, these teachings of Yoga and 

S‡¸khya are said to be encompassed within the Veda and is seen as its true expression.  

Y‡j§avalkya claims that all these teachings are found within the Veda itself (if one knows 

how to find them) establishing an already authoritative precedent.  In describing 

Y‡j§avalkya's role here Sutton (2000: 44) states: 

...we have a teacher of S‡¸khya claiming not to deny the Vedas but that his 
conclusions are the true conclusion of the Vedas, recognised within them only by 
those who are able to properly comprehend such wisdom. 
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Sutton is correct from the perspective of the tradition that propagated these 

teachings.  However, for our purposes, it is fruitful to view this somewhat differently: as 

far as the larger literary history is concerned, it is not so much a "teacher of S‡¸khya 

claiming not to deny the Vedas," but rather it is a character that was already well-known 

as a Vedic teacher of the hoary past being portrayed in a different form of literature with 

different ends -- to argue that S‡¸khya/Yoga teachings and the Vedic teachings are one 

and the same.  To put it another way, it is not only S‡¸khya accepting the authority of the 

Veda, but also the authority of the Veda being brought forth to authorize S‡¸khya.  The 

two are used to justify each other, though it is clear that S‡¸khya is given a higher status 

of a sort as it is said to be the "true" Vedic teaching.  This is pointed out directly in the 

sub-narrative of Y‡j§avalkya's conversation with a Gandharva that he related to Janaka 

(12.306.1ff.). Y‡j§avalkya states rather bluntly: 

 
s‡Ôgop‡Ôg‡n api yadi pa§ca ved‡n adh„yate 
vedavedya¸ na j‡n„te vedabh‡ravaho hi sa˛ (12.306.48) 
yo ghÁt‡rth„ khar„k˘„ra¸ mathed gandharvasattama 
vi˘Òh‡¸ tatr‡nupa˜yeta na maıÛa¸ n‡pi v‡ ghÁtam (12.306.49) 
tath‡ vedyam avedya¸ ca vedavidyo na vindati 
sa kevala¸ mÂÛhamatir j§‡nabh‡ravaha˛ smÁta˛ (12.306.50) 

Even if one studies the five Vedas with the limbs (aÔga) and sub-limbs (up‡Ôga), 
[but] does not know what is to be known through the Veda (vedavedya), he is 
simply carrying the weight of the Veda.  Should one, whose object is butter, churn 
the milk of a she-ass, O best of the Gandharvas, he will find [something that 
smells like? looks like?] excrement there and not cream or butter.  In the same 
way, one who knows the Veda [but] does not find what is related to the Veda and 
what is not is regarded as a mere idiot carrying the weight of knowledge. 

Ganguli (vol. 10, 1991: 51, n. 1) states that the comparison being made here is 

between two types of fools: one ignorant enough to expect butter from ass's milk and 

another who does not understand the true nature of the Veda, though he has had studied 

it.  This is possible, but the passage is not entirely clear.  Though Ganguli does not 

elaborate, if the two metaphors are symmetrical, then the Veda is being compared to the 
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milk of a she-ass which, when churned, produces something foul.  In such a reading, one 

wonders then if this is a negative assessment of the Veda itself.  I think this is unlikely 

because, in the context of the larger narrative, Y‡j§avalkya in no way dismisses or 

denigrates the value of the Veda and it is doubtful that he is here.280  However,  the 

excrement may refer to one who knows the Veda (the milk of the she-ass), but procedes 

to misinterpret its true teaching (churning which produces excrement).  However, this 

interpretation is a bit clumsy, as the nature of the milk is that it cannot produce ghee or 

butter under any circumstance.  Does this mean that the nature of the Veda prevents it 

from producing true knowledge?  Such an interpretation is hard to reconcile with the rest 

of the passage that does value the Veda -- in fact, Y‡j§avalkya's authority comes from 

that value. 

Another possibility is that the first metaphor of a person churning ass's milk is not 

simply stating that this person is ignorant enough to expect the impossible (which, of 

course, he is),281 but it is also stating that one's goal must be appropriate to the object used 

to attain that goal.  No butter will come from the milk of a she-ass as no true knowledge 

will come from inappropriate sources.282  Here, the unexpressed correlate to the she-ass is 

that the Veda is the milk of a cow -- as milk is the proper substance for making ghee 

when churned, so the Veda is the proper source for true knowledge.  What I think is 

implied here (and reinforced in what follows) is that if one's goal is the true nature of 

things then study of the Veda is essential (which would be consonant with the rest of the 

narrative).  The second statement regarding the knower of the Veda is a word play.  It 
 
 
280 To dismiss the value of the Veda would be counter-productive to the apparent narrative intent: 
Y‡j§avalkya's authority comes from the Veda and to dismiss it would be to dismiss his authority as well. 
 
281 Note that ass's milk is too low in fat to produce butter. I am not sure, however, whether the reference to 
excrement refers to appearance or odor. 
 
282 This may refer to sources outside of the Veda, but also probably refers more specifically to n‡stika 
traditions.  
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appears to be saying that once one has the appropriate goal (the true nature of things) and 

the appropriate object to obtain that goal (the Vedas) it is still useless unless one realizes 

that goal.  In this context of S‡¸khya, that goal is understanding the true nature of prakÁti 

and puru˘a which is said to be found in the Vedas.  Here, rather than a simple comparison 

between two types of fools, is a two step argument: (1) know where to find the truth and 

(2) find the truth there.  The desire for something and the means to something only matter 

in so much as they actually lead to the attainment of the goal.  In this interpretation, the 

novelty here is not knowing where to find that truth (in this larger passage, the Veda 

appears to be assumed as the place to find this truth), but rather what that truth is: the 

doctrine of S‡¸khya and the practice of Yoga. 

These are simply two possibilities for understanding this passage.  Implicit in this 

passage seems to be a reference to a load animal carrying a burden whose value it does 

not know (i.e., it simply carries the weight of it).  However, by referring to milk, rather 

than to a load, the passage is not entirely clear.  It is possible that several images are being 

brought together here that do not perfectly parallel each other.  This passage may be, 

however, a reference to the older Y‡j§avalkya and his association with harsh language 

towards others. 

 What is clear in the larger narrative is that by appropriating the Veda and the 

status of the Veda for the ends of S‡¸khya/Yoga, both Janaka and Y‡j§avalkya are here 

functioning as iconic of the Vedic tradition and the earlier dialogue format that is 

attributed to the two in the B‚U is here easily manipulated to incorporate new teachings.  

As we saw in the beginning of this passage, the narrator, Bh„˘ma, puts this story into the 

past and thus claims ancient precedent.  As I will show below, the literary tradition that 

produced this part of the Mah‡bh‡rata was certainly aware and expressive of a general 

character template of who Y‡j§avalkya was seen to be.  This view included him being 
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portrayed principally (though not exclusively) as an orthoprax Vedic priest.  Indeed, it is 

based on this claim that he is called a Á˘i, having moved from a simple Vedic priest  to the 

level of iconic Vedic priest, where he has the authority to discourse on such matters in 

this passage. 

What follows this formal discussion of Yoga and S‡¸khya is perhaps the most 

interesting passage regarding Y‡j§avalkya in all of the Mah‡bh‡rata.  After explaining 

Yoga and S‡¸khya directly to Janaka, Y‡j§avalkya switches to telling a narrative about 

himself -- specifically, how he came to have all this knowledge that has just been relayed 

to Janaka.   
 
avyaktastha¸ para¸ yat tat pÁ˘Òas te 'ha¸ nar‡dhipa 
para¸ guhyam ima¸ pra˜na¸ ˜Áıu˘v‡vahito nÁpa (12.306.1) 

You have asked me about the highest [brahman] that resides in the unmanifest, O 
King.  This question is a great mystery.  Listen closely, O King. 
 
yath‡r˘eıeha vidhin‡ carat‡vamatena ha 
may‡dity‡d av‡pt‡ni yajÂ¸˘i mithil‡dhipa (12.306.2) 

By conducting myself here with humility in accordance with the rules laid down 
by the Á˘is, the yajus were attained by me from the sun, O King of Mithila. 

Here Y‡j§avalkya enters into a long explanation of how he came to have all of the 

knowledge that he is sharing with Janaka.  This passage is the first elaborated 

hagiography explaining how Y‡j§avalkya is said to have received the White Yajurveda 

from the Sun, what this entailed, and how the teaching spread (or rather, how it became 

known as its own school of ritual interpretation).  This narrative clearly has as its model 

Y‡j§avalkya's association with the Sun, perhaps dating back to the ¯B/B‚U, but this 

certainly must also have been a more popular understanding of the figure at the time.283  

However, as a hagiographical elaboration, this long passage brings in many 

 
 
283 I do not wish to imply that the composers of this text were directly familiar with the ¯B/B‚U in any 
particular recension as we have them, but rather that they were clearly aware of the same or rather similar 
stories regarding Y‡j§avalkya whether in a fixed form or not. 
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unprecedented details and is an extension of known details suggesting why Y‡j§avalkya 

had to appeal to the Sun in the first place, his relation to the White Yajurvedic tradition 

and his teacher, and how he propagated his teachings. Y‡j§avalkya concludes with a sub-

narrative where he tells of a questioning session between him and a Gandharva. 

I will translate the first part of this narrative and highlight what appears to be the 

most important aspects for our purposes.  We will then turn to the larger issues regarding 

the innovations found in this text, what may be the rationale behind the changes or 

continuities, and what might be the larger overall purpose of including these 

hagiographical details and what they do to the narrative as a whole.  Y‡j§avalkya 

continues: 

 
mahat‡ tapas‡ devas tapi˘Òha˛ sevito may‡ 
pr„tena c‡ha¸ vibhun‡ sÂryeıoktas tad‡nagha (12.306.3) 

With great ascetic heat (tapas), I served the best blazing deity (tapi˘Òha).  Then, O 
Sinless One, the all-pervading Sun [was] pleased [and] said to me:  
 
vara¸ vÁı„˘va viprar˘e yad i˘Òa¸ te sudurlabham 
tat te d‡sy‡mi pr„t‡tm‡ matpras‡do hi durlabha˛ (12.306.4) 

'Choose a boon, O Brahmin Ë˘i, which you desire and is difficult for you to 
obtain.  I will give it to you with a pleased soul, for my grace is difficult to obtain.' 
 
tata˛ praıamya ˜iras‡ mayoktas tapat‡¸ vara˛  
yajÂ¸˘i nopayukt‡ni k˘ipram icch‡mi veditum (12.306.5) 

Then, having bowed with my head, I said to the best of those who give heat, 'I 
want to know immediately the yajus not used [or: not known].' 
 
tato m‡¸ bhagav‡n ‡ha vitari˘y‡mi te dvija 
sarasvat„ha v‡gbhÂt‡ ˜ar„ra¸ te pravek˘yati (12.306.6) 

Then the Lord said to me, 'I will bestow this to you, O Twice-born.  [The goddess] 
Sarasvat„, composed of speech, will enter your body. 

 
tato m‡m ‡ha bhagav‡n ‡sya¸ sva¸ vivÁta¸ kuru 
vivÁta¸ ca tato me ''sya¸ pravi˘Ò‡ ca sarasvat„ (12.306.7) 

Then the Lord said to me, 'Open your mouth'. Thus I opened my mouth and 
Sarasvat„ entered.  
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tato vidahyam‡no 'ha¸ pravi˘Òo 'mbhas tad‡nagha 
avij§‡n‡d amar˘‡c ca bh‡skarasya mah‡tmana˛ (12.306.8) 

Burning, I then entered the water, O Sinless one, out of ignorance and impatience 
with the great-souled Sun. 
 
tato vidahyam‡na¸ m‡m uv‡ca bhagav‡n ravi˛ 
muhÂrta¸ sahyat‡¸ d‡has tata˛ ˜„t„bhavi˘yasi (12.306.9) 

Then, the Sun Lord said to me while I was burning, 'Endure the burning for a 
moment -- you will then become cool.' 
 
˜„t„bhÂta¸ ca m‡¸ dÁ˘Òv‡ bhagav‡n ‡ha bh‡skara˛ 
prati˘Òh‡syati te veda˛ sottara˛ sakhilo dvija (12.306.10) 

And having seen me cooled, the Sun Lord said, 'The Veda will establish itself in 
you along with the subsequent/concluding portion and the supplement,284 O 
Twice-born. 
 
kÁtsna¸ ˜atapatha¸ caiva praıe˘yasi dvijar˘abha 
tasy‡nte c‡punarbh‡ve buddhis tava bhavi˘yati (12.306.11) 

'You will bring forth (√praı„)285 the whole ¯atapatha, O Bull among Twice-born, 
and at the end of that, your mind will be [fixed upon] not being born again. 
 
pr‡psyase ca yad i˘Òa¸ tat s‡¸khyayogepsita¸ padam 
et‡vad uktv‡ bhagav‡n astam ev‡bhyavartata (12.306.12) 

'And you will obtain that desire which is the place desired by S‡¸khya and Yoga.' 
Having said this much, the Sun approached the Asta hill [i.e., the sun set or went 
home].   
 
tato 'nuvy‡hÁta¸ ˜rutv‡ gate deve vibh‡vasau 
gÁham ‡gatya sa¸hÁ˘Òo 'cintaya¸ vai sarasvat„m (12.306.13) 

Then I heard the speech and, when the blazing god left, I went home delighted and 
thought of Sarasvat„. 
 
tata˛ pravÁtt‡ti˜ubh‡ svaravya§janabhÂ˘it‡ 

 
 
284 What these sections entail is unclear: it may be the Upani˘ads, Br‡hmaıas, the Ved‡Ôgas, or all three. 
Given that it is later said that Y‡j§avalkya learns the Pur‡ıas from another teacher, these are clearly not 
intended. 
 
285 I translate as "bring forth" because it is not entirely clear whether the meaning here is "to compose," "to 
compile," or simply "to institute" the teachings.  As the teachings are given from the Sun, it is unlikely that 
this passage is meant to attribute independent authorship to Y‡j§avalkya, but rather to explain why some 
may see him as an editor or author of sorts as these were not "known/used" previously. 
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o¸k‡ram ‡dita˛ kÁtv‡ mama dev„ sarasvat„ (12.306.14) 

Then the adorned one came forth to me. The goddess Sarasvat„ was decorated 
with vowels and consonants having made OM the first.286  
 
tato 'ham arghya¸ vidhivat sarasvatyai nyavedayam 
tapat‡¸ ca vari˘Òh‡ya ni˘aııas tatpar‡yaıa˛ (12.306.15) 

Then, in accordance with the rules, I offered arghya water to Sarasvat„ and to the 
incendiary one (the Sun), the best of burners.  Then I was seated with them as 
[my] last resort. 
 
tata˛ ˜atapatha¸ kÁtsna¸ sarahasya¸ sasa¸graham 
cakre sapari˜e˘a¸ ca har˘eıa parameıa ha (12.306.16) 

Thus the whole ¯atapatha together with the secret doctrine, appendix, and 
supplement, I made with the highest joy. 
 
kÁtv‡ c‡dhyayana¸ te˘‡¸ ˜i˘y‡ı‡¸ ˜atam uttamam 
vipriy‡rtha¸ sa˜i˘yasya m‡tulasya mah‡tmana˛ (12.306.17) 

And having made a recitation of these by the best one hundred of those students, a 
displeasing this for my great-souled maternal uncle and his students 
 
tata˛ sa˜i˘yeıa may‡ sÂryeıeva gabhastibhi˛ 
vy‡pto yaj§o mah‡r‡ja pitus tava mah‡tmana˛ (12.306.18) 

then I, with [my] students, like the sun with its hands (=rays) completely took 
over the sacrifice of your great-souled father, O King. 
 
mi˘ato devalasy‡pi tato 'rdha¸ hÁtav‡n aham 
svavedadak˘iı‡y‡tha287 vimarde m‡tulena ha (12.306.19) 

Then as Devala looked on, I took half for my own Veda-recitation reward in 
conflict with my maternal uncle. 
 
sumantun‡tha pailena tath‡ jaiminin‡ ca vai 
pitr‡ te munibhi˜ caiva tato 'ham anum‡nita˛ (12.306.20) 

Thus Sumantu, Paila, Jaimini, your father and even the other sages agreed with 
me. 
 
da˜a pa§ca ca pr‡pt‡ni yajÂ¸˘y ark‡n may‡nagha 
tathaiva lomahar˘‡c ca pur‡ıam avadh‡ritam (12.306.21) 

 
286 Meaning: having the auspicious syllable OM as the first of all sounds.  
 
287 Irregular double sandhi of dak˘iı‡y‡˛ atha. 
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I obtained the ten times five yajus from the Sun, O Sinless one and likewise 
studied the Pur‡ıa from Lomahar˘a.  
 
b„jam etat puraskÁtya dev„¸ caiva sarasvat„m 
sÂryasya c‡nubh‡vena pravÁtto 'ha¸ nar‡dhipa (12.306.22) 

Having put the seed and the goddess Sarasvat„ in front288 and with the luster of 
SÂrya, I commenced, O King 
 
kartu¸ ˜atapatha¸ vedam apÂrva¸ k‡rita¸ ca me 
yath‡bhila˘ita¸ m‡rga¸ tath‡ tac copap‡ditam (12.306.23) 

to make the ¯atapatha Veda. I made something that had not been seen before.  
Likewise, the path (i.e., the ¯atapatha), in accordance with my desire, was 
accomplished. 
 
˜i˘y‡ı‡m akhila¸ kÁtsnam anuj§‡ta¸ sasa¸graham 
sarve ca ˜i˘y‡˛ ˜ucayo gat‡˛ paramahar˘it‡˛ (12.306.24) 

The whole [text] with the complete abstracts was taught to the students.  All the 
students, who were pure, greatly rejoiced. 
 
˜‡kh‡˛ pa§cada˜em‡s tu vidy‡ bh‡skaradar˜it‡˛ 
prati˘Òh‡pya yath‡k‡ma¸ vedya¸ tad anucintayam (12.306.25) 

Having established the 50 branches of science that I saw from the Sun, according 
to my desire I meditated on that object of knowledge. 

Here the text switches to a discourse between Y‡j§avalkya and a Gandharva who 

is apparently both asking about and verifying the knowledge that Y‡j§avalkya possesses.  

For our purposes, this short passage is not particularly novel: it continues the themes 

already discussed earlier in the conversation between Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka and is a 

simplified discussion of S‡¸khya (perhaps an intentional reiteration of what preceded).  

The main purpose of this passage appears to be to put this dialogue outside of the 

mundane world and thus associate it with the other-worldly by means of the character of a 

Gandharva.  It should be remembered that, in the B‚U, Y‡j§avalkya's knowledge was 

tested twice by knowledge that was held by a Gandharva in the two possession episodes 

(B‚U 3.3 and 3.7).  In those cases, the interlocutors knew the Gandharva's proper 

 
288 Or: "having honored the seed and the goddess..." 
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answers, but those answers were used to test Y‡j§avalkya by his interlocutors.  In this 

MBh passage, Y‡j§avalkya is going so far as to teach a celestial being about the nature of 

the cosmos.  In this sense, Y‡j§avalkya's knowledge is said to be not simply for human 

beings on earth nor is it a truth relative to this world.  It is an all-encompassing truth for 

beings both mundane and divine.  

§ 1.1 Characterizing Y‡j§avalkya 

This long passage gives a particular view of who Y‡j§avalkya was, what he was 

thought to have accomplished, and how.  While this view is clearly based on the earlier 

literary tradition -- such as Y‡j§avalkya being associated with the beginning of the White 

Yajurveda via the Sun, his connection with Janaka, as well as thematic continuities 

mentioned earlier -- this version also has its own unique narrative expansion that varies 

significantly from the B‚U/¯B. 

First and most obviously, beginning with the ¯B and finding its full expression in 

the B‚U, Y‡j§avalkya's principal character trait has been his irreverent and sarcastic 

persona.  We have outlined these instances of sarcasm in the short exchanges in ¯B.  

Though it is clear his opinion was not always accepted, when sarcasm occurs in the ¯B 

his position is listed as authoritative.  This trait was further elaborated in the B‚U.  In 

B‚U 1.1, Y‡j§avalkya claims the cows meant for the most learned before a debate could 

even begin -- certainly an audacious act.  He trades verbal barbs with the other 

contestants during the course of the debate, culminating in the most sharp exchanges with 

¯‡kalya (3.9).  Even in private conversations with Janaka, Y‡j§avalkya continues to show 

himself superior to others (B‚U 4.1: "...this is like saying a person has a mother...").  

Within the White Yajurvedic tradition, however, these were not negative portrayals of 

this figure, but quite the opposite.  We have seen that it is most fruitful to view the 

character's sarcasm as "pride in correct knowledge."  This is to say, his pride was not 
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viewed as a character flaw or anything of the sort by the tradition; it rather was seen as 

justified by the fact that it was warranted -- he was proper in acting superior because his 

knowledge proved that he was superior.  The principal use of this sarcasm was to focus 

the narratives on establishing Y‡j§avalkya and the school that he was associated with as 

authoritative. 

The Mah‡bh‡rata narrative, however, has a different  focus -- that of an already 

established Y‡j§avalkya as a Á˘i and the founder of the White Yajurveda.  As such, rather 

than trying to argue for the validity of the tradition or of a particular spokesman for the 

tradition, the narrative following the S‡¸khya-Yoga discussion is concerned with 

explaining how this tradition came about and to position this within the ancient past via a 

myth of Y‡j§avalkya's interaction with the Sun.  In this fashion, the pride and sarcasm 

that are commonly used in portraying Y‡j§avalkya in other narratives are not easily found 

here because the purpose is different.  However, these aspects of this character's earlier 

portrayal were apparently known, as they occasionally break through the surface of this 

narrative and suggest his literary past. 

As we have previously seen, Y‡j§avalkya's association with the Sun dates back to 

the B‚U and perhaps even to the Sun-mantra we saw in the ¯B.  In the MBh, the 

association with the Sun is given full expression incorporating many new details into the 

hagiography of Y‡j§avalkya.  Many of these details serve to "fill out" what could be seen 

as "silences" or gaps in the other portrayals of Y‡j§avalkya.  Thus, while the B‚U/¯B 

passages do not elaborate on the nature of Y‡j§avalkya's association with the Sun, it is 

part of the goal of MBh narrative to explain this directly. 

The narrative begins by explaining that it is Y‡j§avalkya who appealed to the Sun 

to be granted knowledge of the sacrifice.  Interestingly, at least one major question is left 

unanswered in the framing; that is, why Y‡j§avalkya appealed to the Sun in the first 
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place.  This question, however, is taken up by composers of the Pur‡ıas in later centuries 

and did not apparently concern the composers of this narrative.289  Through Y‡j§avalkya's 

appeal to the Sun, we are told that not only was he given the White Yajurveda, but the 

whole of the Veda as well as other oral texts. 

If in the Upani˘ads there is a tendency to focus on bandhus -- religious 

etymologies focused on similarity in sound and/or nature of two entities -- we find 

something similar in this narrative of the divine interacting on earth.  Y‡j§avalkya is said 

to have used tapas (ascetic heat accumulated through austerities) to appeal to the tapi˘Òha 

(the "best of heat" and perhaps "the best ascetic," as the Sun burns naturally).  It is said 

that because the Sun's grace is "difficult to achieve" (sudurlabha), Y‡j§avalkya should 

choose a boon that is also "difficult to achieve" (durlabha).290  While Y‡j§avalkya used 

heat to appease the heated one (the Sun), it is through heat that the Sun, through the 

intermediary of Sarasvat„, burns Y‡j§avalkya.  It is clear here that the Sun's tapas is 

greater than Y‡j§avalkya's as the Sun causes Y‡j§avalkya to feel great heat and pain 

which he attempts to quench by entering water.  Further in the narrative, we find that 

Sarasvat„ came to Y‡j§avalkya in the form of speech (v‡k) thus explaining why it was 

that she initially entered through his mouth.  The form of speech is particularly 

appropriate because the mantras (indeed all of the Vedas and the appendices) that 

Y‡j§avalkya is to receive from the Sun will be in the form of speech.291 

The binary complementarity that we find in this story is a way to provide a natural 

explanation for what could otherwise seem obscure or beyond the normal -- direct contact 
 
289 See Chapter Five. 
 
290 It is unclear whether there is a different connotation intended with the added prefix su.  This word may 
also mean "dear" or "beloved," but here probably indicated "really difficult."  Nonetheless, the similarity of 
the words is intentional. 
 
291 This is probably the reason for the inclusion of Sarasvat„ (speech personified) functioning as the 
intermediary for the Sun. 
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with a god and the subsequent boon.  Etymological bandhus within the Upani˘ads do a 

similar thing -- finding the "natural" (if hidden) connection between words or concepts 

shows the "truth" of the connection between them.  Note that Y‡j§avalkya at the 

beginning of this narrative refers to Janaka's query as a "great mystery" (para¸ guhyam)  

which suggests that only a mysterious (i.e., divine) explanation will serve.  

In the MBh, the bandhus in question are not always etymological equations (such 

as sudurlabha/durlabha among others), but the narrative structures itself on binary 

complementarities -- one approaches the hot god (the sun) through heat and the god 

approaches the person through the same means.  Since orally recited texts are being 

requested, it is natural then that these would enter through the mouth, even where the 

goddess assumes the form of the Sanskrit syllabary itself.  Indeed, the complementarity 

reaches its climax when Y‡j§avalkya refers to himself as the Sun and his students as the 

sun-rays during the course of the sacrifice that follows (12.306.18).  In a sense, the 

teachings of the Sun made Y‡j§avalkya (and his students) one and the same with the 

Sun.292  This complementarity is narratively required in this story for the divine 

interaction to take place.  This is supported by the fact that when Y‡j§avalkya breaks with 

the complementarity (by entering water to cool himself), the Sun intervenes and tells 

Y‡j§avalkya that he must endure the heat  to receive his boon.293  This association with 

Y‡j§avalkya and tapas may be an allusion to his association with renunciation in the 

B‚U. It is clear that the burning sensation and eventually its dissipation was necessary 

for the boon, while Y‡j§avalkya's entering the water broke the complementarity by 

bringing together apparently opposing elements (fire and water). 

 
292 This may be one reason why Y‡j§avalkya had to endure great heat -- so as to become like the Sun itself. 
 
293 Perhaps the heat that Y‡j§avalkya endures is for purificatory purposes, but it is unclear. 
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In this fashion, while the inquiry relates to a "great mystery" and the story of the 

Sun-god's interaction with Y‡j§avalkya serves as an explanation of how Y‡j§avalkya 

came to have all this knowledge, the system of complementarity structures the interaction 

between the divine and the mundane.  While bandhus serve to show the connectedness 

between words and concepts to indicate a deeper or higher truth, here such connections 

are narrative ones that similarly attempt to show a truth -- the system by which 

Y‡j§avalkya was able to beseech the Sun for his blessings and the origins of the White 

Yajurveda.294 

If Y‡j§avalkya can be characterized by his pride in earlier portrayals, in this MBh 

passage we actually have something that is almost opposite.295  Y‡j§avalkya here is 

portrayed as an idealized supplicant who not only serves the great Sun god, but does so to 

a degree that pleases the god --  no small task as the god himself admits.  At the 

beginning, Y‡j§avalkya states that he acted though "despised" (avamata) by others, 

suggesting a real-world affect from his offense towards his teacher and perhaps 

suggesting he was wrong in his action.  He shows proper respect to the Sun god by 

bowing his head towards him (12.306.5), while it is said later (12.306.15) that he follows 

the proper hospitality rules in offering arghya water to Sarasvat„ and the Sun when he 

invokes them.  Rather than being prideful, Y‡j§avalkya admits his own human frailty by 

not initially withstanding the burning heat of the Sun.  He claims that it was his ignorance 

(avij§‡na) and impatience (amar˘a) which led him to do so, realizing post-facto that he 

should have accepted the situation on the Sun-god's terms.  In fact, his impatience may be 

an oblique reference to his character portrayed elsewhere -- such as driving off the cows 
 
294 I am not arguing for any larger system of "sympathetic magic" in the Indian context or that 
complementarity is necessarily the basis of all narratives concerned with human and divine interaction.  
Rather, I am simply pointing out the apparent structure in this narrative. 
 
295 With the exception of the suggesting of a dispute with his maternal uncle.  However, it is not clear in 
this passage what that dispute was thought to entail. 
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before the debate begins in the B‚U or his apparent frustration with various interlocutors 

in the debate. 

The reasons for Y‡j§avalkya's portrayal as humble in this narrative are many -- 

the first is the obvious hierarchical relationship established between a human being and 

the divine, the Sun-god.  As is seen in much of Hindu religious literature, a principal 

means to approaching a god is to show one's deference to the divine power.  While the 

beginning of this narrative framed Y‡j§avalkya as a Á˘i, the point of much of the narrative 

is to explain how he became one.  This mythological narrative explains how a remarkable 

human being was able to beseech the great Sun-god, not only in receiving the 50 yajus 

formulas, but even the entire Vedas and appendices.  Certainly, Y‡j§avalkya's 

subservience, along with the structural complementarity, is a means to explain how such a 

boon could be attained.  By establishing a mythological origin, this narrative is more 

concerned with explaining how things came to be than with any rivalry between different 

groups of priests. 

Though this narrative is not directly concerned with Y‡j§avalkya's portrayal as a 

sarcastic and bold individual, this is not to say that there are not possible undercurrents in 

the narrative which suggest that the composers were aware of Y‡j§avalkya's character 

from other sources.  We have already mentioned  that his portrayal as "impatient" could 

be such an allusion.  In fact, there are other passages which suggest that such aspects 

form part of the background of this tale, even if they are not foregrounded in the narrative 

itself.  For example, the question is left open as to why Y‡j§avalkya felt compelled to 

beseech the Sun in the first place for yajus that were "not used" (nopayukta) in the 

sacrifice.  This mention of previously unknown mantras makes clear that Y‡j§avalkya 

intends to make himself unique among Vedic sacrificers, not the least because he would 

position himself as the human beginning of a new teaching lineage.  While not saying so 
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directly, this may also suggest that Y‡j§avalkya was circumventing his maternal uncle, 

who may have been (though again it is not explicitly stated to be) Y‡j§avalkya's teacher.  

Certainly, we know that the uncle was not pleased with Y‡j§avalkya taking it upon 

himself to teach students (12.306.17), perhaps usurping his role as teacher after 

Y‡j§avalkya received this divine wisdom from the Sun.  This conflict apparently comes 

to a head when Y‡j§avalkya and the students participate in the sacrifice and Y‡j§avalkya 

claims half of the dak˘iıa apparently meant for his uncle.  In doing so, Y‡j§avalkya is 

making a claim to be his uncle's equal -- a claim that the other priests (Sumantu, Jaimini, 

and Paila) and Janaka's father agree is valid.  In a fashion, if a brahmodya like the one in 

the B‚U is to establish one's superior knowledge by verbal debate, here Y‡j§avalkya 

apparently proved his knowledge of proper ritual actions (and the accompanying mantras) 

by performing them in the Vedic ritual itself.  Not only then is the Sun-god said to have 

given these texts to Y‡j§avalkya, but through his enactment of these teachings during the 

ritual the other priests acknowledge their validity and correctness.  In a sense, the 

knowledge given to Y‡j§avalkya by the Sun is being independently validated by the 

established Vedic priests in the ritual.296  

At this point, an important question can be raised: if the preceding discussion 

between Janaka and Y‡j§avalkya was focused solely on the nature of S‡¸khya and Yoga, 

what would be the purpose of this narrative which is more concerned with the 

mythological background of Y‡j§avalkya and only secondarily with S‡¸khya and Yoga? 

Why then would this subnarrative be followed by a second subnarrative of a discussion 

between Y‡j§avalkya and a Gandharva? 

 
296 These human participants were not present during the period when the Sun caused Sarasvat„ to enter 
into him and when he received all this sacred knowledge.  However, as enacting the Vedic texts and 
knowing them are, in some sense, one and the same, they could verify the validity by observing the 
performance. 
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There are both text-internal and text-external answers to these questions -- some, 

of course, more convincing than others.  Most obviously, as mentioned before, Janaka is 

asking a question that Y‡j§avalkya calls a "great mystery."  If Y‡j§avalkya is about to 

expound upon the highest brahma, then it serves him to explain where such secret 

knowledge originated.  As such, Y‡j§avalkya is telling a story that shows why the 

knowledge he has is unique to him.  In contrast, in the Gandharva episodes of the B‚U, 

where Y‡j§avalkya attained the knowledge that was held by celestial beings and imparted 

only to those Brahmins who happened to be at the home of Pata§cala K‡pya was not an 

issue.  In that case, Y‡j§avalkya knowing the answers showed that his knowledge was 

equal to that of the Gandharvas and not dependent upon them.  As such, it showed his 

knowledge as superior to the other Brahmins whose knowledge was dependent on the 

Gandharvas. 

In the MBh, though, the situation is somewhat different.  What is being asked of 

Y‡j§avalkya is not what a Gandharva may or may not know, given their apparently 

privileged position as celestial beings.  Rather, Y‡j§avalkya is being asked by Janaka to 

explain the highest principle of all, and this apparently required narrative justification as 

to how he could have such knowledge.  The Gandharva narrative that follows shows that 

even a Gandharva does not have such knowledge.  Indeed, the Sun-god is said to have 

told Y‡j§avalkya that, after he learned all these sacred texts, his mind would be focused 

on not being born again (i.e., final liberation; 12.306.11), which is the culminating topic 

of the preceding section of S‡¸khya and Yoga thematically connected to this passage.  

There is another reason for the possible inclusion of this narrative.  While framing 

the narrative as an ancient discussion between Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka would itself be 

enough to link these doctrines to the Vedic past, the narrative is bringing the Vedas into 

close conjunction with S‡¸khya and Yoga.  It is likely that there was an apparent tension 
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seen between these worldviews.  This is supported by the fact that it is unlikely that the 

tradition would have argued so directly that the two were one and the same, if such a 

position were self-evident or widely held.  In so doing, it may have raised the question of 

why Y‡j§avalkya is not associated with similar Yoga/S‡¸khya teachings elsewhere.297  

Certainly, there are thematic overlaps with the B‚U concerning the nature of death, 

immortality, the fearless, and so on, but nothing in the B‚U broaches the technicality one 

finds in these discussions of S‡¸khya and, to a lesser degree, Yoga.  While the B‚U 

passages are not "simple," they also are not formal philosophy with very specific 

technical terms employed in a fashion similar to S‡¸khya.  Perhaps one reason for the 

inclusion of this story was to give a background to a character that may otherwise seem 

out of place in this context.  

The main purpose of this narrative, however, is to bring the doctrines of 

S‡¸khya/Yoga together with the character of Y‡j§avalkya.  As we have seen, the 

previous discussion regarding S‡¸khya and Yoga contained little or no narrative 

elements, except for the framing of the story.  What followed was a dry, technical listing 

of the principles of Yoga and S‡¸khya which was more a monologue than a dialogue or 

story.  While Y‡j§avalkya had directly said to Janaka that S‡¸khya, Yoga, and the Veda 

were the same, here the purpose of the origin story is to show how this is the case 

narratively.  The story relates how Y‡j§avalkya received sacred texts from the Sun, but 

also how he will, afterwards, focus his mind on not dying again (apunarmÁtyu).  In this 

fashion, this narrative is telling the audience that the preceding discussion on the nature of 

the cosmos based on S‡¸khya and Yoga (and whose explicit goal is liberation from 

rebirth) is the culmination of the revelation that Y‡j§avalkya received from the Sun.  Not 
 
297 This is not to say that there may not have been a contemporaneous oral tradition not recorded in the 
extant texts which associated Y‡j§avalkya with S‡¸khya and Yoga, but rather that this discussion in the 
MBh is a novelty in the larger literary record and an oral tradition associating Y‡j§avalkya with these 
doctrines cannot be particularly old. 
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only did the Sun grant Y‡j§avalkya the yajus, the ¯B, etc., but he also granted him the 

ability to see the truth of S‡¸khya and Yoga within that.  Thus this narrative "proves" 

that this doctrine is the highest because the Sun god granted it to Y‡j§avalkya as such.  If 

the B‚U genealogy which mentions Y‡j§avalkya and the Sun is meant to explain the 

origins of the White Yajurveda, the MBh myth encompasses that while introducing the 

origin of S‡¸khya/Yoga within that same origin. 

This helps to explain certain details that appear in this narrative.  In the B‚U, 

Y‡j§avalkya is said only to have received the yajus from the Sun.  Here, on the other 

hand, Y‡j§avalkya is said to received the yajus, the ¯B, and the whole Veda (with the 

concluding portion and supplement; 12.306.10-11).  It could be argued that this is simply 

"hagiographical hyperbole" -- that is, the authors may have inflated the passage to include 

all these sacred texts as a means of glorifying Y‡j§avalkya.  This is, of course, quite 

possible and even likely as Y‡j§avalkya is said to be a Á˘i.  However, such a response 

does not answer the more important question of whether doing so may alter the narrative 

in other ways or, more bluntly, why they would do so in the first place.   

In fact, here I think we have another case where the narrative is making an 

argument similar to the one made by Y‡j§avalkya to Janaka about the apparent sameness 

of S‡¸khya, Yoga, and the Veda.  Lines 12.306.10-12 are a progressive statement about 

the sacred texts imparted to Y‡j§avalkya by the Sun (12.306.10: the Veda, the concluding 

portion, the supplement; 12.306.11: the ¯B) and what they will lead to (12.306.11: focus 

of the mind on liberation; 12.306.12: the place desired by S‡¸khya and Yoga, i.e., 

liberation itself).  This is to say that all of the Vedic tradition is said to be within 

Y‡j§avalkya (given to him by the Sun) and all of it leads to the goal of S‡¸khya and 

Yoga.  In this fashion, I think the portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya receiving more than simply 

the White Yajurveda is meant not so much to glorify Y‡j§avalkya, but rather to make 
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Y‡j§avalkya iconic of the whole Vedic tradition. As such, placing the doctrines of 

S‡¸khya and Yoga as the pinnacle of Y‡j§avalkya's teaching is a means to incorporate 

the established tradition into the new. 

Finally, this story serves, in many ways, the same function as the genealogies that 

we find in the B‚U.  The genealogies there list the names of teachers and students as a 

means of not only elucidating the (not necessarily factual) history of a teaching lineage, 

but also as a means to claim a validity to those teachings which preceded it.  This 

narrative (and the sub-narrative of the Gandharva) does the same thing here.  In the B‚U, 

the list of largely human teachers is here a story of how one student, Y‡j§avalkya, was 

taught by the ultimate teacher -- the Sun-god.  In this fashion, this story is a narrative 

genealogy which validates the teachings of S‡¸khya and Yoga that precede it. 

§ 2 MBh Book 2 (Sabh‡parvan) 

There are a series of smaller passages where Y‡j§avalkya appears in the MBh.  In 

some of these passages, there is little detail given about his character, so it is not entirely 

clear what the composers' conception of this figure was.  However, in many, there are 

parallels with other stories, verbal echoes, or suggestive links to the Y‡j§avalkya that we 

have encountered so far, clearly indicating that the figure of Y‡j§avalkya is consciously 

being rewritten into different scenarios. 

In passage 2.4.10 there is a single reference to Y‡j§avalkya.  He appears amongst 

a list of several other famous Brahmins in attendance at Yudhi˘Òhira's assembly hall 

(sabh‡, hence the name of the book).  As with Janaka's gifting of cows and his kingdom 

in the B‚U, the trope of tremendous gift-giving appears in this passage, but it is far more 

elaborate.  Not only does the trope of a thousand cows appear, but a thousand cows are 

given to every Brahmin in attendance (dadau tebhya˛ sahasr‡ıi gav‡m).298  The text 
 
298 cf. B‚U 2.4.3 
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further elaborates the various foods that are given to feed the Brahmins and tells us that 

new clothes were given for them to wear.  While the context of Janaka's gift giving in the 

B‚U was to establish which particular Brahmin was most learned in brahman 

(brahmi˘Òha), here all the illustrious Brahmins and K˘atriyas are fed and given gifts by 

Yudhi˘Òhira, presumably to show his status, righteousness, and generosity. 

Y‡j§avalkya's name appears within a list of others in attendance with no 

elaboration.  There is little overlap with the genealogies we have seen in the B‚U, but the 

reason seems obvious: the MBh passage is not a straightforward genealogy, but rather a 

listing of the religiously important individuals who attended the grand hall.299  In 

introducing the list of individuals the text calls those in attendance Á˘is and kings from 

various countries.  
 
sabh‡y‡m Á˘ayas tasy‡¸ p‡ıÛavai˛ saha ‡sate 
‡s‡¸ cakrur narendr‡˜ ca n‡n‡de˜asam‡gat‡˛ (2.4.7)  

In that hall seers [Á˘i] and princes from many countries sat with the P‡ıÛavas (Van 
Buitenen 1975: 38) 

Following this introduction, more than sixty Á˘is are mentioned. Within this list 

we find: 
tittirir y‡j§avalkya˜ ca sasuto lomahar˘aıa˛ 
apsuhomya˜ ca dhaumya˜ ca ‡ı„m‡ıÛavyakau˜ikau (2.4.10) 

Then there were Tittiri,300 Y‡j§avalkya, Lomahar˘ana and his son; Apsuhomya, 
Dhaumya, M‡ıÛavya-with-the-Stake, Kau˜ika...(Van Buitenen 1975: 38) 

It should be pointed out that the names in the larger list do not appear connected 

to Y‡j§avalkya as we know him from earlier sources.301  However, certain other 
 
 
299 These lists, I contend, still function in the same way as the genealogies.  This is to say that their 
principal importance is the glorification of the context (in this case, Yudhi˘Òhira and the r‡jasÂya; in the 
B‚U for the teachings and Y‡j§avalkya himself). 
 
300 Van Buitenen (1975: 38): "Tittira," but this is not in accordance with the critical edition. 
 
301 In fact, only two names seem to have any connection with the genealogy in chapter six where 
Y‡j§avalkya appears ("son of ¯‡ıÛil„" may be ¯‡ıÛilya mentioned in the MBh and also connected with 
books 6-10 of the ¯B and Kau˘ika may be connected with the "son of Kau˘ik„" in MBh). Perhaps also Asita 
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important Upani˘adic names do occur in this list: N‡ciketas, perhaps related to Naciketas 

of KaU; Gautama, which is a name often used for Udd‡laka ‚ruıi (B‚U, CU); PaiÔga, 

perhaps connected to PaiÔgya in K˘B/K˘U,302 and ¯‡ıÛilya, who is the principal authority 

in the middle books of the ¯B.303 

It appears clear that the individuals mentioned in this passage are taken as 

authoritative in ritual and religious matters (they are introduced as Á˘is, Vedic "seers"), 

whether from the ancient past or a more recent present (though in many cases it is unclear 

what their specific realm of authority is).  The list concludes by saying  
 
munayo dharmasahit‡ dhÁt‡tm‡no jitendriy‡˛ 
ete c‡nye ca bahavo vedaved‡Ôgap‡rag‡˛ (2.4.16) 
up‡sate mah‡tm‡na¸ sabh‡y‡m Á˘isattam‡˛ 
kathayanta˛ kath‡˛ puıy‡ dharmaj§‡˛ ˜ucayo 'mal‡˛ (2.4.17) 

...these and many other hermits [who were] firm in Law, masters of soul and 
senses, learned in the Vedas and their branches, and eminent seers [Á˘i] attended 
on the great-spirited King in his assembly hall.  [These munis were] wise in the 
Law, pure and immaculate [people who] narrated auspicious tales. (Van Buitenen: 
1975: 38; modified for clarity) 

It should be pointed out that the individuals mentioned play no narrative role in 

the story (though they are said to tell auspicious narratives!), but rather serve to 

emphasize the greatness of the assembly hall (sabh‡) created by the asura, Maya, for the 

P‡ıÛavas.  The building of this hall prefigures Yudhi˘thira's desire (instigated by the visit 

of N‡rada) to perform the r‡jasÂya, the consecration ceremony of a king.  Indeed, as Van 

Buitenen has pointed out in his introduction to this book, the whole structure of book 2 

appears to be based on this ancient Vedic rite (1975: 5ff.). 

 
in MBh is connected to Asita V‡r˘agaıa in B‚U. What any of this means is simply speculation as the 
overlaps are too few and there is little in the context of either passage to compare them. 
 
302Macdonell and Keith vol. 2 (1967: 23)  
 
303 Towards the end of the list a person named KaÒha is mentioned, perhaps attributable to the KaÒha 
Upani˘ad.  However, this name does not appear there.  
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When Y‡j§avalkya is mentioned, it is in the same vein as Tittiri and 

Lomahar˘ana. But who are Tittiri and Lomahar˘ana?  Tittiri, as we will discuss in 

Chapter Five, is often viewed as the compiler of the Taittir„ya Br‡hmaıa and Upani˘ad, a 

leader of the Black Yajurvedic school of ritual interpretation, and in the Pur‡ıas is often 

called the teacher of Y‡j§avalkya.  Lomahar˘ana is a figure connected with Pur‡ıic 

literary production.  As we saw in book 12, Y‡j§avalkya is said to have learned the 

Pur‡ıas from one Lomahar˘a, which is unlikely to be a coincidence. 

By Tittiri's association with Y‡j§avalkya, it is suggested here that, at least as early 

as book 2 of the MBh, a connection was made between these two individuals which may 

foreshadow the apparent connection (and disjuncture) of the Black and the White 

Yajurvedic traditions found in later literature.  What exactly this association means is a 

bit unclear as the text does not elaborate these relationships, but by placing the two in 

apposition it does show that  the hagiographical elaboration that we find in later Pur‡ıas 

had a precedent.  It is possible that this figure may have been viewed as Y‡j§avalkya's 

maternal uncle that we encountered in book 12, though this is not explicitly stated.  In any 

event, it is noteworthy that both are mentioned side by side, but there is no mention of a 

perceived split between Yajurvedic schools.  It is also not entirely clear whether in this 

passage Y‡j§avalkya was seen as the founder of his own school or not.  Most likely he 

was, as he is called a Á˘i along with the others in attendance.  Whether there was any 

perceived animosity between different Yajurvedic schools is not stated, but, as we will 

see, the remainder of the story clearly sees Y‡j§avalkya as the paramount Yajurvedin. 

Following this passage, the sage N‡rada appears to both question king Yudhi˘Òhira 

about how he runs his politics, as well as to emphasize that Yudhi˘Òhira should perform 

the r‡jusÂya sacrifice.  During the course of this conversation, N‡rada describes the 

assembly halls of other kings, apparently in an attempt to equate Yudhi˘Òhira with them 
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and to reinforce the need for Yudhi˘Òhira to perform the sacrifice as other (human and 

divine) kings had done.  

Further, in 2.7.10, which is part of N‡rada's description of other assembly halls, 

Y‡j§avalkya is again listed among prominent Brahmins attending the assembly hall of a 

king. Here, however, his status is higher than his status in attending Yudhi˘Òhira's hall.  In 

this passage, Y‡j§avalkya is said to be attending the hall of the king of the gods, Indra 

(¯akra), which doubly serves to show Y‡j§avalkya's exalted position as well as that of 

Indra's celestial hall.  As N‡rada's story is a narrative within a narrative, we have 

Y‡j§avalkya as a character in a larger narrative about a narrative in which he is a 

character.  Here also at least two other famous Upani˘adic individuals are in attendance: 

Udd‡laka and ¯vetaketu. The status of all of them is elevated to the divine realm, fitting 

for the location. 
 
ayonij‡ yonij‡˜ ca v‡yubhak˘‡ hut‡˜ina˛ 
„˜‡na¸ sarvalokasya vajriıa¸ samup‡sate (2.7.13) 

...these seers, born from wombs and not born from wombs, living on the wind, 
maintaining the fires, all wait upon the sovereign of the entire universe, the 
Thunderbolt-wielder. (Van Buitenen: 1973: 46) 

At 2.30.35, Y‡j§avalkya appears again.  However, rather than appearing in a list 

with little elaboration, it is quite clear that the Y‡j§avalkya we have met in the ¯B and the 

B‚U is the individual being referred to.  After N‡rada has finished his conversation with 

Yudhi˘Òhira, the P‡ıÛavas are convinced of the need to perform the royal sacrifice.  As 

Van Buitenen has pointed out (1975: 4), this desire for a sacrifice on Yudhi˘Òhira's part 

seems a bit odd, considering that Yudhi˘Òhira had already lost his kingdom at 

H‡stin‡pura, so he has little on which to base such a claim.  While it appears that 

Yudhi˘Òhira initially wants to stake his claim as a new king, he quite clearly aspires to be 

no less than a world sovereign -- a samr‡j.  However, it is important, at least narratively I 
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would argue, that Yudhi˘Òhira make such a claim in this text -- if he is going to lose 

everything later in the fateful game of dice, he has to have everything to lose.304 

Within this passage, it is absolutely clear that Y‡j§avalkya must be the same 

character referred to in the B‚U, because here Y‡j§avalkya is said to have functioned as 

the principal adhvaryu (adhvaryusattama), the Yajurvedic priest, for Yudhi˘Òhira's 

r‡jasÂya.  Though earlier Y‡j§avalkya was mentioned in a list of individuals, here he is 

singled out for his ritual abilities.  Further, Y‡j§avalkya is said to be "most learned in 

brahman," (brahmi˘Òha!)305 clearly a direct reference to his role in the B‚U public debate 

at Janaka's court.  Indeed, all of the four priests (Satyavat„'s son,306 Y‡j§avalkya, 

Sus‡man, Paila) that are chosen to perform the r‡jasÂya are said to be "worthy Brahmans 

who seemed to embody the Vedas themselves" (Van Buitenen, 1975: 88; ved‡n iva 

mah‡bh‡g‡n s‡k˘‡n mÂrtimato dvij‡n).  At the least, Y‡j§avalkya's authority here is 

considered absolute along with the other three priests.  That each priest is considered the 

leader of their particular tradition is also clear in 2.30.36: 
 
ete˘‡¸ ˜i˘yavarg‡˜ ca putr‡˜ ca bharatar˘abha 
babhÂvur hotrag‡˛ sarve vedaved‡Ôgap‡rag‡˛ 

The flocks of their [i.e., the Á˘is'] pupils and their sons, who, bull of the Bharatas, 
were learned in the Vedas and their branches, all became acolytes. (Van Buitenen 
1973: 88) 

Certainly this passage makes clear that they were considered leaders in their 

particular ritual functions, if not the founders of their respective traditions.  Moreover, 

even their pupils and sons are said to be "learned in the Vedas and their branches" which 

 
304 I think Van Buitenen is correct that the necessity of gambling within the r‡jasÂya explains the necessity 
of this episode in the MBh. 
 
305 Van Buitenen translates as "most profoundly grounded in brahman" (1975: 88).  
 
306 Perhaps a reference to Jamadagni (see MBh 13.4). Note the similarity of Sumantu, Paila, and Jaimini of 
12.306.20. 
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we must assume is a valorization of the teachers themselves (i.e., if their students are so 

learned, yet they are still students, then the teachers must be that much more so). 

A novelty arises in this passage: was the Y‡j§avalkya we have encountered earlier 

thought to have progeny?  Within the B‚U, he had a student (S‡ma˜ravas) whom he 

asked to lead the cows away from Janaka's court before the debate even took place.  We 

have also encountered Y‡j§avalkya's two wives (Maitrey„ and K‡ty‡yan„).  Nowhere, 

however, in the early textual record is there any mention of other family members.307  Of 

course, absence from the earlier literary record does not mean that Y‡j§avalkya was 

thought not to have children (indeed, the other priests mentioned must have had wives -- 

a requirement before one can be a priest -- but they are not mentioned).  It may simply 

have been assumed by the B‚U audience that Y‡j§avalkya had children (and it was not 

deemed narratively necessary to mention them).  It is also possible that in the literary 

world of the B‚U, the ideal of a "good sage" did not necessarily require one to have 

children, so the absence of such did not bear mentioning.  This passage from the MBh 

suggests that the broader Indian tradition, at least by the time of the MBh, viewed 

Y‡j§avalkya as having children whether the earlier tradition did or not.  It could be that 

children are a novelty introduced by the MBh in Y‡j§avalkya's biography, but it is 

equally likely to have been simply the common conception about Y‡j§avalkya's life that 

never entered into the earlier literary record. 

Note that Y‡j§avalkya is a minor character in this narrative in that his personality 

is not elaborated, nor does he have any speaking role.  His function here is limited to 

simply his presence in the narrative.  While this presence, I would argue, is integral to the 

narrative, it is because of the structural and thematic function of the character rather than 

 
307 Grinshpon (2003) argues that the lack of sons is implied in B‚U 2.4/4.5 and key to the narrative.  
However, see my review as to why mention of children would be narratively unimportant (Lindquist 
forthcoming). 
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any larger role played by the character itself.  We should note here that Y‡j§avalkya's 

authority is not questioned by the author(s) of these passages; but rather it is clear that the 

popularity and fame of Y‡j§avalkya had great appeal.  If book 12 of the MBh held 

Y‡j§avalkya as iconic of the Vedic tradition as a whole, here that iconic status is limited 

to the role of the adhvaryu proper.  In the MBh, a text that must have had a pan-Indian 

elite circulation (via enactment, recitation, or what have you), Y‡j§avalkya's 

authoritativeness as a Á˘i, while necessarily not a given (as his status is mentioned in the 

text) is simply asserted as fact.  Reiteration of Y‡j§avalkya being a brahmi˘Òha and his 

role as a Yajurvedic priest were sufficient verbal echoes of his portrayals in earlier 

literature.308 

If one takes these references to Y‡j§avalkya in book 2 together, however, a larger 

pattern emerges.  Van Buitenen has suggested that the differing narratives found in the 

Sabh‡parvan regarding the assembly halls of various gods are intended to serve a 

particular function -- to properly place Yudhi˘Òhira and his hall within the cosmic schema.  

That is to say that Yudhi˘Òhira, following the model of the gods, is establishing himself as 

well by (re)establishing the cosmos. 

As Van Buitenen points out (1975: 10), ancient Indians viewed space as two 

pyramids placed with their bases touching.  The four points on the touching bases 

represents the four cardinal directions while the top point, the zenith, represents the 

"world of Brahm‡" (brahmaloka).  The earth is conceived of as the lowest point, the 

nadir.  In the course of the establishment of Yudhi˘Òhira as samr‡j, his position on earth is 

established in the cosmic schema --  Yudhi˘Òhira takes the ritual step from the nadir to the 

zenith, establishing a parallel with Brahm‡'s world, while his four brothers ritually 

 
 
308 One could go further and suggest that the uniqueness of the name, which does not appear to follow any 
easy Sanskrit etymology, could be enough of a cue to the audience to indicate the character in question. 
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connect themselves to the worlds of the gods in the four cardinal directions (Arjuna to the 

north, Bh„ma to the east, Sahadeva to the south, and Nakula to the west).  All of this 

places the kingdom and the king within the cosmic scheme -- less so as superior to all the 

gods, but rather as equals to or perhaps homologies of them. 

In looking at Y‡j§avalkya's function in this section, a secondary equivalence is 

being made between Yudhi˘Òhira and Indra, suggesting two (not necessarily 

contradictory) views of the cosmic hierarchy being employed simultaneously.309  While 

Yudhi˘Òhira is being directly associated with Brahm‡ as the zenith of the cosmos -- 

suggesting an equivalence or parallel -- Yudhi˘Òhira is secondarily equated with Indra as 

"king of the gods." 

The most obvious reference to the equation of Yudhi˘Òhira and Indra is that the 

capital of Yudhi˘Òhira's new kingdom is named Indraprastha ("the establishment of 

Indra"), suggesting directly that Yudhi˘Òhira is "Indra on earth."  Interestingly, in this 

MBh section, Y‡j§avalkya functions as a connecting link between the assembly at the 

hall of Yudhi˘Òhira and the hall of Indra through his performance in their r‡jasÂyas.  

Y‡j§avalkya is present at both sacrifices further suggesting that Yudhi˘Òhira's hall is 

similar in grandeur to Indra's.  By portraying Y‡j§avalkya as the adhvaryu in the r‡jasÂya 

that is said to take place in both halls there is a symbolic correspondence of Indra as the 

king of heaven and Yudhi˘Òhira as king of earth.  Thus, Yudhi˘Òhira's claim to be samr‡j 

is claiming to be parallel to Indra's position in the heavens. This is explicitly stated at the 

conclusion:  
 
pr‡vartataiva¸ yaj§a˛ sa p‡ıÛavasya mah‡tmana˛ 
pÁthivy‡m ekav„rasya ˜akrasyeva trivi˘Òape (2.30.52) 

"Thus did the sacrifice begin of the great-spirited P‡ıÛava, the One Hero on earth, 
as of ¯akra in heaven." (Van Buitenen: 1973: 89) 

 
309 Whether one is more original to the text appears impossible to say, but for our purposes it is irrelevant. 
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Why Y‡j§avalkya serves this mediating function must be because of the level of 

his authoritativeness and his revered position.  Thus, he can serve in sacrifices in both the 

divine and the earthly worlds.  Narratively, this makes sense given that the adhvaryu 

priest is, in many ways, the most important priest in the sacrifice, as he does the majority 

of ritual acts.  If there is going to be a parallel in priests made between the two 

performances, Y‡j§avalkya would be the natural choice. 

While Indra as "king of the gods" is found throughout the Vedas, one may ask 

why there are two different correspondences (between Yudhi˘Òhira and Brahm‡, and 

Yudhi˘Òhira and Indra) being played out in the text that could be seen, at least 

superficially, as contradicting each other.   One can further ask, why is it that Arjuna, who 

is normally associated with Indra (as his offspring), is superceded by Yudhi˘Òhira in this 

association?310 

While much has been written about Indra's apparent fall in status in the post-

Vedic period, Gonda (1967) has clearly shown that this is an oversimplification and that 

Indra serves different functions in different passages across texts.  Thus, while Indra is 

often portrayed as one of the most important deities in the Ëgveda, this does not mean 

that later stories in the MBh or Pur‡ıas that may give Indra a lesser status (or even a 

negative one) disavow the validity of his positive portrayals.  It is in this fashion, I 

contend, that the Mah‡bh‡rata is equating Yudhi˘Òhira and Brahm‡ via the spatial 

correspondence of zenith and nadir, but ideologically equating Yudhi˘Òhira and Indra as 

king of all (samr‡j on earth and samr‡j in heaven). 

There is textual evidence that explains why these two conceptions of Yudhi˘Òhira 

and the divine hierarchy of the gods were not seen as at odds with each other.  The 

standard explanation of the origins of the five P‡ıÛava brothers was that the three oldest 

 
310 Indra is seen as the father of Arjuna while Yudhi˘Òhira's father is said to be Dharma. 
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were born to one mother (Kunt„) and the two youngest to another (M‡dr„).  All had 

different fathers: Dharma was the father of Yudhi˘Òhira, Indra was Arjuna's father, V‡yu 

was Bh„ma's, and the twin A˜vins were the fathers of M‡dr„'s two boys (Nakula and 

Sahadeva).311 

 This maps nicely onto the explanation of Yudhi˘Òhira ritually conquering the 

zenith of Brahm‡ and the four brothers conquering the four cardinal directions as his 

representatives.  In this sense, the five P‡ıÛavas map themselves on to the five non-

earthly worlds as representatives of different gods and thus encompass the cosmos.312 

Another explanation, however, helps to bring these two cosmic views together. 

We find a tale of how the five sons are all said to be Indra himself, whether directly or 

indirectly.  MBh 1.189.27 gives an explanation of how the five brothers constitute five 

aspects of a single Indra or are the five Indras.313  In this story, Indra is said to have 

insulted the "great god" (Mah‡deva) stating that he himself was the greatest of all gods: 
 
tam abrav„d devar‡jo mameda¸ 
tva¸ viddhi vi˜va¸ bhuvana¸ va˜e sthitam 
„˜o 'ham asm„ti samanyur abrav„d 
dÁ˘Òv‡ tam ak˘ai˛ subhÁ˜a¸ pramattam (1.189.15) 
 
Quoth Indra: "I am the king of the Gods 
And all the world is under my sway! 
I am the lord!" said he in anger 
As he saw the other absorbed in the game. (Van Buitenen 1973: 371) 

Apparently, it is Indra's pride that gets the better of him and propels the story 

forward.  The great god causes Indra to become immobile and admonishes him.  He then 

tells Indra to push aside a great mountain and enter its center along with "four others who 
 
 
311 This narration is found in MBh 1.114-115. Shorter summary versions are found at MBh 1.61.84 and 
1.90.69. 
 
312 On the issue of the number five in the MBh, see S.S.N. Murty (2003). 
 
313 It is sometimes difficult (and probably intentionally so) to determine whether these beings are seen as 
"equal to Indra" and are thus called "Indra" or whether they are aspects of a single Indra. 
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matched his splendor" (Van Buitenen 1973: 372; tulyadyut„¸˜ caturo 'ny‡n dadar˜a 

1.189.20).  Indra pleads that he be allowed to eventually escape this fate and the great god 

tells him that he, along with the four other Indras, will be reborn on earth through divine 

fathers. Thus, they are born as the P‡ıÛavas, where their great deeds will allow them once 

again to return to the world of Indra (indraloka; 1.189.26). 

Though historically later in time (though how much later is open to debate), the 

M‡rkaıÛeya Pur‡ıa (M‡rkP) gives a different story of the relationship of Indra and the 

P‡ıÛavas that also serves to reconcile these apparently different views of the cosmos.314  

Gonda (1967: 245-246) summarizes a series of tales of Indra in M‡rkP (ch. 5) that not 

only attempts to reconcile varying accounts of this god, but attempts to explain his role in 

the MBh (which is one of the main goals of the M‡rkP).  Through a series of 

transgressions, Indra loses his fiery energy (tejas), his strength (balam), and his form 

(rÂpam) to various gods: his tejas to Dharma; his balam to V‡yu; and his rÂpam to the 

two A˜vins.  It is said then that these gods release Indra's powers as the P‡ıÛavas on 

earth.  As such, the P‡ıÛavas are as much related to Indra (or are even Indra himself) as 

they are the sons of other deities. 

What we have in these passages is an explanation of how two apparently different 

views of the cosmos are actually (made to be) viewed as complementary.  While 

Yudhi˘Òhira encompasses Brahm‡'s world at the zenith of the cosmos, Indra -- 

represented as all of the five P‡ıÛavas -- encompasses the whole cosmos.  Yudhi˘Òhira as 

Indra is synecdochic for his brothers as well.  Thus, Yudhi˘Òhira's r‡jasÂya simultaneously 

 
314 Dating Pur‡ıas is extremely difficult, if not impossible. Certainly there has been little consensus in most 
cases (Rocher: 1986: 133ff).  Doniger O'Flaherty, while suggesting the dates may be based on the 
"misguided conjectures of scholars" (1998: 5) gives the possible date of 250 AD for M‡rkP. There is 
general consensus, though, that the M‡rkP is probably one of the oldest Pur‡ıas (Rocher: 1986: 191ff.), 
perhaps composed soon after the redaction of the MBh. 
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makes him equal with all the realms and gods of the cosmos, but particularly equal to, 

even one and the same with, Indra.315 

§ 3 MBh Books 5,  13,  & 14 

Y‡j§avalkya appears in three smaller passages (and in one oblique reference) that 

can be dealt with rather briefly.  This is not because these passages (or the larger stories 

in which they appear) are not important in themselves, but rather because there is less 

context in which to analyze the role of Y‡j§avalkya at any great length.  At the least, 

however, these passages show Y‡j§avalkya's continuing importance. 

There is an oblique reference to Y‡j§avalkya in book 5 of the MBh where he is 

not mentioned directly, but reference is made to the association of the sun with the White 

Yajurvedic formulas.  This passage is concerned with explaining the nature of the eastern 

(pÂrva) direction.316  It is first explained that this is the direction from which the sun rises.  

The passage continues by elaborating the nature of the sun. 
 
atra datt‡ni sÂryeıa yajÂ¸˘i dvijasattama 
atra labdhavarai˛ soma˛ surai˛ kratu˘u p„yate (5.106.11) 

It is here that the yajus formulas were given by the Sun, O best of the twice-borns.  
It is here that soma, by means of (?) auspicious boons, was drunk in the sacrifices 
by the Suras.  

 
315 In this light, the death of the P‡ıÛavas in book 17 of the MBh carries another level of meaning.  After 
all the brothers have passed away on their sojourn to Indra's heaven, only Yudhi˘Òhira remains to attain 
heaven by his own volition (rather than through dying).  When confronted by Indra at the gate of heaven, 
Yudhi˘Òhira refuses to enter heaven if his dog companion cannot enter with him.  While Indra tries to 
convince Yudhi˘Òhira that there is nothing wrong with abandoning the dog at this stage, he refuses.  The 
dog shows himself to be the incarnation of Dharma and tells him that this was a test and he has passed it.  In 
this passage, then, not only has Yudhi˘Òhira proven himself to be an upholder of dharma by not abandoning 
the dog, the dog is himself Dharma.  Further, in light of the above passages, the conclusion of the MBh is 
also the returning of the five Indras (in the form of the P‡ıÛavas) back to Indraloka.  In this sense, 
Yudhi˘Òhira in dialogue with the two gods, Dharma and Indra, is also a conversation between Yudhi˘Òhira 
and his two "fathers."  Taking these passages collectively, this is also a "dialogue" of sorts surrounding 
Yudhi˘Òhira's (and his brothers') creation and role in the cosmos. 
 
316 pÂrva also means "being in front" as Vedic offerings are made towards the east, so the sacrificer faces 
east. 
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While Y‡j§avalkya's name is not mentioned directly, we have a direct thematic 

reference to the B‚U 6.5.3 and MBh 12 which points to the origin of the yajus in the Sun 

(‡ditya).  While this is not a direct reference, it must be an allusion to the notion that 

Y‡j§avalkya is said to have received the yajus from the Sun-god.  In no other case that I 

am aware is the Sun associated with the yajus formulas directly.   

Y‡j§avalkya appears in a narrative found in book 13 of the MBh (13.4.50ff.) 

among, again, a list of other Á˘is.  He appears at the conclusion of the tale of how 

Vi˜v‡mitra, though born a K˘atriya, became (or better: was really) a Brahmin.317  This 

story is told to Yudhi˘Òhira who has inquired about how such a transformation could take 

place. 

While Yudhi˘Òhira in his question to Bh„˘ma makes mention of many myths 

related to this issue, his interlocutor chooses to relate only one story about this 

transformation of class (varıa) identity.  Bh„˘ma narrates the story of Satyavat„ where the 

caru (an offering of rice/barley) was switched, thus causing a transformation prior to birth 

of the standard class ordering.318  Thus, it is said that Vi˜v‡mitra was truly a Brahmin, 

though he was born of a K˘atriya.  As Sathaye (2004) has pointed out, this is a textual 

means of normalizing what otherwise could be seen as socially transgressive. 

Y‡j§avalkya appears in a list of Á˘is that is at the end of this story (13.4.58).  It is 

not clear whether this list was later appended to the story or is original to it.  As we have 

seen with the B‚U, a genealogical list following a story is often a means by which to 

give validity to the story itself, even if the genealogy is part of the story (as it is in this 

case).  

 
317 For a detailed and interesting account of the Vi˜v‡mitra stories and their performance see A. Sathaye 
(unpub. diss., 2004). 
 
318 Satyavat„, distressed at the outcome of this switch, asks that the "curse" of sorts be allowed to skip a 
generation, so that her immediate progeny are not affected. 
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Toward the conclusion of the narration, Bh„˘ma tells of the lineage that 

Vi˜v‡mitra creates: 
 
tato br‡hmaıat‡¸ y‡to vi˜v‡mitro mah‡tap‡˛ 
k˘atriya˛ so 'py atha tath‡ brahmava¸˜asya k‡raka˛ (13.4.47) 
tasya putr‡ mah‡tm‡no brahmava¸˜avivardhan‡˛ 
tapasvino brahmavido gotrakart‡ra eva ca (13.4.48) 

Then the great ascetic Vi˜v‡mitra attained the state of a Brahmin. Now, even 
though a K˘atriya, he established a lineage of Brahmins.  His great-souled sons, 
who furthered the lineage of Brahmins, were great ascetics, knowers of brahma, 
and even makers of clans/races (gotra). 

Following this statement, some 62 names of various (apparently important) 

Brahmins are mentioned.319  Y‡j§avalkya appears in this list as the "celebrated 

Y‡j§avalkya" (y‡j§avalkya˜ ca vikhy‡ta˛) further indicating the status that he is said to 

have attained by the time of the composition of the MBh.  At the conclusion of the 

narration, Bh„˘ma says that Vi˜v‡mitra's progeny were munis versed in brahman  

(vi˜v‡mitr‡tmaj‡˛ sarve munayo brahmav‡dina˛; 13.4.58). 

Y‡j§avalkya's inclusion in this list is interesting as he is seen to be the offspring of 

Vi˜v‡mitra.  This is the earliest mention of any perceived larger family associated with 

Y‡j§avalkya and there is no literary precedent for it.  However, I am less inclined to read 

this genealogy as an attempt at any literal historical fact, but rather for the purposes that it 

serves in the larger narrative.320  That said, there may have been a tradition that did view 

this as literal historical fact quite early. 

Vi˜v‡mitra is said to have "truly" been a Brahmin and that his transformation 

from K˘atriya status to the status of Brahmin is less a matter of transgressing social varıa 

norms and more about how he realized his inherent nature as a Brahmin.  Thus, his 

 
319 The southern recension contains a similar list, but many of the names are spelled differently and only a 
few are altogether different (Ganguly, 1991: vol. 10, p. 14). 
 
320 That this becomes perceived as fact is clear in the time of the Pur‡ıas, but I wish here to explore other 
narrative reasons that help to explain this relationship. 
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supposed "becoming" a Brahmin is not, in the narrative, a change of state, but it is his 

realization of a state that was always there, albeit latent. 

For some, Y‡j§avalkya may have been seen as a descendant of Vi˜v‡mitra.  

Indeed, in Yudhi˘Òhira's initial questioning he mentioned that the 50 sons of Vi˜v‡mitra 

were cursed to be ˜vapacas ("dog eaters" or outcastes) for not properly honoring their 

elder brother, Devar‡ta.  It is tempting to read this concluding list as a list of these sons 

(particularly as Devar‡ta is mentioned at the top of this final list).  This is supported by 

the list being introduced by the statement that they are Vi˜v‡mitra's progeny.  It may be 

that this list was included to make a thematic ring with the opening of the dialogue.  

However, it is not clear how to reconcile the 50 sons with the 62 munis mentioned.  There 

is also no repetition in the final list of the attainment of the status of "dog eaters" 

(something that does not appear anywhere in the textual record with regards to 

Y‡j§avalkya). 

However, like the narrative in book 12, I think we can also view this genealogical 

list functioning as a justification of the story.  If Vi˜v‡mitra was "truly" a Brahmin and, as 

the story elaborates, was a Brahmin of great repute, then it would be natural to associate 

other well-known munis with him.  As we have seen elsewhere, being able to trace one's 

lineage is a means of verifying one's status.321  Also, if these munis were said to have 

been versed in brahma (brahmav‡din), then it is also natural to include a character whose 

central story focuses around him being the most learned in brahma (brahmi˘Òha) as well 

as the founder/representative of a priestly ritual tradition. 

Another reason why Y‡j§avalkya may be associated with Vi˜v‡mitra here is a 

thematic one: Vi˜v‡mitra is said to have transcended apparently static varıa boundaries.  

 
 
321 Note that in the B‚U we have a "backward looking" genealogy, justifying Y‡j§avalkya's position by 
looking at where he came from, whereas here we have a "forward looking" one which justifies Vi˜v‡mitra's 
position via his descendents. 
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Whether Y‡j§avalkya is said to have done the same (as a ˜vapaca) is less than clear.  

However, the character of Y‡j§avalkya is also known for being associated with such 

varıa transformations.  As we have seen in the ¯B (11.6.2.1-10), Y‡j§avalkya sneaked 

off to learn the true meaning of the agnihotra from Janaka.  This passage concluded by 

saying "Thereafter Janaka was a Brahmin" (t†to brahmµ janak† ‡sa).  Perhaps the 

thematic similarity of Vi˜v‡mitra's realization of his Brahmin nature and Janaka's 

transformation of the same lead to the association of Y‡j§avalkya with Vi˜v‡mitra.  It 

should be noted that one principal difference between the two exists: Janaka apparently 

was a Brahmin because of the knowledge he held, whereas Vi˜v‡mitra was such because 

of his own nature.  However, both narratives suggest that there was not a directional 

crossing of varıa boundaries -- Vi˜v‡mitra was a Brahmin because of his lineage, 

whereas Janaka functioned as a Brahmin because of the knowledge he acquired. 

Y‡j§avalkya appears again in book 13 in the variant readings, though not in the 

critical edition.  Y‡j§avalkya's name is invoked in explaining the merits of yoga and the 

association of yoga with the god ¯iva. 
 
y‡j§avalkya iti khy‡ta Á˘i˛ paramadh‡rmika˛ 
‡r‡dhya sa mah‡deva¸ pr‡ptav‡§ j§‡nam uttamam (*13.88.1) 

The Á˘i known as Y‡j§avalkya was highly virtuous.  By pleasing Mah‡deva 
[through yoga] he acquired the greatest knowledge.  

We will recall that Y‡j§avalkya was associated with yoga in book 12 in the 

discussion of S‡¸khya and Yoga.  The exact reason for this association is not made 

explicit here, but it is apparent that Y‡j§avalkya's other representations (such as in the 

B‚U) as a knower of the self (‡tman) and the universal principle (brahman) is here 

melded together with the newly emerging tradition of yoga as it was in book 12.  While it 

is unclear in the B‚U whether there was an established tradition of yoga, it is clear that 

careful reflection and "true knowledge" were means of understanding the nature of things.  
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In this light, as with book 12, yoga may have been a newly emerging tradition by the time 

of the MBh.  Interestingly, Y‡j§avalkya's association with yoga is directly connected to 

¯iva (Mah‡deva), the god who becomes the foremost yogin among the gods.  Note here 

that like book 12, Y‡j§avalkya is said to have pleased the god in his acquiring the 

knowledge of yoga.  It appears that ¯iva is taking precedence here by replacing 

Y‡j§avalkya's association with the Sun.322 

Y‡j§avalkya also appears again in book 14, the A˜vamedhaparvan, in rather 

cursory fashion. However, his brief mention here again confirms the status that 

Y‡j§avalkya has attained in the greater Indian imaginaire. When Vy‡sa is addressed by 

Yudhi˘Òhira to perform the A˜vamedha (the "horse sacrifice'), he responds 
 
aha¸ pailo 'tha kaunteya y‡j§avalkyas tathaiva ca 
vidh‡na¸ yad yath‡k‡la¸ tat kart‡ro na sa¸˜aya˛ (14.71.3) 

Myself, O son of Kunti, Paila and Y‡j§avalkya will perform, there is no doubt, the 
prescribed acts at the appropriate time. 

Y‡j§avalkya is again here mentioned as a principal ritual priest in the carrying out 

of a sacrifice for Yudhi˘Òhira: in this case, the elaborate horse sacrifice that assures one's 

sovereignty over the realm.  Interestingly, Y‡j§avalkya is placed on the same level as 

Vy‡sa (both the narrator of the story as well as a participant in it) and Paila, a famous 

Ágvedic sage said to have been a student of Vy‡sa.  While there is no direct elaboration on 

these characters, it is clear that by simply mentioning their names the status (and efficacy) 

of the ritual to be performed is guaranteed. 

As the horse sacrifice progresses and the horse is prepared to be released to 

wander for a year, Arjuna has prepared himself to follow the horse, to protect it, and to 

conquer with the attending army the realms into which the horse wanders.  A large crowd 

 
 
322 See Chapter Five for other connections between Y‡j§avalkya and ¯iva. 
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gathers to see the departure of the army and the horse.  Here again Y‡j§avalkya's name is 

invoked, but indirectly. 
 
y‡j§avalkyasya ˜i˘ya˜ ca ku˜alo yaj§akarmaıi 
pr‡y‡t p‡rthena sahita˛ ˜‡ntyartha¸ vedap‡raga˛ (14.72.17) 

And the student of Y‡j§avalkya, who was well-versed in the sacrifice and 
excelled in the Vedas proceeded together with P‡rtha [with the rites] for the 
purpose of peace/happiness [for the yajam‡na]. 

The name of this student of Y‡j§avalkya is not mentioned and there are no textual 

clues if any particular individual is intended.  It may be a reference to S‡ma˜ravas whom 

we have encountered in the B‚U, or, more likely, it is simply a reference to the fact that 

Y‡j§avalkya was thought to have disciples who would be attendant priests during the 

course of a sacrifice (as in 2.30.36). 

§ 4 Conclusion: Y‡j§avalkya in the MBh 

Y‡j§avalkya in the MBh is a multifaceted figure, one whose dimensions have 

been elaborated or changed to meet the needs of this different literary context.  Some, 

such as Witzel (2003), have rightly pointed to the apparent "Á˘ification" of Y‡j§avalkya 

within the context of the MBh.  This is certainly the case -- we have seen Y‡j§avalkya 

introduced as a Á˘i  in various settings in the MBh, even where he is said to have been the 

adhvaryu priest for Indra's r‡jasÂya.  Of course, such a view of Y‡j§avalkya was 

foreshadowed at the end of B‚U 6 in his association with the Sun-god which is then 

elaborated in book 12 of the MBh.323  Clearly, Y‡j§avalkya's popularity and the view of 

him has expanded and has led to greater hagiographical detail in the MBh, suggesting that 

this figure was seen by the composers and the audience as a representative of one Vedic 

 
 
323 Witzel sees such lines in B‚U 6 (and also Janaka giving his whole kingdom to Y‡j§avalkya in B‚U 4) 
as obvious late additions -- that is, as hagiography being tacked on to more factual accounts.  While this is 
possible, there is no reason to assume that it must be the case.  Such a reading presupposes that any 
"original" composer was only concerned with historical fact and that which is historically unlikely must be 
an accretion.  
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tradition.  In book 12, Y‡j§avalkya is made representative of the Vedic tradition as a 

whole. 

Scholars, however, have tended to see a sharp break in the characterization of 

Y‡j§avalkya as one progresses from the ¯B, to the B‚U, to the MBh.  In general, this 

view sees a progression of this figure from a ritual exegete, to a philosopher, to a 

mythologized figure with little historical grounding.  In the case of the ¯B and the B‚U, 

however, I have argued that a sharp break from a ritual exegete to a philosopher is hard to 

maintain.  Certainly, Y‡j§avalkya's portrayal in the earlier parts of the ¯B is ritualistic in 

nature -- but then again, so is the text as a whole.  Such is the nature of Br‡hmaıa 

literature -- thus it should not come as a surprise that Y‡j§avalkya's character fits into this 

model as well.  The B‚U certainly does contain narratives that are more philosophically 

oriented (i.e., asking about abstract foundations, discussing death and immortality), but it 

must be remembered that these were also concerns that arose in the ¯B (particularly in the 

later ¯B narratives that are longer).  The principal difference is that in the B‚U such 

concerns are given extended treatment.  I am not suggesting that there is not a qualitative 

difference between the ¯B and the B‚U, nor am I arguing against the generally accepted 

relative chronology that the B‚U was composed afterwards.  Rather, I am suggesting that 

one should not conflate the development of a literary genre necessarily with a 

determination about the historicity of any particular individual within it.  Certainly, 

Y‡j§avalkya's character has changed within the B‚U portrayal, but one should not expect 

a character from one genre to necessarily be the same when portrayed in another.  In fact, 

it would be more peculiar if such changes did not occur.324 

 
 
324 Bronkhorst (2000) has suggested that all late ¯B passages (including the B‚U) be seen as hagiography 
and not useful for historical reconstruction.  However, he gives no other criteria other than the fact that we 
move from "lists" to "story".  For the problems with this, see Chapter One. 
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Further, as I pointed out earlier, the changes that are often highlighted in the 

characterization between the ¯B and the B‚U are often overstated.  While the importance 

of Y‡j§avalkya as a spokesperson for the tradition has clearly grown (we see it even in 

the latter books of the ¯B), there are literary continuities between the ¯B and the B‚U 

that clearly point to why the tradition did not see any break in such portrayals.  For 

example, while the B‚U discussions may be more philosophically oriented (however one 

may define that), those narratives are still premised on the ritual context.  Not only is the 

context of B‚U 3 a brahmodya, but many of the questions relate explicitly to Vedic ritual 

context.  B‚U 4, a private conversation with king Janaka, may be argued to be more 

philosophically inclined, but again, I think this says more about the type of narrative, 

rather than the figures in it. 

In the case of the MBh, some scholars have argued for a different type of shift -- a 

progressive Á˘ification that goes beyond historical probability.  In this case, such a break 

is easier to maintain as few outside of the tradition view the MBh as containing a straight-

forward historical narrative and tend to view the text as legend or myth.  However, with 

such a division in mind, those who have looked at the character of Y‡j§avalkya have 

either dismissed such portrayals (Fiser) or give them relatively short treatment (Witzel, 

Bronkhorst).  Certainly, if history only consisted of accumulating a list of explicit facts, 

the MBh portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya only yields limited data.  However, as I have argued, if 

one should take the narratives seriously, both individually and collectively, they do yield 

important information about how individuals saw and used this figure in different 

contexts -- that is, rather than a history of listed facts, one can see a history of reception, 

appropriation, and propagation of traditions centered around a particularly important 

figure. 
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If we look at the MBh portrayals of Y‡j§avalkya more broadly, though, we can 

begin to see how the tradition viewed this figure in this context and, I would argue, it is 

not necessarily so shockingly different than the portrayals that we have found in the ¯B 

and the B‚U.  As in those cases, to be sure, certain aspects of a character are highlighted, 

elaborated, or changed to make certain points within the narrative, but there is a 

continuity -- even a self-conscious one -- in the character's redeployment.  In the MBh as 

well, I would maintain, there is the same effort at continuity even in the face of 

authorizing radically new teachings. 

First and foremost, in the smaller passages, Y‡j§avalkya is portrayed principally 

as a Vedic ritualist.  He is described as an adhvaryu priest among other priests and even 

as the idealized adhvaryu  priest (adhvaryusattama) at the r‡jasÂya of Indra.  In this 

context, he is utilized as a connection between the mundane performance of the rite of 

Yudhi˘Òhira and the divine performance of Indra.  This connection serves the larger 

narrative need of linking the two together so as to create an equivalence between the king 

of the gods in heaven and the (soon-to-be) king of the gods on earth.325  Though it 

appears that these passages are most concerned with the ritualistic background of 

Y‡j§avalkya, the composers seem aware of his other principal characterization: 

Y‡j§avalkya is called a brahmi˘Òha, a direct verbal echo to his portrayal in the B‚U. 

In the context of book 12, Y‡j§avalkya functions both as a Vedic ritualist and as 

philosophical speculator.  Y‡j§avalkya is initially portrayed as a learned exponent of 

S‡¸khya and Yoga.  Not only is this something that is a new development for his 

character, but the doctrines are also a relatively new development within the ancient 

Hindu tradition.  As such, there is not much of a precedent for this association.  Clearly, 

there are thematic overlaps in the narratives with the nature of the universe, death, and the 
 
 
325 Yudhi˘Òhira's brothers serve the same function in ritually connecting the king to the six directions. 
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like found in earlier portrayals of Y‡j§avalkya culminating in a discussion of the nature 

of what is indestructible and the nature of brahma.  These overlaps, however, appear 

somewhat secondary to the larger goal of elucidating the S‡¸khya doctrine. 

However, what these overlaps serve to do is to recall a Y‡j§avalkya that must 

have been more popularly known.  While the composers may not have been intimately 

knowledgeable of the B‚U and the ¯B, they certainly were aware of those portrayals in 

some fashion.  For example, book 12 ends the discussion of Janaka and Y‡j§avalkya by 

relating a narrative of how Y‡j§avalkya was given the white yajus from the Sun.  This 

portrayal, I have argued, is based on a shared notion of who Y‡j§avalkya was.  As a 

ritualist, Y‡j§avalkya comes to stand in for the whole of the Vedic tradition, as the Sun 

not only gives him the white yajus (as in the B‚U), but the whole Veda and appendices.  

He then serves as adhvaryu in the sacrifice of Janaka's father, enacting the oral texts that 

he received.  As a philosopher (here meaning one concerned with the "true" meaning of 

the Veda beyond ritual action), Y‡j§avalkya is told by the Sun that he will turn his mind 

towards that which will lead to the end of rebirth.  In this narrative, both the philosopher 

and the ritualist are brought together to validate the teachings of S‡¸khya and Yoga that 

precede it.  Y‡j§avalkya is made iconic of the Vedic tradition as a whole, so as to graft 

the speculations of S‡¸khya and Yoga onto it as its pinnacle. 

If one looks at these portrayals in the MBh as a whole, we see that Y‡j§avalkya 

consistently appears in ritual settings.  Of note, Y‡j§avalkya appears in two of the most 

significant royal rituals in the MBh -- the r‡jasÂya and the a˜vamedha.  These two are the 

most important sacrifices (symbolically, at least) for the establishment of a kingdom (the 

a˜vamedha) and the establishment of sovereignty over the earth (the r‡jasÂya).  Further, 

in book 12, he is associated with the ritual of Janaka's father.  All of these passages show 

that Y‡j§avalkya was viewed as iconic for his ritual tradition -- and in book 12, the Vedic 
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tradition as a whole.  Collectively, these passages elaborate the theme of the 

interdependency of the kings and Brahmin priests.  In the ¯B and the B‚U, we have seen 

a progressive connection established between Janaka and Y‡j§avalkya.  Y‡j§avalkya has 

become the ideal court priest willing to share his knowledge with Janaka.  Janaka, the 

ideal king, reciprocates with the gift of cows, and eventually the kingdom and himself.  

Y‡j§avalkya in the MBh further elaborates this connection between Brahmin and king.  

While still connected with Janaka, Y‡j§avalkya has moved beyond this singular 

association.  He has become the idealized priest for different kings: Yudhi˘Òhira, Janaka's 

father, and even the divine king, Indra.  As Fitzgerald (2004ab) has pointed out, one of 

the main goals of the MBh must have been to argue for the interdependency of the Vedic 

priesthood and kingship in the context of Buddhist challenge.  Clearly, this idealized 

symbiotic relationship influenced the composers' inclusions of Y‡j§avalkya in the various 

passages discussed in this chapter. 

We also find within the MBh the first clear traces of the development of a 

hagiography surrounding the figure of Y‡j§avalkya.  Clearly this literary tradition has 

attempted to retain a continuity with Y‡j§avalkya's literary past as such a continuity 

makes the redeployment of a figure more convincing and more believable.  This is 

particularly seen in the passage from book 12, where new doctrines of S‡¸khya and 

Yoga are attributed to Y‡j§avalkya, where the composers feel compelled to justify the 

new with the old in a rather novel fashion.  In the MBh, we have seen what can be called 

the "hagiographical imperative" -- the desire on the part of any particular community to 

answer those questions that have been left out, silenced, or unexpressed within a 

particular religious literary tradition.  Within such a literary and religious drive, the figure 

under consideration may be elevated in status and the stories often focus on why that 

person attained that status.  Such an imperative appears to develop when a particular 
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figure becomes prominent -- eliciting further speculation and interest into the moods, 

motivations, and events in the character's life.   

However, in this case and likely most others, the hagiographical imperative is 

equally (if not more so) impelled by the needs of the composers of a particular narrative 

and not solely the needs of an audience.  This is to say that hagiographical expansion goes 

hand in hand with the need to adapt a figure to the needs of the composer(s) creating the 

hagiography.  Such a statement is not particularly novel -- certainly most would agree that 

composers of hagiographies have particular goals in mind when creating their stories that 

go beyond simply the valorization of a particular figure.  However, it should equally be 

borne in mind that there is a logic to these adaptations -- a logic that intentionally 

redeploys (or discards) aspects of a particular figure or event not only to situate it, but 

also to situate what might be more subtle intents of the newly composed narrative. 
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Chapter Five: Y‡j§avalkya in the Pur‡ıas and the Legal 
Tradition 

As we have seen in the last chapter, Y‡j§avalkya begins to enter into the broader 

imaginaire of Hinduism beginning, at least as far as the extant textual tradition, in the 

MBh.  While the extent to which Y‡j§avalkya was known to a larger community cannot 

be ascertained with any certainty in the MBh, the MBh must have been composed for a 

larger community than earlier Vedic literary productions. However, one must remember 

that the early Epic-hearing community may have been limited.  At least as far as the 

Sanskrit MBh is concerned, a direct audience would most likely have had to have been 

conversant with Sanskrit which would limit its size.  Certainly the composers of the epics 

themselves must have formed semi-elite cadres who shared (directly or indirectly), 

refined, and passed down their work over time.326  To claim, however, that the Sanskrit 

epics are a type of elite discourse is not to deny their "popularity," but rather to 

acknowledge that we are faced with a different type of elite discourse than one finds in 

the earlier Vedic literary productions -- one that is more broad, but not universally 

accessible.327  However, through enactment, secondary discourses or commentary 

(whether public or private), and through composition of vernacular forms of such 

religious works, these literary traditions not only received much larger audiences beyond 

a strictly Sanskrit-understanding audience, but propagated, mutated, and took on new 

 
326 I largely agree with Narayana Rao (1993: 95-96) who suggests that we must distinguish between a 
"folk" orality and a "literate" orality.  This is to say, that a literate orality that is part of a scholarly, elite 
tradition may also incorporate "folk" perspectives.  While Narayana Rao is concerned particularly with the 
Pur‡ıas, this distinction is useful in other traditions as well. 
 
327 Sathaye (2004: 30) suggests a model of how, for example, Brahmins may be classified a "folk group" in 
any number of configurations and yet, I would add, still constitute an "elite." 
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lives of their own over time both in the expansion of particular genres of literature and in 

the creation of new genres to fit new needs.328 

The Pur‡ıa -- often translated as "legend" -- was one such new Sanskrit literary 

genre that emerged.  As a literary genre that claims religious authority in the context of 

already established authorities,  the Pur‡ıas incorporate, modify, and redeploy accepted 

ideas, tropes, and stories to fit their own ends.  This is to say that they (like the 

Mah‡bh‡rata in the characterization of Y‡j§avalkya) were, to greater and lesser degrees, 

beholden to their literary religious past.  Such a statement in no way denies ingenuity, 

creative expression, or autonomy -- all of which are patently evident in the Pur‡ıas -- but 

rather acknowledges that in the development of new religious understandings that do not 

wholly disavow the past, there is a need to reconcile that past to the present.  While it is 

clear that the Pur‡ıas represent a sharp break with the past -- particularly with the spread 

and popularity of various forms of bhakti -- the texts often ensconce such radical changes 

within rather traditional garb.  These include narrations on the origins of the Vedas, 

discussing important Vedic sages, and so on.  The Hindu Pur‡ıas position themselves as 

a necessary complement to the Veda; as required learning to fully understand religious 

truth found in all established texts (Narayana Rao 2004: 98). 

The term pur‡ıa literally means "that which came before" or "ancient" and is 

often classified alongside the epics -- itih‡sa -- both within secondary scholarship and 

within the indigenous tradition.329  The term itih‡sa is sometimes translated as "history" 

and literally means "so indeed it was." Western scholars are more likely to refer to both of 

these genres as "legend" or "myth" because, at least from a perspective outside of the 

 
328 For this project, I am only concerned with the early Sanskritic tradition.  However, it is a desideratum 
that various important figures also be studied in the vernacular traditions. 
 
329 See for exanple, B‚U 4.1 where the two are listed together. 
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tradition, much contained within these documents are concerned with creation, various 

gods, or with such a distant past that historical veracity is improbable, if not 

impossible.330 

The Pur‡ıas are stereotypically divided into two categories: the mah‡pur‡ıas (the 

"Great Pur‡ıas") and the upapur‡ıas (the "Secondary Pur‡ıas").  However, such a 

classification, which is found in the tradition itself, is not particularly useful from an 

academic perspective.  The classifications can be misleading as they appear to be a value 

judgment of the text in question.  Indeed, certain mah‡pur‡ıas do claim their own 

superiority over other textual traditions, but so also do certain upapur‡ıas (Narayana Rao, 

2004: p. 102 citing a conference paper of Nye, 1985).  As Narayana Rao suggests, 

determining the status of a particular Pur‡ıa for any given community must be highly 

contextualized and its formal classification has little comparative value.331 

The dates of the Pur‡ıas have also been a hotly contested issue, with any number 

of scholars offering varying criteria of how a date should be ascribed to a text or a 

particular part of a text.  In this case (as opposed to the texts discussed earlier), there has 

been little consensus.332  I follow Rocher (1986: 104) who has suggested that the Pur‡ıas 

contain material that is both ancient and relatively recent and it is impossible to assign a 

single date to any particular text as a whole. This said, however, it is likely that all of the 

Y‡j§avalkya passages are either contemporaneous with or post-date the Mah‡bh‡rata, 

 
330 Whether and how the Pur‡ıas contain "history" in the Western sense has been a highly debated matter 
with greatly divergent positions being taken by different scholars (Rocher 1986: 115ff.).  As for my 
opinion, I have no doubt that the Pur‡ıic texts contain much historical information, but the determination of 
historical veracity must take place within the context of the larger purposes of any narrative, dynastic list, 
etc. 
 
331 The same can be said for the Amarako˜a's pur‡na¸ pa§calak˘anam ("the Pur‡ıa consisting of five 
classifications") that are said to define the Pur‡ıas as a genre.  Certainly, this classification schema is of 
little use in determining which Pur‡ıas are older or closer to an original (Rocher 1986: 24-25). 
  
332 For various and conflicting attempts at dating schemas, see Rocher (1986: 100-104, 133ff.). 
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because they build off already established models found in the earlier texts.  It is possible 

that the Y‡j§avalkya narrative in book 12 of the Mah‡bh‡rata is contemporaneous with 

certain Pur‡ıic accounts as there are many overlaps. 

While detailed studies of individual Pur‡ıas have become more popular within 

academic circles, particularly in the drive for appreciating and understanding the 

"localness" of traditions in lieu of pan-Indian generalizing,333 this chapter is not 

concerned with such a detailed study of any particular Pur‡ıa nor its larger historical 

context.  This is the case for two reasons.  The first is that a focus on the textual history of 

any Pur‡ıa would require at least a book-length treatment in itself.  The second is that 

since we are only concerned with the character of Y‡j§avalkya, such a larger approach, 

while useful for a number of reasons, would prove extraneous here.  Instead, this chapter 

focuses on those stories regarding Y‡j§avalkya and what those stories appear to be saying 

in themselves and how they relate to other pre-Pur‡ıic and Pur‡ıic sources.  This is not to 

say that historical context is irrelevant (certainly not), but rather that the influence of 

historical context on any particular Y‡j§avalkya narrative would be difficult, perhaps 

impossible, to point out clearly without larger case studies of each and every Pur‡ıa. 

My approach in this chapter varies to some degree from the previous chapters.  

Chapter Two followed, in order, the passages where Y‡j§avalkya appeared in the ¯B and 

was a close analysis of those passages.  Chapter Three, while focusing on select passages, 

was concerned with particular narratives and their larger frame narrative found in 3 and 4 

of the B‚U.  Chapter Four also shifted its orientation from the previous two.  That 

chapter was concerned with bringing apparently disparate passages together with one 

larger narrative in the MBh to see how Y‡j§avalkya may have been viewed by an Epic 

audience.  In this chapter, the nature of the evidence also serves to determine the angle of 
 
333 For example, Chakrabarti (2001). 
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approach.  There are several short passages mentioning Y‡j§avalkya and also several 

longer passages spread throughout many Pur‡ıas.  In this fashion, I wish to approach 

these texts thematically -- that is, rather than try to trace a direct historical development in 

Y‡j§avalkya's hagiography, I am more concerned with Pur‡ıic elaboration -- that is, 

elaboration and innovation in the context of the literary past that the authors of these texts 

were contending with. 

The following themes encompass most of the narrative passages in which 

Y‡j§avalkya occurs in the Pur‡ıas: (1) retellings of the B‚U/¯B; (2) a concern with 

names and explaining origins (specifically, the division of the Vedas and the perceived 

split between the White and Black Yajurveda); (3) Y‡j§avalkya in relation to Yoga; (4) 

the relationship of kings and Brahmins; and (5) Y‡j§avalkya in relation to the 

dharma˜‡stra tradition. These themes that I isolate are not exhaustive, but rather appear to 

be those themes the producers of the texts were concerned with elaborating. All of these, 

excluding the last, are continuations of themes that we have seen in the pre-Pur‡ıic 

material, albeit a few are rather radical reinterpretations.  Most of the passages assume 

that the Vedic and Vedic rites are authoritative, but sometimes this is used to other ends 

(such as in Yoga).  All passages seem to imply that Y‡j§avalkya was seen as a Vedic sage 

by the composers, though there is considerable discussion on whether Y‡j§avalkya is 

arrogant or whether moral fault lies in his teacher, Vai˜a¸p‡yana. 

What we see in the first four themes in regard to the figure of Y‡j§avalkya, 

however, are those literary frames of reference that have already been established in 

previous literature.  These are themes that the paur‡ıikas (and perhaps their audience) felt 

needed reiteration and/or elaboration.  It is within these narratives that we see the 

boundaries for such elaboration; that is, those particular themes and structures upon 

which this particular hagiographical imperative was focused.  While it should be obvious, 
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it bears repeating that in the case of hagiographical expansion, such elaboration is often 

defined by "rules" which are often implicitly drawn from what is already known and 

accepted as true.  This does not mean that "rules" are not broken (even intentionally so) or 

that individual agency is suppressed by such rules, but rather that they serve as a frame of 

reference even when they are ignored or denied.  Hagiography, though, tends towards the 

conservative in that such literary elaboration is usually neither free form nor is it simply 

"myth" in the sense of adding "falsehoods" or something "made up" onto what is already 

accepted as true.  Rather by structuring hagiographical elaboration upon that which is 

already established, it draws upon a memory of Y‡j§avalkya (who he is, what he said, 

and so on) which permits what is "new" in the narrative to be accepted as true, ancient, or 

what have you, by any given community.   

While I have stressed the conservative nature of the above themes in that they 

draw on what has literary precedent for their own purposes, certainly we find great 

innovation. It is, for example, within this conservative frame where we find great 

character elaboration, particularly regarding the personality of particular individuals. We 

also find, for example, greater details regarding the context of the brahmodya at Janaka's 

court, while simultaneously noting a condensing of the philosophical discussion almost to 

the point of its elimination.  We also find an interesting reinterpretation of Y‡j§avalkya's 

relationship with his wives and a novel story about a mongoose that Y‡j§avalkya is said 

to have offended.  Thus, while I suggest the frames that guide these literary productions 

are conservative, they do not bind the texts to a literary past.334  

The final section of this chapter will explore the (apparently new) association of 

Y‡j§avalkya with ancient Indian law codes, particularly as found in the GaruÛa Pur‡ıa 

 
334 In all cases, it is clear that the Pur‡ıic composers were aware of the stories regarding Y‡j§avalkya.  
This, however, does not mean that these stories were known in a fixed form which would probably have 
restricted the great innovation that we find in their compositions. 
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and in the Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti and will explore possible reasons for this elaboration in 

Y‡j§avalkya's biography.  While I have emphasized the conservative nature of 

hagiography earlier, this does not mean that hagiography is necessarily conservative.  I do 

not wish to imply that hagiography, by definition, cannot be something wholly or mostly 

new -- it certainly can.  However, in this case, I suggest there are aspects of Y‡j§avalkya's 

literary past that serve to make his association with the dharma tradition not wholly 

incongruous with that past.  That is, while this association between Y‡j§avalkya and the 

legal tradition is apparently novel, I will offer a number of suggestive (though not 

definitive) reasons why such an association would be made and what it might have meant 

to members of the tradition. 

It should be pointed out that each Y‡j§avalkya narrative is not necessarily limited 

to only one of the themes isolated above.  In fact, there seems to be a cross-fertility in the 

texts where the themes and their developments may come from multiple, probably shared, 

sources simultaneously.  Many contain several of these themes, incorporating them in 

different ways to different ends.  One way of conceiving this is to consider the framework 

as a web, where various strands may be more or less directly related to a previous textual 

tradition and others to a shared oral tradition which was not codified in the same way.  In 

this fashion, while I will isolate what is unique or interesting in a particular telling, I will 

also thematically juxtapose these narratives to each other in order to view them in their 

intertextuality. 

The following is an alphabetical list of Pur‡ıas where Y‡j§avalkya appears: 
Agni  
Bh‡gavata  
Brahma 
Brahm‡ıÛa  
GaruÛa  
KÂrma  
LiÔga  
Padma 
Skanda 
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¯iva  
Var‡ha  
V‡yu 
Vi˘ıu  

§ 1 Retellings of  B‚U/¯B 

Most of the Y‡j§avalkya passages in the Pur‡ıas are consciously aware of the 

many portrayals of Y‡j§avalkya that we have discussed so far, though the sources of their 

inspiration may not ever be fully transparent.  This is because any particular "innovation" 

in any given text may be an individual innovation or part of a shared oral tradition of 

which we do not have evidence.  Though there are cases of more direct borrowing and 

these may allow one to determine more precise lines of transmission,335 most of the 

Pur‡ıic stories appear to be influenced by sources at one or several steps removed.  While 

I am open to the theoretical possibility of being able to determine the relative remove of a 

Pur‡ıic telling from earlier literary sources, I think such an endeavor is faced with 

obstacles -- which may, in many cases, prove to be insurmountable.336  

The main difficulty in isolating sources of a particular portrayal is determining 

where the literary elite view of Y‡j§avalkya (as found in the ¯B and B‚U and to some 

degree in the MBh) ends and a more popular ("folk") understanding begins.  Such is the 

nature of oral texts that are no longer confined to a very small elite community (such as 

White Yajurvedins).  This does not, of course, mean that ritual elites do not have their 

 
335 Such a situation would have to be determined on a case by case basis and would have to show intimate 
familiarity with a source: such as exact verbal parallels, structural mimicry, etc. 
 
336 Questions that would need to be addressed include: How much is a composer intentionally mimicking 
another oral text?  If one telling seems less familiar with the details of another, but still familiar with certain 
aspects of it, what criteria can be used to determine whether there is a shared source or whether there is an 
intentional manipulation of certain detail? 
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own "popular" view of the figure that may have existed alongside the textual record, parts 

of which may have become incorporated into oral texts later.337  

Most of our Pur‡ıic passages concerning Y‡j§avalkya (similar to the MBh, 

though not in degree) are neither literal restatements of a previous literary record nor a 

simple reworking of a known text, but for our purposes are more fruitfully understood as 

a memory of those texts which serve as building blocks for new textual productions. As 

such, the fluidity of memory in this case suggests that one may intend to be (to whatever 

degree) faithful to a literary past, but one is not necessarily rigidly bound to it.  Such a 

model helps one to understand the continuity and innovation in all its variety in such 

literary productions, but it also helps to explain why, in the case of innovation, a tradition 

is able to model it on a remembered (if not textually faithful) past.  It is in this fashion 

that we find retellings of some of the narratives we have encountered in the ¯B/B‚U, 

though these tellings are radically different. 

§ 1.1 Brahmodya 

In the Brahm‡ıÛa Pur‡ıa (BP),338 1.2.34.34 onward is a retelling of chapter 3 of 

the B‚U, though with several interesting novelties.  ¯‡¸˜ap‡yana, following a discussion 

of the origin of the Vedas that concludes by mentioning the name ¯‡kalya, inquires into 

how this "arrogant" (garvita) person was slain at the horse-sacrifice of Janaka.  Note that 

here we once again have Y‡j§avalkya associated with the horse sacrifice.  However, in 

this context, this is a detail grafted onto the B‚U narrative.  Note also that the theme is 

misplaced pride and anger on the part of ¯‡kalya that is said to be his undoing. 

 
337 It is this aspect that some, such as Fiser, appear to be pointing to when discussing what he sees as the 
less-than-historical aspects of the B‚U.  
 
338 Brahm‡ıÛa Pur‡ıa (ed. Shashtri: 1973). 
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Indeed, in this telling arrogance and greed are said to be the characteristics of each 

of those priests in attendance (though not Y‡j§avalkya) where the Brahmins argue and all 

make the claim that "This wealth is mine" (1.2.34.44; mamaitad dhanam ity uta).  Their 

claim for the wealth and status of brahmi˘Ò˛a is said to be because of the "defilement of 

wealth" (dhanado˘a); that is, out of greed.  Y‡j§avalkya, on the other hand, is introduced 

as a knowledgeable and wise seer who was born of Brahm‡ (vidv‡n brahmaıas tu suta˛ 

kavi˛).  He is said to be possessed of great brilliance (mah‡tejas), possessed of ascetic 

heat (tapasvin) and the ultimate knower of brahman (brahmavittama).339  Interestingly, 

Y‡j§avalkya proceeds to calm the fighting Brahmins (1.2.34.49) and carries out what is 

said to be elaborate debate with each of them that culminates in his asking them 

individually a question which they cannot answer (1.2.34.53).  The debate or the 

individual questions Y‡j§avalkya is said to ask are not stated directly in the text. 

¯‡kalya apparently was watching this debate, yet remained silent.  Y‡j§avalkya 

directly asks him why he is not participating.  Apparently this direct challenge was seen 

as an insult by ¯‡kalya.  

eva¸ sa dhar˘itas tena ro˘‡t t‡mr‡syalocana˛ (1.2.34.56) 

Thus he was ill treated (or: insulted). For that reason his eyes and face became red 
like copper because of his anger. 

We are told that an extensive debate took place between the two (1.2.34.62), but 

no details are given other than that ¯‡kalya asked Y‡j§avalkya more than one thousand 

questions and Y‡j§avalkya proceeds to answer them.  Y‡j§avalkya then challenges 

¯‡kalya with only a single question. 
 
susÂk˘maj§‡nasa¸yukta¸ s‡¸khya¸ yogam ath‡pi v‡ ||  
adhy‡tmasya gati¸ mukhy‡¸ dhy‡nam‡m‡rgam ath‡pi v‡ || (1.2.34.65) 

 
339 BP 1.2.34.45 
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"What is connected with very subtle (i.e. the most subtle) knowledge, Yoga or 
S‡¸khya? Which is primary, the path related to the self or the path of Yoga?340 

As in the B‚U, the answer is left unexpressed.  It is tempting to read an answer 

from Y‡j§avalkya's portrayal in the MBh -- that neither is superior to the other and thus it 

is a trick question -- but it is not entirely clear.  ¯‡kalya was not able to answer the 

question and he is said to die because of it. 

In this version of the B‚U story a number of interesting changes can be seen.  If I 

am correct that what appears prideful or arrogant on the part of Y‡j§avalkya in the 

B‚U/¯B was viewed positively in that it was justified by his knowledge, here that trait in 

the narrative is expressed quite differently.  Rather than eliminate the theme of pride, the 

composers of this narrative transfer it onto the other participants and portray it negatively. 

While all the Brahmins appear to be spitefully arguing, ¯‡kalya is made exceptional in his 

anger and it eventually leads to his death.  Why Y‡j§avalkya's challenge to him is the 

cause of his anger in the BP is unclear.  In the ¯B/B‚U versions, such anger would make 

sense -- Y‡j§avalkya calls ¯‡kalya a "fire-quencher" (ulmuk‡vak˘†yaıa/ 

aÔg‡r‡vak˘ayaıa; ¯B 11.6.3/B‚U 3.9.18) and an "idiot" (ahallika; B‚U 3.9.25).  In fact, 

if anyone is portrayed as angry in the ¯B/B‚U versions, it is Y‡j§avalkya.  It seems that 

the BP version gives a "sanitized" version of the character of Y‡j§avalkya as a means to 

valorize him.  Rather than remove those characteristics altogether, the composers place 

these characteristics onto others (particularly ¯‡kalya), so as to portray them in a bad 

light.  If the ¯B/B‚U versions were about pride in correct knowledge, in the BP we have 

the inverse -- where the theme is concerned with misplaced pride or arrogance.  To 

maintain a positive portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya, the characteristics of the participants are 

inverted as well. 
 
340 The sense of adhy‡tma here appears to be a reflection on the abstract nature of the self through a 
S‡¸khya philosophical lens. 
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This inversion of personality traits to provide the inverse moral lesson also 

appears to be the case with greed.  In the B‚U, Y‡j§avalkya laying claim to the cows can 

be interpreted as his greed as well as his pride.  This is supported by the fact that 

Y‡j§avalkya himself says that all the Brahmins at the sacrifice are really just desirous of 

cows (gok‡ma), apparently including himself.  In the B‚U, the conclusion, however, tells 

us that Y‡j§avalkya's claim was justified.  In this BP narrative, however, all of the 

Brahmins try to lay claim to the wealth in a fashion similar to Y‡j§avalkya in the B‚U.  

In the BP version, Y‡j§avalkya does not make a claim to the wealth, but rather calms the 

other priests down and persuades them to debate with him so that it can be proven which 

Brahmin should take away the elaborate wealth.341 

The transference of the personality characteristics of greed and anger, I suggest, 

was probably because of the authority associated with Y‡j§avalkya as a sage by the time 

of this composition.  It appears that those in the tradition in which this text was produced 

were uncomfortable with what could be interpreted as negative characteristics of 

Y‡j§avalkya's personality in the stories of B‚U/¯B. While imparting a similar moral 

message (arrogance without justification is bad), the rewritings of the story prevent any 

ambiguity in the earlier tellings.  If G‡rg„ foreshadows ¯‡kalya's death with her warning 

at the end of B‚U 3.8, here the intensity of ¯‡kalya's anger (red eyes and a  face like 

copper) serves to do the same. 

We should note that no Brahmin is named other than Y‡j§avalkya and ¯akalya.  It 

is clear that the tradition behind this narrative saw these two characters as the center of 

the narrative.342  A female, such as G‡rg„, is not mentioned, perhaps suggesting that she 

 
341 One should note here that the wealth described is much more elaborate (including cows, gold, jewels, 
women, and so on) than that found in the B‚U (one thousand cows with gold attached to their horns).  The 
expansion here is most likely done to emphasize the greed of the Brahmins present. 
 
342 In a fashion, this narrative almost appears to be a blending  or collapsing of the ¯B and B‚U versions.  
In the ¯B, only Y‡j§avalkya and ¯‡kalya debate with each other.  In the B‚U, there are several 
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has been written out of the narrative.  This may indicate an "uncomfortableness" with 

women participating in such debates on the part of the composers, though it is possible 

she is an implied participant.  

The debate itself is practically eliminated from the narrative, but given that this 

story immediately follows a discussion of the lineages of well-known Vedic personages 

and leads to the question of how ¯‡kalya died, they are unnecessary.  While valorizing 

Y‡j§avalkya and his apparent brilliance, the explicit purpose of the narrative is to explain 

¯‡kalya's death.  For this reason, the single question that Y‡j§avalkya asked him and led 

to his death is necessary.  Any other explicit detail within the rest of the debate (between 

other Brahmins or that ¯‡kalya posed to Y‡j§avalkya) would be superfluous.343 

§ 1.2 Maitrey„ and K‡ty‡yan„ 

In the Skanda Pur‡ıa (SP),344 we encounter a narrative that is not a retelling per 

se, but a narrative elaboration at least nominally based on what we find in B‚U 2.4/4.5, 

the dialogue between Y‡j§avalkya and his wives.  After a fairly long discussion (6.129; 

examined below) about the origin of the White Yajurveda and the BÁhad‡raıyaka, SÂta 

(the character who is answering questions from assembled sages) concludes by 

mentioning that Y‡j§avalkya had a son named K‡ty‡yana who composed the well-known 

˜rautasÂtras (6.129.71).  The assembled sages, rather than asking about K‡ty‡yana 

directly, ask about his mother.  This narrative is thematically concerned with the issue of 

names and origins; that is, how K‡ty‡yan„ came to have a son by the name of K‡ty‡yana.  

 
interlocutors and we are told the content of the debate, while in the BP we have several Brahmins debating, 
without any detail of what that debate entailed. 
 
343 Almost the exact same story is found in the V‡P (60.33ff).  The main difference there is that we are not 
told the question that Y‡j§avalkya asks ¯‡kalya that leads to his death.  Also, Y‡j§avalkya insults ¯‡kalya 
directly (60.50) explaining the cause of his anger. 
 
344 All citations and translations of the SP are from Tagare's translation (vol. 49-51, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1997). 
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As such this serves as a transition into the next thematic section.  However, it is included 

here because the story is also an elaborate expansion upon perceived gaps in the 

narratives found in the B‚U.  There are areas in the B‚U narrative, I would argue, that 

were seen as open enough to lead to multiple readings and the composers of this narrative 

are apparently limiting those readings through their own retelling.  While the composers 

of the passage in the BP transferred what could be read as negative characteristics of 

Y‡j§avalkya from the ¯B/B‚U onto the other Brahmins, here the narrative, rather than 

removing or transferring aspects of the narrative, fills out the story to "solve" a perceived 

problem -- Y‡j§avalkya's apparent favoritism towards one wife. 

Like the MBh passage (2.30.36) that mentioned that Y‡j§avalkya had children, 

here too that claim is made, but it is made more directly by attributing a name and textual 

tradition to Y‡j§avalkya's son.  However, the gathered sages (and presumably the 

audience) wonder about where this child came from.  The narrative that follows is based 

on a perceived rivalry between Y‡j§avalkya's two wives from the B‚U.  It is probably 

based more directly on B‚U 4.5 than on 2.4 because it is in 4.5 where there is greater 

narrative interest placed on the wives. 

This story begins by narrating that K‡ty‡yan„ and Maitrey„  were both the wives 

of Y‡j§avalkya.  It further adds the detail that Maitrey„ was senior, although K‡ty‡yan„ is 

said to have "good features" (kaly‡ı„).  K‡ty‡yan„ becomes jealous of Maitrey„ as she 

appears to be Y‡j§avalkya's favorite.  This notion of Y‡j§avalkya preferring one wife 

over the other is probably linked to the fact that in the B‚U episode (2.4/4.5) Maitrey„ is 

the one whom Y‡j§avalkya gives instruction on the nature of immortality.  It was also in 

B‚U 4.5 that K‡ty‡yan„ is marked as different from Maitrey„ -- K‡ty‡yan„ was str„praj§‡ 

rather than a brahmav‡din„.  In both B‚U versions, Y‡j§avalkya refers to Maitrey„ as 

dear (priy‡) to him and she becomes more dear due to her interest in immortality.  In the 
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B‚U, nothing is said about K‡ty‡yan„ outside of the narrative frame, suggesting, at least 

to the composers of the SP, that she could be interpreted as less important than Maitrey„.  

This SP narrative, however, is arguing that K‡ty‡yan„ was not less important (nor that she 

was of a fundamentally different nature) and she is moved to the center of the narrative 

while Maitrey„ remains largely in the frame.  Rather, this text argues that the problem was 

an issue of seniority that determined Y‡j§avalkya's affections.345  Maitrey„ was preferred 

by Y‡j§avalkya because she was the first wife and the text assumes that this is natural.  

The possible favoritism in the B‚U episode is what the SP is apparently elaborating on 

when it says that K‡ty‡yan„ was severely distressed by Y‡j§avalkya's favoritism.  

She stopped taking baths and eating food.  She never indulged in jokes and fun.  
She always heaved sighs and kept her eyes filled with tears. (6.130.12) 

K‡ty‡yan„ then comes across ¯‡ıÛil„, said to be the daughter of the sage ¯‡ıÛilya, 

whose husband (the great sage, Jaimini!) appears to be doting over her.  Most 

importantly, he is said to "expound on matters good and bad" (6.130.16) to his wife.  

Clearly, this is a reference to Y‡j§avalkya choosing to expound on immortality to 

Maitrey„ in the B‚U which this particular Pur‡ıic  tradition clearly viewed as preferential 

treatment.  K‡ty‡yan„ asks ¯‡ıÛil„ to explain to her how she has such a devoted husband 

and ¯‡ıÛil„ proceeds to tell her a story about the power of worshipping P‡rvat„.  She 

explains how P‡rvat„ was able, through one year of resisting ¯iva, to cause him to give up 

his association with the goddess G‡Ôg‡.  While ¯iva felt compelled to hold the G‡Ôg‡ in 

his hair, P‡rvat„ says that she will not be a second wife to another woman and will 

continue her austerities separately from ¯iva until he breaks off the association.  P‡rvat„ 

prevails in the end and the two are reunited. 

 
345 This text does not suggest that Y‡j§avalkya is the cause of the problem, but rather that K‡ty‡yan„ is 
responsible as she did not employ the proper rituals (see below). 
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The text continues by saying that if K‡ty‡yan„ properly worships the goddess for a 

year at the pilgrimage site of H‡Òake˜vara and maintains a vow of celibacy for that time, 

she will attain an equal status in regards to Y‡j§avalkya's affections.  The narrative 

concludes that this is precisely what she did and Y‡j§avalkya came to her and later they 

bore a son by the name of K‡ty‡yana.  

Clearly this narrative is concerned with the possible problems inherent in one 

individual having multiple spouses -- what must have been a real world problem and not 

only a textual one. Y‡j§avalkya is one of the few characters in the early literature that is 

said to have more than one spouse.  As such, it makes sense that his relationships are used 

as examples of a possible rivalry.  In fact, the B‚U accounts lend themselves to such a 

reading and this text then provides a ritual solution to a perceived problem.  As 

Y‡j§avalkya is seen as favoring one spouse over the other, the most effective way to 

insure that he treats both wives equally is by appealing to the goddess P‡rvat„ who herself 

is said to have had a similar problem with ¯iva.346 

Of course, the main reason for this passage as a whole is to valorize a particular 

vow and ritual that females can undertake at a particular pilgrimage site, H‡Òake˜vara.  

While stories of ¯iva's and P‡rvat„'s relationship (including jealousy) are common, this 

story is here paralleled with Y‡j§avalkya and his two wives to establish a ritual women 

can employ to assure the affection of their husbands.  There is no direct reference to other 

narrative details from earlier textual sources except for Y‡j§avalkya's relationship with 

his wives.  However, it is clear that he is accepted as a sage on par with Jaimini. 

 
346 Note that it is not the exact same problem, as K‡ty‡yan„ is said to acquire equal affection from 
Y‡j§avalkya and not exclusive affection. 
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§ 1.3 Y‡j§avalkya and G‡rg„? 

One narrative that is particularly unique is found in the SP (1.2.13.62ff).  

Y‡j§avalkya is said to be staying in the city of Mithi (Mithil‡?) and upon seeing a 

mongoose (nakula), he tells G‡rg„ to be sure to guard the milk.  It is unclear who G‡rg„ is 

in relation to Y‡j§avalkya.  Is she his wife?  A student of his in his ‡˜rama?  No answer is 

given, but it is clear that this later textual tradition viewed these two as closely 

connected.347 This is probably because, as I have discussed in Chapter 3, the inclusion of 

women in a brahmodya was apparently a concern, where the composers of the narratives 

intentionally constructed the gender of these two characters so as to not be representative 

of women in ancient India.348  Here that concerned is "solved" by suggesting their 

relationship was more than just priests arguing at a brahmodya.  Whether as a wife or 

student, G‡rg„'s uniqueness is being emphasized in her relationship to Y‡j§avalkya.  In 

support of this, no other Brahmin character from the B‚U appears in Pur‡ıic narratives 

with Y‡j§avalkya. 

After G‡rg„ is introduced, she disappears from the narrative.  The character is 

principally serving a narrative function -- of introducing the mongoose who proceeds to 

take offense at being called a nakula by Y‡j§avalkya.  While nakula properly means 

"mongoose," the mongoose himself interprets the word as na kula, that is, "one who does 

not have a noble family."  The mongoose takes offense, chastises Y‡j§avalkya, and curses 

him to be born in the next life into a lowly family (1.2.13.98-99).  Y‡j§avalkya is said to 

have been reborn in merude˜a349 to a Brahmin family that conducts itself in a 
 
347 G‡rg„ appears with Y‡j§avalkya in a very brief passage in the LP that is also concerned with valorizing 
¯iva. In 9.53-54 Y‡j§avalkya explains to G‡rg„ the nature of the supreme being which is very similar to his 
description of the "imperishable" found at B‚U 3.8.8. 
 
348 Note that in the probably late yoga text attributed to Y‡j§avalkya, G‡rg„ is Y‡j§avalkya's wife and the 
tradition explains that G‡rg„ is simply another name for Maitrey„ (Yogay‡j§avalkya, trans. A. G. Mohan, no 
date given). 
 
349 Tagare (1970: vol. 50, 109) suggests that merude˜a may be a reference to a desert or to M‡rw‡r. 
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dishonorable manner.  Y‡j§avalkya (now named BhartÁyaj§a) becomes a follower of ¯iva 

and the narrative argues that one who properly worships ¯iva can transcend being born 

into an ignoble family (1.2.13.104ff).  

§ 2 Names and Origins 

Many of the textual references to Y‡j§avalkya found in the Pur‡ıas are concerned 

with two overlapping themes -- the origin of the name V‡jasaneya and the origin of the 

White Yajurveda as distinct from the Black Yajurveda.  Given that in the ancient Hindu 

view the name of something is fundamentally connected to its nature (hence the 

importance of Upani˘adic bandhus), it is not surprising that these themes show up 

together in the narratives. 

I have suggested that in the ¯B and the B‚U there is a latent tension between the 

White Yajurvedic tradition and the already established Vedic traditions found in more 

western regions.  I have argued that Y‡j§avalkya's sarcasm was one rhetorical means for 

establishing the authority of what must have been a newly emerging tradition in the B‚U 

and ¯B.  In the MBh (12.306), we have one narrative that explores, albeit reservedly, the 

split between the traditions.  We have read that Y‡j§avalkya appealed to the Sun-god to 

be given his own Veda that was "not used" [nopayukta] in the sacrifice.  In that story, we 

do not know why Y‡j§avalkya felt that he needed to appeal to the Sun.  The only dispute 

that took place between Y‡j§avalkya and Vai˜a¸p‡yana was whether Vai˜a¸p‡yana 

accepted the validity of what Y‡j§avalkya received from the Sun by sharing the payment 

for the sacrifice with him.350 

Many of the Pur‡ıic narratives, however, are concerned with exploring the 

relationship of the White and Black Yajurveda.  In these narratives, we find answers to 

 
 
350 One wonders if the "burning" that Y‡j§avalkya had to undergo in the MBh was seen as an expiation of 
some sort, but this is simply speculation.  
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unexpressed questions or gaps in the earlier narratives.  Such questions include: Why 

would Y‡j§avalkya appeal to the Sun, thus circumventing his own teacher?  Was there a 

moral flaw involved on either Y‡j§avalkya's or Vai˜a¸p‡yana's part?  If so, how does 

this affect the narrative?  Latent in many of these stories is the notion that both 

Y‡j§avalkya and Vai˜a¸p‡yana are sages, so what could lead to such a split?  Some 

narratives are concerned with making sure that the reader understand that they are still 

both authoritative sages, while others leave Vai˜a¸p‡yana's status more vague, perhaps 

suggesting a stronger White Yajurvedic influence. 

What should be pointed out is that these later narratives which focus on the split 

between the two traditions are elaborating upon what is not directly expressed in the 

earlier tradition.  While I suggested that we can point to a tension between the White 

Yajurvedic tradition and other already established traditions, we should not read the 

Pur‡ıic accounts as necessarily representing a reality on the ground either in previous 

times or during the time these accounts were written.  Krishnamurti (1984) 

overemphasizes, I think, this split and the animosity between the two traditions as a 

historical reality dating back to the origins of the White Yajurveda.  However, he 

principally draws this conclusion based on the later texts.  These texts are more concerned 

with is explaining what could be seen as complex moral ambiguities, I argue, and are less 

concerned with accurately describing how the two traditions interacted with each other.  

For example, how and when is a student justified in defying a teacher?  Such questions 

are important when one realizes that this is a discussion about sages who are often seen as 

paradigmatic examples of proper behavior.  In this sense, the composers are exploiting a 

trope about the division between these two schools of ritual interpretation.  Certainly, 

both the White and Black tradition viewed themselves as more orthodox and authoritative 
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and the rhetoric within the traditions appear to support that, but that does not mean that 

there was open animosity between them at any particular historical point in time. 

§ 2.1 Brahm‡ıÛa Pur‡ıa 

BP contains a lengthy story about Y‡j§avalkya (1.2.35).  Prior to this passage he 

is mentioned simply as one of eighty six ˜rutar˘is, or sages of the Yajurveda.351  In the 

first instance, he is neither given greater attention than the other sages mentioned along 

with him nor is he when he is mentioned again at 1.2.33.16 where he is listed as an 

adhvaryu priest among many.  However, this discussion is what leads into the BP 

narrative between ¯‡kalya and Y‡j§avalkya discussed above.  Following this debate, SÂta 

continues with a description of the origins of the Veda, as a whole, and Y‡j§avalkya's role 

within that, in particular.  Similar to the MBh, Y‡j§avalkya here is associated with Vy‡sa, 

though he is said to be a student of Vai˜a¸p‡yana, one of four students of Vy‡sa (along 

with Jaimini, Sumantu, and Paila).  This group of four students of Vy‡sa becomes a 

standard trope in the Pur‡ıas  for understanding the division of four Vedas -- each is 

entrusted by Vy‡sa with propagating a single Veda via his students.352  This notion was 

probably implicit in the narrative found in book 12 of the MBh (given the implied ritual 

role of each at Janaka's sacrifice), but here it is stated explicitly. 

The text states (1.2.35.8) that a student of Vai˜a¸p‡yana composed the Yajurveda 

itself (vai˜a¸p‡yana˜i˘yo 'sau yajurvedam akalpayat).  This was then taught to 

Vai˜a¸p‡yana's students, but "one [student] there, Y‡j§avalkya, who was of great tapas, 

was excluded" (1.2.35.9; ekas tatra parityakto y‡j§avalkyo mah‡tap‡˛).  It is not entirely 

clear what is intended here because in the narrative that follows, Y‡j§avalkya possessed 
 
 
351 Vai˜a¸p‡yana, however, is listed for his knowledge of the Vedas and perhaps specifically the Ëgveda 
(1.2.33.5-6).  Tagare (1983: 325, n. 2) points out that this passage appears to contain errors in line ordering. 
 
352 Note, however, that Y‡j§avalkya is said to be a student of B‡˘kala in other places and is associated with 
division of the Ëgveda into two schools (BhP 12.6.55; 9.22.38; VP 3.4) or four (V‡P 60.26). 
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the Yajurveda and is said to have vomited it to return it to his teacher.  For this reason, I 

think the exclusion mentioned in this passage is not that Y‡j§avalkya was excluded from 

learning the Black Yajurveda, but rather that he was at some point excluded from the 

Black Yajurvedic tradition as the story continues to explain. 

The sages proceed to ask SÂta where the name caraka adhvaryu comes from as a 

designation of those who follow the Black Yajurveda (1.2.35.14).  The story is told that 

certain sages required the attendance of all the sages of the Veda on Mount Meru.  

Whoever did not show up within a specified time would incur the sin of "killing a 

Brahmin" (brahmahaty‡) and would be required to carry out the appropriate expiation.  

For a reason that is not explained in the text, Vai˜a¸p‡yana was unable to attend.  

Because he was not able to attend, he called his students together to perform the 

appropriate expiation.  At this point, Y‡j§avalkya said that he would perform it alone 

(aham eka˜ cari˘y‡mi ) and did not need the assistance or skills of the other students. 

Vai˜a¸p‡yana got angry (kruddha) at Y‡j§avalkya and told him to return everything he 

had learned from him: "Thus the most knowledgeable in brahman vomited [the yajus's] 

smeared with blood" (1.2.35.20; rudhireıa tath‡kt‡ni charditv‡ brahmavittam‡˛).  

Y‡j§avalkya then is said to appeal to the Sun to receive the Veda, but little detail is given.  

The Sun, in the form of a horse, gives Y‡j§avalkya the White Yajurveda.  It is here 

(1.2.35.25-27) that the names for the traditions are explained -- the V‡jasaneya are so 

named because the Sun took the form of a horse (v‡jin), whereas the carakas are named 

such because of the expiation that they had to perform (caraıa). 

Along with the obvious purpose of this passage to explain the names used to 

designate members of each tradition, this narrative also fleshes out parts of Y‡j§avalkya's 

biography in rather novel ways.  First and foremost, this narrative explains why 

Y‡j§avalkya would have to appeal to the Sun for another Veda.  We are told that 
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Y‡j§avalkya offered to carry out the expiation and did not need the assistance of the other 

students.  Why exactly this made Vai˜a¸p‡yana angry is not explicit, but it may be 

because of perceived arrogance on the part of Y‡j§avalkya in that he does not think he 

needs assistance.  This would fit with our portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya in other texts as 

arrogant, only here he is not given the option to prove in the ritual that his arrogance is 

justified.  In this reading, the Sun giving him the White Yajurveda is the post-facto 

justification of his pride. 

It may also be that Y‡j§avalkya wishes to exclude the other students in what may 

be seen as their proper duty towards their teacher, perhaps keeping any merit accumulated 

for himself.  Vai˜a¸p‡yana's anger could also be because he had asked all of his students 

to perform the expiation and Y‡j§avalkya saying that he would do so alone is directly 

contradicting his teacher's order.  In the context of the great value placed on the 

teacher/student relationship, particularly here in the semi-mythological realm of the 

earliest sages of the Veda, the last interpretation seems likely in this passage. 

This passage is interesting in its portrayal of Vai˜a¸p‡yana.  The story mentions 

that Vai˜a¸p‡yana failed to appear at a meeting of the other sages.  No reason is given as 

to why he could not attend, but it is clear that he acquired the sin of killing a Brahmin for 

not doing so.  Clearly, this is the most grievous sin possible, but there is a narrative gap 

regarding moral culpability.  Did Vai˜a¸p‡yana do something that caused him to miss 

the meeting?  Was it intentional?  This narrative suggests moral culpability on 

Vai˜a¸p‡yana, but it is muted as there is no elaboration upon the cause.  

In this narrative, it is not clear why Y‡j§avalkya would vomit back the text and 

why it would be "smeared with blood."  For some, however, this is said to be a way to 

explain the Black Yajurveda as mixed -- that is, Br‡hmaıa texts mixed with mantras.  

Here, though, this explanation may be implied. 
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§ 2.2 Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa 

A very similar story to the one above is found in the Bh‡gavata Pur‡ıa (BhP).  In 

the course of explaining the origin of the Vedas, Vai˜a¸p‡yana, the principal sage of the 

carak‡dhvaryus, is said to have incurred the sin of brahmahaty‡ (12.6.61).  In this version, 

unlike the version in the SP, it is not said what transgression took place.  Further, this 

narrative makes clear that it is arrogance on the part of Y‡j§avalkya that leads to his 

having to return his knowledge of the Yajurveda to Vai˜a¸p‡yana.  Y‡j§avalkya mocks 

the other students of Vai˜a¸p‡yana and offers to carry out the performance himself. 
 
y‡j§avalkya˜ ca tacchi˘ya ‡h‡ho bhagavan kiyat ||  
cariten‡lpas‡r‡ı‡¸ cari˘ye 'ha¸ sudu˜caram || (12.6.62) 

Y‡j§avalkya, a student of his (Vai˜a¸p‡yana) said, "O distinguished one, how 
much [is to be gained] by the performance of these [students] of little value? I 
[alone] will perform the difficult practice." 

Vai˜a¸p‡yana is said to become angry or offended (kupita) at being addressed in 

this fashion and tells Y‡j§avalkya (12.6.63), "Leave! Enough of a student like you who 

despises the sages" (y‡hy ala¸ tvay‡ vipr‡vamantr‡ ˜i˘yeıa...) and asks for him to return 

the knowledge that he has attained.  Interestingly, in 12.6.64, Y‡j§avalkya is referred to 

as Devar‡ta.  It is clear that this name must refer to Y‡j§avalkya, but there is no 

explanation given for this alternative name.  It is said that Devar‡ta vomits the text back 

(though not mixed with blood in this case).  The students of Vai˜a¸p‡yana become 

enamored with the vomited texts and they take the form of Tittira birds (perhaps to avoid 

pollution of the vomit) and gather it up.  This passage thus explains the origin of the 

Taittir„ya of the Black Yajurveda as connected with the Tittira bird.  Note that a Tittiri 

(perhaps an alternative name for Vai˜a¸p‡yana) was mentioned at Yudhi˘Òhira's court in 

the MBh along with Y‡j§avalkya (MBh 2.4). 
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The text continues that Y‡j§avalkya praised the Sun in an elaborate manner 

(12.6.67-72).   The Sun, in the form of a horse (v‡jirupa), came to Y‡j§avalkya and 

imparted the White Yajurveda to him out of his grace (pras‡da).  Because of the mention 

of grace, the emphasis here is placed on the Sun's own determination and less so on 

Y‡j§avalkya earning it through penance. 

Again, in this passage we clearly have a concern for explaining the name of the 

tradition in connection to its origin.  Here, however, it is explained that Y‡j§avalkya was 

seen to speak ill of the sages and incurred the wrath of his teacher.  In the praising of the 

Sun, we are told that it was the grace of the Sun that allowed Y‡j§avalkya to learn the 

texts of the White Yajurveda.  In the conclusion, the text mentions that students such as 

K‡ıva and M‡dhyandina (among others) learned from Y‡j§avalkya, suggesting the origin 

of the two recensions of the ¯B known today. 

§ 2.3 Vi˘ıu Pur‡ıa 

Chapter five of the Vi˘ıu Pur‡ıa (VP) contains a story similar to that found in 

BhP, but adds a number of details.  I will concern myself here with only those significant 

differences found in the text.353  The first interesting addition is that Y‡j§avalkya is said 

to have been particularly devout to his teacher (Wilson 1972: 225).  This addition 

indicates that Vai˜a¸p‡yana somehow misunderstood Y‡j§avalkya and does not place 

any moral blame on either for what ensues.   

The VP also indicates that Vai˜a¸p‡yana's rage is caused by Y‡j§avalkya's 

arrogance, but adds further that, according to Vai˜a¸p‡yana, Y‡j§avalkya has disobeyed 

his teacher's command (Wilson 1973: 226).  It appears that both possible readings that we 

have encountered in the BhP -- of arrogance and of contravening the teacher's order -- are 

 
 
353 For a translation of VP, see H. H. Wilson (1972).  
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incorporated here. Vai˜a¸p‡yana's anger is directed at Y‡j§avalkya who insulted the 

others present, but he also says that Y‡j§avalkya disobeyed his command.  Y‡j§avalkya 

retorts that he spoke in good faith, but that since his teacher asked for his teachings to be 

returned, Y‡j§avalkya was obliged to do so.  He vomits the text back, but like the SP 

these are stained with blood.  This version appears to include multiple explanations for 

the disagreement between Y‡j§avalkya and his teacher, but it also suggests that any rift 

between the two is simply a misunderstanding.  

Another added detail is that Vai˜a¸p‡yana is said to have accidentally killed the 

child of his sister after incurring the sin of Brahmin-killing for not attending the meeting 

of the sages.  Here the text is filling out the narrative.  The story explains how the sin of 

brahmahaty‡ is incurred in a concrete fashion.  It still appears that moral culpability is 

muted, as the killing is accidental and due to the curse, but this version suggests that a 

Brahmin was actually killed.  The text concludes with the same explanation of the name 

Taittir„ya and V‡jasaneya where Y‡j§avalkya receives the White Yajurveda texts that are 

ay‡tay‡ma, "not used" or "unknown." 

§ 3 Y‡j§avalkya and Yoga 

The association of Y‡j§avalkya with yoga that we first see in the MBh appears in 

a number of scattered passages in various Pur‡ıas.  The references to Y‡j§avalkya and a 

yoga tradition are usually only one or two lines of text without any elaboration.  As such I 

will only discuss them briefly.  In all passages where Y‡j§avalkya is associated with 

yoga, the concern appears to be with explaining (albeit briefly) from where Y‡j§avalkya 

may have learned yoga.  This is probably because there is little precedent for this 

association in the earlier tradition (with the exception of the MBh) and the concern of the 

composers of these passages is to establish a lineage of the yoga practices associated with 

Y‡j§avalkya. 
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In the BhP (9.12.4) a list of the kings of the Ik˘v‡ku race is given.  One king, by 

the name of Hiraıyan‡bha ("one whose navel is golden") is mentioned and it elaborates 

that "Y‡j§avalkya of Ko˜ala" is said to have studied yoga from him.  Further, it is said 

that Hiraıyan‡bha was a pupil of Jaimini and the yoga that he taught was yoga that led to 

siddhis (magical powers) and destroys ignorance.  Other forms of yoga that may have 

different goals are not mentioned, so it is unclear whether or not this was seen as a 

particular school of yoga.  In the ¯iva Pur‡ıa (39.26) we have an almost identical account 

associating Y‡j§avalkya with Hiraıyan‡bha.  Though many of the names of individuals 

in the solar race differ, there is substantial overlap.  Again, Y‡j§avalkya is said to have 

learned yoga from him.354 

What these short passages do, however, is give a genealogy to a yoga tradition 

that is associated with Y‡j§avalkya.  Whether or not these references refer to late yogic 

texts355 attributed to Y‡j§avalkya is uncertain, as there is not enough detail given.  Given 

that the early texts do not associate Y‡j§avalkya with yoga (indeed, the tradition may not 

have existed then), these passages appear to be an attempt to fill that out.  Why yoga 

teachings are said to come from a king is uncertain, but the passages which discuss the 

lineages of solar kings are more concerned with valorizing particular kings than with 

tracing the actual origins of yoga.  As we will see, Y‡j§avalkya becomes the ideal priest 

associated with many kings. 

 
 
354 In the KP (1.24.45) there is a brief mention of Y‡j§avalkya as the composer of a Yoga˜‡stra 
(y‡j§avalkyo mah‡yog„ dÁ˘Òv‡ 'tra tapas‡ haram | cak‡ra tan niyogena yoga˜‡stram anuttamam; "The great 
yogin, Y‡j§avalkya, having seen Hara by means of his ascetic heat, made the excellent Yoga˜‡stra by his 
command").  Note that this appears to be modeled after the creation stories of the White Yajurveda, but 
here the principal deity is Hara (¯iva). 
 
355 The Yogay‡j§avalkya[sa¸hit‡] and the BÁhadyogiy‡j§avalkyasmÁti.  Very little work has been done on 
these texts.  However, see Divanji (1953); Kuvalayananda and Kokaje (1956) Kenghe (1971) and Kane's 
summary of some of the issues (2nd ed., vol.1, pt. 1, pp. 449-459, and vol. 5, pt. 2, 2nd ed., pp. 1403-1408). 
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§ 4 Kings and Brahmins 

The relationship of kings and Brahmins has been a leitmotif of all the 

Y‡j§avalkya narratives.  In the ¯B, Y‡j§avalkya is first associated with Janaka.  In the 

B‚U, Janaka is an ideal king of sorts -- he offers wealth for the most learned in brahman, 

he learns directly from Y‡j§avalkya after approaching him for knowledge, and he is said 

to even give away his people and himself to Y‡j§avalkya.  In the MBh, Y‡j§avalkya is a 

priest for Indra and also for Yudhi˘Òhira, the two most important kings on heaven and 

earth.   He is said to have taught Janaka the subtleties of S‡¸khya and Yoga as well as 

tell a story about how he came to receive all this knowledge from the Sun. 

In the Pur‡ıas as well, Y‡j§avalkya is associated with a number of kings.356  

While Janaka reappears with Y‡j§avalkya in certain passages, other kings are also 

associated with him.  While I concur with Fitzgerald that there is an implicit argument in 

the MBh to intimately associate a Brahmin elite with the ruling elite, I argue that 

Y‡j§avalkya's character often functions in this regard throughout different literary genres.  

This is to say that Y‡j§avalkya has become an idealized Vedic priest, particularly in his 

ideal relationships with the ruling elite.  This ideal has its roots in the ¯B, but gains full 

expression from the B‚U onward and continues throughout the Epic and Pur‡ıic 

literature. 

A story that is meant to valorize a particular pilgrimage spot on the G‡Ôg‡ river is 

found in the Brahma Pur‡ıa.  Chapter 17 is devoted to extolling the virtues of the 

pilgrimage site of Janasth‡na.  The text (17.1ff) relates that in the past, a king Janaka was 

born of the solar dynasty and was married to Guı‡rıav‡ ("ocean of qualities").  He goes 

to his leading priest, Y‡j§avalkya, asking how one is to attain enlightenment while still 

 
356 One passage that is not discussed due to its brevity is Padma Pur‡ıa 5.9.31.  However, it is important to 
note that Y‡j§avalkya is listed as a sage who attends R‡ma's a˜vamedha sacrifice. 
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attached to the worldly life.  It is clear that Janaka does not think that he could give up 

attachment (specifically, symbolized by the inclusion of a wife in this narrative). Thus, he 

seeks an alternative way to salvation; one that is said to be easier as "eschewal of 

attachment is a strenuous task" (Brahma Pur‡ıa, 1986: 825).357 

Interestingly, Y‡j§avalkya is not the one to answer the question, but Y‡j§avalkya 

tells Janaka that they should visit Janaka's father-in-law, the god Varuıa (17.8).  In earlier 

narratives including Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka, Y‡j§avalkya has answered the queries that 

Janaka has put to him.  However, he does not do so here.  The main reason for this 

appears to be based on the nature of the question.  The personage of Y‡j§avalkya that is 

known from the other literature is not associated with worldly life, particularly not 

espousing doctrines that reconcile life in this world and salvation.  Indeed, in the Maitrey„ 

episodes (B‚U 2.4/4.5), Y‡j§avalkya explicitly argues that detaching oneself from 

worldly things (particularly family) is the means to immortality.  In fact, his leaving 

Maitrey„ at the end of these episodes is an enactment of the doctrine that proceeded it -- 

one should detach oneself from what is dear (priya) and Y‡j§avalkya does so by leaving. 

In this regard, taking into account the collective portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya from 

various sources, the question posed by Janaka is probably not one that the composers saw 

as appropriate for the character of Y‡j§avalkya to answer.  As we have seen, 

Y‡j§avalkya's teachings have been anything but "easy" in trying to understand the nature 

of existence and enlightenment, so Y‡j§avalkya suggests that they visit someone more 

fitting -- the father of Janaka's wife.  In this regard, given that Varuıa is said to be 

Janaka's father-in-law, Varuıa's character in a sense embodies the notion of enjoyment 

(he had a daughter -- Janaka's wife -- yet is a great deity) and thus is more appropriate to 

ask the question regarding combining enjoyment and salvation. 
 
357 Translations of the Brahma Pur‡ıa are from the Ancient Indian Tradition and Mythology Series where 
the author is listed as "A Board of Scholars" (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1986). 
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Varuıa (17.10) proceeds to explain that both attachment and non-attachment can 

lead to liberation.  He argues that the householder is the ideal position that one should 

have in life and, through the merit acquired in this stage, one can attain liberation.  

Varuıa then tells them that performing their ritual duties (karma) on the banks of the 

G‡Ôg‡ river will lead to liberation.  The story concludes (17.22) that Janaka attained 

liberation there and that the particular place is known as Janasth‡na. 

While this passage is concerned with names and origins (of Janasth‡na), it also 

elaborates the theme of the relationship of kings and Brahmins.  Clearly, this is a 

remembered association with Y‡j§avalkya and Janaka, but outside of their association, 

there is little elaboration.  I have suggested that there may be a remembrance of 

Y‡j§avalkya from other sources in that he does not answer Janaka's question, but the 

association of the two is the basis of the narrative. 

While Janaka appears to have a privileged relationship with Y‡j§avalkya, other 

kings are associated with him as well.  One passage of the Var‡ha Pur‡ıa (44.1ff) is 

concerned with a particular worship ceremony of Vi˘ıu on the 12th day of the month.  A 

story is narrated to show the power of a particular vrata (vow) that is undertaken.  A king 

by the name of V„rasena ("one whose army is strong") is said  to lack sons and so he 

undertakes a vow to guarantee male offspring (44.10).  Y‡j§avalkya comes to this king 

and asks him the aim of his penance and the King suggests that he is about to die and 

does not have a male heir.  Y‡j§avalkya stops him from continuing his penance and tells 

him about the dvada˜avrata  to guarantee male offspring.  While the narrative does not 

offer the possibility of attaining liberation through having sons, it does state that 

individuals with sons will spend a kalpa in the world of Brahm‡. 
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§ 5 Y‡j§avalkya and dharma˜‡stra   

Y‡j§avalkya becomes associated with the dharma ("proper conduct") tradition 

that, at least as far as our literary evidence can be dated, begins roughly in the 3rd century 

BCE (Olivelle 2000: 4-10).  While it is clear that this expert tradition must have existed 

prior to this, it does not seem possible to determine with any specificity how far back the 

tradition may go. 

We find a few, albeit scattered, references to Y‡j§avalkya as a participant in the 

legal expert tradition in the Pur‡ıas.  There is little discussion to shed light on this 

association, but he is listed with well-known individuals in the legal tradition and, in one 

case, to serve in establishing dharma at the end of the Kali yuga.  For example,  the 

Padma Pur‡ıa (PP 3.19.9), while not specifically mentioning the smÁti tradition, lists 

Y‡j§avalkya among a number of prominent sages, many associated with dharma˜‡stra 

text production (Manu, ‚pastamba, N‡rada, Gautama).  Alternatively, PP 6.236.22-27 

classifies different smÁti compositions based on their quality (guıa).  It lists, among 

others, Y‡j§avalkya ‚treya, Taittira, and K‡ty‡yana  as composers of texts which are 

r‡jasa in quality and lead to heaven.  In the Agni Pur‡ıa (AP 162.1-2), he is listed as the 

third of twenty lawgivers after Manu and Vi˘ıu.  This list, albeit with a different 

ordering, contains the same names mentioned in the Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti (YS 1.4-5).  While 

not directly mentioned as a law giver, Y‡j§avalkya is said in another AP passage (16.8-

13) to accompany Kalki as his priest, when this final manifestation of Vi˘ıu comes to 

eradicate unrighteousness in the world and to establish dharma once again. 

These passages (though perhaps with the exception of Agni 16.8-13) are 

references to a legal tradition associated with Y‡j§avalkya.  Since there are so few details, 

one cannot say with any confidence what that tradition might have entailed.  However, 
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we do have a Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti (YS) that has come down to us, perhaps from as early as 

the 3rd century CE. 

While a large amount of scholarship has been devoted to the dharma tradition, 

both in translation (most recently, Olivelle 2000, 2004) and as it has been applied in 

British law in India and its aftermath (Dirks 2001), almost nothing has been written about 

why Y‡j§avalkya has become associated with a particular legal text, the 

Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti.358 

The main reason for this lacuna is the apparent enigmatic association of 

Y‡j§avalkya with the text.  There are only two places in the text (in the beginning frame 

and at 3.110) where there is any reference to this figure.  Like the ManusmÁti (Olivelle 

2005a: 26-27), the character to whom this text is ascribed is a figure who recedes into the 

background of legal discussions and is almost forgotten.  This is not to say that the text 

may not be principally the work of a single author (as Olivelle has suggested for Manu), 

but rather that authorship outside of naming and introducing the text did not appear to be 

a major concern of the composers.  In a way, this makes complete sense -- the dharma 

texts are not concerned with characters and narratives, but with dharma and its 

application.  Even the composer of the most famous commentary on the YS, 

Vij§‡ne˜vara, was not willing to take the attribution to Y‡j§avalkya at face value.  He 

claims that the text must have been organized and edited by a student of Y‡j§avalkya.  

Before commenting directly on the YS, Vij§‡ne˜vara states in his foreward: 
 
y‡j§avalkya˜i˘ya˛ ka˜cit pra˜nottararÂpa¸ y‡j§avalkyamunipraı„ptam 
dharma˜‡stra¸ sa¸k˘ipya kathay‡m‡sa yath‡ manupraı„ta¸ bhÁgu... 

 
 
358 While the amount of scholarship on the legal work attributed to Y‡j§avalkya is great, little work has 
been done to understand the attribution of this work to Y‡j§avalkya.  Overwhelmingly, scholarship has 
dismissed this attribution as "late" or "spurious" (for example, Kane vol. pt. 1., 1968: 422-23).  From a 
factual perspective, they are certainly correct, but this does little to explain the attribution in the first place. 
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Some pupil of Y‡j§avalkya, having abridged the dharma˜‡stra produced by the 
muni Y‡j§avalkya, recited it in the form of question and answer, as BhÁgu (does 
of) that produced by Manu. 

It appears here that the tradition was not willing to accept that the text as they had 

it was the unedited product of Y‡j§avalkya.  Rather, the text places the ultimate source of 

what is to follow as Y‡j§avalkya's teaching, but places the text as we have it into the 

hands of one of his students.  While this passage clearly places the text on the level of 

Manu's text, it also suggests authorial remove in the same manner as Manu.  It moreover 

implies that an "original" must have existed, but is no longer available to the tradition. 

While scholars have not universally agreed on the date of the YS, it clearly was 

composed after and modeled on the text of Manu.  The beginning lines of the text are 

clearly an echo of the beginning of the laws of Manu. 
 
yog„˜varam y‡j§avalkyam sa¸pÂjya munayo 'bruvan 
varı‡˜rametar‡ı‡m no brÂhi dharm‡n a˜e˘ata˛ (1.1) 

The sages,  having worshipped Y‡j§avalkya, the best of yogis, said, "Tell us 
completely the dharma of varıas (classes), ‡˜ramas (stages) and of others. (cf. 
Manu 1.1) 

Y‡j§avalkya is said to be seated in Mithil‡ (1.2) where he thinks deeply before he 

begins his discourse.  He proceeds to list the sources of dharma (such as the Vedas, other 

dharma˜‡stras, etc.) and lists twenty composers of the dharma˜‡stras that include himself, 

suggesting this frame may have been added after the composition of some core text. 

Y‡j§avalkya disappears from the narrative only to appear, rather out of nowhere, 

in the middle of the text (YS 3.110). It is said that Y‡j§avalkya received the ‚raıyaka 

from the Sun and that he is the composer of a Yoga˜‡stra.359  This status as a composer of 

a Yoga˜‡stra text suggests that yoga was well-established and is appropriating 

Y‡j§avalkya's earlier association as a master of yoga to grant further legitimacy to a 
 
 
359 j§eya¸ c‡raıyakam aha¸ yad‡dity‡d av‡ptav‡n | yoga˜‡stra¸ ca matprokta¸ j§eya¸ yogam abh„psat‡ 
(3.110) 
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smÁti.  This passage does not appear to make sense in the context and Kane suggests that 

it is simply inserted to glorify the text (Kane vol. 1, pt. 1, 1968: 422-23).  One should 

note, though, that while this passage is similar to the beginning of the text (where 

Y‡j§avalkya is introduced as a yogin), it states that Y‡j§avalkya received the ‚raıyaka 

from the Sun and not the White Yajurveda.  It is interesting that this text does not refer to 

the BÁhad‡raıyaka as an Upani˘ad, perhaps suggesting a fluidity of these genre 

classifications (which the name of the B‚U itself suggests). 

Why the tradition associates this smÁti with Y‡j§avalkya is something of an 

enigma.  It may simply be the case that Y‡j§avalkya had attained such a status as a great 

Á˘i that he was naturally associated with the dharma tradition.  It is also likely, as Kane 

and others have suggested, that this text is intimately connected to the White Yajurvedic 

tradition and to assign the text the status attained by the tradition's earliest spokesman 

would make sense. 

Also, I think there are other suggestive reasons why Y‡j§avalkya may be a natural 

spokesman for a particular dharma tradition based on the comparison with Manu.  Such a 

comparison especially makes sense in that the Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti appears to be based on 

the Laws of Manu. 

As Olivelle (2005a: 18ff.) has pointed out, Manu is an idealized author of the 

legal text attributed to him.  Manu is said to be the first man (hence, his name means 

"man") of the solar dynasty and the first king.  Mythologically, it works nicely that the 

first person and the first ruler be the one to lay down law codes that men are to follow -- 

society is at its very beginning and thus there is a need to institute social rules.  As such, 

attributing this name to the text serves to naturalize the rules that are to follow.  As such, 

these rules are not constructed by a particular person at a particular time, but rather 

positioned back into the golden age at the beginning of creation.  While it is clear that this 
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text was composed by Brahmins, placing the authorship onto a mythological king further 

argues for an interdependency between the ruling class and the priestly elite. 

In the case of the Y‡j§avalkyasmÁti, I think we have something similar occurring.  

While Manu is an idealized king, Y‡j§avalkya, as we have seen, has become an idealized 

priest, particularly in his association with kings.  In the ¯B and the B‚U, Y‡j§avalkya is 

closely associated with king Janaka (himself an idealized king) and is portrayed as an 

idealized friend of kings, willing to share his knowledge (and receive proper payment).  

In the MBh and the Pur‡ıas, Y‡j§avalkya is associated with other idealized kings -- 

Indra, Yudhi˘Òhira, and R‡ma, among others.  In many of these contexts, the Vedic 

sacrifices that are said to take place are those that particularly call for a symbiotic 

relationship between Brahmins and K˘atriyas: the a˜vamedha and the r‡jasÂya, grand 

royal rituals that require the participation of priests and rulers.360 

In a manner similar to how Olivelle argues that the figure of Manu "works" for 

that legal tradition, Y‡j§avalkya does so as well.361  Y‡j§avalkya himself, given the 

proliferation of the kingly narrative contexts in which he appears, may have been seen as 

symbolic of the a symbiotic relation between kings and priests.  As such, I think the 

association of the Y‡j§avalkya with a smÁti text is not simply to raise the status of the text 

(which, of course, it does), but that it resonates with the larger goal of certain dharma 

texts of establishing the king and the priest at the top of the socio-religious order.362 

 
 
360 One wonders whether the apparent close relationship between Y‡j§avalkya and the Sun god could have 
been seen as a parallel with Manu being of the solar race. 
 
361 One could suggest that Janaka, as an idealized king, would be an obvious candidate for attribution of a 
smÁti in the White Yajurvedic tradition.  However, Janaka is idealized as subservient to Y‡j§avalkya in 
issues of religious knowledge (with ¯BM 11.6.2.1-10 as a notable exception) and his principal narrative 
role is as an inquisitive king with deep pockets. 
 
362 Given that Y‡j§avalkya is associated with the first discussion of karma in the B‚U, associating him 
with the dharma tradition is a natural step.  
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§ 6 Conclusion 

We have seen that Y‡j§avalkya appears in a number of contexts in the Pur‡ıic 

literature and to a limited degree in the legal text attributed to him.  In the case of the 

Pur‡ıas,  hagiographical elaboration of Y‡j§avalkya has generally followed these 

patterns: (1) retellings of previously known stories (even in creating new stories based on 

these); (2) a discussion of the origins and names of the White and Black Yajurveda; (3) 

Y‡j§avalkya's relation to the yoga tradition; (4) an elaboration of the relationship of kings 

and Brahmins; and finally (5) the attribution of  Y‡j§avalkya to a legal tradition. 

In each of these cases, a number of novelties have arisen such as the nature of the 

dispute between Vai˜a¸p‡yana and Y‡j§avalkya, the personality of K‡ty‡yan„, and so on.  

What these stories tell us is not only what the various composers of the Pur‡ıas knew of 

from the earlier literary tradition, but, more importantly, what they thought of as 

important, what they repeat or rewrite, and/or what they expand upon.  For example, 

Y‡j§avalkya's apparent arrogance was clearly an issue for many composers.  In one case, 

the composers transferred Y‡j§avalkya's pride and his greed for cows onto the other 

Brahmins present in the brahmodya, taking what was a positive character trait in the 

earlier literature and turning it into a negative one.  Such a move was clearly to valorize 

Y‡j§avalkya as reasonable and even-tempered.  In another case, one Pur‡ıa makes 

Y‡j§avalkya's arrogance as the reason for his split with his teacher, Vai˜a¸p‡yana.  In 

another Pur‡ıa, Vai˜a¸p‡yana says that Y‡j§avalkya had directly ignored a teacher's 

command and this was the cause for the split, while another version leaves the cause 

open-ended.  In another, the mongoose says that Y‡j§avalkya is arrogant in saying that he 

does not have a noble family.  This was clearly a misunderstanding (and one that 

Y‡j§avalkya tries to correct), but it certainly resonates with the portrayal of Y‡j§avalkya 
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we find elsewhere.  In other passages, we are told where Y‡j§avalkya is said to have 

acquired his knowledge of yoga so as to establish a lineage of this knowledge not present 

in the earliest texts. 

While many of these longer passages have larger goals (such as valorizing a 

particular pilgrimage, a particular ritual, or explaining the origin of the Vedas), what 

these passages also do is show us how various composers "read" Y‡j§avalkya in the 

Hindu tradition in the process of creating and validating their own traditions.  For 

example, in the case of the K‡ty‡yan„ story, it is clear that the composers "read" the 

Maitrey„ episodes as showing favoritism towards one wife.  The narrative then is an 

attempt to fill out that story, to suggest that by performing particular rituals one can 

guarantee the affections of a spouse as well as to explain K‡ty‡yana's origins. 

I have also suggested that a composite view of Y‡j§avalkya shows that he is seen 

as intimately associated with kings and kingly rule.  He has been associated with Janaka, 

R‡ma, and others.  Most often he has been associated with sacrifices that serve to 

establish kingly rule, such as the a˜vamedha and the r‡j‡sÂya.  Clearly, for many, 

Y‡j§avalkya was an idealized sage, but one that had an idealized relationship with kings, 

either human or divine. 

It is this composite view that helps us to understand the association with 

Y‡j§avalkya and the smÁti tradition.  As an idealized priest with idealized relationships 

with kings, Y‡j§avalkya functions like Manu, albeit from the other half of the two highest 

classes.  Y‡j§avalkya, known as one who discourses with kings on matters of religious 

significance, becomes known as one who has laid down religious rules in the smÁti texts. 
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Chapter Six: Y‡j§avalkya and Ancient Indian Literary Memory 

In the preceding chapters we have traced the figure of Y‡j§avalkya through the 

ancient and medieval Sanskrit literature through a variety of genres across time: the early  

Br‡hmaıas, the Upani˘ads, the Epic Mah‡bh‡rata and into the Pur‡ıas.  What this project 

has done is to collect and analyze the passages and narratives associated with this literary 

figure so as to trace the development of a White Yajurvedic ritualist/philosopher into an 

iconic figure of India's past.  

This project has focused on the development of this figure within the larger 

Sanskrit literary tradition and has emphasized how various Sanskrit literary productions, 

while seeing themselves as faithful to a literary past, contend with that past in 

incorporating what is new and novel.  We have seen that in the case of Y‡j§avalkya, most 

newly produced narratives regarding this individual utilized similar themes, ideas, 

character traits and so on that are found in the earlier tradition to their own ends.  Clearly, 

they were aware of the earlier stories (in some form) and felt a need to incorporate the 

new with the old and thus give what is new a precedent.   

We have seen, for example, the development and redeployment of Y‡j§avalkya's 

apparently sarcastic wit as it developed across literary traditions.  In the ¯B, sarcasm 

appears only when Y‡j§avalkya's opinion is taken as authoritative in ritual matters.  I 

have suggested that this character trait ideally positioned Y‡j§avalkya to be the 

spokesman for the White Yajurvedic tradition (as shown in the B‚U), a tradition that 

apparently felt the need to justify itself against the prevailing orthodoxy of the western 

regions.  It is in the B‚U that we find sarcasm used strategically as a means to bolster the 

authority of Y‡j§avalkya and therefore the tradition as a whole that he represents.  From 

the viewpoint of the White Yajurvedic tradition, this sarcasm can be understood as "pride 
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in correct knowledge," where Y‡j§avalkya's wit and sarcasm is justified by the fact that 

he truly is the most learned in brahman.    

While sarcasm is not found in the MBh portrayals of Y‡j§avalkya, we find the 

sarcasm attributed to Y‡j§avalkya put to different uses in the Pur‡ıas.  One of the reasons 

for these different uses is based on the ambiguity of sarcasm itself.  While somewhat 

dependent upon the context and the intent, sarcasm can be variously interpreted: it may be 

justified, rude, humorous, disrespectful, and so on.  As such, there is an ambiguity that the 

Pur‡ıic stories are exploring.  In one narrative, this ambiguity is mentioned directly, 

where Vai˜a¸p‡yana is said to misunderstand Y‡j§avalkya's statement about doing the 

sacrifice alone.  In another case, Y‡j§avalkya calling a mongoose a nakula is 

misinterpreted by the mongoose as an insult and he calls Y‡j§avalkya arrogant for 

assuming to know the nature of his family.  We have also seen in another passage where 

Y‡j§avalkya is said to have spoken rudely to his teacher, but his penance towards the Sun 

apparently absolves him of any indiscretion. 

In another Pur‡ıic passage, the narrators explore the ambiguity of sarcasm and 

arrogance (and greed), but deny it is a trait of Y‡j§avalkya.  Here the composers transfer 

what theoretically could be read as "negative" character traits of Y‡j§avalkya onto the 

other Brahmins said to be in attendance.  The composers explicitly portray such traits as 

negative while portraying Y‡j§avalkya as the opposite -- the level-headed Brahmin 

calming the others and convincing them to debate with him.  Here, ¯‡kalya is portrayed 

as arrogant, but without the proper knowledge to justify it.  Of course, Y‡j§avalkya wins 

in the end, not justifying his pride and sarcasm, but because of a lack of those traits. 

As new traditions developed in ancient India (i.e., S‡¸khya, Yoga, venerating 

particular pilgrimage sites, and so on) and with the rise of the importance of certain 

deities (R‡ma, ¯iva) within the broader expanse of Hinduism, the various traditions find 
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creative ways to associate Y‡j§avalkya with them.  Y‡j§avalkya was said to attend the 

a˜vamedha of Janaka, but also the r‡jasÂya of Yudhi˘Òhira and Indra.  He is said to have 

attended the a˜vamedha of R‡ma, yet to have learned yoga from ¯iva.  ¯iva, in another 

Pur‡ıa, is said to have helped Y‡j§avalkya overcome an ignoble birth which was the 

result of Y‡j§avalkya's insult to a mongoose. 

While all previous scholarship on Y‡j§avalkya has dismissed the evolving 

character of Y‡j§avalkya in the larger tradition (i.e., beyond the ¯B/B‚U) as fabrications, 

I have argued that there are discernable patterns in the compositions of the "Y‡j§avalkya 

narratives," patterns that suggest how earlier stories were understood.  For example, such 

patterns include explaining what is not said in particular texts (such as elaborating the 

character of K‡ty‡yan„ or telling in more detail Y‡j§avalkya's relationship with his 

purported teacher and the Sun-god).  In such cases, we can see where composers (and 

probably the audience) had questions they wanted answers to: Why is K‡ty‡yan„ treated 

differently in the B‚U story?  What is her relationship with Y‡j§avalkya and how did 

they come to have a son?  What is the nature of the split of the White Yajurveda and the 

Black Yajurveda?  How can one explain the existence of two Yajurvedic traditions, but 

accept that both are authoritative in their own way?  I would argue that we can assume 

that such questions are behind the answers we find in the narratives; that is, that the 

creation of certain new stories are based on perceived gaps in earlier stories.  In this 

sense, new compositions based on earlier ones are a form of commentary. 

Another pattern or theme that repeatedly returns in the passages associated with 

Y‡j§avalkya is his association with kings.  The ¯B and the B‚U laid the groundwork, but 

as the status of Y‡j§avalkya grows outside of the White Yajurvedic tradition, 

Y‡j§avalkya becomes associated with many kings, whether human or divine.  Clearly, the 

later literary traditions are telling us that Y‡j§avalkya has become an icon of the ideal 
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priest/king relationship and in tracing these passages we can see that process occurring.  

Not only does Y‡j§avalkya share his knowledge with willing kings, but he accepts 

knowledge from kings in both ritual matters (the agnihotra in the ¯B) and ascetic 

discipline (yoga in various Pur‡ıas).  This theme is, I have suggested, one plausible 

explanation for Y‡j§avalkya being associated with the smÁti tradition.  As Manu is an 

idealized king who composes a legal text, Y‡j§avalkya is an idealized priest in his 

relationships with kings who is said to do the same. 

This complex characterization of Y‡j§avalkya across texts forces us to question 

the standard demarcation that scholars have used in the past in discussing Y‡j§avalkya.  

Many (such as Fiser) often talk about a "split Y‡j§avalkya:" as "ritualist" in the ¯B and as 

"philosopher" in the B‚U and position this distinction as a shift from "history" to "myth."  

Clearly, this is an oversimplification.  The stories of Y‡j§avalkya in the literary traditions 

of the MBh and the Pur‡ıas show us that this is not how Y‡j§avalkya was viewed by 

those traditions.  In fact, many of these later characterizations of Y‡j§avalkya show that 

he was viewed as a complex character who was both a ritualist and a philosopher 

depending on the context under discussion.  An audience probably assumed this complex 

background even if a particular narrative appeared to emphasize one aspect of his 

character.  Given the many portrayals of both aspects of this character, there does not 

appear to be a straightforward development from one to the other in the literature.363 

In this regard, I have suggested that it is useful to think of the production of stories 

surrounding particular literary figures as their "lives."  The life of a figure is not simply 

the conglomeration of stories about that figure, but the interrelationship of those stories 

and what this tells us about how a tradition develops in view of that figure.  We can speak 

of the "life" of a figure within the texts, but also the figure's "life" in the reception of 
 
363 Indeed, much that is "philosophical" in the Upani˘ads is difficult to interpret if one does not assume a 
ritualistic background and I am arguing that the same holds true for characters found therein as well. 
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those texts.  Clearly, these two are interrelated and the evolution of the figure in the texts 

is often our best means to query the reception of those texts. 

As such, by watching the development of the stories surrounding Y‡j§avalkya -- 

first within the White Yajurveda proper and then into the growing audiences of the MBh 

and the Pur‡ıas -- we can watch how later religious literary productions contend with 

their past in creating the present.  In this way, we can see what stories are important to 

them, what character traits are emphasized or elided, or what gaps or silences in the 

narrative are filled out.  Such a view of the production of religious literary texts grants a 

means to probe how these stories were understood within a larger context or, in a sense, 

how they were "read" by how the were "re-written."   

I have suggested, particularly in regard to the Pur‡ıas, but equally true of the 

MBh, that it is often fruitful to think of these sorts of literary productions as based on a 

literary "memory."  That is, that the original texts (whether in the form that we have them 

today or otherwise) may not have been known intimately (such as they would be within a 

particular literary tradition responsible for maintaining them), but the stories from such 

texts were known more popularly.  This suggests that what scholars have often seen as 

fixed "literary" traditions also have "folk" counterparts -- stories more popularly known, 

but not necessarily in a fixed or canonized form.  Such a view of Y‡j§avalkya also helps 

us in understanding how in reinterpreting the stories, themes, and characters there is a 

certain amount of flexibility to the new literary creations that still draw on previous 

templates of a well-known figure. 

While this diachronic study allows for an internal insight of how various traditions 

over time may have viewed this figure, it also allows for external insights previously not 

available to scholars.  For example, while it is certainly Brahmins who were composing 

the MBh and the various Pur‡ıas, how is it that they seem quite aware of Y‡j§avalkya's 
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portrayal in an Upani˘ad of a particular ritual school?  Secondary literature 

overwhelmingly refers to the Upani˘ads as containing "secret teachings" and many 

scholars emphasize the "guardedness" of the early oral tradition (the Vedas and 

Upani˘ads) from those who are not direct participants in a particular literary tradition.  If 

this is true in the case of the Upani˘ads, how is it that the composers of the MBh and the 

Pur‡ıas, texts that had a much wider audience, were familiar enough with these stories so 

as to elaborate their own narratives based on characteristics, themes, structures and so on 

from the earlier narratives?   

A project that remains to be done is to find where various Upani˘adic stories from 

different sources and the personages within them appear in the later literature.  However, 

in light of what we have seen in the case of Y‡j§avalkya, the stories surrounding him 

must have been more popularly known -- that is, they must have constituted a sort of folk 

tradition among Brahmins.  As such, we need to rethink our characterization of the 

Upani˘ads as closely guarded, "secret" teachings and to take seriously the possibility that 

they (at least the narrative parts of them) may have been used intentionally to popularize 

certain doctrines and practices. 

Finally, this project has been an attempt to problematize the overly simplistic 

division between "historical fact" from "fiction" made by those studying famous 

personages in ancient India.  As I have argued explicitly, such a sharp divide becomes 

complicated when it comes to religious narratives.  Narratives of any type are always 

motivated beyond simply a listing of what had actually occurred.  Those motivations may 

be to glorify an individual, a particular rite, to fill out gaps in a story, but that does not a 

priori  make a story "false."  When any particular narrative is told, rhetorical strategies, 

emphasis, elaborations, or what have you may be added to make a story interesting, add 

new dimensions to it and so on, but the presence of such strategies does not itself impugn 
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what may be factually true.  Certainly, we are on surer historical ground that when a story 

tells us Y‡j§avalkya was in the abode of Indra performing a sacrifice that this is 

hagiographical elaboration.  But throughout this project, the emphasis has been on what 

that elaboration tells us about how certain people viewed a figure at different times and 

how the figure of Y‡j§avalkya begins to expand into more popular forms of Hinduism.  

This is to say that history is not simply limited to the "factually true," but also must 

include what those historical people, in the reception and rewriting of Y‡j§avalkya in 

different narratives, thought was true and attempted in their compositions to make true.  

Such a methodological standpoint, in the case of Y‡j§avalkya, has allowed us to bypass 

such sharp distinctions of "fact" and "fiction" and focus on the historical and cultural 

processes of a myth being made. 
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Appendix: Text and Translation of B‚UK 3-4 

Chapter 3 
 
3.1 
janako ha vaideho bahudak˘iıena yaj§eneje | tatra ha kurupa§c‡l‡n‡¸ br‡hmaı‡ 
abhisamet‡ babhÂvu˛ | tasya ha janakasya vaidehasya vijij§‡s‡ babhÂva ka˛ svid e˘‡¸ 
br‡hmaı‡n‡m anÂc‡natama iti | sa ha gav‡¸ sahasram avarurodha | da˜ada˜a p‡d‡ 
ekaikasy‡˛ ˜ÁÔgayor ‡baddh‡ babhÂvu˛ ||1|| 
 
1. Janaka, [the king] of Videha performed a sacrifice entailing large sacrificial fees.364 
Brahmins of Kuru-Pa§c‡la were gathered together there. That Janaka of Videha had a 
desire to know, "Who of these Brahmins is most learned in Vedic knowledge?"365 He 
corralled a thousand cows; to the horns of each of them were bound ten quarter-units of 
gold. 
 
t‡n hov‡ca | br‡hmaı‡ bhagavanto yo vo brahmi˘Òha˛ sa et‡ g‡ udajat‡m iti | te ha 
br‡hmaı‡ na dadhÁ˘u˛ | atha ha y‡j§avalkya˛ svam eva brahmac‡rim uv‡ca | et‡˛ 
somyodaja s‡ma˜rav‡3 iti | t‡ hod‡cak‡ra | te ha br‡hmaı‡˜ cukrudhu˛ katha¸ no 
brahmi˘Òho bruv„teti | atha ha janakasya vaidehasya hot‡˜valo babhÂva | sa haina¸ 
prapraccha | tva¸ nu khalu no y‡j§avalkya brahmi˘Òho 's„3 iti | sa hov‡ca | namo vaya¸ 
brahmi˘Òh‡ya kurmo gok‡m‡ eva vaya¸ sma iti | tam ha tata eva pra˘Òum dadhre 
hot‡˜vala˛ ||2|| 
 
2. He said to them, "Distinguished Brahmins! Let him who is most learned in brahman 
among you drive away these cows." Those Brahmins did not dare [to drive them off].  

Now Y‡j§avalkya said to his pupil (brahmac‡rin), "S‡ma˜ravas, dear one, drive 
these away!" He drove them away. 

Those Brahmins were outraged [and said], "How does he say he is the most 
learned in brahman among us?" 

Now Janaka of Videha had a HotÁ priest [named] A˜vala. He [A˜vala] asked him, 
"Are you indeed, Y‡j§avalkya, the most learned among us?" 

He replied, "We pay homage to the most learned, [but] we just want cows." At 
this, indeed, the HotÁ A˜vala dared to question him. 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad idaß sarva¸ mÁtyun‡ptaß sarva¸ mÁtyun‡bhipanna¸ kena 
yajam‡no mÁtyor ‡ptim atimucyata iti | hotrartvij‡gnin‡ v‡c‡ | v‡g vai yaj§asya hot‡ | tad 
yeya¸ v‡k so 'yam agni˛ sa hot‡ s‡ mukti˛ s‡timukti˛ ||3|| 
 

 
364 dak˘ina is somewhere between "gift" and "fee." It is ritually required (even the amount is often 
stipulated), but it is often said that it should be given generously and with trust (˜raddh‡). I prefer "fee" as 
the giving is never wholly optional (although additional amounts may be optional). 
 
365 Roebuck (2000: 49) takes brahmi˘Òha as "truest Br‡hmaıa" or "literally 'brahman-est'". This is 
appropriate, as long as one understands that brahman refers less to class, than to the knowledge or the 
ability to formulate that knowledge which is often attributed to the priestly class. 
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3.  "Y‡j§avalkya," [A˜vala] said, "when this all [i.e., whole world] is seized by death, 
when all is overtaken by death, by what means does a yajam‡na free himself completely 
from the seizure of death?"  

"By means of the HotÁ-priest, by means of the fire, by means of speech. Indeed, 
the HotÁ of the sacrifice is speech. This speech -- it is this fire here, it is the HotÁ, it is 
freedom, it is complete freedom."366 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad idaß sarvam ahor‡tr‡by‡m ‡ptaß sarvam ahor‡tr‡bhy‡m 
abhipanna¸ kena yajam‡no 'hor‡trayor ‡ptim atimucyata iti | adhvaryuıartvij‡ 
cak˘u˘‡dityena | cak˘ur vai yaj§asy‡dhvaryu˛ | tad yad ida¸ cak˘u˛ so 's‡v ‡ditya˛ so 
'dhvaryu˛ s‡ mukti˛ s‡timukti˛ ||4|| 
 
4. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "when this all is seized by night and day, when all is overtaken 
by night and day, by what means does a yajam‡na free himself completely from this 
seizure of night and day?" 

"By means of the Adhvaryu priest, by means of sight, by means of the sun. 
Indeed, the Adhvaryu of the sacrifice is sight. This sight -- it is the sun there, it is the 
Adhvaryu, it is freedom, it is complete freedom." 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad idaß sarva¸ pÂrvapak˘‡parapak˘‡by‡m ‡ptaß sarva¸ 
pÂrvapak˘‡parapak˘‡bhy‡m abhipanna¸ kena yajam‡na˛ pÂrvapak˘‡parapak˘ayor ‡ptim 
atimucyata iti | udg‡trartvij‡ v‡yun‡ pr‡ıena | pr‡ıo vai yaj§asyodg‡t‡ | tad yo 'ya¸ 
pr‡ıa˛ sa v‡yu˛ sa udg‡t‡ s‡ mukti˛ s‡timukti˛ ||5|| 
 
5. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "when this all is seized by the fortnights of the waxing and 
waning moon, when all is overtaken by the fortnights of the waxing and waning moon, by 
what means does the yajam‡na free himself completely from this seizure of the fortnights 
of waxing and waning moon?" 

"By means of the Udg‡tÁ priest, by means of wind, by means of the breath. 
Indeed, the Udg‡tÁ of the sacrifice is breath. This breath -- it is the wind, it is the Udg‡tÁ, 
it is freedom, it is complete freedom." 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad idam antarik˘am an‡rambaıam iva ken‡krameıa yajam‡na˛ 
svarga¸ lokam ‡kramata iti | brahmaıartvij‡ manas‡ candreıa | mano vai yaj§asya 
brahm‡ | tad yad ida¸ mana˛ so 'sau candra˛ sa brahm‡ s‡ mukti˛ s‡timukti˛ | ity 
atimok˘‡˛ | atha sa¸pada˛ ||6|| 
 
6. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "when this middle region appears to be (iva) without support, 
by what path does the yajam‡na ascend to the heavenly world?"  

"By means of the Brahmin priest, by means of the mind, by means of the moon. 
Indeed, the Brahmin of the sacrifice is the mind. The mind -- it is the moon there, it is the 
Brahmin, it is freedom, it is complete freedom." 

Those are the complete freedoms. Now the correspondences.367 
 
366 Note here that the first question relates to the role of the questioner, while the second relates to the role 
of the respondent -- a narrative device to begin the discussion. Further, I think this structure indicates that 
the questions being asked are initially direct and simple (i.e., "What is my role?"; "What is your role?"). 
 
367 sa¸pada˛ can mean both "numerical equivalents" as well as "attainments." I translate more vaguely as 
"correspondences" as I think both meanings are meant here as both are stated in the following passage.  
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y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | katibhir ayam adya rgbhir hot‡smin yaj§e kari˘yat„ti | tisÁbhir iti | 
katam‡s t‡s tisra iti | puronuv‡ky‡ ca y‡jy‡ ca ˜asyaiva tÁt„y‡ | ki¸ t‡bhir jayat„ti | yat 
ki¸ceda¸ pr‡ıabhÁd iti ||7|| 
 
7. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, " with how many verses will the HotÁ perform today in this 
sacrifice?" 
 "With three." 
 "Which are those three?" 
 "The before-offering verse, the verse concomitant with the sacrifice, and the third, 
the verse of praise." 
 "What does he win with those?" 
 "Whatever supports life in this world.368 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | katy ayam ady‡dhvaryur asmin yaj§a ‡hut„r ho˘yat„ti | tisra iti | 
katam‡s t‡s tisra iti | y‡ hut‡ ujjvalanti y‡ hut‡ atinedante y‡ hut‡ adhi˜erate | ki¸ t‡bhir 
jayat„ti | y‡ hut‡ ujjvalanti devalokam eva t‡bhir jayati | d„pyata iva hi devaloka˛ | y‡ hut‡ 
atinedante pitÁlokam eva t‡bhir jayati | at„va hi pitÁloka˛ | y‡ hut‡ adhi˜erate 
manu˘yalokam eva t‡bhir jayati | adha iva hi manu˘yaloka˛ ||8|| 
 
8. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, " how many oblations will the Adhvaryu offer today in this 
sacrifice?" 
 "Three." 
 "Which are those three?" 
 "The oblations that blaze up, the oblations that bubble over, and the oblations that 
lay down."369 
 "What does he win with those?" 
 "Those offerings which blaze up -- with those, he wins just the world of the gods 
because, in a way, the world of the gods shines. The offerings that bubble over (ati) -- 
with those he wins just the world of the fathers because, in a way, the world of the fathers 
is over above (ati). The offerings that lay down (adhi) -- with those he wins just the world 
of men because, in a way, the world of men is below (adha)." 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | katibhir ayam adya brahm‡ yaj§a¸ dak˘iıato devat‡bhir 
gop‡yat„ti | ekayeti | katam‡ saiketi | mana eveti | ananta¸ vai mano 'nant‡ vi˜ve dev‡˛ | 
anantam eva sa tena loka¸ jayati ||9|| 
 
9. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "with how many deities will the brahman on the southern side 
protect the sacrifice today?" 

"With one." 
"Which is that one?" 
"It is just the mind; the mind, indeed, is unending [and] the All Gods (vi˜ve 

dev‡˛) are unending. Unending, indeed, is the world he wins with this.370" 
 
368 See Wezler (1992: 406-7). Zysk (1993:207) also mentions that pr‡ıabhÁt is also a name for the middle 
bricks of the fire altar set to the east. 
 
369 These are likely ghee, milk, and sacrificial bread (parod‡˜a). 
 
370 This is not a particular world acknowledged by the tradition, but may indicate that whatever world he 
gets (gods, gandharvas, fathers, or men) will be unending. 
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y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | katy ayam adyog‡t‡smin yaj§e stotriy‡˛ sto˘yat„ti | tisra iti | 
katam‡s t‡s tisra iti | puronuv‡ky‡ ca y‡jy‡ ca ˜asyaiva tÁt„y‡ | katam‡s t‡ y‡ adhy‡tmam 
iti | pr‡ıa eva puronuv‡ky‡p‡no y‡jy‡ vy‡na˛ ˜asy‡ | ki¸ t‡bhir jayat„ti | pÁthiv„lokam 
eva puronuv‡kyay‡ jayaty antarik˘aloka¸ y‡jyay‡ dyulokaß ˜asyay‡ | tato ha hot‡˜vala 
uparar‡ma ||10|| 

|| iti prathama¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 
10. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "how many hymns of praise will the Ug‡tÁ sing in this 
sacrifice today?" 

"Three." 
"Which are those three?" 
"The fore-offering verse, the verse concomitant with the sacrifice, and the third, 

the verse of praise." 
"Which are they in relation to the body?" 
"The fore-offering verse is the out-breath, the verse concomitant with the sacrifice 

is the in-breath, and the verse of praise is the inter-breath." 
"What does he win with those?" 
"By means of the fore-offering he wins just the earthly world; by means of the 

verse concomitant with the sacrifice, the middle world; and by means of the verse of 
praise, the heavenly world." 

Thereupon, HotÁ A˜vala ceased [questioning him]. 
 
3.2  
atha haina¸ j‡ratk‡rava ‡rtabh‡ga˛ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | kati gra˛‡ katy 
atigrah‡˛ iti | a˘Òau grah‡ a˘Ò‡v atigrah‡ iti | ye te '˘Òau grah‡ a˘Ò‡v atigrah‡˛ katame ta iti 
||1|| 
 
1. Next J‡ratk‡rava ‚rtab‡ga questioned him. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "how many 
graspers are there and how many over-graspers?371 
 "Eight graspers and eight over-graspers." 
 "Which are those eight graspers and eight over-graspers?" 
 
pÁ‡ıo vai graha˛ | so 'p‡nen‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | ap‡nena hi gandh‡§ jigrati ||2||  v‡g vai 
graha˛ | sa n‡mn‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | v‡c‡ hi n‡m‡ny abhivadati ||3|| jihv‡ vai graha˛ | sa 
rasen‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | jihvay‡ hi ras‡n vij‡n‡ti ||4|| cak˘ur vai graha˛ | sa 
rÂpeı‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | cak˘u˘‡ hi rÂp‡ıi pasyati ||5|| ˜rotra¸ vai graha˛ | sa 
˜abden‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | ˜rotreıa hi sabd‡§ chÁıoti ||6|| mano vai graha˛ | sa 
k‡men‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | manas‡ hi k‡m‡n k‡mayate ||7|| hastau vai graha˛ | sa 
karmaı‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | hast‡bhy‡ß hi karma karoti ||8|| tvag vai graha˛ | sa 
 
 
371 Olivelle (1998: 506, n.) here notes the double-entendre of grasper (graha) and over-grasper (atigraha) as 
mutually indicating two Soma cups in the ritual as well as the sense organ and sense object. The graha is a 
wooden cup for collecting soma. The atigraha is a clay cup used for offering extra (ati) cups of soma or, 
alternatively, because the clay cup is placed above (ati) the wooden one during the sacrifice. The dual 
meaning between cups and senses is not simply a clever word play. Given that the vedi in such sacrifices is 
referred to as a "body" (its corners are "hips" and "shoulders"), it seems clear that there is a mutual 
dependence in understanding the sacrifice in relation to the person and the person in relation to the 
sacrifice. Such double meanings should serve as a reminder of the dependence of early "philosophy" on 
ritual understanding and that this brahmodya is still very much in the context of sacrifice. 
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spar˜en‡tigr‡heıa gÁh„ta˛ | tvac‡ hi spar˜‡n vedayate | ity ete '˘Òau grah‡ a˘Ò‡v atigrah‡˛ 
||9|| 
 
2 "One grasper is the out-breath. It is grasped by means of the in-breath, which is the 
over-grasper, for by means of the in-breath372 one smells odors. 
3.  "One grasper is speech. It is grasped by means of name, which is the over-grasper, for 
by means of speech one speaks the names [of things]. 
4.  "One grasper is the tongue. It is grasped by means of taste, which is the over-grasper, 
for by means of the tongue one comprehends tastes. 
5.  "One grasper is sight. It is grasped by means of visible form, which is the over-
grasper, for by means of sight one sees visible forms. 
6.  "One grasper is hearing. It is grasped by means of sound, which is the over-grasper, 
for by means of hearing one hears sounds. 
7.  "One grasper is mind. It is grasped by means of desire, which is the over-grasper, for 
by means of mind one experiences desires. 
8.  "One grasper is the two hands. [They] are grasped by means of action, which is the 
over-grasper, for by means of the hands one performs action. 
9.  "One grasper is skin. It is grasped by means of touch, which is the over-grasper, for by 
means of skin one comprehends types of touch. 
 "These are the eight graspers and eight over-graspers." 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad idaß sarva¸ mÁtyor anna¸ k‡ svit s‡ devat‡ yasy‡ mÁtyur 
annam iti | agnir vai mÁtyu˛ | so 'p‡m annam | apa punarmÁtyu¸ jayati ||10|| 
 
10. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "this all [i.e., whole world] is the food of death, of which 
deity is death the food?" 
 "Death, indeed, is fire. It [fire] is the food of water. [By this]373 one eschews 
repeated death." 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yatr‡ya¸ puru˘o mriyata ud asm‡t pr‡ı‡˛ kr‡manty ‡ho3 neti | 
neti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | atraiva samavan„yante | sa ucchvayati | ‡dhm‡yati | ‡dhm‡to 
mÁta˛ ˜ete ||11|| 
 
11. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "where a man dies, do the breaths depart from him or not?" 

"No,"Y‡j§avalkya replied. "They accumulate right here [i.e., in the body]; It 
swells, becomes bloated. [Thus] a dead man lays bloated."374 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yatr‡ya¸ puru˘o mriyate kim ena¸ na jah‡t„ti | n‡meti | ananta¸ 
vai n‡m‡nant‡ vi˜ve dev‡˛ | anantam eva sa tena loka¸ jayati ||12|| 
 
12. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "where a man dies, what does not leave him?"375 

 
372 We expect pr‡ıa here as Boetlingk (1889) emmends, against mss. evidence. 
 
373 Olivelle reads (1998: 81), I think correctly, an implicit "by knowing this" (cf. 3.3.2). It should be 
pointed out that in the previous section it is by actually using the verses in the sacrifice that one attains 
various worlds -- thus there is a shift from the ritual use to the primacy of knowledge in 3.2. 
 
374 Cf. B‚U 1.2.6 where the breaths do depart, yet the horse still bloats. 
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 "Name. Indeed, without end is name and without end are the All Gods. The 
unending world he wins by this." 
 
y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yatr‡sya puru˘asya mÁtasy‡gni¸ v‡g apy eti v‡ta¸ pr‡ıa˜ cak˘ur 
‡ditya¸ mana˜ candra¸ di˜a˛ ˜rotra¸ pÁthiv„ß ˜ar„ram ‡k‡˜am ‡tmau˘adhir lom‡ni 
vanaspat„n ke˜‡ apsu lohita¸ ca reta˜ ca nidh„yate kv‡ya¸ tad‡ puru˘o bhavat„ti | ‡har 
somya hastam ‡rtabh‡ga | ‡v‡m evaitasya vedi˘y‡vo na n‡v etat sajana iti | tau hotkramya 
mantray‡¸ cakr‡te | tau ha yad Âcatu˛ karma haiva tad Âcatu˛ | atha yat pra˜a˜aßsatu˛ 
karma haiva tat pra˜a˜aßsatu˛ | puıyo vai puıyena karmaı‡ bhavati p‡pa˛ p‡peneti | tato 
ha j‡ratk‡rava ‡rtabh‡ga uprar‡ma ||13|| 

|| iti dvit„ya¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 

13. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "where a man dies, his speech goes into fire, breath into 
wind, sight into sun, mind into the moon, hearing into the quarters, the body into the 
earth, his self (‡tman) into space, the body hairs into plants, the head hairs into trees, and 
his blood and semen are deposited in the waters, then where does that person come to 
be?" 
 "Take my hand, dear ‚rtabh‡ga. We will discuss this, but not in public." 
 The two stepped out and discussed it. What they discussed was only action. Now, 
what they praised was only action. One comes to good by good action and bad by bad 
action. 
 Thereupon, J‡ratk‡rava ‚rtabhaga ceased [questiong him]. 
 
atha haina¸ bhujyur l‡hy‡yani˛ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | madre˘u carak‡˛ 
paryavraj‡ma | te pata§calasya k‡pyasya gÁh‡n aima | tasy‡s„d duhit‡ gandharvagÁh„t‡ | 
tam apÁcch‡ma ko 's„ti | so 'brav„t sudhanv‡Ôgirasa iti | ta¸ yad‡ lok‡n‡m ant‡n 
apÁcch‡m‡thainam abrÂma kva p‡rik˘it‡ abhavann iti kva p‡rik˘it‡ abhavan | sa tv‡ 
pÁcch‡mi y‡j§avalkya kva p‡rik˘it‡ abhavann iti ||1|| 
 
3.3 
1.  Next, Bhujyu L‡hy‡yani questioned him. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "[once] we 
wandered as itinerants376 among the Madras. We went to the home of Pata§cala K‡pya. 
He had a daughter seized by a Gandharva. 

"We asked him, 'Who are you?"  
"He said, 'Sudhanvan ‚Ôgirasa." 
"When we were asking him about the ends of the worlds, we asked, 'Where did 

the P‡rik˘itas come to be?' Just where did they come to be? I ask you, Y‡j§avalkya, 
where did the P‡rik˘itas come to be?" 
 
sa hov‡ca | uv‡ca vai sa˛ | agancchan vai te tad yatr‡˜vamedhay‡jino gacchant„ti | kva nv 
a˜vamedhay‡jino gacchant„ti | dv‡triß˜ata¸ vai devarath‡hny‡ny aya¸ loka˛ | taß 
samanta¸ pÁthiv„ dvis t‡vat paryeti | t‡ß samanta¸ pÁthiv„¸ dvis t‡vat samudra˛ paryeti | 
tad y‡vat„ k˘urasya dh‡r‡ y‡vad v‡ mak˘ik‡y‡˛ patra¸ t‡v‡n antareı‡k‡˜as t‡n indra˛ 
 
375 This appears to extend the meaning of the previous question. Immediately prior, the passage establishes 
that it is the breaths that do not leave him. Here, what does not leave him appears to be more abstract 
("name"). 
 
376 caraka here could incidate that this priest, and whoever "we" refers to, are Black Yajurvedins (cf. ¯BM 
3.8.2.24-25). 
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suparıo bhÂtv‡ v‡yave pr‡yacchat | t‡n vayur ‡tmani dhitv‡ tatr‡gamayad 
yatr‡˜vamedhay‡jino 'bhavann iti | evam iva vai sa v‡yum eva pra˜a˜aßsa | tasm‡d v‡yur 
eva vya˘Òir v‡yu˛ sama˘Òi˛ | apa punarmÁtyu¸ jayati ya eva¸ veda | tato ha bhujyur 
l‡hy‡yanir uparar‡ma ||2|| 

|| iti trit„yam br‡hmaıam || 
 
2. He said, "He, indeed, told you: they went to where the offerers of the horse sacrifice 
go."377 

"But where do the offerers of the horse sacrifice go?" 
"This world is [the size of the traversing of] the chariot of the gods for thirty-two 

days.378 The earth, which is twice that size, encompasses it on all sides. The ocean, which 
is twice that size, encompasses the earth on all sides. There is a space between as thin as a 
razor's edge or a bug's wing. Indra became a bird and delivered them [the P‡rik˘itas] to 
the wind. The wind put them in itself and went to where the offerers of the horse sacrifice 
were. In a similar way, he [the Gandharva] praised only wind. Therefore the 'individual' is 
simply the wind and the 'collective' is [simply] the wind. Whosoever know this in this 
way eschews repeated death." 

Thereupon, Bhujyu L‡hy‡yani ceased questioning him. 
 
atha hainam u˘asta˜ c‡kr‡yaıa˛ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yat s‡k˘‡d aparok˘‡d 
brahma ya ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntaras ta¸ me vy‡cak˘veti | e˘a ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | katamo 
y‡j§avalkya sarv‡ntara˛ | ya˛ pr‡ıena pr‡ıiti sa ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | yo 'p‡nen‡p‡n„ti sa 
ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | yo vy‡nena vy‡n„ti sa ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | ya ud‡nenod‡niti sa ta 
‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | e˘a ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ ||1|| 
 
3.4 
1. Next U˘usta C‡kr‡yaıa questioned him. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "explain to me the 
brahman that is clear and not obscure, which is the self [‡tman] within all." 
 "That which is within all is your self." 
 "Which one is [the self] within all, Y‡j§avalkya?" 
 "The one who exhales with the out-breath, that is your self within all. The one 
who inhales with the in-breath, that is your self within all. The one who breathes between 
with the middle-breath, that is your self within all. That one who breathes up with the up-
breath, that is your self within all. That which is within all is your self. 
 
sa hov‡co˘asta˜ c‡kr‡yaıa˛ | yath‡ vibrÂy‡d asau gaur as‡v a˜va ity evam evaitad 
vyapadi˘Òa¸ bhavati | yad eva s‡k˘‡d aparok˘‡d brahma ya ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntaras ta¸ me 
vy‡cak˘veti | e˘a ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | katamo y‡j§avalkya sarv‡ntara˛ | na dÁ˘Òer 
dra˘Ò‡ra¸ pa˜ye˛ | na ˜rute˛ ˜rot‡raß sÁıuy‡˛ | na mater mant‡ra¸ manv„th‡˛ | na 
vij§‡ter vij§‡t‡ra¸ vij‡n„y‡˛ | e˘a ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | ato 'nyad ‡rtam | tato ho˘asta˜ 
c‡kr‡yaıa uparar‡ma ||2|| 

|| iti caturthaß br‡hmaıam || 
 

 
377 Note that Y‡j§avalkya's answer is elliptical, if not evasive, requiring the question to be put to him again 
in another form. 
 
378 Thirty-two days is the longest possible month in the Indian calendar. 
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2.  U˘asta C‡kr‡yaıa replied, "If one says like this, it is like pointing out that 'This a cow 
and this a horse.' Explain to me just the brahman that is clear and not obscure, that is the 
self [‡tman] within all." 
 "That which is within all is your self." 
 "Which one is [the self] within all, Y‡j§avalkya?" 
 "You wouldn't see the seer of seeing. You wouldn't hear the hearer of hearing. 
You wouldn't think of the thinker of thinking. You wouldn't perceive the perceiver of 
perceiving. That is your self within all. Anything other than this is pain." 
 Thereupon, U˘asta C‡kr‡yaıa ceased [questioning him]. 
 
atha haina¸ kahola˛ kau˘„takeya˛ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad eva s‡k˘‡d 
aparok˘‡d brahma ya ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntaras ta¸ me vy‡cak˘veti | e˘a ta ‡tm‡ sarv‡ntara˛ | 
katamo y‡j§avalkya sarv‡ntara˛ | yo '˜an‡y‡pip‡se ˜oka¸ moha¸ jar‡¸ mÁtyum atyeti | 
eta¸ vai tam ‡tm‡na¸ viditv‡ br‡hmaı‡˛ putrai˘aı‡y‡˜ ca vittai˘aı‡y‡˜ ca lokai˘aı‡y‡˜ 
ca vyutth‡y‡tha bhik˘‡carya¸ caranti | y‡ hy eva putrai˘aı‡ s‡ vittai˘aı‡ y‡ vittai˘aı‡ s‡ 
lokai˘aı‡ | ubhe hy ete e˘aıe eva bhavata˛ | tasm‡d br‡hmaıa˛ p‡ıÛitya¸ nirvidya 
b‡lyena ti˘Òh‡set | b‡lya¸ ca p‡ıÛitya¸ ca nirvidy‡tha muni˛ | amauna¸ ca mauna¸ ca 
nirvidy‡tha br‡hmaıa˛ | sa br‡hmaıa˛ kena sy‡d yena sy‡t tenedÁ˜a eva | ato 'nyad ‡rtam 
| tato ha kahola˛ kau˘„takeya uparar‡ma ||1|| 

|| iti pa§cama¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 
3.5 
1.  Next Kahola Kau˘„takeya questioned him. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said, "explain to me just 
the brahman that is clear and not obscure, that is the self [‡tman] within all." 
 "That which is within all is your self." 
 "Which one is [the self] within all, Y‡j§avalkya?" 
 "He is the one who goes beyond hunger and thirst, suffering and delusion, old age 
and death. Having come to know that this is the self, Brahmins abandon the desire for 
sons, the desire for wealth, and the desire for [various] worlds and wander as a 
mendicant. The desire for sons is the desire for wealth and the desire for wealth is the 
desire for [various] worlds -- both are simply desires. Therefore, a Brahmin rids himself 
of the pandit's life and would be like a child. Having given up the pandit's life and the 
child's life, he is a sage. Then, having given up the non-sagely and sagely lives, he is a 
Brahmin.379 He, in whatever manner he may live, is still such a Brahmin.380 Anything 
other than this is pain." 
 Thereupon, Kahola Kau˘„takeya ceased [questioning him]. 
 
atha haina¸ g‡rg„ v‡caknav„ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | yad idaß sarvam apsv 
ota¸ ca prota¸ ca kasmin nu khalv ‡pa ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | v‡yau g‡rg„ti | 
 
 
379 I disagree with Thieme (1965: 95) in the translation of b‡lyam. I think we have an upwards gradation of 
knowledge in which translating b‡lyam as 'stupidity' misses the point. The text appears to be saying that one 
should move from the pretense of learnedness or perhaps simply functional learnedness (p‡ıÛityam), to the 
"ignorance of a child" (i.e., an unmolded intellect or perhaps a state of inquisitiveness), to the sagely 
"search for true knowledge," and finally to attain the state of a true Brahmin (i.e., a Brahmin by birth, by 
knowledge, and by practice).  
 
380 Olivelle (1998: 508) must be correct in his reading of kena sy‡t yena sy‡t tena as a variant of yena kena 
sy‡t. Taking kena sy‡t as a question ("how does one become a Brahmin?"), as others have taken it (cf. 
Roebuck, p. 55), is not only a tautology (not something uncommon in Sanskrit literature), but misses the 
point that how one becomes a Brahmin was just described. 
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kasmin nu khalu v‡yur ota˜ ca prota˜ ceti | antarik˘aloke˘u g‡rg„ti | 
kasmin nu khalv antarik˘alok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | gandharvaloke˘u g‡rg„ti | 
kasmin nu khalu gandharvalok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | ‡dityaloke˘u g‡rg„ti | kasmin nu khalv 
‡dityalok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | candraloke˘u g‡rg„ti | kasmin nu khalu candralok‡ ot‡˜ ca 
prot‡˜ ceti | nak˘atraloke˘u g‡rg„ti | kasmin nu khalu nak˘atralok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | 
devaloke˘u g‡rg„ti | kasmin nu khalu devalok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | indraloke˘u g‡rg„ti | 
kasmin nu khalv indralok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | praj‡patiloke˘u g‡rg„ti | kasmin nu khalu 
praj‡patilok‡ ot‡˜ ca prot‡˜ ceti | brahmaloke˘u g‡rg„ti | kasmin nu khalu brahmalok‡ ot‡˜ 
ca prot‡˜ ceti | sa hov‡ca g‡rgi m‡tipr‡k˘„˛ | m‡ te mÂrdh‡ vyapaptat | anatipra˜ny‡¸ vai 
devat‡m atipÁcchasi | g‡rgi m‡tipr‡k˘„r iti | tato ha g‡rg„ v‡caknavy uparar‡ma ||1|| 

|| iti ˘a˘Òha¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 
3.6 
1.  Next G‡rg„ V‡caknav„ questioned him. "Y‡j§avalkya," she said, "This all [i.e., whole 
world] is woven to and fro on the waters, but on what are the waters woven to and fro?" 
 "On air, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what is the air woven to and fro?" 
 "On the middle worlds, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the middle worlds woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of the Gandharvas, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of the Gandharvas woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of the sun, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of the sun woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of the moon, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of the moon woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of the stars, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of the stars woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of the gods, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of the gods woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of Indra, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of Indra woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of Praj‡pati, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of Praj‡pati woven to and fro?" 
 "On the worlds of brahman, G‡rg„." 
 "But on what are the worlds of brahman woven to and fro?" 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "G‡rg„, don't ask about what is beyond this, lest your head 
shatter apart! You are asking beyond the deity that should not be asked beyond. G‡rg„, 
don't ask beyond [this]!" 
 Thereupon, G‡rg„ V‡caknav„ ceased [questioning him]. 
 
atha hainam udd‡laka ‡ruıi˛ papraccha | y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca | madre˘v avas‡ma 
pata§calasya k‡pyasya gÁhe˘u yaj§am adh„y‡n‡˛ | tasy‡s„d bh‡ry‡ gandharvagÁh„t‡ | tam 
apÁcch‡ma ko 'as„ti | so 'brav„t kabandha ‡tharvaıa iti | so 'brav„t pata§cala¸ k‡pya¸ 
y‡j§ik‡ß˜ ca vettha nu tva¸ k‡pya tat sÂtra¸ yen‡ya¸ ca loka˛ para˜ ca loka˛ sarv‡ıi ca 
bhÂt‡ni sa¸dÁbdh‡ni bhavant„ti | so 'brav„t pata§cala˛ k‡pyo n‡ha¸ tad bhagavan vedeti | 
so 'brav„t pata§cala¸ k‡pya¸ y‡j§ik‡ß˜ ca vettha nu tva¸ k‡pya tam antary‡miıa¸ ya 
ima¸ ca loka¸ para¸ ca lokaß sarv‡ıi ca bhÂt‡ni yo 'ntaro yamayat„ti | so 'brav„t 
pata§cala˛ k‡pyo n‡ha¸ ta¸ bhagavan vedeti | so 'brav„t pata§cala¸ k‡pya¸ y‡j§ik‡ß˜ 
ca yo vai tat k‡pya sÂtra¸ vidy‡t ta¸ c‡ntary‡miıam iti sa brahmavit sa lokavit sa 
devavit sa vedavit sa bhÂtavit sa ‡tmavit sa sarvavit | iti tebhyo 'brav„t | tad aha¸ veda | 
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tac cet tva¸ y‡j§avalkya sÂtram avidv‡ßs tam c‡ntary‡miıa¸ brahmagav„r udajase 
mÂrdh‡ te vipati˘yat„ti | veda v‡ aha¸ gautama tat sÂtra¸ ta¸ c‡ntary‡miıam iti | yo v‡ 
ida¸ ka˜cid brÂy‡d veda vedeti yath‡ vettha tath‡ brÂh„ti ||1|| 
 
3.7 
1.  Next Udd‡laka ‚ruıi questioned him. "Y‡j§avalkya," he said,"[once] we lived among 
the Madras studying sacrifice in the house of Pata§cala K‡pya. He had a wife possessed 
by a Gandharva." 
 "We asked him, 'Who are you?'" 
 "He said, 'Kabandha ‚tharvaıa.'" 
 "He then asked Pata§cala K‡pya and the students learning the sacrifice, 'Do you 
know, K‡pya, the string by which this world, the next world, and all beings are strung 
together?'381 
 "Pata§calya K‡pya said, 'Distinguished one, I do not know that.' 
 "He said to Pata§cala K‡pya and the students learning the sacrifice, 'Do you know 
the inner controller who controls this world, the next world, and all beings from within?' 
 "Pata§cala K‡pya said, 'Distinguished one, I do not know that.' 
 "He said to Pata§cala K‡pya and the students learning the sacrifice, 'Indeed, 
K‡pya, one who would know that thread and that inner controller, he is a knower of 
brahman, he is a knower of the worlds, he is a knower of gods, he is a knower of the 
Vedas, he is a knower of beings, he is a knower of the self, he is a knower of all!' That is 
what he said to them. 
 "I know this. If you, Y‡j§avalkya, drive away the cows meant for the brahman 
[knower among us] not knowing the thread and the inner controller, your head will shatter 
apart!" 
 "I know, Gautama, that string and that inner controller." 
 "Anyone can say 'I know, I know' -- tell us what you know." 
 
sa hov‡ca | v‡yur vai gautama tat sÂtram | v‡yun‡ vai gautama sÂtreı‡ya¸ ca loka˛ para˜ 
ca loka˛ sarv‡ıi ca bhÂt‡ni sa¸dÁbdh‡ni bhavanti | tasm‡d vai gautama puru˘a¸ pretam 
‡hur vyasraßsi˘at‡sy‡Ôg‡n„ti | v‡yun‡ hi gautama sÂtreıa samdÁbdh‡ni bhavant„ti | evam 
evaitat y‡j§avalkya | antary‡miıa¸ brÂh„ti ||2|| 
 
2. Y‡j§avalkya said, "The thread, Gautama, is indeed the air. By means of the thread that 
is air,382 this world, the next world, and all beings are strung together. This is why, 
Gautama, they say of a dead man, 'His body parts are unstrung' -- because by the thread 
that is the air they are strung together." 
 "It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. Tell [us] about the inner controller." 
 
ya˛ pÁthivy‡¸ ti˘Òhan pÁthivy‡ antaro ya¸ pÁthiv„ na veda yasya pÁthiv„ ˜ar„ra¸ ya˛ 
pÁthiv„m antaro yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||3|| 
 

 
 
381 The implied metaphor here appears to be a garland. 
 
382 Roebuck and Olivelle translate "on air/wind." Here I take the instrumental in its most obvious meaning, 
"by means of," because the issue is what connects "this world, the next world, etc." and not their 
foundation. What everything is "on" is already implied in the previous section (i.e., brahman). 
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3.  "The one remaining in the earth, yet is separate from the earth, whom the earth does 
not know, whose body is the earth, who controls the earth from within -- that is your self, 
the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
 yo 'psu ti˘Òhann adbhyo 'ntaro yam ‡po na vidur yasy‡pa˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yo 'po 'ntaro yamayaty 
e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||4|| 
 
4. "The one remaining in the waters, yet is separate from the waters, whom the waters do 
not know, whose body is the water, who controls the waters from within -- that is your 
self, the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yo 'gnau ti˘Òhann agner anataro yam agnir na veda yasy‡gn„˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yo 'gnim antaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁtah ||5|| 
 
5. "The one remaining in fire, yet is separate from fire, whom fire does not know, whose 
body is fire, who controls fire from within -- that is your self, the inner controller, the 
immortal. 
 
yo 'ntarik˘e ti˘Òhann antarik˘‡d antaro yam antarik˘a¸ na veda yasy‡ntarik˘aß ˜ar„ra¸ yo 
'ntarik˘am antaro yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||6||  
 
6. "The one remaining in the middle region, yet is separate from the middle region, 
whom the middle region does not know, who controls the middle region from within -- 
that is your self, the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yo v‡yau ti˘than v‡yor antaro ya¸ v‡yur na veda yasya v‡yu˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yo v‡yum antaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||7||  
 
7. "The one remaining in the wind, yet is separate from the wind, whom the wind does 
not know, whose body is the wind, who controls the wind from within -- that is your self, 
the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yo divi ti˘Òhan divo 'ntaro ya¸ dyaur na veda yasya dyau˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yo divam antaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||8||  
 
8. "The one remaining in the sky, yet is separate from the sky, whom the sky does not 
know, whose body is the wind, who controls the wind from within -- that is your self, the 
inner controller, the immortal. 
 
ya ‡ditye ti˘Òhan ‡dity‡d antaro yam ‡dityo na veda yasy‡ditya˛ ˜ar„ra¸ ya ‡dityam 
antaro yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||9||  
 
9.  "The one remaining in the sun, yet is separate from the sun, whom the sun does not 
know, whose body is the sun, who controls the sun from within -- that is your self, the 
inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yo dik˘u ti˘Òhan digbhyo 'ntaro ya¸ di˜o na vidur yasya di˜a˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yo di˜o 'ntaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||10|| 
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10.  "The one remaining in the quarters, yet is separate from the quarters, whom the 
quarters do not know, whose body is the quarters, who controls the quarters from within -
- that is your self, the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
ya˜ candrat‡rake ti˘thaß˜ candrat‡rak‡d antaro ya¸ candrat‡raka¸ na veda yasya 
candrat‡rakaß ˜ar„ra¸ ya˜ candrat‡rakam antaro yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ 
||11||  
 
11. "The one remaining in the moon and the stars, yet is separate from the moon and the 
stars, of whom the moon and the stars do not know, whose body is the moon and the 
stars, who controls the moon and the stars from within -- that is your self, the inner 
controller, the immortal. 
 
ya ‡k‡˜e ti˘Òhann ‡k‡˜‡d antaro yam ‡k‡˜e na veda yasy‡k‡˜a˛ ˜ar„ra¸ ya ‡k‡˜am antaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡natary‡my amÁta˛ ||12||  
 
12. "The one remaining in space, yet is separate from space, whom space does not know, 
whose body is space, who controls space from within -- that is your self, the inner 
controller, the immortal. 
 
yas tamasi ti˘Òhaßs tamaso 'ntaro ya¸ tamo na veda yasya tama˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yas tamo 'ntaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||13||  
 
13. "The one remaining in darkness, yet is separate from darkness, whom darkness does 
not know, whose body is darkness, who controls darkness from within -- that is your self, 
the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yas tejasi ti˘thaßs tejaso 'ntaro ya¸ tejo na veda yasya teja˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yas tejo 'ntaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ || ity adhidaivatam ||14||  
 
14. "The one remaining in the light, yet is separate from the light, whom light does not 
know, whose body is light, who controls light from within -- that is your self, the inner 
controller, the immortal."  

That is in respect to the divine. 
 
ath‡dhibhÂtam | ya˛ sarve˘u bhÂte˘u ti˘Òhan sarvebhyo bhÂtebhyo 'ntaro yaß sarv‡ıi 
bhÂt‡ni na vidur yasya sarv‡ıi bhÂt‡ni ˜ar„ra¸ ya˛ sarv‡ıi bhÂt‡ny antaro yamayaty e˘a 
ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ | ityadhibÂtam ||15|| 
 
15.  Now, in respect to beings... 
 "The one remaining in all beings, yet is separate from all beings, whom all beings 
do not know, whose body is all beings, who controls all beings from within -- that is your 
self, the inner controller, the immortal." 

That is in respect to beings. 
 
ath‡dhy‡tmam | ya˛ pr‡ıe ti˘Òhan pr‡ı‡d antaro ya¸ pr‡ıo na veda yasya pr‡ıa˛ ˜ar„ra¸ 
ya˛ pr‡ıam antaro yamayaty e˘a ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||16|| 
 
16. "Now, in respect to the self... 
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 "The one remaining in breath, yet is separate from breath, whom breath does not 
know, whose body is breath, who controls breath from within -- that is your self, the inner 
controller, the immortal. 
 
yo v‡ci ti˘Òhan v‡co 'ntaro ya¸ v‡Ô na veda yasya v‡k ˜ar„ra¸ yo v‡cam antaro yamayaty 
e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||17|| 
 
17. "The one remaining in speech, yet is separate from speech, whom speech does not 
know, whose body is speech, who controls speech from within -- that is your self, the 
inner controller, the immortal. 
 
ya˜ cak˘u˘i ti˘Òhaß˜ cak˘u˘o 'ntaro ya¸ cak˘ur na veda yasya cak˘u˛ ˜ar„ra¸ ya˜ cak˘ur 
antaro yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||18|| 
 
18. "The one remaining in sight, yet is separate from sight, whom sight does not know, 
whose body is sight, who controls sight from within -- that is your self, the inner 
controller, the immortal. 
 
ya˛ ˜rotre ti˘Òha§ chrotr‡d antaro yaß ˜rotram na veda yasya ˜rotraß ˜ar„ra¸ ya˛ ˜rotram 
antaro yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||19|| 
 
19. "The one remaining in hearing, yet is separate from hearing, whom hearing does not 
know, whose body is hearing, who controls hearing from within -- that is your self, the 
inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yo manasi ti˘Òhan manaso 'ntaro ya¸ mano na veda yasya mana˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yo mano 'ntaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||20|| 
 
20. "The one remaining in the mind, yet is separate from the mind, whom the mind does 
not know, whose body is the mind, who controls the mind from within -- that is your self, 
the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yas tvaci ti˘Òhaßs tvaco 'ntaro ya¸ tvaÔ na veda yasya tvak ˜ar„ra¸ yas tvacam antaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ ||21|| 
 
21. "The one remaining in skin, yet is separate from skin, whom skin does not know, 
whose body is the skin, who controls the skin from within -- that is your self, the inner 
controller, the immortal. 
 
yo vij§‡ne ti˘Òhan vij§‡n‡d antaro ya¸ vij§‡na¸ na veda yasya vij§‡naß ˜ar„ra¸ yo 
vij§‡nam antaro yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my ‡mÁta˛ ||22|| 
 
22. "The one remaining in perception, yet is separate from perception, whom perception 
does not know, whose body is perception, who controls perception from within -- that is 
your self, the inner controller, the immortal. 
 
yo retasi ti˘Òhan retaso 'ntaro yaß reto na veda yasya reta˛ ˜ar„ra¸ yo reto 'ntaro 
yamayaty e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ || adÁ˘Òo dra˘Ò‡˜ruta˛ ˜rot‡mato mant‡vij§‡to 
vij§‡t‡ | n‡nyo 'to 'sti dra˘Ò‡ n‡nyo 'to 'sti ˜rot‡ n‡nyo 'to 'sti mant‡ n‡nyo 'to 'sti vij§‡t‡ | 
e˘a ta ‡tm‡ntary‡my amÁta˛ | ato 'nyad ‡rtam | tato hodd‡laka ‡ruıir uparar‡ma ||23|| 
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|| iti saptama¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 
23. "The one remaining in semen, yet is separate from semen, whom semen does not 
know, whose body is semen, who controls semen from within -- that is your self, the 
inner controller, the immortal.383 
 He is the unseen seer; the unheard hearer; the unthought thinker; the unperceived 
perceiver. Other than that, there is no seer. Other than that, there is no hearer. Other than 
that, there is no thinker. Other than that, there is no perceiver. That is your self, the inner 
controller, the immortal.  Anything other than this is pain." 
 Thereupon, Udd‡laka ‚ruıi ceased [questioning him]. 
 
atha ha v‡cknavy uv‡ca | br‡hmaı‡ bhagavanto hant‡ham ima¸ dvau pra˜nau prak˘y‡mi 
| tau cen me vak˘yati na vai j‡tu yu˘m‡kam ima¸ ka˜cid brahmodya¸ jeteti | pÁccha 
g‡rg„ti ||1|| 
 
3.8 
1.  Next (G‡rg„) V‡caknav„ said, "Distinguished Brahmins! I will ask him two questions. 
If he gives me the answers, none of you will ever beat him in this debate about brahman. 
 "Ask, G‡rg„." 
 
s‡ hov‡ca | aha¸ vai tv‡ y‡j§avalkya yath‡ k‡˜yo v‡ vaideho vograputra ujjya¸ dhanur 
adhijya¸ kÁtv‡ dvau b‡ıavantau sapatn‡tivy‡dhinau haste kÁtvopotti˘Òhed evam ev‡ha¸ 
tv‡ dv‡bhy‡¸ pra˜n‡bhy‡m upodasth‡m | tau me brÂh„ti | pÁccha g‡rg„ti ||2|| 
 
2. She said, "As a warrior-son of K‡˜„ or Videha strings his unstrung bow, takes two 
enemy-piercing arrows in hand, and rises up [in battle], Y‡j§avalkya, so I rise up against 
you with two questions. Answer me these two!" 
 "Ask, G‡rg„." 
 
s‡ hov‡ca | yad urdhva¸ y‡j§avalkya divo yad av‡k pÁthivy‡ yad antar‡ dy‡v‡pÁthiv„ ime 
yad bhÂta¸ ca bhavac ca bhavi˘yac cety ‡cak˘ata kasmißs tad ota¸ ca prota¸ ceti ||3|| 
 
3. She said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that which is 
between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, present, and future -- 
on what are these woven to and fro?" 
 
sa hov‡ca | yad urdhva¸ g‡rgi divo yad av‡k pÁthivy‡ yad antar‡ dy‡v‡pÁthiv„ ime yad 
bhÂta¸ ca bhavac ca bhavi˘yac cety ‡cak˘ata ‡k‡˜e tad ota¸ ca prota¸ ceti ||4|| 
 
4. He said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that which is 
between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, present, and future -- 
on space, G‡rg„, these are woven to and fro." 
 
s‡ hov‡ca | namaste 'stu y‡j§avalkya yo ma eta¸ vyavoco 'parasmai dh‡rayasveti | pÁccha 
g‡rg„ ||5|| 
 
 
383 Note how this passage ends in the rather practical "semen" as a means for the perpetuation of the self 
(perhaps displacing a notion of immortality through one's children). Cf. 3.9.28. 
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5.  She said, "Honor to you, Y‡j§avalkya, you sure solved that one for me. Brace yourself 
for the second!"384 
 "Ask, G‡rg„." 
 
s‡ hov‡ca | yad urdhva¸ y‡j§avalkya divo yad av‡k pÁthivy‡ yad antar‡ dy‡v‡pÁthiv„ ime 
yad bhÂta¸ ca bhavac ca bhavi˘yac cety ‡cak˘ate kasmißs tad ota¸ ca prota¸ ceti ||6|| 
 
6. She said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that which is 
between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, present, and future -- 
on what are these woven to and fro?" 
 
sa hov‡ca | yad urdhva¸ g‡rgi divo yad av‡k pÁthivy‡ yad antar‡ dy‡v‡pÁthiv„ ime yad 
bhÂta¸ ca bhavac ca bhavi˘yac cety ‡cak˘ata ‡k‡˜a eva tad ota¸ ca prota¸ ceti | kasmin 
nu khalv ‡k‡˜a ota˜ ca prota˜ ceti ||7|| 
 
7. He said, "That which is above the sky, that which is below the earth, that which is 
between the sky and the earth, and that which people call the past, present, and future -- 
just on space, G‡rg„, these are woven to and fro." 
 "But on what is space woven to and fro?"385 
 
sa hov‡ca | etad vai tad ak˘ara¸ g‡rgi br‡hmaı‡ abhivadanty asthÂlam anaıv ahrasvam 
ad„rgham alohitam asneham acch‡yam atamo 'v‡yv an‡k‡˜am asaÔgam arasam agandham 
acak˘u˘kam a˜rotram av‡g amano 'tejaskam apr‡ıam amukham am‡tram anantaram 
ab‡hyam | na tad a˜n‡ti ki¸cana | na tad a˜n‡ti ka˜cana ||8|| 
 
8. He said, "That, G‡rg„, is the imperishable, and Brahmins revere/call it as neither gross 
nor fine, neither short nor long, without blood or fat, without shadow386 or darkness, 
without air or space, without contact,387 without taste or smell, without sight or hearing, 
without speech or mind, without energy or life-breath, without mouth or measure,388 
without inside or out, it does not eat anything and nothing eats it. 
 
etasya v‡ ak˘arasya pra˜‡sane g‡rgi sÂry‡candram‡sau vidhÁtau ti˘Òhata˛ | etasya v‡ 
ak˘arasya pra˜‡sane g‡rgi dy‡v‡pÁthivyau vidhÁte ti˘Òhata˛ | etasya v‡ ak˘arasya 
pra˜‡sane g‡rgi nime˘‡ muhÂrt‡ ahor‡tr‡ıy ardham‡s‡ m‡s‡ Átava˛ sa¸vatsar‡ iti 
vidhÁt‡s ti˘Òhanti | etasya v‡ ak˘arasya pra˜‡sane g‡rgi pr‡cyo 'ny‡ nadya˛ syandante 
 
384 This passage must be sarcastic. Cf. 3.4.2. 
 
385 One senses that "u khalu" is meant to express G‡rg„'s frustration with Y‡j§avalkya responding again 
with the same answer. 
 
386 "Without shadow" may mean without light to cast a shadow or without a form to be cast. I lean towards 
the former interpretation as a contrast to darkness. 
 
387 asaÔgam is somewhat out of place here, as all previous properties of the imperishable are logically 
paired and one would expect the same here. Unlike other translators, I think the rest of the list following 
asaÔgam are also "natural" sets. 
 
388 I think "without mouth" here means an aperture which could allow something in or out. This is paired 
with "without measure" indicating that the imperishable cannot be determined by either a point of entry or 
its size, two means of showing its distinctness. 
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˜vetebhya˛ parvatebhya˛ prat„cyo 'ny‡ y‡¸ y‡¸ ca di˜amanu | etasya v‡ ak˘arasya 
pra˜‡sane g‡rgi dadato manu˘y‡˛ pra˜aßsanti yajam‡na¸ dev‡ darv„¸ pitaro 'nv‡yatt‡˛ 
||9|| 
 
9. "At the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, the sun and the moon stand separate. At 
the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, the sky and the earth stand separate. At the 
command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, the seconds and hours, the days and nights, the 
fortnights and months, and the seasons and years stand separate. At the command of this 
imperishable, G‡rg„, some rivers flow east from the snowy mountains and others west, 
each in their appropriate directions. At the command of this imperishable, G‡rg„, men 
praise donors, gods are dependent on yajam‡nas, and the forefathers on the ancestral 
offering-ladle.389 
 
yo v‡ etad ak˘ara¸ g‡rgy aviditv‡smißl loke juhoti yajate tapas tapyate bahÂni 
var˘asahsr‡ıy antavad ev‡sya tad bhavati | yo v‡ etad ak˘ara¸ g‡rgy aviditv‡sm‡l lok‡t 
praiti sa kÁpaıa˛ | atha ya etad ak˘ara¸ g‡rgi viditv‡sm‡l lok‡t praiti sa br‡hmaıa˛ ||10|| 
 
10. "Without knowing this imperishable, if one makes offerings, carries out sacrifices, 
and performs austerities in this world for many thousand years, G‡rg„, his deeds would 
amount to nothing. One who departs from this world without knowing this imperishable, 
G‡rg„, is wretched. Now, one who departs from this world knowing this imperishable, 
G‡rg„, he is a Brahmin.390 
 
tad v‡ etad ak˘aram g‡rgy adÁ˘Òa¸ dra˘Òr a˜ruta¸ ˜rotr amata¸ mantr avij§‡ta¸ vij§‡tÁ | 
n‡nyad ato 'sti dÁ˘ÒÁ | n‡nyad ato ˜rotÁ | n‡nyad ato 'sti mantÁ | n‡nyad ato 'sti vij§‡tÁ | 
etasmin nu khalv ak˘are g‡rgy ‡k‡˜a ota˜ ca prota˜ ceti ||11|| 

 
11. "This imperishable, G‡rg„, is the unseen seer; is the unheard hearer; is the unthought 
thinker, is the unperceived perceiver. Other than this, there is no seer. Other than this, 
there is no hearer. Other than this, there is no thinker. Other than this, there is no 
perceiver. On this imperishable, G‡rg„, space is woven to and fro." 
 
s‡ hov‡ca | br‡hmaı‡ bhagavantas tad eva bahu manyedhva¸ yad asm‡n namask‡reıa 
mucyedhvam | na vai j‡tu yu˘m‡kam ima¸ ka˜cid brahmodya¸ jeteti | tato ha v‡caknavy 
uparar‡ma ||12|| 

|| iti a˘Òama¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 
12. She said, "Distinguished Brahmins, you should think yourself big men to have 
escaped from him by [only] paying homage. None of you will ever beat him in this 
theological debate!" 
 Thereupon (G‡rg„) V‡caknav„ ceased [questioning him]. 
 
atha haina¸ vidagdha˛ ˜‡kalya˛ papraccha | kati dev‡ y‡j§avalkyeti | sa haitayaiva nivid‡ 
pratipede y‡vanto vai˜vadevasya nividy ucyante | traya˜ca tr„ ca ˜at‡ tray˜ ca tr„ ca 
 
389 darv„ (darvyam, M) is the technical term for a temporary ladle made out of a leaf. The offering to the 
ancestors is made with this leaf.  
 
390 Note here that br‡hmaıa is used instead of brahman. However, I am inclined to believe that, again, the 
emphasis here is on proper knowledge and not class. 
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sahasreti | om iti hov‡ca | katy eva dev‡ y‡j§avalkyeti | trayastriß˜ad iti | om iti hov‡ca | 
katy eva dev‡ y‡j§avalkyeti | ˘aÛ iti | om iti hov‡ca | katy eva dev‡ y‡j§avalkyeti | traya iti 
| om iti hov‡ca | katy eva dev‡ y‡j§avalkyeti | dv‡v iti | om iti hov‡ca | katy eva dev‡ 
y‡j§avalkyeti | adhyardha | om iti hov‡ca | katy eva dev‡ y‡j§avalkyeti | eka iti | om iti 
hov‡ca | katame te traya˜ ca tr„ ca ˜at‡ traya˜ ca tr„ ca sahasreti ||1|| 
 
3.9 
1.  Next Vidagdha ¯‡kalya questioned him. "How many gods are there, Y‡j§avalkya?" 
 In accordance with the ritual invocation, he replied, "As many as are mentioned in 
the invocation to the All-Gods: 'three and three hundred, and three and three thousand.'" 
 "Yes," he said, "but how many are there really?" 
 "Thirty-three." 

"Yes," he said, "but how many are there really?" 
 "Six." 
 "Yes," he said, "but how many are there really?" 
 "Three." 
 "Yes," he said, "but how many are there really?" 
 "Two." 
 "Yes," he said, "but how many are there really?" 
 "One and a half." 
 "Yes," he said, "but how many are there really?" 
 "One." 
 "Yes," he said, "but which are those three and three hundred, and three and three 
thousand?" 
 
sa hov‡ca | mahim‡na evai˘‡m ete | trayas triß˜at tv eva dev‡ iti| katame te trayas triß˜ad 
iti | a˘Òau vasava ek‡da˜a rudr‡ dv‡da˜‡dity‡s ta ekatriß˜ad indra˜ caiva praj‡pati˜ ca 
trayas triß˜‡v iti ||2|| 
 
2. Y‡j§avalkya said, "They are simply their powers -- but the gods are only thirty-three." 

He said, "Which are those thirty-three?" 
"The eight Vasus, the eleven Rudras, and the twelve ‚dityas -- this is thirty one. 

And then there are Indra and Praj‡pati which is thirty three." 
 
katame vasava iti | agni˜ ca pÁthiv„ ca v‡yu˜ c‡ntarik˘a¸ c‡ditya˜ ca dyau˜ ca candram‡˜ 
ca nak˘atr‡ıi caite vasava˛ | ete˘u h„daß sarva¸ vasu hitam iti tasm‡d vasava iti ||3|| 
 
3. "Which are the Vasus?" 

"Fire, earth, wind, the middle region, sun, sky, moon, and stars -- those are the 
Vasus; this whole treasure (vasu) is deposited in them, therefore they are called Vasus." 
 
katame rudr‡ iti | da˜eme puru˘e pr‡ı‡ ‡tmaik‡da˜a˛ | te yad‡sm‡c char„r‡n marty‡d 
utkr‡manty atha rodayanti | tad yad rodayanti tasm‡d rudr‡ iti ||4|| 
 
4. "Which are the Rudras?" 

"The ten breaths in a man, and the self (‡tman) in the eleventh. When they depart 
from the mortal body, they cause people to weep. People are caused to weep (rud-), 
therefore they are the Rudras." 
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katama ‡dity‡ iti | dv‡da˜a vai m‡s‡˛ samvatsarasyaita ‡dity‡˛ | ete h„daß sarvam 
‡dad‡n‡ yanti | te yad idaß sarvam ‡dad‡n‡ yanti tasm‡d ‡dity‡ iti ||5|| 
 
5. "Which are the ‚dityas?" 

"The twelve months of the year, indeed, are the ‚dityas; they proceed (yanti) 
taking (‡dad‡n‡˛) all this (along with them)." 
 
katama indra˛ katama˛ praj‡patir iti | stanayitnur evendro yaj§a˛ praj‡patir iti | 
katama˛ stanayitnur iti | a˜anir iti | katamo yaj§a iti | pa˜ava iti ||6|| 
 
6. "Which is Indra and which is Praj‡pati?" 

"Indra is the thunder, and Praj‡pati is the sacrifice." 
"What is thunder?" 
"The thunderbolt." 
"What is the sacrifice?" 
"The domestic animals." 

 
katame ˘aÛ iti | agni˜ ca pÁthiv„ ca v‡yu˜ c‡ntarik˘a¸ c‡ditya˜ ca dyau˜ caite ˘aÒ | ete 
h„daß sarvaß ˘aÛ ||7|| 
 
7. "Which are the six?" 

"Fire, earth, the wind, the middle region, sun, and sky -- those are the six; they are 
all this."391 
 
katame te trayo dev‡ iti | ima eva trayo lok‡˛ | e˘u h„me sarve dev‡ iti | katamau tau dvau 
dev‡v iti | anna¸ caiva pr‡ıa˜ ceti | katamo 'dhyardha iti | ya 'ya¸ pavata iti ||8|| tad ‡hur 
yad ayam eka ivaiva pavate | atha katham adhyardha iti | yad asminn idaß sarvam 
adhy‡rdhnot ten‡dhyardha iti | katama eko deva iti | pr‡ıa iti | sa brahma tyad ity ‡cak˘ate 
||9|| 
 
8. "Which are the three gods?" 

"Only these three worlds; all the gods are within them." 
"Which are the two gods?" 
"Only food and breath." 
"Which is the one and one-half?" 
"The one that wafts. 9.  Some say, 'He that wafts is, in a manner, only one. Now, 

how is it one and one-half?' Therefore he is one and one-half (adhyardh-); all this has 
grown (adhy‡rdhnot) in him." 

"Which is the one god?" 
"Breath. He is called Brahman and Tyad." 

 
pÁthvy eva yasy‡yatanam agnir loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘aß 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡yaß ˜‡r„ra˛ puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | vadaiva 
˜‡kalya tasya k‡ devateti | amÁtam iti hov‡ca ||10|| 
 
 
391 ¯aÔkara takes ida¸ sarvam to be the whole list of deities mentioned: "Because all those (thirty-three and 
other gods) that have been spoken of are just these six" (Madhavananda 1997: 373).  
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10.  "Should a person know that person whose abode is earth, whose world is fire, [and] 
whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman) -- 
then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is this very body. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, who is his deity?" 

"The immortal," he said. 
 
k‡ma eva yasy‡yatanaß hÁdaya¸ loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘a¸ 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡ya¸ k‡mamaya˛ puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | vadaiva 
˜‡kalya tasya k‡ devateti | striya iti hov‡ca ||11|| 
 
11. "Should a person know that person whose abode is desire, whose world is the heart, 
[and] whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman) 
-- then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is the one composed of desire. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, who is his deity?" 

"Women," he said. 
 
rÂp‡ıy eva yasy‡yatana¸ cak˘ur loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘aß 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡s‡v ‡ditye puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | vadaiva 
˜‡kalya tasya k‡ devateti | satyam iti hov‡ca ||12|| 
 
12. "Should a person know that person whose abode is visible forms, whose world is 
sight, [and] whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self 
(‡tman) -- then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is the one in the sun. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, who is his deity?" 

"Truth," he said. 
 
‡k‡˜a eva yasy‡yatanaß ˜rotra¸ loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘aß 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡yaß ˜rotra˛ pr‡ti˜rutka˛ puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | 
vadaiva ˜‡kalya tasya k‡ devateti | di˜a iti hov‡ca ||13|| 
 
13. "Should a person know that person whose abode is space, whose world is hearing, 
[and] whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman) 
-- then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is the one [connected to/consisting of] hearing and echo. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, 
who is his deity?" 

"The quarters," he said. 
 
tama eva yasy‡yatanaß hÁdaya¸ loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘a¸ 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡ya¸ ch‡y‡maya˛ puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | vadaiva 
˜‡kalya tasya k‡ devateti | mÁtyur iti hov‡ca ||14|| 
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14.  " Should a person know that person whose abode is darkness, whose world is the 
heart, [and] whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self 
(‡tman) -- then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is the one composed of shadow. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, who is his deity?" 

"Death," he said. 
 
rup‡ıy eva yasy‡yatanaß cak˘ur loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘aß 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡yam ‡dar˜e puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | vadaiva 
˜‡kalya tasya k‡ devateti | asur iti hov‡ca ||15|| 
 
15. "Should a person know that person whose abode is visible forms, whose world is 
sight, [and] whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self 
(‡tman) -- then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is the one seen in the mirror. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, who is his deity?" 

"Life," he said. 
 
‡pa eva yasy‡yatanaß hÁdaya¸ loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘aß 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡yam apsu puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | vadaiva ˜‡kalya 
tasya k‡ devateti | varuıa iti hov‡ca ||16|| 
 
16. "Should a person know that person whose abode is the waters, whose world is the 
heart, [and] whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self 
(‡tman) -- then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is the one in the waters. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, who is his deity?" 

"Varuıa," he said. 
 
reta eva yasy‡yatanaß hÁdaya¸ loko mano jyotir yo vai ta¸ puru˘a¸ vidy‡t 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıaß sa vai vedit‡ sy‡d y‡j§avalkya | veda v‡ aha¸ ta¸ puru˘aß 
sarvasy‡tmana˛ par‡yaıa¸ yam ‡ttha | ya ev‡ya¸ putramaya˛ puru˘a˛ sa e˘a˛ | vadaiva 
˜‡kalya tasya k‡ devateti | praj‡patir iti hov‡ca ||17|| 
 
17. "Should a person know that person whose abode is semen, whose world is the heart, 
[and] whose light is the mind -- that person who is the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman) 
-- then he, indeed, would be a knower, Y‡j§avalkya." 

"I know that person, the ultimate goal of every self (‡tman), of whom you speak. 
That person is the one composed of a son. Tell me, ¯‡kalya, who is his deity?" 

"Praj‡pati," he said. 
 
˜‡kalyeti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | tv‡ß svid ime br‡hmaı‡ aÔg‡r‡vak˘ayaıam akrat‡3 iti 
||18|| 
 
18. "O ¯‡kalya," Y‡j§avalkya said, "have these Brahmins made you their fire-
quencher?" 
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y‡j§avalkyeti hov‡ca ˜‡kalya˛ | yad ida¸ kurupa§c‡l‡n‡¸ br‡hmaı‡n atyav‡d„˛ ki¸ 
brahma vidv‡n iti | di˜o veda sadev‡˛ saprati˘Òh‡ iti | yad di˜o vettha sadev‡˛ saprati˘Ò˛‡˛ 
||19||  ki¸devato 'sy‡¸ pr‡cy‡¸ di˜yas„ti | ‡dityadevata iti | sa ‡ditya˛ kasmin prati˘Òhita 
iti | cak˘u˘„ti | kasmin nu cak˘u˛ prati˘Òhitam iti | rÂpe˘v iti | cak˘u˘‡ hi rÂp‡ıi pa˜yati | 
kasmin nu rÂp‡ıi prati˘Òhit‡n„ti | hÁdaya iti hov‡ca | hÁdayena hi rÂp‡ıi j‡n‡ti | hÁdaye hy 
eva rÂp‡ıi prati˘thit‡ni bhavant„ti | evam evaitad y‡j§avalkya ||20|| 
 
19. "Y‡j§avalkya," said ¯‡kalya, "What is the brahman that you know [that allows] you 
to out-talk these Brahmans of Kuru-Pa§c‡la?" 

"I know the quarters with their deities and foundations." 
"So, you know the quarters with their gods and foundations. 20.  Then who is the 

deity in the eastern quarter?" 
"The sun." 
"On what is the sun founded?" 
"On sight." 
"On what is sight founded?" 
"On visible forms, because one sees visible forms with sight." 
"On what are visible forms founded?" 
"On the heart, because one knows visible forms with the heart. Indeed, visible 

forms are founded on the heart." 
"It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 

 
ki¸devato 'sy‡¸ dak˘iı‡y‡m di˜yas„ti | yamadevata iti | sa yama˛ kasmin prati˘Òhita iti | 
yaj§a iti | kasmin nu yaj§a˛ prati˘Òhata iti | dak˘iı‡y‡m iti | kasmin nu dak˘iı‡ prati˘thiteti 
| ˜raddh‡y‡m iti | yad‡ hy eva ˜raddhatte 'tha dak˘iı‡¸ dad‡ti | ˜raddh‡y‡ß hy eva 
dak˘iı‡ prati˘Òhiteti | kasmin nu ˜raddh‡ prati˘Òhiteti | hÁdaya iti hov‡ca | hÁdayena hi 
˜raddh‡¸ j‡n‡ti | hÁdaye hy eva sraddh‡ prati˘Òhit‡ bhavat„ti | evam evaitad y‡j§avalkya 
||21|| 
 
21.  Who is the deity of the southern quarter?" [¯‡kalya asked]. 

"Yama." 
"On what is Yama founded?" 
"On the sacrifice." 
"On what is the sacrifice founded?" 
"On the sacrificial fee." 
"On what is the sacrificial fee founded?" 
"On trust, because when one trusts, they give the sacrificial fee. Indeed, the 

sacrificial fee is founded on trust." 
"On what is trust founded?" 
"On the heart," he said, "for one knows trust with the heart. Indeed, trust is 

founded on the heart." 
"It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 

 
ki¸devato 'sy‡¸ prat„cy‡¸ di˜yas„ti | varuıadevata iti | sa varuıa˛ kasmin prati˘Òhita iti | 
apsv iti | kasmin nv ‡pa˛ prati˘Òhit‡ iti | retas„ti | kasmin nu reta˛ prati˘Òhitam iti | hÁdaya 
iti | tasm‡d api pratirÂpa¸ j‡tam ‡hur hÁday‡ diva sÁpto hÁday‡d iva nirmita iti | hÁdaye hy 
eva reta˛ prati˘Òhita¸ bhavat„ti | evam evaitad y‡j§avalkya ||22|| 
 
22. "Who is the deity of the western quarter?" [¯‡kalya asked]. 

"Varuıa." 
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"On what is Varuıa founded?" 
"On the waters." 
"On what are the waters founded?" 
"On semen." 
"On what is semen founded?" 
"On the heart," he said, "because when a newborn is a mirror-image of him [i.e., 

the father], people say 'He has slid out of his heart! He was built from his heart!' Indeed, 
semen is founded on the heart." 

"It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 
 
ki¸devato 'sy‡m ud„cy‡¸ di˜yas„ti | somadevata iti | sa soma˛ kasmin prati˘Òhita iti | 
d„k˘‡y‡m iti | kasmin nu d„k˘‡ prati˘Òhiteti | satya iti | tasm‡d api d„k˘„tam ‡hu˛ satya¸ 
vadeti | satye hy eva d„k˘‡ prati˘thiteti | kasmin nu satya¸ prati˘Òhitam iti | hÁdaya iti 
hov‡ca | hÁdayena hi satya¸ j‡n‡ti | hÁdaye hy eva satya¸ prati˘Òhita¸ bhavat„ti |  evam 
evaitad y‡j§avalkya ||23|| 
 
23. "Who is the deity of the northern quarter?" [¯‡kalya asked] 

"Soma."392 
"On what is Soma founded?" 
"On the sacrificial consecration." 
"On what is the sacrificial consecration founded?" 
"On truth," he said, "because they tell the man consecrated for sacrifice, 'Speak 

the truth.' Indeed the sacrificial consecration is founded on truth." 
"On what is truth founded?" 
"On the heart," he said, "because one knows truth with the heart. Indeed, truth is 

founded on the heart." 
"It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 

 
ki¸devato 'sy‡m druv‡y‡¸ di˜yas„ti | agnidevata iti | so 'gni˛ kasmin prati˘Òhita iti v‡c„ti | 
kasmin nu v‡k prati˘thiteti | hÁdaya iti | kasminn u hÁdaya¸ prati˘Òhitam iti ||24|| 
 
24.  "Who is the god of the fixed direction?" [¯‡kalya asked] 
 "Fire." 
 "On what is fire founded?" 
 "On speech." 
 "On what is speech founded?" 
 "On the heart." 
 "On what is the heart founded?" 
 
ahalliketi hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | yatraitad anyatr‡sman many‡sai | yad dhy etad 
anyatr‡smat sy‡t chv‡no vainadadyur vay‡ßsi vainadvimathn„rann iti ||25|| 
 
25. "You are an idiot!" Y‡j§avalkya said, "should you think it is founded on something 
other than ourselves! Were it founded on something other than ourselves, dogs would eat 
it or birds would tear it up!" 
 

 
392 Or "moon." 
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kasmin nu tva¸ c‡tm‡ ca prati˘Òhitau stha iti | pr‡ıa iti | kasmin nu pr‡ıa˛ prati˘Òhita iti | 
ap‡na iti | kasmin nv ap‡na˛ prati˘Òhita iti | vy‡na iti | kasmin nu vy‡na˛ prati˘thita iti | 
ud‡na iti | kasmin nu ud‡na prati˘Òhita iti | sam‡na iti | sa e˘a neti nety ‡tm‡ | agÁhyo na hi 
gÁhyate | a˜„ryo na hi s„ryate | asaÔgo na hi sajyate | asito na vyathate | na ri˘yati | et‡ny 
a˘t‡v ‡yatan‡ny a˘Òau lok‡ a˘Òau dev‡ a˘Òau puru˘‡˛ | sa yas t‡n puru˘‡n niruhya 
pratyuhy‡ty akr‡mat ta¸ tvaupani˘ada¸ puru˘a¸ pÁcch‡mi | ta¸ cen me na vivak˘yasi 
mÂrdh‡ te vipati˘yat„ti | taß ha na mene ˜‡kalya˛ | tasya ha mÂrdh‡ vipap‡ta | api h‡sya 
parimo˘iıo 'sth„ny apajahrur anyan manyam‡n‡˛ ||26|| 
 
26. "On what are you and your self (‡tman) founded?" 

"On the out-breath." 
"On what is the out-breath founded?" 
"On the in-breath." 
"On what is the in-breath founded?" 
"On the inter-breath." 
"On what is the inter-breath founded?" 
"On the up-breath." 
"On what is the up-breath founded?" 
"On the link-breath. The self is 'not this, not that.' He is ungraspable because he is 

not grasped. He is undecaying because he does not decay. He is not clinging because he is 
not clung to.393 He is unbound [because?] he does not tremble. He is not hurt. Those are 
the eight abodes, the eight worlds, the eight deities, the eight persons. I ask you about that 
person who is the hidden connection (upani˘ad), who carries away, returns, and goes 
beyond those persons? If you will not tell me, your head will shatter apart!" 

Alas, ¯‡kalya did not know him. His head did, indeed, shatter apart. Robbers also 
stole his bones, thinking they were something else. 
 
atha hov‡ca br‡hmaı‡ bhagavanto yo va˛ k‡mayate sa m‡ pÁcchatu | sarve v‡ m‡ 
pÁcchata | yo va˛ k‡mayate ta¸ va˛ pÁcch‡mi sarv‡n v‡ va˛ pÁcch‡m„ti | te ha br‡hmaı‡ 
na dadhÁ˘u˛ ||27|| 
 
27. Now Y‡j§avalkya said, "Distinguished Brahmins, Let whomever of you who desires 
question me or let all of you question me. Let whomever desires me to, question him or 
let me question all of you." Those Brahmins did not dare. 
 
t‡n haitai˛ ˜lokai˛ papraccha | yath‡ vÁk˘o vanaspatis tathaiva puru˘o 'mÁ˘‡ |  tasya 
lom‡ni parı‡ni tvag asyotp‡Òik‡ bahi˛ || tvaca ev‡sya rudhira¸ prasyandi tvaca utpaÒa˛ | 
tasm‡t tad ‡tÁıı‡t praiti raso vÁk˘‡d iv‡hat‡t || m‡ßs‡ny asya ˜akar‡ıi kin‡Òaß sn‡va tat 
sthiram || asth„ny antarato d‡rÂıi majj‡ majjopam‡ kÁt‡ || yad vÁk˘o vÁkıo rohati mÂl‡n 
navatara˛ puna˛ | martya˛ svin mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛ kasm‡n mÂl‡t prarohati || retasa iti m‡ 
vocata j„vatas tat praj‡yate | dh‡n‡ruha iva vai vÁk˘o '§jas‡pretya sambhava˛ || yat 
samÂlam ‡vÁheyur vÁk˘a¸ na punar ‡bhavet | martya˛ svin mÁtyun‡ vÁkıa˛ kasm‡n mÂl‡t 
prarohati || j‡ta eva na j‡yate ko nv ena¸ janayet puna˛ | vij§‡nam ‡nanda¸ brahma r‡tir 
d‡tu˛ par‡yaıa¸ ti˘Ò˛am‡nasya tadvida iti ||28|| 

|| iti navama¸ br‡hmaıam || 
|| iti tÁt„yo 'dhy‡ya˛ || 

 
28. [Y‡j§avalkya] questioned them with these verses. 
 
393 Note that M collapses this sentence with the next omitting hi. 
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As is a mighty tree,  

so truly is man. 
His body hairs are leaves,  

his skin the outer bark. 
 
Blood flows from his skin,  

[as] sap flowing from [the tree's] skin. 
From the pricked skin [blood] comes,  

[as] sap from a cut tree. 
 
His flesh is the sapwood,  

the tendons are the fibers -- that's certain. 
His bones are the heartwood,  

his marrow made equal to [its] marrow (i.e. pith). 
 
A tree, when cut down, grows  

again from the root in newer form. 
A mortal man who is cut down by death,  

from what root will he grow? 
 
Do not say "from semen,"  

that is produced from him while he is alive. 
Just as a tree sprouts from a seed, 

It takes birth at once, even before he dies.394 
  

When torn up with its root, 
 a tree will not be born again. 
A mortal man who is cut down by death,  

from what root will he grow? 
 
He is [already] born, and not being born, 
 who would give birth to him again? 
Perception, bliss, brahman, 
 That is the gift of the givers, the highest goal. 

 
-- for the one who knows this and stands firm." 
 

 
 
394 This translation here follows Olivelle (1998: 101). For a reinterptation in the M recension, see Chapter 
Three. 
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Chapter 4 
 
4.1 
 
janako ha vaideha ‡s‡¸ cakre | atha ha y‡j§avalkya ‡vavr‡ja | taß hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya 
kim artham ac‡r„˛ pa˜Ân icchann aıvant‡n iti | ubhayam eva samr‡Û iti hov‡ca ||1|| 
 
1.  Janaka of Videha was seated and Y‡j§avalkya came [to him]. He  
said to him, "Y‡j§avalkya, for what reason do you come? Are you seeking cows or subtle 
discussion?"395 
 He replied, "Both, O King."  
 
yat te ka˜cid abrav„t tac chÁıav‡meti | abrav„n me jitv‡ ˜ailinir v‡g vai brahmeti | yath‡ 
m‡tÁm‡n pitÁm‡n ‡c‡ryav‡n brÂy‡t tath‡ tac chailinir abrav„d v‡g vai brahmeti | avadato 
hi kiß sy‡d iti | abrav„t tu te tasy‡yatana¸ prati˘Òh‡m | na me 'brav„d iti | ekap‡d v‡ etat 
samr‡Û iti | sa vai no brÂhi y‡j§avalkya | v‡g ev‡yatanam ‡k‡˜a˛ prati˘Òh‡ praj§ety enad 
up‡s„ta | k‡ praj§at‡ y‡j§avalkya | v‡g eva samr‡Û iti hov‡ca | v‡c‡ vai samr‡Û bandhu˛ 
praj§‡yate | Ágvedo yajurveda˛ s‡mavedo 'tharv‡Ôgirasa itih‡sa˛ pur‡ıa¸ vidy‡ 
upani˘ada˛ ˜lok‡˛ sÂtr‡ıy anuvy‡khy‡n‡ni vy‡khy‡n‡n„˘Òaß hutam ‡˜ita¸ p‡yitam 
aya¸ ca loka˛ para˜ ca loka˛ sarv‡ıi ca bhÂt‡ni v‡caiva samr‡Ò praj§‡yante | v‡g vai 
samr‡Ò parama¸ brahma | naina¸ v‡g jah‡ti sarv‡ıy ena¸ bhÂt‡ny abhik˘aranti devo 
bhÂtv‡ dev‡n apy eti ya eva¸ vidv‡n etad up‡ste | hastyÁ˘abhaß sahasra¸ dad‡m„ti 
hov‡ca janako vaideha˛ | sa hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ pit‡ me 'manyata n‡nanu˜i˘ya hareteti 
||2|| 
 
2. [Y‡j§avalkya said,] "Someone told you something [already]. Let me hear it." 

"Jitvan ¯ailini told me that brahman is speech." 
 "¯ailini saying brahman is speech is like saying a person has a mother, father, and 
a teacher -- because what could a person have without speech? But did he tell you its 
abode and foundation?" 
 "No, he did not tell me." 
 "Then it is [a] one-legged [brahman], O King."  
  "Then you tell me, Y‡j§avalkya." 
 "The abode is speech itself, the foundation is space, and it should be revered as 
'knowledge.'" 
 "What is the nature of this knowledge, Y‡j§avalkya?" 
 "Speech itself, O King," he said. "By means of speech, O King, a connection396 is 
known. The Ëgveda, Yajurveda, S‡maveda, Atharva-AÔgirasa, history, legend, science, 
the hidden teaching, verses, aphorisms, explanations, glosses, the oblation, the offering, 
the giving of food and water;397 this world and the next world; and all beings -- we know 

 
 
395 Or "things with less tangible ends" (Brereton, per. comm.). 
 
396 I translate bandhu as connection because I do not think it relates only to a counterpart, as much as to the 
reasoning that brings the part and counterpart into relation. 
 
397 Others translate as just "food and water" and not the giving of it. I take this to be logically connected to 
oblations and offerings and I think it indicates the ritual responsibility to a guest where ca is read as the 
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these only through speech, O King. The highest brahman, O King, is speech. If one 
knows this and reveres it in this way, speech never leaves him and all beings flock to him. 
He becomes a god among the gods." 
 Janaka of Videha said, "I give you a thousand cows with bulls and elephants!" 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "My father believed that one should not take [a gift] without 
having taught [the giver something]." 
 
yad eva te ka˜cid abrav„t tac chÁıav‡meti  | abrav„n ma udaÔka˛ ˜aulb‡yana˛ pr‡ıo vai 
brahmeti | yath‡ m‡tÁm‡n pitÁm‡n ‡c‡ryav‡n brÂy‡t tath‡ tac chaulb‡yano 'brav„t pr‡ıo 
vai brahmeti | apr‡ıato hi kiß sy‡d iti | abrav„t tu te tasy‡yatana¸ prati˘Òh‡m | na me 
'brav„d iti | ekap‡d v‡ etat samr‡Û iti | sa vai no brÂhi y‡j§avalkya | pr‡ıa ev‡yatanam 
‡k‡˜a˛ prati˘Òh‡ priyam ity enad up‡s„ta | k‡ priyat‡ y‡j§avalkya | pr‡ıa eva samr‡Û iti 
hov‡ca | pr‡ıasya vai samr‡Ò k‡m‡y‡y‡jya¸ y‡jayaty apratigÁhasya pratigÁhı‡ti | api tatra 
vadh‡˜aÔka¸ bhavati y‡¸ di˜am eti pr‡ıasyaiva samr‡Ò k‡m‡ya | pr‡ıo vai samr‡Ò 
parama¸ brahma | naina¸ pr‡ıo jah‡ti sarv‡ıy ena¸ bhÂt‡ny abhik˘aranti devo bhÂtv‡ 
dev‡n apy eti ya eva¸ vidv‡n etad up‡ste | hastyÁ˘abhaß sahasra¸ dad‡m„ti hov‡ca 
janako vaideha˛ | sa hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ pit‡ me 'manyata n‡nanu˜i˘ya hareteti ||3|| 
 
3. [Y‡j§avalkya said,] "Someone told you something [already]. Let me hear it." 

"UdaÔka ¯aulb‡yana told me that brahman is breath." 
"¯aub‡yana saying brahman is breath is like saying that a person has a mother, 

father, and a teacher -- because what could a person have without breath? But did he tell 
you its abode and foundation? 

"No, he did not tell me." 
 "Then it is [a] one-legged [brahman], O King."  

"Then you tell me, Y‡j§avalkya." 
"The abode is breath itself, the foundation is space, and it should be revered as 

'dear.'" 
"What is the nature of 'dear,' Y‡j§avalkya?" 
"Breath itself, O King," he said. "Indeed, it is for the love of the breath, O King, 

that one sacrifices for whom one should not have sacrifices done or accepts gifts from one 
whom one should not receive gifts. O King, for the love of breath there is a fear of death 
wherever he goes. The highest brahman, O king, is the breath. If one knows this and 
reveres it in this way, breath never leaves him and all beings flock to him. He becomes a 
god among the gods." 
 Janaka of Videha said, "I give you a thousand cows with bulls and elephants!" 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "My father believed that one should not take a [gift] without 
having taught [the giver something]." 
 
yad eva te ka˜cid abrav„t tac chÁıav‡meti | abrav„n me barkur v‡r˘ıa˜ cak˘ur vai brahmeti 
| yath‡ m‡tÁm‡n pitÁm‡n ‡c‡ryav‡n brÂy‡t tath‡ tad v‡r˘ıo brav„c cak˘ur vai brahmeti | 
apa˜yato hi kiß sy‡d iti | abrav„t tu te tasy‡yata¸ prati˘Òh‡m | na me 'brav„d iti | ekap‡d 
v‡ etat samr‡Û iti | sa vai no brÂhi y‡j§avalkya | cak˘ur ev‡yatanam ‡k‡˜a˛ prati˘Òh‡ 
satyam ity enad up‡s„ta | k‡ satyat‡ y‡j§avalkya | cak˘ur eva samr‡Û iti hov‡ca | cak˘u˘‡ 
vai samr‡Ò pa˜yantam ‡hur adr‡k˘„r iti sa ‡h‡dr‡k˘am iti tat satya¸ bhavati | cak˘ur vai 
 
break in these logical sets. All these items are apparently connected to speech due to the requirement of 
speaking to understand and transmit them. The giving of offerings and oblations as well as food and water 
to a guest may be accompanied by verses or statements or are related because of a general connection with 
the mouth. 
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samr‡Ò parama¸ brahma | naina¸ cak˘ur jah‡ti sarv‡ıy ena¸ bhÂt‡ny abhik˘aranti devo 
bhÂtv‡ dev‡n apy eti ya eva¸ vidv‡n etad up‡ste | hastyÁ˘abhaß sahasra¸ dad‡m„ti 
hov‡ca janako vaideha˛ | sa hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ pit‡ me 'manyata n‡nanu˜i˘ya hareteti 
||4||  
 
4. [Y‡j§avalkya said,] "Someone told you something [already]. Let me hear it." 

"Barku V‡r˘ıa told me that brahman is sight." 
"V‡r˘ıa saying brahman is sight is like saying that a person has a mother, father, 

and a teacher -- because what could a person have without sight? But did he tell you its 
abode and foundation? 

"No, he did not tell me." 
 "Then it is [a] one-legged [brahman], O King."  

"Then you tell me, Y‡j§avalkya." 
"The abode is sight itself, the foundation is space, and it should be revered as 

'truth.'" 
"What is the nature of 'truth,' Y‡j§avalkya?" 
"Sight itself, O King," he said. "O King, when they ask someone who saw with 

sight, 'Have you seen?' and he responds 'I saw' -- that is truth. The highest brahman is 
sight, O King. If one knows this and reveres it in this way, sight never leaves him and all 
beings flock to him. He becomes a god among the gods." 

Janaka of Videha said, "I give you a thousand cows with bulls and elephants!" 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "My father believed that one should not take [a gift] without 
having taught [the giver something]." 
 
yad eva te ka˜cid abrav„t tac chÁıav‡meti | abrav„n me gardabh„vip„to bh‡radv‡ja˛ 
˜rotra¸ vai brahmeti | yath‡ m‡tÁm‡n pitÁm‡n ‡c‡ryav‡n brÂy‡t tath‡ tad bh‡radv‡jo 
'brav„c chrotra¸ vai brahmeti | a˜Áıvato hi kiß sy‡d iti | abrav„t tu te tasy‡yatana¸ 
prati˘Òh‡m | na me 'brav„d iti | ekap‡d v‡ etat samr‡Û iti | sa vai no brÂhi y‡j§avalkya | 
˜rotram ev‡yatanam ‡k‡˜a˛ prati˘Òh‡n anta ity enad up‡s„ta | k‡nantat‡ y‡j§avalkya | di˜a 
eva samr‡Û iti hov‡ca | tasm‡d vai samr‡Û api y‡¸ k‡¸ ca di˜a¸ gacchati naiv‡sy‡ anta¸ 
gacchati | anant‡ hi di˜a˛ | di˜o vai samr‡Ò ˜rotram | ˜rotra¸ vai samr‡Ò parama¸ brahma | 
naina¸ ˜rotra¸ jah‡ti sarv‡ıy ena¸ bhÂt‡ny abhik˘aranti devo bhÂtv‡ dev‡n apy eti ya 
eva¸ vidv‡n etad up‡ste | hastyÁ˘abhaß sahasra¸ dad‡m„ti hov‡ca janako vaideha˛ | sa 
hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ pit‡ me 'manyata n‡nanu˜i˘ya hareteti ||5|| 
 
5. [Y‡j§avalkya said,] "Someone told you something [already]. Let me hear it." 

"Gardabh„vip„ta Bh‡radv‡ja told me that brahman is hearing." 
"Bh‡radv‡ja saying brahman is hearing is like saying that a person has a mother, 

father, and a teacher -- because what could a person have without hearing? But did he tell 
you its abode and foundation? 

"No, he did not tell me." 
 "Then it is [a] one-legged [brahman], O King."  

"Then you tell me, Y‡j§avalkya." 
"The abode is hearing itself, the foundation is space, and it should be revered as 

'endless.'" 
"What is the nature of 'endless,' Y‡j§avalkya?" 
"The directions themselves,398 O King," he said. "Because, O King, in whatever 

direction a man may go, he does not reach the end because the directions are endless. 
 
398 Roebuck (2000: 74): as "hearing itself." 
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Hearing, O King, are the directions. The highest brahman is hearing. If one knows this 
and reveres it in this way, hearing never leaves him and all beings flock to him. He 
becomes a god among the gods." 

Janaka of Videha said, "I give you a thousand cows with bulls and elephants!" 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "My father believed that one should not take [a gift] without 
having taught [the giver something]." 
 
yad eva te ka˜cid abrav„t tac chÁıav‡meti | abrav„n me satyak‡mo j‡b‡lo mano vai 
brahmeti | yath‡ m‡tÁm‡n pitÁm‡n ‡c‡ryav‡n brÂy‡t tath‡ taj j‡b‡lo 'brav„n mano vai 
brahmeti | amanaso hi kiß sy‡d iti | abrav„t tu te tasy‡yatana¸ prati˘Òh‡m |  na me 'brav„d 
iti | ekap‡d v‡ etat samr‡Û iti | sa vai no brÂhi y‡j§avalkya | mana ev‡yatanam ‡k‡˜a˛ 
prati˘Òh‡nanda ity enad up‡s„ta | k‡nandat‡ y‡j§avalkya | mana eva samr‡Ò iti hov‡ca | 
manas‡ vai samr‡Ò striyam abhih‡ryate tasy‡¸ pratirÂpa˛ putro j‡yate sa ‡nanda˛ | mano 
vai samr‡Ò parama¸ brahma | naina¸ mano jah‡ti sarv‡ıy ena¸ bhÂt‡ny abhik˘aranti 
devo bhÂtv‡ dev‡n apy eti ya eva¸ vidv‡n etad up‡ste | hastyÁ˘abha¸ sahasra¸ dad‡m„ti 
hov‡ca janako vaideha˛ | sa hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya pit‡ me 'manyata n‡nanu˜i˘ya hareteti 
||6|| 
 
6. [Y‡j§avalkya said,] "Someone told you something [already]. Let me hear it." 

"Satyak‡ma J‡b‡la told me that brahman is mind." 
"J‡b‡la saying brahman is mind is like saying that a person has a mother, father, 

and a teacher -- because what could a person have without the mind? But did he tell you 
its abode and foundation? 

"No, he did not tell me." 
 "Then it is [a] one-legged [brahman], O King."  

"Then you tell me, Y‡j§avalkya." 
"The abode is mind itself, the foundation is space, and it should be revered as 

'bliss.'" 
"What is the nature of 'bliss,' Y‡j§avalkya?" 
"The mind itself, O King," he said. "Indeed, O King, it is with the mind that a man 

brings near a woman and in her begets a son who is a mirror-image [of him]. The highest 
brahman, O King, is mind. If one knows this and reveres it in this way, the mind never 
leaves him and all beings flock to him. He becomes a god among the gods." 

Janaka of Videha said, "I give you a thousand cows with bulls and elephants!" 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "My father believed that one should not take [a gift] without 
having taught [the giver something]." 
 
yad eva te ka˜cid abrav„t tac chÁıav‡meti | abrav„n me vidagdha˛ ˜‡kalyo hÁdaya¸ vai 
brahmeti | yath‡ m‡tÁm‡n pitÁm‡n ‡c‡ryav‡n brÂy‡t tath‡ tac ch‡k‡lyo 'brav„d hÁdaya¸ 
vai brahmeti | ahÁdayasya hi kiß sy‡d iti | abrav„t tu te tasy‡yatana¸ prati˘Òh‡m | na me 
'brav„d iti | ekap‡d v‡ etat samr‡Û iti | sa vai no brÂhi y‡j§avalkya | hÁdayam ev‡yatanam 
‡k‡˜a˛ prati˘Òh‡ sthitir ity enad up‡s„ta | k‡ sthitat‡ y‡j§avalkya | hÁdayam eva samr‡Û iti 
hov‡ca | hÁdaya¸ vai samr‡Ò sarve˘‡¸ bhÂt‡n‡m ‡yatanam | hÁdaya¸ vai samr‡Ò 
sarve˘‡¸ bhÂt‡n‡¸ prati˘Òh‡ | hÁdaye hy eva samr‡Ò sarv‡ıi bhÂt‡ni prati˘Òhit‡ni bhavanti 
| hÁdaya¸ vai samr‡Ò parama¸ brahma | nainaß hÁdaya¸ jah‡ti sarv‡ıy ena¸ bhÂt‡ny 
abhik˘aranti devo bhÂtv‡ dev‡n apy eti ya eva¸ vidv‡n etad up‡ste | hastyÁ˘abha¸ 
sahasra¸ dad‡m„ti hov‡ca janako vaideha˛ | sa hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ pit‡ me 'manyata 
n‡nanu˜i˘ya hareteti ||7| 
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|| iti prathama¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 

7. [Y‡j§avalkya said,] "Someone told you something [already]. Let me hear it." 
"Vidagdha ¯‡kalya told me that brahman is the heart." 
"¯‡kalya saying brahman is the heart is like saying that a person has a mother, 

father, and a teacher -- because what could a person have without the heart? But did he 
tell you its abode and foundation? 

"No, he did not tell me." 
 "Then it is [a] one-legged [brahman], O King."  

"Then you tell me, Y‡j§avalkya." 
"The abode is the heart itself, the foundation is space, and it should be revered as 

'stability.'" 
"What is the nature of 'stability,' Y‡j§avalkya?" 
"The heart itself, O King," he said. "Indeed, O King, the abode of all beings is the 

heart; the foundation of all beings is the heart -- because, O King, all beings are founded 
on the heart. The highest brahman, O King, is the heart. If one knows this and reveres it in 
this way, the heart never leaves him and all beings flock to him. He becomes a god 
among the gods." 

Janaka of Videha said, "I give you a thousand cows with bulls and elephants!" 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "My father believed that one should not take [a gift] without 
having taught [the giver something]. 
 
janako ha vaideha kÂrc‡d up‡vasarpann uv‡ca namaste 'stu y‡j§avalkya | anu m‡ ˜‡dh„ti | 
sa hov‡ca yath‡ vai samr‡ı mah‡ntam adhv‡nam e˘yan ratha¸ v‡ n‡va¸ v‡ 
sam‡dad„taivam evait‡bhir upani˘adbhi˛ sam‡hit‡tm‡si | eva¸ vÁnd‡raka ‡Ûhya˛ 
sannadh„taveda uktopani˘at ka ito vimucyam‡na˛ kva gami˘yas„ti |  n‡ha¸ tad bhagavan 
veda yatra gami˘y‡m„ti | atha vai te 'ha¸ tad vak˘y‡mi yatra gami˘yas„ti | brav„tu 
bhagav‡n iti ||1|| 
 
4.2 
1.  Now Janaka of Videha stepping down from his grass seat said, "Homage to you, 
Y‡j§alkya. Instruct me." 
 Y‡j§avalkya said, "O King, as one going on a great road [or journey] equips 
himself with a chariot or ship, so are you yourself (‡tman) equipped with the hidden 
teachings (upani˘ad). In this way being a leader of men and wealthy, you have learned the 
Vedas, and are versed in the hidden teachings (upani˘ad). [Can you tell me] where you 
will go when you are released from here [i.e., death]?" 
 "No, distinguished one, I do not know where I will go." 
 "Now, indeed, I will tell you where you will go." 
 "Tell me, distinguished one." 
 
indho ha vai n‡mai˘a yo 'ya¸ dak˘ine 'k˘an puru˘a˛ | ta¸ v‡ etam indhaß santam indra 
ity ‡cak˘ate parok˘eıaiva | parok˘apriy‡ iva hi dev‡˛ pratyak˘advi˘a˛ ||2|| 
 
2. "Truly, Indha is the name of the person in the right eye. Though being Indha, they 
[people] rather obscurely call him Indra, because the gods are fond of the rather obscure 
and dislike the obvious. 
 
athaitad v‡me 'k˘aıi puru˘arÂpam e˘‡sya patn„ vir‡Ò | tayor e˘a sa¸st‡vo ya e˘o 
'ntarhÁdaye ‡k‡˜a˛ | athainayor etad anna¸ ya e˘o 'ntarhÁdaye lohitapiıÛa˛ | athainayor 
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etat pr‡varaıa¸ yad etad antarhÁdaye j‡lakam iva | athainayor e˘‡ sÁti˛ sa¸caraı„ yai˘‡ 
hÁday‡d Ârdhv‡ n‡Ûy uccarati | yath‡ ke˜a˛ sahasradh‡ bhinna evam asyait‡ hit‡ n‡ma 
n‡Ûyo 'ntarhÁdaye prati˘Òhit‡ bhavanti | et‡bhir v‡ etad ‡sravad ‡sravati | tasm‡d e˘a 
pravivikt‡h‡ratara ivaiva bhavaty asm‡c ch‡r„r‡d ‡tmana˛ ||3|| 
 
3. "Now that having the human form in the left eye is his wife, Vir‡j. Their joining place 
is that space in the heart. Their food is the lump of blood in the heart and their covering is 
a sort of net inside the heart. The channel that they traverse is the vein that leads up from 
the heart. Like a hair is divided a thousand fold, its veins, named Hit‡, are established 
inside the heart. That which flows, flows through them. Therefore this [self?] has 
somewhat more refined food than this bodily self (‡tman). 
 
tasya pr‡c„ dik pr‡§ca˛ pr‡ı‡ dak˘iı‡ dig dak˘iıe pr‡ı‡˛ prat„c„ dik pratya§ca˛ pr‡ı‡ 
ud„c„ dig uda§ca˛ pr‡ı‡ Ârdhv‡ dig Ârdhv‡˛ pr‡ı‡ av‡c„ dig av‡§ca˛ pr‡ı‡˛ sarv‡ di˜a˛ 
sarve pr‡ı‡˛ | sa e˘a neti nety ‡tm‡ | agÁhyo na hi gÁhyate | a˜„r yo na hi ˜„ryate | asaÔgo 
na hi sajyate | asito na vyathate | na ri˘yati | abhaya¸ vai janaka pr‡pto 's„ti hov‡ca 
y‡j§avalkya˛ | sa hov‡ca janako vaideho 'bhaya¸ tv‡ gacchat‡d y‡j§avalkya yo no 
bhagavann abhaya¸ vedayase | namas te 'stu | ime videh‡ ayam aham asmi ||4|| 

|| iti dvit„ya¸ br‡hmaıam || 
 
4. "His eastern breaths (pr‡ıa) are on the eastern side, his southern breaths on the 
southern side, his western breaths on the western side, his northern breaths on the 
northern side, his upper breaths on the upper part, his lower breaths on the lower part; all 
his breaths are all the directions. 
 "The self is "Not this, not that." Ungraspable for he is not grasped. Undecaying for 
he does not decay. Not clinging for he is not clung to. Unbound [because] he does not 
tremble. He is not hurt,"399 Y‡j§avalkya said. "Truly, Janaka, you have obtained the 
fearless." 
 Janaka said, " Homage to you! Let the fearless come to you, Y‡j§avalkya, who 
has taught us the fearless. The people of Videha and I also are yours!"400 

 
janakaß ha vaideha¸ y‡j§avalkyo jag‡ma | sa mene na vadi˘ya iti | atha ha yaj janaka˜ ca 
vaideho y‡j§avalkya˜ c‡gnihotre samÂd‡te | tasmai ha y‡j§avalkyo vara¸ dadau | sa ha 
k‡mapra˜nam eva vavre | taß h‡smai dadau | taß ha samr‡Û eva pÂrva¸ papracha ||1|| 
 
4.3 
1.  Now [one day] Y‡j§avalkya went to Janaka of Videha. He thought, "I will not tell 
him."401 Janaka of Videha and Y‡j§avalkya were talking about the daily fire sacrifice. 

 
399 Note the obvious verbal echo, linking the end of this discussion to the end of the discussion with 
¯‡kalya (3.9.26). 
 
400 Olivelle (1998: 111) and Roebuck add as "at your service." While this is reasonable, I think this phrase 
needs to be connected to the dialogue marker of the thousand cows, which marks the conclusion of a 
particular topic. Here, though, it is the end of the whole discussion, so the thousand cows is modified and 
intensified. In this fashion I choose a slightly stronger translation connecting "possession" of cows with 
"possession" of the kingdom. Note the irony of Y‡j§avalkya teaching Janaka about the self and Janaka 
returns the gift by giving himself to Y‡j§avalkya (Brereton, per. comm.). Also, the "fearless" given to 
Y‡j§avalkya is not clear. Brereton (per. comm.) suggests the "fearless" might be of another type -- that of 
not fearing for money or livelihood.  
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Y‡j§avalkya granted him a boon [in the past].402 Janaka chose the right to question him at 
will and Y‡j§avalkya granted it to him. The king asked first: 
 
y‡j§avalkya ki¸jyotir aya¸ puru˘a iti | ‡dityajoti˛ samr‡Û iti hov‡ca | ‡dityenaiv‡ya¸ 
jyoti˘‡ste palyayate karma kurute vipalyet„ti | evam evaitad y‡j§avalkya ||2|| 
 
2. "Y‡j§avalkya, this person has what as his light?" 
 "He has the sun as his light, O King," he said. "By the light which is the sun he 
sits down, goes, performs actions, and returns." 
 "It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 
 
astamita ‡ditye y‡j§avalkya ki¸jyotir ev‡ya¸ puru˘a iti | candram‡ ev‡sya jyotir 
bhavat„ti | candramasaiv‡ya¸ jyoti˘‡ste palyayate karma kurute vipalyet„ti | evam evaitad 
y‡j§avalkya ||3||  
 
3. But when the sun sets, this person has what as his light?" 
 "He has the moon as his light," he said. "By the light which is the moon that a 
man sits down, goes, performs actions, and returns." 
 "It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 
 
astamita ‡ditye y‡j§avalkya candramasy astam ite ki¸jyotir ev‡ya¸ puru˘a iti | agnir 
ev‡sya jyotir bhavat„ti | agninaiv‡ya¸ jyoti˘‡ste palyayate karma kurute vipalyet„ti | evam 
evaitad y‡j§avalkya ||4||  
 
4. But when the sun and the moon set, this person has what as his light?" 
 "He has the fire as his light," he said. "By the light which is the fire that a man sits 
down, goes, performs actions, and returns." 

"It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 
 
astamita ‡ditye y‡j§avalkya candramasy astam ite ˜‡nte 'gnau ki¸jyotir ev‡ya¸ puru˘a iti 
| v‡g ev‡sya jyotir bhavat„ti | v‡caiv‡ya¸ jyoti˘‡ste palyayate karma kurute vipalyet„ti 
tasm‡d | vai samr‡Û api yatra sva˛ p‡ıir na vinirj§‡yate 'tha yatra v‡g uccaraty upaiva 
tatra nyet„ti | evam evaitad y‡j§avalkya ||5|| 
 
5. But when the sun and the moon set and the fire has gone out, this person has what as 
his light?" 

"He has the speech as his light," he said. "By the light which is the speech that a 
man sits down, goes, performs actions, and returns. Thus when someone cannot see one's 
own hand, O King, he goes to where speech arises." 

"It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. 
 
astamita ‡ditye y‡j§avalkya candramasy astam ite ˜‡nte 'gnau ˜‡nt‡y‡¸ v‡ci ki¸jyotir 
ev‡ya¸ puru˘a iti | ‡tmaiv‡sya jyotir bhavat„ti | ‡tmanaiv‡ya¸ jyoti˘‡ste palyayate karma 
kurute vipalyet„ti ||6|| 

 
401 Following the mss. tradition which retains double-accent. Alternatively, others have read this as sam 
enena vadi˘ye, "I will talk with him." 
 
402 Cf. ¯B XI.6.2.10 
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6. But when the sun and the moon set and the fire has gone out and speech is quieted, this 
person has what as his light?" 
 "He has the ‡tman (self) as his light," he said. "By the light which is the self that a 
man sits down, goes, performs actions, and returns." 
 
katama ‡tmeti | yo 'ya¸ vij§‡namaya˛ pr‡ıe˘u hÁdyantarjyoti˛ puru˘a˛ sa sam‡na˛ sann 
ubhau lok‡v anusa¸carati dhy‡yat„va lel‡yat„va | sa hi403 svapno bhÂtvema¸ lokam 
atikr‡mati mÁtyo rÂp‡ıi ||7|| 
 
7. "Which self is that?" 
 "This person is the one who consists of perception404 among the breaths, the inner 
light in the heart. Being one and the same [he] travels to both worlds, sometimes 
contemplating, sometimes flickering405 -- because when he falls asleep he goes beyond 
this world, these visible forms of death.  
 
sa v‡ aya¸ puru˘o j‡yam‡na˛ ˜ar„ram abhisa¸padyam‡na˛ p‡pmabhi˛ saßsÁjyate | sa 
utkr‡man mriyam‡ıah p‡pmano vijah‡ti ||8|| 
 
8.  When being born and entering into a body, [this person] is joined with evils. When 
rising up and dying, he leaves the evils. 
 
tasya v‡ etasya puru˘asya dve eva sth‡ne bhavata ida¸ ca paralokasth‡na¸ ca | sandhya¸ 
tÁt„yaß svapnasth‡nam | tasmin sandhye sth‡ne ti˘Òhann ete ubhe sth‡ne pa˜yat„da¸ ca 
paralokasth‡na¸ ca | atha yath‡kramo 'ya¸ paralokasth‡ne bhavati tam ‡kramam 
‡kramyobhay‡n p‡pmana ‡nand‡ß˜ ca pa˜yati | sa yatra prasvapity asya lokasya 
sarv‡vato m‡tr‡m ap‡d‡ya svaya¸ vihatya svaya¸ nirm‡ya svena bh‡s‡ svena jyoti˘‡ 
prasvapiti | atr‡ya¸ puru˘a˛ svaya¸jyotir bhavati ||9|| 
  
9.  "This very person has just two places -- this world and the place of the next world. The 
third is the meeting place of dream-sleep. When residing in that meeting place, he sees 
both states -- this world and the place of the next world. Now he is like a doorway into the 
place of the next world and having entered this doorway, he sees troubles and joys. 
Where he dreams, he takes a part of from the whole world, breaks it down himself, and 
creates it himself with his own lustre, his own light. In this place, he becomes one whose 
light is himself. 
 
na tatra rath‡ na rathayog‡ na panth‡no bhavanti | atha rath‡n rathayog‡n patha˛ sÁjate | 
na tatr‡nand‡ muda˛ pramudo bhavanti | ath‡nand‡n muda˛ pramuda˛ sÁjate | na tatra 
ve˜‡nt‡˛ pu˘kariıya˛ sravantyo bhavanti | atha ve˜‡nt‡n pu˘kariı„˛ sravant„˛ sÁjate | sa hi 
kart‡ ||10|| 
 
10.  "In that place there are no chariots, no chariot-horses, and no roads, but he creates 
chariots, chariot-horses, and roads. In that place, there are no joys, pleasures, and 

 
403 M sadh„˛. 
 
404 Note that this matches M's reading where previously M drops perception and adds ‡tman at 3.7.22-23. 
 
405 These two in apposition seem to indicate "calmness" versus "activity." 
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delights, but he creates joys, pleasures, and delights. In that place there are no pools, 
lotus-ponds, or rivers, but he creates pools, lotus-ponds, and rivers because he is the 
creator. 
 
tad ete ˜lok‡ bhavanti | 
svapena ˜‡r„ram abhiprahaty‡supta˛ supt‡n abhic‡ka˜„ti | ˜ukram ‡d‡ya punar aiti 
sth‡naß hiraımaya˛ puru˘a ekahaßsa˛ ||11|| pr‡ıena rak˘an navara¸ kul‡ya¸ 
bahi˘kul‡y‡d amÁta˜ caritv‡ | sa „yate 'mÁto yatrak‡maß hiraımaya˛ puru˘a ekahaßsa˛ 
||12|| svapn‡nta ucc‡vacam„yam‡no rÂp‡ıi deva˛ kurute bahÂni | uteva str„bhi˛ saha 
modam‡no jak˘ad utev‡pi bhay‡ni pa˜yan ||13|| ‡r‡mam asya pa˜yanti na ta¸ pa˜yati 
ka˜caneti | 
 
11.  Now there are these verses. 
 
Having struck down the bodily [self] by sleep, 

The non-sleeping one surveys the sleeping [senses]. 
Having taken the light he goes again to his place, 

The golden person, the single goose. 
 
12.  Guarding his nest below with his breath, 

The immortal wanders outside the nest. 
The immortal goes where he desires 

The golden person, the single goose. 
 
13.  In the state of sleep, going to places high and low, 

The god [non-bodily self] makes the visible forms. 
Seemingly rejoicing with women,  

and laughing, seemingly now seeing fearful things. 
 
14.  They see his pleasure-place, 

but no one sees him. 
 
ta¸ n‡yata¸ bodhayed ity ‡hu˛ | durbhi˘ajyaß h‡smai bhavati yam e˘a na pratipadyate | 
atho khalv ‡hur j‡garitade˜a ev‡syai˘a iti | y‡ni hy eva j‡grat pa˜yati t‡ni supta iti | 
atr‡ya¸ puru˘a˛ svaya¸jyotir bhavati | so 'ha¸ bhagavate sahasra¸ dad‡mi | ata 
Ârdhva¸ vimok˘‡ya brÂh„ti ||14|| 
 
"People say, 'You should not wake someone who has gone to sleep because curing him is 
difficult if he has not returned.' Now people also say, 'This is his waking place ' because 
the things one sees while awake are what one sees while asleep. Here, this person is his 
own light." 
 Janaka said, "Distinguished one, I give you a thousand cows. Tell me more about 
release."406 
 
 
406 This could mean "for release from the boon" (Olivelle 1998: 113ff.). However, one would expect some 
mention of the release being accomplished. I am inclined to take this as "Tell me more about release [from 
this world, i.e., death]" paralleling vimucyam‡na˛ in 4.1.7 and Ârdhva¸ vimukt‡˛ in 4.4.8 (which would 
mark that the series of verses is the final answer). Y‡j§avalkya's later frustration would be the fact that he 
was unable to dodge the actual question. 
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sa v‡ e˘a etasmin sa¸pras‡de ratv‡ caritv‡ dÁ˘tvaiva puıya¸ ca p‡pa¸ ca puna˛ 
pratiny‡ya¸ pratiyony ‡dravati svapn‡yaiva | sa yat tatra ki¸cit pa˜yaty ananv‡gatas tena 
bhavati | asaÔgo hy aya¸ puru˘a iti | evam evaitad y‡j§avalkya | so 'ha¸ bhagavate 
sahasra¸ dad‡mi | ata Ârdhva¸ vimok˘‡yaiva brÂh„ti ||15|| 
 
15.  "Having experienced and moved about in the serene [state] and having seen the good 
and the bad, he runs back along the same path and through the same opening right back to 
dream-sleep. Whatever he sees in that [serene state] does not follow him because there is 
no attachment to this person." 
 "It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. I give you a thousand cows. Tell me more about 
release."407 
 
sa v‡ e˘a etasmin svapne ratv‡ caritv‡ dÁ˘Òvaiva puıya¸ ca p‡pa¸ ca puna˛ pratiny‡ya¸ 
pratiyony ‡dravati buddh‡nt‡yaiva | sa yat tatra ki¸cit pa˜yaty ananv‡gatas tena bhavati | 
asaÔgo hy aya¸ puru˘a iti | evam evaitad y‡j§avalkya | so 'ha¸ bhagavate sahasra¸ 
dad‡mi | ata Ârdhva¸ vimok˘‡yaiva ||16|| 
 
16.  "Having experienced and moved about in dream-sleep and having seen the good and 
the bad, he runs back along the same path and through the opening right back to the 
waking state. Whatever he sees in that (dream-state) does not follow him because there is 
no attachment to this person." 
 "It is so, Y‡j§avalkya. I give you a thousand cows. Tell me more about release." 
 
sa v‡ e˘a etasmin buddh‡nte ratv‡ caritv‡ dÁ˘Òvaiva puıya¸ ca p‡pa¸ ca puna˛ 
pratiny‡ya¸ pratiyony ‡dravati svapn‡nt‡yaiva ||17|| 
 
17.  "Having experienced and moved about in the waking state and having seen the good 
and the bad, he runs back along the same path and through the opening right back to the 
dream state.  
 
tad yath‡ mah‡matsya ubhe kÂle anusa¸carati pÂrva¸ c‡para¸ ca | evam ev‡ya¸ puru˘a 
et‡v ubh‡v ant‡v anusa¸carati svapn‡nta¸ ca budh‡nta¸ ca ||18|| 
 
18.  "It's like this -- as a great fish travels between two banks,408 this side and that side, in 
the same way this person travels to both the waking state and dream state. 
 
tad yath‡sminn ‡k‡˜e ˜yeno v‡ suparıo v‡ viparipatya ˜r‡nta˛ saßhatya pak˘au 
sa¸lay‡yaiva dhriyate | evam ev‡ya¸ puru˘a etasm‡ ant‡ya dh‡vati yatra supto na 
ka¸cana k‡ma¸ k‡mayate na ka¸cana svapna¸ pa˜yati ||19|| 
 
19.  "It's like this -- as a hawk or a falcon in the sky flies around and once tired stretches 
its wings to sail to its nest,409 in the same way a man runs to this realm (for sleep), where, 
while sleeping, desires nothing and sees no dreams. 

 
407 15 is omitted in M. which is probably the better reading. 
 
408 Roebuck (2000: 80) translates as "travels along both banks." However, I think the metaphor is related to 
movement to and from the states of dreaming and waking so the fish here must be travelling from one bank 
to the other. 
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t‡ v‡ asyait‡ hit‡ n‡ma n‡Ûyo yath‡ ke˜a˛ sahasradh‡ bhinnas t‡vat‡ıimn‡ ti˘Òhanti 
˜uklasya n„lasya piÔgalasya haritasya lohitasya pÂrı‡˛ | atha yatraina¸ ghnant„va 
jinant„va hast„va vicch‡yayati gartam iva patati yad eva j‡gradbhaya¸ pa˜yati tad 
atr‡vidyay‡ manyate | atha yatra deva iva r‡jev‡ham evedaß sarvo 'sm„ti manyate so 'sya 
paramo loka˛ ||20|| 
 
20.  "His veins named Hit‡ which are like a hair divided a thousand fold are established 
[in the heart?] filled with white, blue, orange, green and red fluid. Here (dream-sleep) he 
sees the terrors of the waking world because of ignorant thinking -- as if killed or 
conquered, as if an elephant chased him or he fell into a hole. Now where he thinks, like a 
god or a king, 'I am this whole world,' that is his highest world. 
 
tad v‡ asyaitad aticchand‡ apahatap‡pm‡bhayaß rÂpam | tad yath‡ priyay‡ striy‡ 
sa¸pari˘vakto na b‡hya¸ ki¸cana veda n‡ntaram | evam ev‡ya¸ puru˘a˛ pr‡j§en‡tman‡ 
sa¸pari˘vakto na b‡hya¸ ki¸cana veda n‡ntaram | tad v‡ asyaitad ‡ptak‡mam 
‡tmak‡mam ak‡maß rÂpaß ˜ok‡ntaram ||21|| 
 
21.  "That is his form that is beyond desire, freed from the bad, and without fear. It is like 
this -- as a man embraced by a loved woman knows neither outside nor in, in this way this 
person embraced by self (‡tman) which is knowledge knows neither inside or out. 
Clearly, that is his form -- where desire is fullfilled [because] desire is the self (‡tman); he 
is without desire, he is far from sorrow. 
 
atra pit‡pit‡ bhavati m‡t‡m‡t‡ lok‡ alok‡ dev‡ adev‡ ved‡ aved‡˛ | atra steno 'steno 
bhavati bhrÂıah‡bhrÂıah‡ c‡ıÛ‡lo 'c‡ıÛ‡la˛ paulkaso 'paulkasa˛ ˜ramaıo '˜ramaıas 
t‡paso 't‡pasa˛ | ananv‡gata¸ puıyen‡nanv‡gata¸ p‡pena | t„rıo hi tad‡ sarv‡§ chok‡n 
hÁdayasya bhavati ||22|| 
 
22.  "Here a father is not a father, a mother not a mother, the worlds not worlds, the gods 
not gods, the Vedas not Vedas. Here a thief is not a thief, an abortionist not an abortionist, 
a c‡ıÛ‡la not a c‡ıÛ‡la, a paulkasa not a paulkasa,410 a recluse not a recluse, an ascetic 
not an ascetic. The good and the bad do not follow him. For he has gone beyond all 
sorrows of the heart. 
 
yad vai tan na pa˜yati pa˜yan vai tan na pa˜yati | na hi dra˘Òur dÁ˘Òer viparilopo vidyate 
'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yat pa˜yet ||23|| 
 
23.  "He does not see; though [capable of] seeing he does not see -- since there is no 
separation of the seeing from the seer because it is indestructible. But there is no second, 
no other that is distinct from him, that he could see. 
 
 
409 Unlike Roebuck (2000: 80) and Olivelle (1998: 115), I take saß √han here to mean "to be put in 
unison" by stretching out both wings horizontally to sail (rather than "folding" the wings in) as this is what 
these types of birds do when they are approaching their nests. Swooping, by means of folding the wings in, 
is an attack posture. See R. Burton (1990). 
 
410 In these two cases, it is not clear what these terms mean. They are likely tribal terms that were 
Sanskritized (Brereton, per. comm.). 
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yad vai tan na jighrati jighran vai tan na jighrati | na hi ghr‡tur ghr‡ter viparilopo vidyate 
'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yaj jighret ||24|| 
 
24. "He does not smell; though [capable of] smelling, he does not smell -- since there is 
no separation of the smelling from the smeller because it is indestructible. But there is no 
second, no other that is distinct from him, that he could smell. 
 
yad vai tan na rasayate rasayan vai tan na rasayate | na hi rasayitÂ rasayater viparilopo 
vidyate 'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yad rasayet ||25|| 
 
25.  "He does not taste; though [capable of] tasting, he does not taste -- since there is no 
separation of the tasting from the taster because it is indestructible. But there is no 
second, no other that is distinct from him, that he could taste. 
 
yad vai tan na vadati vadan vai tan na vadati | na hi vaktur vakter viparilopo vidyate 
'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yad vadet ||26|| 
 
26.  "He does not speak; though [capable of] speaking, he does not speak -- since there is 
no separation of speaking from the speaker because it is indestructible. But there is no 
second, no other that is distinct from him, that he could speak to. 
 
yad vai tan na ˜Áıoti ˜Áıvan vai tan na ˜Ánoti | na hi ˜rotu˛ ˜ruter viparilopo vidyate 
'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yac chÁıuy‡t ||27|| 
 
27.  "He does not hear; though [capable of] hearing, he does not hear -- since there is no 
separation of hearing from the hearer because it is indestructible. But there is no second, 
no other that is distinct from him, that he could hear. 
 
yad vai tan na manute manv‡no vai tan na manute | na hi mantur mater viparilopo vidyate 
'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yan manv„ta ||28|| 
 
28. "He does not think; though [capable of] thinking, he does not think -- since there is 
no separation of thinking from the thinker because it is indestructible. But there is no 
second, no other that is distinct from him, that he could think of. 
 
yad vai tan na spÁ˜ati spÁ˜an vai tan na spÁ˜ati | na hi spra˘Òu˛ spÁ˘Òer viparilopo vidyate 
'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yat spÁ˜et ||29|| 
 
29.  "He does not touch; though [capable of] touching, he does not touch -- since there is 
no separation of touching from the toucher because it is indestructible. But there is no 
second, no other that is distinct from him, that he could touch. 
  
yad vai tan na vij‡n‡ti vij‡nan vai tan na vij‡n‡ti | na hi vij§‡tur vij§‡ter viparilopo 
vidyate 'vin‡˜itv‡t | na tu tad dvit„yam asti tato 'nyad vibhakta¸ yad vij‡n„y‡t ||30|| 
 
30.  "He does not perceive; though [capable of] perceiving, he does not perceive, -- since 
there is no separation of perception from the perceiver because it is indestructible. But 
there is no second, no other that is distinct from him, that he could perceive. 
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yatra v‡ anyad iva sy‡t tatr‡nyo 'nyat pa˜yed anyo 'nyaj jighred anyo 'nyad rasayed anyo 
'nyad vaded anyo 'nyac chÁıuy‡d anyo 'nyan manv„t‡nyo 'nyat spÁ˜ed anyo 'nyad vij‡n„y‡t 
||31|| 
 
31.  "Where there is something of an other,411 one can see the other, one can smell the 
other, one can taste the other, one can speak to the other, one can hear the other, one can 
think the other, one can touch the other, and one can perceive the other. 
  
salila eko dra˘Ò‡dvaito bhavati | e˘a brahmaloka˛ samr‡Ò | iti hainam anu˜a˜‡sa 
y‡j§avalkya | e˘‡sya param‡ gati˛ | e˘‡sya param‡ sa¸pat | e˘o 'sya paramo loka˛ | e˘o 
'sya parama ‡nanda˛ etasyaiv‡nandasy‡ny‡ni bhÂt‡ni m‡tr‡m upaj„vanti ||32|| 
 
32.  "He becomes the one water, the non-dual seer. That is the world of brahman, O 
King." So did Y‡j§avalkya instruct him. "This is his highest path. This is his highest 
attainment. This is his highest world. This is his highest joy. On a fraction of just this 
bliss do other creatures live. 
 
sa yo manu˘y‡ı‡¸ r‡ddha˛ samÁddho bhavaty anye˘‡m adhipati˛ sarvair m‡nu˘yakair 
bhogai˛ sa¸pannatama˛ sa manu˘y‡ı‡¸ parama ‡nanda˛ | atha ye ˜ata¸ manu˘y‡ı‡m 
‡nand‡˛ sa eka˛ pitÈı‡¸ jitalok‡n‡m ‡nanda˛ | atha ye ˜atam pitÈı‡m jitalok‡n‡m 
‡nand‡˛ sa eko gandharvaloka ‡nanda˛ | atha ye ˜ata¸ gandharvaloka ‡nand‡˛ sa eka˛ 
karmadev‡n‡m ‡nando ye karmaı‡ devatvam abhisa¸padyante | atha ye ˜atam 
karmadev‡n‡m ‡nand‡˛ sa eka ‡j‡nadev‡n‡m ‡nanda˛ | ya˜ ca ˜rotriyo 'vÁjino 
'k‡mahata˛ | atha ye ˜atam ‡j‡nadev‡n‡m ‡nand‡˛ sa eka˛ praj‡patiloka ‡nanda˛ | ya˜ ca 
˜rotriyo 'vÁjino 'k‡mahata˛ | atha ye ˜ata¸ praj‡patiloka ‡nand‡˛ sa eko brahmaloka 
‡nanda˛ | ya˜ ca ˜rotriyo 'vÁjino 'k‡mahata˛ | athai˘a eva parama ‡nanda˛ | e˘a 
brahmaloka˛ samr‡Û iti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | so 'ha¸ bhagavate sahasra¸ dad‡mi | ata 
Ârdhva¸ vimok˘‡yaiva brÂh„ti | atra ha y‡j§avalkyo bibhay‡¸cak‡ra medh‡v„ r‡j‡ 
sarvebhyo m‡ntebhya udarauts„d iti ||33|| 
 
33.  "That [joy] which is accomplished and rich among men, ruling others [i.e., other 
joys] and fully endowed with all human delights, that is the highest joy of men. Now, one 
hundred joys of men is but the single joy of the ancestors who have won their world. And 
one hundred joys of the ancestors who have won their world is a single joy in the world of 
the Gandharvas. One hundred joys in the world of the Gandharvas is a single joy of gods-
by-rites, that is one who attains godhood through rites. One hundred joys of gods-by-rites 
is the single joy of gods-by-birth and also the one learned in the Vedas, who is not 
crooked and not overcome by desire. One hundred joys of gods-by-birth is the single joy 
in the world of Praj‡pati and also the one learned in the Vedas, who is not crooked and 
not overcome by desire. One hundred joys in the world of Praj‡pati is the single joy in the 
world of brahman and also the one learned in the Vedas, who is not crooked and not 
overcome by desire. Now certainly that is the highest joy, that is the world of brahman, O 
King." So said Y‡j§avalkya. 
 "Distinguished one, I give you a thousand cows. Tell me further about release!" 

 
411 I follow Brereton's (1986) interpretation of iva which I think is particularly important here: "something 
(iva) of an other" is to indicate that in reality there is no other, but there is the perception of an other in 
phenomenal existence. 
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 At this point Y‡j§avalkya became afraid thinking, "This king is smart. He has 
driven me from every conclusion. 
 
sa v‡ e˘a etasmin svapn‡nte ratv‡ caritv‡ dÁ˘Òvaiva puıyam ca p‡pa¸ ca puna˛ 
pratiny‡ya¸ pratiyony ‡dravati buddh‡nt‡yaiva ||34|| 
 
34.  "Having experienced and moved about in dream-sleep and having seen the good and 
the bad, he runs back along the same path and through the same opening right back to the 
waking state. 
 
tad yath‡na˛ susam‡hitam utsarjad y‡y‡d evam ev‡yaß ˜ar„ra ‡tm‡ 
pr‡j§en‡tman‡nv‡rÂÛha utsarjan y‡ti | yatraitad Ârdhvocchv‡s„ bhavati ||35|| 
 
35.  "As a heavily loaded cart goes along creaking, in this way this bodily self (‡tman) 
burdened with the self (‡tman) which is knowledge, goes along creaking when he 
breathes his last breath. 
 
sa yatr‡yam aıim‡na¸ nyeti jaray‡ vopatapat‡ v‡ıim‡na¸ nigacchati | tad yath‡mra¸ 
vodumbara¸ v‡ pippala¸ v‡ bandhan‡t pramucyate evam ev‡ya¸ puru˘a ebhyo 
'Ôgebhya˛ sa¸pramucya puna˛ pratiny‡ya¸ pratiyony ‡dravati pr‡ı‡yaiva ||36|| 
 
36.  "A man falls into frailness by sickness or old age. As a mango, fig, or a pipal-fruit 
comes free from the stem, in this way a person comes free from his limbs and again goes 
back along the same path and through the same opening right back to the breath. 
 
tad yath‡ r‡j‡nam ‡y‡ntam ugr‡˛ pratyenasa˛ sÂtagr‡maıyo 'nnai˛ p‡nair ‡vasathai˛ 
pratikalpante 'yam ‡y‡tyayam ‡gacchat„ti | evaß haiva¸vidaß sarv‡ıi bhÂt‡ni 
pratikalpanta ida¸ brahm‡y‡t„dam ‡gacchat„ti ||37|| 
 
37.  "As when a king arrives, warriors, judges, heralds and village chiefs welcome with 
[gifts of] food, drink, and lodging shout 'He's arriving! He's coming!'  So in this way 
when a knowing person arrives, all beings412 shout "This brahman comes! This brahman 
comes!" 
 
tad yath‡ r‡j‡na¸ prayiy‡santam ugr‡˛ pratyenasa˛ sÂtagr‡maıyo 'bhisam‡yanti | evam 
evemam ‡tm‡nam antak‡le sarve pr‡ı‡ abhisam‡yanti | yatraitad Ârdhvocchv‡s„ bhavati 
||38|| 

|| iti tÁt„ya¸ br‡hmaıa¸ || 
 
38.  "As a king is about to depart, warriors, judges, charioteers, and village chiefs gather 
around, in this way all the breaths gather around a man at his end time when he breathes 
his last breath. 
  
sa yatr‡yam ‡tm‡balya¸ nyetya sa¸moham iva nyeti | athainam ete pr‡ı‡ abhisam‡yanti 
| sa et‡s tejom‡tr‡˛ samabhy‡dad‡no hÁdayam ev‡nvavakr‡mati | sa yatrai˘a c‡k˘u˘a˛ 
puru˘a˛ par‡Ô pary‡vartate | ath‡rÂpaj§o bhavati ||1|| 
 
4.4 
 
412 There appears to be an intentional double meaning of "people" and the "senses." 
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1.  "When the body (‡tman) becomes weak and he is in some sort of delusion, the breaths 
gather around. Taking these bits of splendor with him he descends back into the heart. 
When the person that is the eye turns back [into the heart], he has no knowledge of visible 
forms. 
 
ek„bhavati na pa˜yat„ty ‡hu˛ | ek„bhavati na jighrat„ty ‡hu˛ | ek„bhavati na rasayata ity 
‡hu˛ | ek„bhavati na vadat„ty ‡hu˛ | ek„bhavati na ˜Áıot„ty ‡hu˛ | ek„bhavati na manuta ity 
‡hu˛ | ek„bhavati na spÁ˜at„ty ‡hu˛ | ek„bhavati na vij‡n‡t„y ‡hu˛ | tasya haitasya 
hÁdayasy‡gra¸ pradyotate | tena pradyotenai˘a ‡tm‡ ni˘kr‡mati cak˜u˘Òo v‡ mÂrdhno 
v‡nyebhyo v‡ sar„rade˜ebhya˛ | tam utkr‡manta¸ pr‡ıo 'nÂtkr‡mati | pr‡ıam 
anÂtkr‡mantaß sarve pr‡ı‡ anÂtkr‡manti | savij§‡no bhavati | savij§‡nam 
ev‡nvavakr‡mati ta¸ vidy‡karmaı„ samanv‡rabhete pÂrvapraj§‡ ca ||2|| 
 
2.  "They say, 'He's becoming one,413 he cannot see.' 'He's becoming one, he cannot taste.' 
'He's becoming one, he cannot speak.' 'He's becoming one, he cannot hear.' 'He's 
becoming one, he cannot think.' 'He's becoming one, he cannot feel touch.' 'He's 
becoming one, he cannot perceive.' The top of his heart lights up and by that light he exits 
from the eye, or the head, or some other part of the body. When departing, the breath 
departs with him. When the breath is departing, all the breaths depart with him. He 
becomes only awareness and he descends into awareness. Knowledge, actions, and 
memory surround him completely. 
 
tad yath‡ tÁıajal‡yuk‡ tÁıasy‡nta¸ gatv‡nyam ‡kramam ‡kramy‡tm‡nam upasaßharati | 
evam ev‡yam ‡tmedaß ˜ar„ra¸ nihaty‡vidy‡¸ gamayitv‡nyam ‡kramy‡tm‡nam 
upasaßharati ||3|| 
 
3.  "It is like this -- as a caterpillar goes to the tip of a blade of grass, takes the next step 
[by stretching onto the next blade of grass] and then draws itself (‡tman) together, in this 
way the self (‡tman), having felled the body and sent (itself) to non-knowing, takes the 
next step and then draws itself (‡tman) together. 
 
tad yath‡ pe˜ask‡r„ pe˜aso m‡tr‡m ap‡d‡y‡nyan navatara¸ kaly‡ıataraß rÂpa¸ tanute | 
evam ev‡yam ‡tmedaß ˜ar„ra¸ nihaty‡vidy‡¸ gamayitv‡nyan navatara¸ kaly‡ıataraß 
rÂpa¸ kurute pitrya¸ v‡ g‡ndharva¸ v‡ daiva¸ v‡ pr‡j‡patya¸ v‡ br‡hma¸ v‡ny e˘‡¸ 
v‡ bhÂt‡n‡m ||4|| 
 
4.  "It is like this -- as a weaver-woman takes off a measure of colored yarn and weaves a 
newer and prettier form, in this way the self (‡tman), having felled the body and sent 
himself to non-knowing, makes itself a newer, prettier form -- of an ancestor, or a 
Gandharva, or a god, or Pr‡japati, or Brahm‡,414 or of other beings.415 
 
sa v‡ ayam ‡tm‡ brahma vij§‡namayo manomaya˛ pr‡ıamaya˜ cak˘urmaya˛ 
˜rotramaya˛ pÁthiv„maya ‡pomaya v‡yumaya ‡k‡˜amayas tejomayo 'tejomaya˛ 
 
413 √ek„bhÂ probably refers to his senses gathering around and becoming indistinguishable. 
 
414 Or: of brahman. 
 
415 Note here that it is not that he takes over a body of his ancestor,  but rather that he takes on a body 
appropriate of an ancestor, and so on. 
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k‡mamayo 'k‡mamaya˛ krodhamayo 'krodhamayo dharmamayo 'dharmamaya˛ 
sarvamaya˛ | tad yad etad ida¸mayo 'domaya iti | yath‡k‡r„ yath‡c‡r„ tath‡ bhavati | 
s‡dhuk‡r„ sadhur bhavati | p‡pak‡r„ p‡po bhavati | puıya˛ puıyena karmaı‡ p‡pa˛ 
p‡pena | atho khalv ‡hu˛ k‡mamaya ev‡ya¸ puru˘a iti | sa yath‡k‡mo bhavati tat kratur 
bhavati | yat kratur bhavati tat karma kurute | yat karma kurute tad abhisa¸padyate ||5|| 
 
5.  "Now certainly this self is brahman which consists of perception, mind, breaths, sight, 
hearing, the earth, the waters, the wind, space, brightness, darkness, desire, non-desire, 
anger, non-anger, dharma, adharma, the self made of everything. [Thus they say,] "He is 
made of this. He is made of that." According to his action and his conduct a man becomes 
[what he becomes]. One who does good action becomes good and one who does bad 
action becomes bad. By good actions one becomes good and bad by action one becomes 
bad. Now they say, "This person is just composed of desire." His desire is in accordance 
with his intention and he performs action in accordance with his intention. His actions 
determine him. 
 
tad e˘a ˜loko bhavati | tad eva sakta˛ saha karmanaiti liÔga¸ mano yatra ni˘aktmasya | 
pr‡py‡nta¸ karmaıas tasya yat ki¸ceha karoty ayam | tasm‡l lok‡t punar aityasymai 
lok‡ya karmaıe || iti nu k‡mayam‡na˛ | ath‡k‡mayam‡no yo 'k‡mo ni˘k‡ma ‡ptak‡ma 
‡tmak‡mo na tasy pr‡ı‡ utkr‡manti | brahmaiva san brahm‡py eti ||6|| 
 
6.  "Now there is this verse: 
A man attached with action goes, 

To where his character, his mind, is affixed. 
Having reached the end of his actions 
 Whatever he performs here -- 
He comes again from that world, 
 to this world, to action. 
 
"But that is regarding a man who desires. Now a person who does not desire -- that is one 
without desires, free from desire, whose desires are fulfilled, whose desire is the self, his 
breaths do not depart. He is just brahman and to brahman he goes. 
 
tad e˘a ˜loko bhavati | yad‡ sarve pramucyante k‡m‡ ye 'sya hÁdi ˜rit‡˛ | atha martyo 
'mÁto bhavaty atra brahma sama˜nuta iti || tad yath‡hinirlvayan„ valm„ke mÁt‡ pratyas t‡ 
˜ay„ta | evam evedaß sar„raß sÇte | ath‡yam a˜ar„ro 'mÁta˛ pr‡ıo brahmaiva teja eva | so 
'ha¸ bhagavate sahasra¸ dad‡m„ti hov‡ca janako vaideha˛ ||7|| 
 
7.  "Now there is this verse: 
When they are all let go,  
 those desires affixed in the heart; 
Then a mortal becomes immortal, 
 and has attained brahman here. 
 
"It is like this -- as a snakeskin lay dead and discarded on an anthill, in just this way the 
corpse lies. Now this immortal, incorporeal body is the breath -- only brahman, only 
light." 
 Janaka of Videha said, "Distinguished one, I give you a thousand cows." 
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tad ete ˜lok‡ bhavanti | aıu˛ panth‡ vitata˛ pur‡ıo m‡ß spÁ˘Òo 'nuvitto mayaiva | tena 
dh„r‡ apiyanti brahmavida˛ svarga¸ lokam ita Ârdhva¸ vimukt‡˛ ||8||  
 
8.  "Now there is this verse: 
A fine, long, and ancient path, 
 I have touched it to me, I have found it; 
By it intellegent men, knowers of brahman 
 go to the heavenly world, released from here. 
 
tasmi§ chuklam uta n„lam ‡hu˛ piÔgalaß harita¸ lohita¸ ca | e˘a panth‡ brahmaı‡ 
h‡nuvit tas tenaiti brahmavit puıyakÁt tejasa˜ ca ||9||  
 
9.  "In it are the white and the blue, they say,  
 And the orange, the red, and the yellow; 
This path was found by brahman,' 
 By it goes the knower of brahman, the doer of good, the person of light. 
 
andha¸ tama˛ pravi˜anti yo 'vidy‡m up‡sate | tato bhÂya iva te tamo ya u vidy‡y‡ß rat‡˛ 
||10||  
 
10.  "They enter into blind darkness, 
 Those who venerate ignorance/ignorantly; 
And a somewhat greater darkness, 
 [Enter] those who delight in knowledge. 
 
anand‡ n‡ma te lok‡ andhena tamas ‡vÁt‡˛ | t‡ßs te prety‡bhigacchanty avidv‡ßso 
'budho jan‡˛ ||11|| 
 
11.  "'Joyless,' by name, are those worlds, 
 Encompassed in blind darkness; 
To them they go when they die, 
 People who are unlearned and the unwise. 
 
‡tm‡na¸ ced vij‡n„y‡d ayam asm„ti pÂru˘a˛ | kim icchan kasya k‡m‡ya ˜ar„ram 
anusa¸jvaret ||12||  
 
12.  "Should a person perceive the self (‡tman),  

Knowing 'I am he;' 
What could he want? Whom could he desire, 
 That he would distress [himself] about this body. 
 
yasy‡nuvitta˛ pratibuddha ‡tm‡smin sa¸dehye gahane pravi˘Òa˛ | sa vi˜vakÁt sa hi 
sarvasya kart‡ tasy loka˛ sa u loka eva ||13|| 
 
13.  "For the one who found and perceived 
 the self (‡tman) that has entered the dense body; 
 He is the maker of all, the creator of everything, 
 This is his world, indeed he is the world. 
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ihaiva santo 'tha vidmas tad vaya¸ na ced avedir mahat„ vina˘Òi˛ | ye tad vidur amÁt‡s te 
bhavanty athetare du˛kham ev‡piyanti ||14||  
 
14.  "While even being here we know it, 
 If you don't, you are ignorant -- it is your great destruction; 
Those who know become immortal, 
 And the others go to sorrow. 
 
yadaitam anupa˜yaty ‡tm‡na¸ devam a§jas‡ | „˜‡na¸ bhÂtabhavasya na tato vijugupsate 
||15||  
 
15. "When someone truly sees 
 The self (‡tman) as god; 
He is the ruler of the past and the future, 
 He will not want to hide from him. 
 
yasm‡d arv‡k sa¸vatsaro 'hobhi˛ parivartate | tad dev‡ jyoti˘‡¸ jyotir ‡yur hop‡sate 
'mÁtam ||16||  
 
16.  "Below him, the year revolves  

Together with the days; 
The gods venerate that light of lights, 
 As life, as immortality. 
 
yasmin pa§ca pa§cajan‡ ‡k‡˜a˜ ca prati˘Òhita˛ | tam eva manya ‡tm‡na¸ vidv‡n 
brahm‡mÁto 'mÁtam ||17||  
 
17.  "In it, the five groups of five 
 and space are established. 
I think this as the self (‡tman), 
 I who know this immortal brahman am immortal. 
 
pr‡ıasya pr‡ıam uta cak˘u˘a˜ cak˘ur uta ˜rotrasya ˜rotra¸ manaso ye mano vidu˛ | te 
nicikyur brahma pur‡ıam agryam ||18||  
 
18.  "Those who know the breath of the breath, 
 The hearing of the hearing, 
  The thinking of the thinking; 
They perceive brahman, 
 The ancient, 
  The first. 
 
manasaiv‡nudra˘Òavya¸ neha n‡n‡sti ki¸cana | mÁtyo˛ sa mÁtyum ‡pnoti ya iha n‡neva 
pa˜yati ||19||  
 
19.  "It is to be perceived with the mind alone 
 That there is nothing diverse at all; 
From death he attains (another) death, 
 He who sees any diversity here. 
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ekadhaiv‡nudra˘Òavyam etad apramaya¸ dhruvam | viraja˛ para ‡k‡˜‡d aja ‡tm‡ mah‡n 
dhruva˛ ||20||  
 
20.  "It is to be perceived as just one, 
 Without measure and fixed. 
The self (‡tman) is stainless, beyond space, 
 great, unborn, and fixed. 
 
tam eva dh„ro vij§‡ya praj§‡¸ kurv„ta br‡hmaıa˛ | n‡nudhy‡y‡d bahÂ§ chabd‡n v‡co 
vigl‡panaß hi tad iti ||21|| 
 
21.  "The learned Brahmin, having known just this, 
 should cultivate wisdom; 
He should not contemplate many words, 
 As it is just the weariness of speech. 
  
sa v‡ e˘a mah‡n aja ‡tm‡ yo 'ya¸ vij§‡namaya˛ pr‡ıe˘u | ya e˘o 'ntar hÁdaya ‡k‡˜as 
tasmi§ chete sarvasya va˜„ sarvasye˜‡na˛ sarvasy‡dhipati˛ sa na s‡dhun‡ karmaı‡ 
bhuy‡n no ev‡s‡dhun‡ kan„y‡n | e˘a sarve˜vara˛ | e˘a bhÂt‡dhipati˛ | e˘a bhÂtap‡la˛ | e˘a 
setur vidharaıa e˘‡¸ lok‡n‡m asa¸bhed‡ya | tam eta¸ ved‡nuvacanena br‡hmaı‡ 
vividi˘anti yaj§ena d‡nena tapas‡n‡˜akena | etam eva viditv‡ munir bhavati | etam eva 
pravr‡jino lokam icchanta˛ pravrajanti | etad dha sma vai tat pÂrve vidv‡ßsa˛ praj‡¸ na 
k‡mayante | ki¸ prajay‡ kari˘y‡mo ye˘‡¸ no 'yam ‡tm‡ya¸ loka iti | te ha sma 
putrai˘aı‡y‡˜ ca vittai˘aı‡y‡˜ ca lokai˘aı‡y‡˜ ca vyutth‡y‡tha bhik˘‡carya¸ caranti | y‡ 
hy eva putrai˘aı‡ s‡ vittai˘aı‡ | y‡ vittai˘aı‡ s‡ lokai˘aı‡ | ubhe hy ete e˘aıe eva 
bhavata˛ | sa e˘a neti nety ‡tm‡ | agÁhyo na hi gÁhyate | a˜„ryo na hi ˜„ryate | asaÔgo na hi 
sajyate | asito na vyathate | na ri˘yati | etam u haivaite na tarata iti | ata˛ p‡pam akaravam 
iti | ata˛ kaly‡ıam akaravam iti | ubhe u haivai˘a ete tarati | naina¸ kÁt‡kÁte tapata˛ ||22|| 
 
22.  "This great unborn self (‡tman) is he who consists of perception among the breaths. 
He lies in that space within the heart -- the Ruler of all! Controller of all! Lord of all! He 
does not become more by good actions nor less by bad actions. Just he is the controller! 
He is the ruler of creatures! He is the protector of creatures! He is the dike separating 
these worlds so that they don't mingle. He is the one who the Brahmins desire to know 
through Vedic recitation, by sacrifice, by giving, austerity, and fasting. Coming to know 
just him, one becomes a sage. Only out of a desire for him do wandering ascetics go 
wandering.  

"Knowing this, men of old did not desire offspring, thinking: 'What is the use of 
offspring for us? Ours is this self, it is the world.' Now they gave up desire for sons, 
desire for wealth, and desire for (various) worlds and went about as mendicants because 
the desire for sons is the desire for wealth, and desire for wealth the desire for worlds. 
Both are just desires. 
 "This self is 'Not this, not that.' He is ungraspable because he is not grasped. He is 
undecaying because he does not decay. He is not clinging because he is not clung to. He 
is unbound [because] he does not tremble. He is not hurt. 
 "Two thoughts do not pass across him [the self], 'Thus I did something bad,' and 
'Thus I did something good.' But he passes across those two. He is not burnt by what is 
done or not done. 
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tad etad Ác‡bhyuktam | e˘a nityo mahim‡ br‡hmaıasya na vardhate karmaı‡ no kan„y‡n | 
tasyaiva sy‡t padavitta¸ viditv‡ na lipyate karmaı‡ p‡pakeneti || tasm‡d eva¸vic ch‡nto 
d‡nta uparatas titik˘u˛ sam‡hito bhutv‡tmany ev‡tm‡na¸ pa˜yati sarvam ‡tm‡na¸ 
pa˜yati | naina¸ p‡pm‡ tarati | sarva¸ p‡pm‡na¸ tarati | naina¸ p‡pm‡ tapati | sarva¸ 
p‡pm‡na¸ tapati | vip‡po virajo 'vicikitso br‡hmaıo bhavati | e˘a brahmaloka˛ samr‡Ò | 
ena¸ pr‡pito 's„ti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | so' ha¸ bhagavate videh‡n dad‡mi m‡¸ c‡pi 
saha d‡sy‡yeti ||23|| 
 
23.  "This is said in the Ëgveda: 
He is a Brahmin's imperishable greatness, 
 He does not grow nor diminish by action. 
Should one know his path to knowledge,  
 He is not stained by bad acts. 
 
"Thus a man who knows in this way becomes calm, withdrawn, forbearing, and collected. 
He sees the self (‡tman) in himself (‡tman); and sees the self (‡tman) as everything. Evil 
does not pass across him, [but] he passes across all evil. Evil does not burn him, [but] he 
burns all evil. He becomes a Brahmin who is free from evil, free from stain, and free from 
doubt. This is the world of brahman, O King, and you have been brought there by me." 
 "Distinguished one, I give you the people of Videha and myself as your slaves!" 
 
sa v‡ e˘a mah‡n aja ‡tm‡nn ‡do vasud‡na˛ | vindate vasu ya eva¸ veda ||24|| 
 
24.  This great unborn self (‡tman) is the eater of food, the giver of wealth. One who 
knows in this way, finds wealth. 
 
sa v‡ e˘a mah‡n aja ‡tm‡jaro 'maro 'mÁto 'bhayo brahma | abhaya¸ vai brahma | abhayaß 
hi vai brahma bhavati ya eva¸ veda ||25|| 

 
| |  i t i  caturtha¸ br‡hmaıam | |  

 
25.  This great unborn self (‡tman) is unaging, undying, immortal, free from fear, and it is 
brahman. Clearly brahman is fearless. One who knows in this way becomes the fearless 
brahman. 
 
4.5 
atha ha y‡j§avalkyasya dve bh‡rye babhÂvatur maitrey„ ca k‡ty‡yan„ ca | tayor ha 
maitrey„ brahmav‡din„ babhÂva | str„praj§aiva tarhi k‡ty‡yan„ | atha ha y‡j§avalkyo 'nyad 
vÁttam up‡kari˘yan ||1|| 
 
1.  Now Y‡j§avalkya had two wives, Maitrey„ and K‡ty‡yan„. Of the two, Maitrey„ was 
given to talk about brahman416 while K‡ty‡yan„ was concerned with only womanly 
matters. One day, Y‡j§avalkya was preparing to enter another mode of life.417 
 
 
416 I suspect implicit in this is "with her husband" as there is no textual evidence of her participating in any 
debate.  
 
417 There are possible sacrificial implications here -- upa+ ‡ + √kÁ is used in the animal sacrifice for 
sending the animal to "dedication." It is also used to tell the priest to begin (G.U. Thite, per. comm.). 
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maitrey„ti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | pravraji˘yan v‡ are 'ham asm‡t sth‡n‡d asmi | hanta te 
'nay‡ k‡ty‡yany ‡nta¸ karav‡ı„ti ||2|| 
 
2.  "Maitrey„," Y‡j§avalkya said, "I am going to depart from this place. You see, I must 
make a final settlement with you and K‡ty‡yan„. 
 
s‡ hov‡ca maitrey„ yan nu ma iya¸ bhago˛ sarv‡ pÁthiv„ vittena pÂrı‡ sy‡Ò sy‡¸ nv aha¸ 
ten‡mÁt‡ho3 neti | neti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ | yathaivopakaraıavat‡¸ j„vita¸ tathaiva te 
j„vitaß sy‡t | amÁtatvasya tu n‡˜‡sti vitteneti ||3|| 
 
3.  Maitrey„ said, "Revered one, should I possess this earth filled with riches would it 
make me immortal or not?" 
 "It would not," Y‡j§avalkya said. "Your life would be that of a wealthy person, 
but there is no hope of immortality through riches." 
  
s‡ hov‡ca maitrey„ yen‡ha¸ n‡mÁt‡ sy‡¸ kim aha¸ tena kury‡m | yad eva bhagav‡n 
veda tad eva me brÂh„ti ||4|| 
 
4.  Maitrey„ said, "What would I do with something that doesn't make me immortal? 
Revered one, tell me what you know." 
 
sa hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ priy‡ vai khalu no bhavat„ sat„ priyam avÁdhat | hanta tarhi 
bhavaty etad vy‡khy‡sy‡mi te | vy‡cak˘‡ıasya tu me nididhy‡sasveti ||5|| 
 
5. Y‡j§avalkya said, "Indeed you are dear to me and now you have grown more dear. 
Come, then I will explain it to you. But try to pay close attention when I am speaking." 
 
sa hov‡ca | na v‡ are patyu˛ k‡m‡ya pati˛ priyo bhavaty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya pati˛ priyo 
bhavati | na v‡ are j‡y‡yai k‡m‡ya j‡y‡ priy‡ bhavaty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya j‡y‡ priy‡ 
bhavati | na v‡ are putr‡ı‡¸ k‡m‡ya putr‡˛ priy‡ bhavanty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya putr‡˛ 
priy‡ bhavanti | na v‡ are vittasya k‡m‡ya vitta¸ priya¸ bhavaty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya 
vitta¸ priya¸ bhavati | na v‡ are pa˜Ân‡¸ k‡m‡ya pa˜ava˛ priy‡ bhavanty ‡tmanas tu 
k‡m‡ya pa˜ava˛ priy‡ bhavanti | na v‡ are brahmana˛ k‡m‡ya brahma priya¸ bhavaty 
‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya brahma priya¸ bhavati | na v‡ are k˘atrasya k‡m‡ya k˘atra¸ priya¸ 
bhavaty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya k˘atra¸ priya¸ bhavati | na v‡ are lok‡n‡¸ k‡m‡ya lok‡˛ 
priy‡ bhavanty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya lok‡˛ priy‡ bhavanti | na v‡ are dev‡n‡¸ k‡m‡ya 
dev‡˛ priy‡ bhavanty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya dev‡˛ priy‡ bhavanti | na v‡ are ved‡n‡¸ 
k‡m‡ya ved‡˛ priy‡ bhavanty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya ved‡˛ priy‡ bhavanti | na v‡ are 
bhÂt‡n‡¸ k‡m‡ya bhÂt‡ni priy‡ıi bhavanty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya bhÂt‡ni priy‡ıi bhavanti   
| na v‡ are sarvasya k‡m‡ya sarva¸ priya¸ bhavaty ‡tmanas tu k‡m‡ya sarva¸ priya¸ 
bhavati | ‡tm‡ v‡ are dra˘Òavya˛ ˜rotavyo mantavyo nididhy‡sitavyo maitreyi | ‡tmani 
khalv are dÁ˘Òe ˜rute mate vij§‡ta idaß sarva¸ viditam ||6|| 
 
6.  He said, "It is not out of love for the husband that the husband is held dear, but it is out 
of love for the self (‡tman) that the husband is held dear. It is not out of love for the wife 
that the wife is held dear, but it is out of love for the self that the wife is held dear. It is 
not out of love for children that the children are held dear, but it is out of love for the self 
that the children are held dear. It is not out of love for wealth that wealth is held dear, but 
it is out of love for the self that wealth is held dear. It is not out of love for livestock that 
livestock is held dear, but it is out of love for the self that livestock is held dear. It is not 
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out of love for priestly status that priestly status is held dear, but it is out of love for the 
self that priestly status is held dear. It is not out of love for royal status that royal status is 
held dear, but it is out of love for the self that royal status is held dear. It is not out of love 
for the worlds that worlds are held dear, but it is out of love for the self that the worlds are 
held dear. It is not out of love for the gods that the gods are held dear, but it is out of love 
for the self that the gods are held dear. It is not out of love for the Vedas that the Vedas 
are held dear, but it is out of love for the self that the Vedas are held dear. It is not out of 
love for beings that beings are held dear, but it out of love for the self that beings are held 
dear. It is not out of love for the All that the All is held dear, but it is out of love for the 
self that the All is held dear. 
 "Maitrey„, it is the self (‡tman) which one should see, hear, think about, and 
concentrate on. When one has seen, heard, thought about, and concentrated on the self, 
one knows this All. 
 
brahma ta¸ par‡d‡d yo 'nyatr‡tmano brahma veda | k˘atra¸ ta¸ par‡d‡d yo 
'nyatr‡tmana˛ k˘atram veda | lok‡s ta¸ par‡dur yo 'nyatr‡tmano lok‡n veda | dev‡s ta¸ 
par‡dur yo 'nytr‡tmano dev‡n veda | ved‡s ta¸ par‡dur yo 'nytr‡tmano ved‡n veda | 
bhÂt‡ni ta¸ par‡dur yo 'nyatr‡tmano bhÂt‡ni veda | sarva¸ ta¸ par‡d‡d yo 'nytr‡tmana˛ 
sarva¸ veda | ida¸ brahmeda¸ k˘atram ime lok‡ ime dev‡ ime ved‡ im‡ni bhÂt‡n„daß 
sarva¸ yad ayam ‡tm‡ ||7|| 
 
7.  "May priestly status abandon him who thinks priestly status as other than the self. May 
royal status abandon him who thinks royal status as other than the self. May the worlds 
abandon him who thinks the worlds as other than the self. May the gods abandon him 
who thinks the gods as other than the self. May the Vedas abandon him who thinks the 
Vedas as other than the self. May the beings abandon him who thinks the beings as other 
than the self. May the All abandon him who thinks the All as other than the self. Priestly 
status, royal status, the worlds, the gods, the Vedas, these beings, the All -- all this is this 
self. 
 
sa yath‡ dundubher hanyam‡nasya na b‡hy‡§ chaknuy‡d grahaı‡ya | dundubhesu 
grahaıena dundubhy‡gh‡tasya v‡ ˜abdo gÁh„ta˛ ||8|| 
 
8. "One cannot grab the external sound of a drum which is being beaten, but by grabbing 
the drum or the drum-player one grabs the sound. 
 
sa yath‡ ˜aÔkhasya dhm‡yam‡nasya na b‡hy‡§ chabd‡§ chaknuy‡d grahaı‡ya | 
˜a§khasya tu grahaıena ˜a§khadhmasya v‡ ˜abdo gÁh„ta˛ ||9|| 
 
9.  "One cannot grab the external sound of a conch which is being blown, but by grabbing 
the conch or the conch-player one grabs the sound. 
 
sa yath‡ v„ı‡yai v‡dyam‡n‡yai na b‡hy‡§ chabd‡§ chaknuy‡d grahaı‡ya | v„ı‡yai tu 
grahaıena v„ı‡v‡dasya v‡ ˜abdo gÁh„ta˛ ||10|| 
 
10.  "One cannot grab the external sound of a v„ıa which is being played, but by grabbing 
the v„ıa or the v„ıa player one grabs the sound. 
 
sa yath‡rdraidh‡gner abhy‡hitasya pÁthagdhÂm‡ vini˜caranty eva¸ v‡ are 'sya mahato 
bhÂtasya ni˛˜vasitam etad yad Ágvedo yajurveda˛ s‡mavedo 'tharv‡Ôgirasa itih‡sa˛ 
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pur‡ıa¸ vidy‡ upani˘ada˛ ˜lok‡˛ sÂtr‡ıy anuvy‡khy‡n‡ni vy‡khy‡n‡n„˘Òaß hutam 
‡˜ita¸ p‡yitam aya¸ ca loka˛ para˜ ca loka˛ sarv‡ıi ca bhÂt‡ni | asyaivait‡ni sarv‡ıi 
ni˜vasit‡ni ||11|| 
 
11.  "As clouds of smoke rise from a fire when damp wood is placed on it, in this way 
this great being's exhalation is the Ëgveda, Yajurveda, S‡maveda, Atharva-‚Ôgirasa, 
history, legend, science, the hidden teachings, verses, aphorisms, explanations, glosses, 
the oblation, the offering, the giving of food and water; this world and the next world; and 
all beings. These are all his exhalations. 
 
sa yath‡ sarv‡s‡m ap‡ß samudra ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡ß spar˜‡n‡¸ tvag ek‡yanam | 
evaß sarve˘‡ß gandh‡n‡¸ n‡sike ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡ß ras‡n‡¸ jihvaik‡yanam | 
evaß sarve˘‡ß rÂp‡ı‡¸ cak˘ur ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡ß ˜abd‡n‡¸ ˜rotram ek‡yanam 
| evaß sarve˘‡ß saÔkalp‡n‡¸ mana ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡ß vidy‡n‡ß hÁdayam 
ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡ß karmaı‡ß hast‡v ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡m ‡nand‡n‡m 
upastha ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡ß visarg‡ı‡¸ p‡yur ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘am 
adhvan‡¸ p‡d‡v ek‡yanam | evaß sarve˘‡¸ ved‡n‡¸ v‡g ek‡yanam ||12|| 
 
12.  "As the ocean is the single meeting place of all waters, in this way the skin is the 
single meeting place of all touch; the two nostils, of all odors; the tongue, of all tastes; 
sight, of all visible forms; hearing, of all sounds; the mind, of all thoughts; the heart of all 
sciences; the two hands, of all actions; the sexual organ, of all pleasures; the anus, of all 
excretions; the two feet, of all travel; speech, of all Vedas. 
 
sa yath‡ saindhavaghano 'nantaro 'b‡hya˛ kÁtsno rasaghana eva | eva¸ v‡ are 'yam 
‡t¸‡nantaro 'b‡hya˛ kÁtsna˛ praj§‡naghana eva | etebhyo bhÂtebhyo samutth‡ya t‡ny 
ev‡nu vina˜yati | na pretya sa¸j§‡st„ty are brav„mi | iti hov‡ca y‡j§avalkya˛ ||13|| 
 
13.  "As a lump of salt, having no distinctive interior or exterior, is just a whole mass of 
flavor, in this way, the self (‡tman), having no distinctive interior or exterior, is just a 
whole mass of cognition. It arises with them and is destroyed (vina˜yati)418 after them. I 
am saying that after death, there is no consciousness." This is what Y‡j§avalkya said. 
 
s‡ hov‡ca maitrey„ | atraiva m‡ bhagv‡n moh‡ntam ‡p„pipat | na v‡ aham ima¸ vij‡n‡m„ti 
| sa hov‡ca na v‡ are 'ha¸ moha¸ brav„mi | avin‡˜„ v‡ are 'yam ‡tm‡nucchittidharm‡ ||14|| 
 
14.  Maitrey„ said, "You have tossed me into total confusion. I don't conceptualize this at 
all." 
 He said, "I did not say anything confusing. The self (‡tman) is indestructable 
(av„n‡˜in), its nature imperishable. 
 
yatra hi dvaitam iva bhavati tad itara itara¸ pa˜yati tad itara itara¸ jighrati tad itara 
itaraß rasayate tad itara itaram abhivadati tad itara itaraß ˜Áıoti tad itara itara¸ manute 
 
418 Olivelle (1998: 131) translates vina˜yati as "disappears after them," which is probably what 
Y‡j§avalkya intends. I translate this as "is destroyed" (its primary meaning) because I think Maitrey„ 
misunderstands Y‡j§avalkya as saying the ‡tman is actually destroyed, something that would be rather 
confusing given the context of a discussion of immortality. Y‡j§avalkya recognizes her misunderstanding 
and clarifies that the soul is indestructable (avin‡˜in). Maitrey„'s confusion in 2.4 is different -- her 
confusion there is not understanding how there is no awareness after death after which Y‡j§avalkya 
explains the nature of non-awareness. 
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tad itara itaraß spÁ˜ati tad itara itara¸ vij‡n‡ti | yatra tv asya sarvam ‡tmaiv‡bhÂt tat kena 
ka¸ pa˜yet tat kena ka¸ jighret tat kena kaß rasayet tat kena kam abhivadet tat kena kaß 
˜Ánuy‡t tat kena ka¸ manv„ta tat kena kaß spÁ˘et tat kena ka¸ vij‡n„y‡t | yenedaß 
sarva¸ vij‡n‡ti ta¸ kena vij‡n„y‡t | sa e˘a neti nety ‡tm‡ | agÁhyo na hi gÁhyate | a˜„r yo 
na hi ˜„ryate | asaÔgo na hi sajyate | asito na vyathate | na ri˘yati | vij§‡t‡ram are kena 
vij‡n„y‡d ity ukt‡nu˜‡san‡si maitreyi | et‡vad are khalv amÁtatvam iti hoktv‡ y‡j§avalkya 
vijah‡ra ||15|| 
 
15.  "Because where there is something of an other one can see the other, one can smell 
the other, one can taste the other, one can greet the other, one can hear the other, and can 
think of the other, and one can touch the other, one can cognize the other. But this All has 
become just the self, then who is there to see and by what means? Who is there to smell 
and by what means? Who is tasted and by what means? Who is there to greet and by what 
means? Who is there to hear and by what means? Who is there to think about and by what 
means? Who is there to touch and by what means? 
 "By what means is one to perceive by which the whole is perceived? 
 "This self is 'Not this, Not that.' He is ungraspable because he is not grasped. He is 
undecaying because he does not decay. He is not clinging because he is not clung to. He 
is unbound [because] he does not tremble. He is not hurt. By what means can one 
perceive the perceiver? -- that's the instruction. That's the extent of immortality." 
 Having said this, Y‡j§avalkya left. 
 

| |  i t i  pa§cama¸ br‡hmaıam | |  
 
atha vaß˜a˛ | pautim‡˘yo gaupavan‡t | gaupavana˛ pautim‡˘y‡t | pautim‡˘yo gaupavan‡t 
| gaupavana˛ kau˜ik‡t | kau˜ika˛ kauıÛiny‡t | kauıdinya˛ ˜‡ıÛily‡t | ˜‡ıÛilya˛ kau˜ik‡c 
ca gautam‡c ca | guatama˛ ||1||  ‡gnive˜y‡t | ‡gnive˜yo g‡rgy‡t | g‡rygo g‡rgy‡t | g‡rgyo 
gautam‡t | gautama˛ saitav‡t | saitava˛ p‡r‡˜ary‡yaı‡t | p‡r‡˜ary‡yaıo g‡rgy‡yaı‡t | 
g‡rgy‡yaıa udd‡lak‡yan‡t | udd‡lak‡yano j‡b‡l‡yan‡t | j‡b‡l‡yano m‡dhyandin‡yan‡t | 
m‡dhyandin‡yana˛ saukar‡yaı‡t | saukar‡yaıa˛ k‡˘‡yaı‡t | k‡˘‡yaıa˛ s‡yak‡yan‡t | 
s‡yak‡yana˛ kau˜ik‡yane˛ | kau˜ik‡yani˛ ||2|| ghÁtakau˜ik‡t | ghÁtakau˜ika˛ 
p‡r‡˜ary‡yaı‡t | p‡r‡˜ary‡yaıa˛ p‡r‡˜ary‡t | p‡r‡˜aryo j‡tÂkarıy‡t | j‡tukarıya 
‡sury‡yaı‡c ca y‡sk‡c ca | ‡sur‡yaıas traivane˛ | traivaıir aupajandhane˛ | aupajandhanir 
‡sure˛ | ‡surir bh‡radv‡j‡t | bh‡radv‡ja ‡trey‡Ò | ‡treyo m‡ıÒe˛ | m‡ıÒir gautam‡t | 
gautamo gautam‡t | gautamo v‡tsy‡t | v‡tsya˛ ˜‡ıÛily‡t | ˜‡ıÛilya˛ kai˜ory‡t k‡py‡t | 
kai˜orya˛ k‡pya˛ kum‡rah‡rit‡t | kum‡rah‡rito g‡lav‡t | g‡lavo vidarbh„kauıÛiny‡t | 
vidarbh„kauıÛinyo vatsanap‡to b‡bhrav‡t | vatsanap‡d b‡bhrava˛ patha˛ saubhar‡t | 
panth‡˛ saubharo 'y‡sy‡d ‡Ôgiras‡t | ay‡sya ‡Ôgirasa ‡bhÂtes tv‡˘Òr‡t | ‡bhÂtis tv‡˘Òro 
vi˜varÂp‡t tv‡˘Òr‡t | vi˜varÂpas tv‡˘Òro '˜vabhy‡m | a˜vinau dadh„ca ‡tharvaı‡t | dadhyaÔÔ 
‡tharvaıo 'tharvaıo daiv‡t | atharva daivo mÁtyo pr‡dhvaßsan‡t | mÁtyu˛ pr‡dhvaßsana˛ 
pradhvaßsan‡t | pradhvaßsana ekar˘e˛ | ekar˘ir pracitte˛ | vipracittir vya˘Òe˛ | vya˘Òi˛ 
san‡ro˛ | san‡ru˛ san‡tan‡t | san‡tana˛ sanag‡t | sanaga˛ parame˘Òhina˛ | parame˘Òh„ 
brahmaıa˛ | brahma svaya¸bhu | brahmaıe nama˛  

| |  i t i  ˘a˘Òham br‡hmaıam | |  
| |  i t i  caturtho 'dhy‡ya˛ | |  

 
Now the lineage: Pautim‡˘ya from Gaupavana; Gaupavana from Pautim‡˘ya; Pautim‡˘ya 
from Gaupavana; Gaupavana from Kau˜ika; Kau˜ika from KauıÛinya; KauıÛinya from 
¯‡ıÛilya' ¯‡ıÛilya from Kau˜ika and Gautama; Gautama from ‚gnive˜ya; ‚gnive˜ya 
from G‡rgya; G‡rgya from G‡rgya; G‡rgya from Gautama; Gautama from Saitava; 
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Saitava from P‡r‡˜ary‡yaıa; P‡r‡˜ary‡yaıa from G‡rgy‡yaıa; G‡rgy‡yaıa from 
Udd‡lak‡yana; Udd‡lak‡yana from J‡b‡l‡yana; J‡b‡l‡yana from M‡dhyandin‡yana; 
M‡dhyandin‡yana from Saukar‡yaıa; Saukar‡yaıa from K‡˘‡yaıa; K‡˘‡yaıa from 
S‡yak‡yana; S‡yak‡yana from Kau˜ik‡yani; Kau˜ik‡yani from GhÁtakau˜ika; 
GhÁtakau˜ika from P‡r‡˜ary‡yaıa; P‡r‡˜ary‡yaıa from P‡r‡˜arya; P‡r‡˜arya from 
J‡tÂkarıya; J‡tÂkarıya from ‚sur‡yaıa and Y‡ska; ‚sur‡yaıa from Traivaıi; Traivaıi 
from Aupajandhani; Aupajandhani from ‚suri; ‚suri from Bh‡radv‡ja; Bh‡radv‡ja from 
‚treya; ‚treya from M‡ıÒi; M‡ıÒi from Gautama; Gautama from Gautama; Gautama 
from V‡tsya; V‡tsya from ¯‡ıÛilya; ¯‡ıÛilya from Kai˜orya K‡pya; Kai˜orya K‡pya 
from Kum‡rah‡rita; Kum‡rah‡rita from G‡lava; G‡lava from Vidarbh„kauıÛinya; 
Vidarbh„kauıÛinya from Vatsanap‡t B‡bhrava; Vatsanap‡t B‡bhrava from Pathin 
Saubhara; Pathin Saubhara from Ay‡sya ‚Ôgirasa; Ay‡sya ‚Ôgirasa from ‚bhÂti 
Tv‡˘Òra; ‚bhÂti Tv‡˘Òra from Vi˜varÂpa Tv‡˘Òra; Vi˜varÂpa Tv‡˘Òra from the two A˜vins, 
the two A˜vins from Dadhya§c ‚tharvaıa; Dadhya§c ‚tharvaıa from Atharvan Daiva; 
Atharvan Daiva from MÁtyu Pr‡dhva¸sana; MÁtyu Pr‡dhva¸sana from Pradhva¸sana; 
Pradhva¸sana from Eka Ë˘i; Eka Ë˘i from Vipracitti; Vipracitti from Vya˘Òi; Vya˘Òi 
from San‡ru; San‡ru from San‡tana; San‡tana from Sanaga; Sanaga from Parame˘Òhin; 
Parame˘Òhin from brahman. Brahman is self-existent. Homage to brahman!  
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